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THE RANGE OF THE LOGOS-TITLE IN THE PRO-
LOGUE TO THE FOURTH GOSPEL

Notwithstanding the great amount of exegetical labor

expended on the Fourth Gospel, much of it with the special

end in view of ascertaining its doctrinal character, some of

the foremost biblico-theological problems to which the Gos-

pel gives rise still remain sub judice. One of these is the

question of the precise reference of the chief christological

titles employed. Are these titles given to Christ from the

point of view of the preincarnate state and thence carried

into the incarnate life of the Saviour, or does the Evangelist

use them of the incarnate Christ exclusively, so that they

lack all bearing on the premundane and preincarnate stages

of our Lord’s existence? In the former case their signifi-

cance will not be confined to the sphere of soteriology, or

of christology in its purely soteriological aspect, but will

extend into the doctrines of creation and providence, and

may even reach up into the ontological problem of the di-

vine nature and mode of existence as contemplated in them-

selves. As indicated by our form of statement there is no

absolute alternative involved: reference of these titles to

the preincarnate Christ does not exclude, but includes, their

application to the incarnate life as well. The exclusiveness

is found with the defenders of the view according to which

the names describe the God-Man and predicate of Him
something that is true only in virtue of the incarnation.

What applies to the original existence of Christ will remain

true and continue operative in the life on earth, but the

rule does not work conversely, that what applies to the

incarnate state must necessarily reach back into the life

preceding the incarnation. The sole point at issue therefore

is, whether the attributes or functions expressed by the

names under debate first originated when Christ appeared

in the flesh, or whether their emergence in the earthly life
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of Jesus is a mere continuation, in a new concrete form, of

something that had been predicable of Him before.

In order to preclude confusion of thought another dis-

tinction should be drawn at the outset. It is one thing to

ascribe to the Evangelist the use of one or more of these

names as significant of relations and functions pertaining

to Christ in the preincarnate or premundane state, and quite

another thing to believe that he uses them loosely, by way
of anticipation, where he speaks of the Saviour’s original

existence, fully conscious that in the strict sense of the

terms they belong to the later stage of His life. The mere

fact that one of these names and some preincarnate or

originally divine attribute are joined together cannot, with-

out more, be held to prove the inherent reference of that

name to the larger or eternal aspects of Christ’s Person.

The use of a name is often far wider than the range of its

inherent significance or of the point of view which origi-

nally determined its choice. When certain things are af-

firmed in connection with the Logos, it by no means follows

that He is called the Logos in virtue of these things or

even was the Logos when these things took place. The

Evangelist’s intention might simply be to affirm the things

referred to of Him who afterwards and for other reasons

came to be the Logos. We shall, therefore, have to put

the question sharply in each separate case, whether the

function affirmed is a function of the Person of Christ in

general, here incidentally called Logos, or a function speci-

fically connected with his Logos-character, a Logos-func-

tion as such, the nature of the function inducing the use of

the name.

The three titles in regard to which the said difference of

opinion prevails are Logos, Son of God, Only-Begotten Son

(or God Only-Begotten). As more or less formal names

of the Saviour they are clearly distinct from other designa-

tions which partake rather of the nature of descriptive meta-

phors. It is true, Zahn denies this of Logos and would

consider it as a figure entirely on a line with “the life”,
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“the light”, “the vine”. Even when the Evangelist singles

it out from among other metaphors applied to Christ, to

use it as subject for a number of statements, this is done,

Zahn thinks, with full consciousness of the metaphorical

intent, so that, in order to render the writer’s meaning

exactly, one would have to paraphrase: In the beginning

was He who may be fitly compared to the word of God,

etc.
1

It is, however, doubtful whether the Gospel ever uses

other conceptions such as “light” and “life”, without ad-

ditional qualification, entirely after the same fashion as

Logos, to designate the Person of Christ in the concrete.

The Prologue says: “the Logos was”, but: “in Him was

life”, “and the life (that was in Him) was the light of

men”. “The life” and “the light” remain abstract concep-

tions, although, of course, their reality is concentrated in

the personal Christ. In verses 7, 8, it is true, to
<f>
6)5 is used

as a designation of the historic Jesus. By the side of this

may be placed iii. 19-21, although here the personal inter-

pretation is not necessary. But even so there remains a per-

ceptible difference between such a way of speaking, where the

identification of the person with the abstract idea is led up

to by previous statement, and the procedure of verse 1 in

the Prologue, where, wholly without preliminaries, « \0705

is introduced as a fixed designation. 2 We have sufficient

1 Das Ev. des Joh. pp. 97-106. Krebs, Der Logos als Heiland im
ersten Jahrhundert (Freiburger Theol. Stud. 1910, 2) distinguishes

only between the trinitarian, ontological interpretation of the Logos-

name and its metaphorical interpretation, pp. 3 ff. From the sequel of

the discussion it will appear that in order to reach clearness three

exegetical positions are to be distinguished: 1) the name is not,

strictly speaking, a name, but a metaphor
; 2) it is a real name, but a

name descriptive of function only; 3) it is a name used ontologically

to describe inherent mode of provenience or existence. The view of

Jannaris ZNTW, 1901, pp. 13-26, according to which logos in the

Prologue is not even a metaphorical name of Christ, but simply God’s

utterance at creation, may be left out of account.
2
In 1 Jno. i. 1, 2 “the word of life” is understood by some exegetes

abstractly “the message concerning the life”, notwithstanding the

obvious allusion to the Prologue in 8 gv air dp^ijs . Others insist

upon the concrete sense of “Logos”. Zahn Das Ev. des Joh., p. 103 has

most convincingly shown that the latter must be intended by his
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warrant, therefore, for placing 6 Xo'709 on a line with the

other two designations as a formal name of Christ.

The various positions taken in regard to these names

may be classified as follows. First there is the extreme

view of Zahn, who would restrict all three to the manifes-

tation of Christ in the flesh .

3 Zahn, of course, finds in

John the doctrine of a real preexistence of Christ, but in

his view no denomination applies to the preexistent one as

such except the simple of i. i
c

. Next comes the

view which after the same manner restricts “Son” and

“Only-Begotten”, but allows an exception for Logos re-

garding this at least as a name applicable to the preincar-

nate, if not the premundane, Christ. Among the advocates

of this view may be named Liicke
,

4 Luthard
,

5 Weiss
,

6

Beyschlag
,

7 and Harnack .

8 One step farther go those who

explanation of the peculiar construction ntpi rov Aoyov r^s £wrjs. He
observes that by writing rov Aoyov rijs £o)jjs . . . anayytWofiev the

author would have left open the abstract interpretation : “we declare

the message of life”. In order to preclude this and to convey un-

ambiguously what he had in mind from the beginning, viz., that the

personal Logos is the object of the airayytWtiv, he, by manner of

afterthought, changes the construction and inserts the irtpl. When
the message is “concerning the Word”, then “the Word” is personal.

That even the neuter pronoun o in verse 1 has such a personal refer-

ence follows from lwpaKap.cv, for an abstract message cannot be seen.

In verse 2 rj £wrj is also a personal designation of the Saviour, be-

cause of rjv 7rpos rov irartpa Kal etjiavtpudr], and because it also is the

object of “seeing”. This comes nearer to the peculiar use of 6 Aoyos

in the Prologue than anything in the Gospel.
3 Das Ev. des Joh., pp. 82, 97 ff. Nevertheless Zahn affirms p. 464

that according to x. 36 the sonship involves the 6tos efvai. This would

seem to carry the sonship back into the Otorrjs. In restricting all

these names to the incarnate Christ Zahn has a precursor in von

Hofmann, Schriftbeweis
2

I, pp. 118 ff.

4 Commentar3
I, pp. 344, 362.

“ Das Joh. Ev. I, pp. 298 ff.

t Lehrbuch* par. 143, 145.

' N. T. Theol. II, pp. 422, 425.
3
Zeitschr. f. Tlieol. u Kirche, II, pp. 189-231.

With this group may be classified Spitta, Das Johannes-Evangeliutn

(1910), who recognizes the cosmical and even pretemporal reference

of the Logos-name, but assigns i. 1-5 and i. 14 (in part) to the

“Bearbeiter”, to whose account is also put in the sequel of the gospel
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assign “Only-Begotten”, together with Logos to the pre-

mundane and preincarnate Christ, but place the simple

“Son” this side of the incarnation. This is given as the

view of Biedermann and Schanz .

9 Formally resembling it,

but with a different distribution of the names, is the view

of Belser, who, like Zahn, makes Logos a designation of

the incarnate Christ, but speaks of “the eternal only-born

Son of God in his historical appearance”, making both the

other titles refer to the Saviour in his pretemporal exist-

ence .

10 Finally there are those who make the simple “Son”

follow Logos and Monogenes into the class of names de-

scriptive of the preexistent, eternal Christ .

11 Among the nu-

merous representatives of this group may be named Godet ,

12

everything in connection with the other names that couples these with

the idea of preexistence, pp. 36-53.

’By Holtzmann, Lehrb. der N. T. Theol. II, p. 437, note 1 (omitted

in the 2d ed.). This, however, seems to rest rather on an inference

than on the direct affirmation of these writers. Cpr. Biedermann,

Chr. Dogm. II, 115-120; Schanz, Commentar, pp. 98-99.

At first sight it would seem inevitable that all who read in i.

• 8 fiovoycvrjs #eos should connect the name Monogenes with the eternal,

divine life of Christ. But the example of Harnack and Zahn, who
both strongly advocate this reading, shows that this does not follow.

Movoyoojs and Otos are not by Zahn attributively combined, so that the

former would qualify Christ in his deity, but are understood as describ-

ing the one subject in two aspects, on the one hand as Only-Begotten

(through the incarnation), on the other hand as divine. Harnack does

not even consider the deity as something ontologically carried back

into the preexistent state, but as resting on an ethico-religious basis.

The sharp theological antithesis, God or man, is in his view foreign

to the Evangelist.

We know of no representative of the alternative view, the association

of Monogenes with the incarnation and the carrying back of the generic

sonship into the eternal life of Christ. This position is quite possible

in itself and quite defensible from an exegetical point of view.
10
Theologische Quartalschrift, 1903, pp. 483-519. Differently in his

Einleitung (1905) p. 285 “Der Logos ist eine Person . . . und selber

Gott, und als solcher ist er Schopfer und Erhalter der Welt”.
u The title “Son of Man” might have been added to the other three,

since it begins more and more to be recognized as in John’s Gospel

significantly associated with the glory either of the preexistent or of

the postexistent state.
a Commen taire,

2
II, p. 79.
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Meyer
,

13 Keil ,

14 Kostlin
,

15 Hilgenfeld
,

16 Scholten ,

17 Im-

mer
,

18 Thoma
,

19 Pfleiderer
,

20 Lipsius
,

21 Oscar Holtz-

mann .

22 It is moreover the view which has behind it the

weight of authority of the orthodox church-tradition from

the time of Origen onward .

23

A glance at these several views and at the distribution of

the prominent names connected with them suggests the fol-

lowing significant fact. The traditional exegesis of the

orthodox church in tracing back these distinctive names of

Christ to the state of preexistence receives support from

the foremost representatives of the extreme critical school,

which in its estimate of the date, the provenience and the

historical truthfulness of the Gospel stands at the farthest

remove from the conservative and apologetic position in

regard to such matters. And on the other hand the great

modern apologetes of the Gospel who have done so much

to vindicate the orthodox view of the church in regard to

its Apostolic origin and trustworthiness show not seldom

a tendency to part company with the church-exegesis so

far as the titles under review are concerned, assigning one

or two or even all three of them to the incarnate Christ and

insisting in the same measure upon their non-applicability

to the immanent Godhead, the opposite of which the ortho-

dox theology has always emphatically maintained, its in-

13 Gospel of John, p. 64.
14 Commentar, p. no.
18
Lehrbegriff

,

pp. 89, ff. 96, pp. 149 ff.

18 Die Evangel., p. 332.
17
Het. Ev. naar Joh., pp. 82 ff.

“ Theol. d. N. T., p. 509.
’* Die Genesis des Joh. Ev., pp. 184 ff.

* UrchrJ II, pp. 463 ff.

a Dogm.’ pp. 465 ff.

” Das. Joh. Ev., p. 82.
a In the above classification the view which makes the subject of the

Prologue first attain to personal existence through the incarnation has

been left out of account. According to this view that which previously

existed in God unhypostatically was already as such the Logos of

God. The view, therefore, would fall under the second rubric. Cpr.

Liicke, Commentary I, p. 361 ;
Holtzmann-Bauer, Hand-Comm.* IV, 1,

P- 54 -
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terest lying in the defense of the deity of Christ which

seems so obviously bound up with the pretemporal refer-

ence of these names. The phenomenon here noted is not,

of course, an isolated one; it furnishes but one striking

instance of the curious alignment which in exegetical and

biblico-theological matters tends to group together conser-

vative scholars with their extreme critical antipodes and to

force apart the same conservative scholars from such as

are their natural allies in the great critical debate. A high

exegesis is joined to a low critical view of the Gospel, and

a high critical estimate of the Gospel in the case of the

apologetes is accompanied by a low exegesis. But mystify-

ing as this alignment at first sight may be, it is quite capa-

ble of rational explanation. The negative critical school,

especially in its older Tubingen form, contended that the

Gospel is essentially a philosophico-theological document,

that it contains speculation and not, in the main, history,

and that in this speculative complexion the teaching of

Jesus which it pretends to record is radically distinct from

and irreconcilable with the kind of teaching preserved in

the Synoptics. It is therefore natural for this school of

critics to find not only a solid substance of doctrine in the

Gospel, but also to consider the doctrine found of the

highest speculative type. Now this inevitably brings their

exegetical conclusions into close touch with the church-the-

ology, for the church has always found in the Fourth Gos-

pel the main source for its teaching on the deep things of

the Godhead. On the other hand it is but human in the

apologetes of the historical character of the Gospel to en-

deavor to approximate its doctrinal content as much as

possible to the current conception of the Synoptical teach-

ing of Jesus, for the simple reason that thus one of the

chief obstacles to its historicity can be removed. Thus it

comes about that a certain predilection not only for an un-

speculative, but even for an untheological and undoctrinal

interpretation of the statements of the Gospel can be ob-

served in apologetic circles. The tendency becomes doubly
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strong where it receives reenforcement from the widely-

prevailing Ritschlian antipathy to everything that savors of

the speculative and metaphysical in Christian teaching.

Harnack’s exegesis of the Gospel with its sharp distinction

between the speculatively colored Prologue and the abso-

lutely undoctrinal body of the Gospel and its refusal to

recognize the Prologue as in any sense a programme for

the Gospel-teaching, making it a mere accommodation to

the standpoint of the readers, clearly reveals the influence

of this latter motive. But the tendency as such is not de-

pendent on this secondary influence for its existence. It is

plainly perceptible in cases where every suspicion of Rit-

schlian sympathies is excluded, e.g., in the case of so ortho-

dox a writer as Zahn. For such as still set store by the

great theological doctrines for which the Fourth Gospel

preeminently has furnished the basis, and therefore con-

tinue to attach not merely an historical, but also a specific-

ally theological value to its teaching, the tendency spoken

of may easily seem fraught with the danger of depriving

whatever success has attended the apologetic efforts on be-

half of the historicity of the Gospel of much of its value.

One may be inclined to feel that the historical character of

the document has been saved at the expense of its theo-

logical importance. We are encouraged to maintain or

regain our confidence in the actual provenience of this body

of teaching from the lips of Jesus, but somehow in the

apologetic process which has restored our confidence the

former richness and pregnancy and distinctiveness of the

teaching seem to have been lost to such an extent, that

we are no longer able to reap from it any appreciable ad-

dition to our store of knowledge obtained from the Synop-

tical sources.

As already stated, among the doctrines thus affected the

Christological truths which have always been considered

characteristic of our Lord’s Johannine teaching stand out

prominently. Among these again the Logos-doctrine occu-

pies an important place. It is a matter of considerable
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moment, theologically speaking, whether Christ bears this

name in connection with his appearance in the flesh and his

soteriological activity, or whether it belongs to Him in vir-

tue of what He is and does apart from and antecedently to

his work as incarnate Saviour of the world. In attempting

to register the theological consequences of the adoption of

the former view, we naturally think first of the doctrine of

the Trinity, specifically of the relation within the Godhead

between the Father and the Son. The name Logos has long

since been understood as intended to throw light on this

trinitarian mystery. The point of comparison is given a

psychological turn and the thought results that as the logos

stands related to the person who produces it, so the Son

stands related to the Father. In other words the idea of the

eternal generation of the Son by the Father is found ex-

pressed in the Logos-name. The name characterizes this

generation as an intellectual process .

24 The ontological

interpretation or the Logos-name either in this specialized

or in a more general form is not confined to the older and

oldest exponents of the church-theology; it still finds advo-

cates among modern exegetes both of the orthodox and

of the liberal school, although, owing to the fact that the

question is seldom raised in a sufficiently pointed and ex-

plicit form, it proves difficult to ascertain the opinion of

most writers in regard to it .

23

84 The idea reaches back into the patristic theologizing. Krebs, Der
Logos als Heiland, Frexb. Theol. Stud., 1910, II, p. 3, refers for the

patristic evidence to Petavius, De Trinitate, II, 11, VI, 5 ff. and

quotes the definition of Aquinas from the Summa Theol. I, 34: Ver-

bum proprie dictum in divinis personaliter accipitur et est proprium
nomen personae Filii

; significat enim quandem emanationem intellectus

. . . hujusmodi processio dicitur generatio. Cpr. also Schanz, Coni-

mentar, pp. 70, 71.

“Of conservatives we may mention Lasson, Das ewige Wort, p. 5;

Simon, Der Logos, p. 5; Westcott, the Gospel according to St. John, p.

3 “the word Logos includes the conception of the immanent Word”;
“the economic Trinity, the Trinity of revelation is shown to answer
to an essential Trinity”; Lutgert, Beitrage sur Forderung Christl.

Theol., 1899, p. 125: “nicht um der Welt willen hat Gott einen Logos,
sondern er ist in Ihm selbst, in seinem eigenen geistartigen Wesen,
das sich nur in ’s Wort zu fassen vermag begrundet.” Lutgert takes
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The problem is a complicated one and for successful

treatment needs sharp separation of the various elements

that enter into it. The following questions should be kept

distinct : i ) Does the Evangelist make ontological or purely

functional statements concerning the Person whom he calls

the Logos? 2) If ontological statements are made, do they

concern the specific point of the provenience of the Logos

from God? 3) Are the ontological statements associated

with the inherent meaning of the name Logos? 4) Is there

reason to believe, apart from the direct statements of the

the peculiar view that the representation of Christ as Logos stands

in the service of the spiritualizing tendency of the Gospel, that it lies

on the line of the contrast between word and miracle. The majority

of the Catholic exegetes and dogmaticians adhere to the old tradition.

So Scheeben, Handb. der kath. Dogmatik I, p. 843 ;
Pohle, Lehrbuch

der Dogmatik, I
s

, p. 324; Krebs, Freib. Theol. Stud., 1910, II, pp. 3 ff.

;

an exception among the Catholics is Belser, Theol. Quartalschrift,

1903, pp. 483-519, who explains the Logos-name from the work of the

incarnate Christ ;
differently in Einleitung

2
p. 285, where the creation and

preservation of the world are associated with the name. Belser does

not deny the eternal generation; the difference between him and the

other catholics is that he does not find it in the Logos-title as such.

Among liberal Protestant writers of recent date the following with

varying clearness incline towards considering Logos a name of being

and origin as well as of function: Weizsacker, Das apost. Zeitalter/

p. 552 “im Sinn der wesentlichen Einheit mit Gott”; Holtzmann,

Lehrb. d. Neutest Theol. II
1

, p. 392, through the Logos “rundet sich der

Begriff Gottes in sich selbst ab”; Grill, Untersuchungen iiber die

Entsteh. des vierten Evang. I, pp. 167, 169, 175 ff., “Er ist Logos, ist

Wort in hoherem Sinn, schon vor Entstehung der Welt, schon ehe er

in der Welt und zu der Welt geredet hat: schon ehe Gott durch

Schopfung und Offenbarung so geredet hat, dass ein kreatiirliches

Gottesbewusstsein entstund, hat er ausserzeitlich und seinem eigensten

Wesen entsprechend, sich bei sich selbst ausgesprochen, ist er im

Logos kclt e£. sich selbst gegenstandlich geworden”.

On the other hand Pfleiderer, Urchristenthum*, II, 463, thinks that

the Evangelist consciously avoided all speculation as to the origin of

the Logos: “er gibt keine nahere Begriindung dafiir, dass oder warum
es einen Logos gebe, sucht ihn auch nicht irgendwie aus dem gottlichen

Wesen abzuleiten—er scheut die gefahrlicheln Spuren gnostischer

Emanationen und Theogonien.” Spitta, Das Johannes-Ev. pp. 50, 51,

conjectures that the designation of Jesus as Logos had its origin in

the superscription of the Gospel as apxrj rov Aoyov I. X. (Cpr. Mk.

i. 1) ;
this invited the “Bearbeiter” to preface the “Grundschrift”, which

contained the account of the life of Jesus, with a dogmatic introduc-
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Prologue, that the writer can have attached to the Logos-

name an ontological and specifically an ontogenetic signifi-

cance ?

The first question is the easiest to answer. That verses

i and 2 are meant as ontological statements descriptive of

the premundane relation of the Logos to God, is admitted

on well-nigh every hand. The three points emphasized

are the eternity, the personal God-wardness and the deity of

the Logos. It is true, these three great affirmations are not

made for the purely theological purpose of explaining the

inner mode of the divine existence. What they predicate

about the Logos is introduced because of its bearing on the

functions afterwards ascribed to Him. To show the quali-

fication of the Logos for these functions it was of supreme

importance to answer the three questions: i) When was

the Logos? 2) Where was the Logos? 3) What was the

Logos? Although, therefore, the writer’s mind is even in

these two verses already fixed upon the significance of the

Logos for the world, none the less what he affirms concerns

the God-ward aspect of the life of the Logos, it is ontologi-

cal and not functional in its essence : it recurs to explain the

function upon the mode of being. It implies that there

is more to the Logos than is involved in His functional rela-

tion to the world. To put it sharply : before the world was

not merely were these three things true of the Logos; they

were true of Him altogether irrespective of the actual or

tion “welche auf den geheimnisvollen gottlichen Ursprung Christi

zuriickgreift. Damit sinkt die gepriesene Spekulation . . . allerdings

sehr von ihrer Hohe herab, und das Geheimnis des mystischen Ein-

gangs wird sehr schlicht, wenn es zu seiner Keimzelle eine prosaische

Buchuberschrift hat.” According to Wellhausen, Das Ev. Joh., p. 123,

the Johannine Logos has nothing Philonic about him : “er ist das

befehlende und offenbarende Wort Gottes. Man braucht den Judisch-

biblischen Ideenkreis nicht zu verlassen um zu sehen woher er stammt;
die Meinung dass den Juden solche Hypostasierungen fern lagen trifft

nicht zu.” As to the exegesis of i. 3, 4 Wellhausen is frankly pessi-

mistic: “Wer i. 3, 4 verstehen muss, ist nicht zu beneiden”. Schwartz
(Aporien im vierten Ev., Nachr. v. d. Konigl. Ges. d. Wiss. zu Gott.

1907-1908, p. 548) regards the Greek element even in Philo a mere
superficial varnish and recognizes only the meaning “Word”.
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possible existence of the world, would have been true if

no world had come into being. It is not permissible to elimi-

nate the ontological element from verses i and 2 by carry-

ing into them the Philonic idea of the Logos as a world-plan

or a world-potency. In that case the whole distinction be-

tween the ontological and the functional would be obliter-

ated
;
to say that the Logos as world-plan or world-potency

was in the beginning, and was with God, would only affirm

the eternity and the eternal presence with God of the world

in these two respects
;

it would not give the Logos ontologi-

cal significance apart from the world. But this understand-

ing of the words, while it might apply to the first of the

three affirmations (“in the beginning was the Logos”),

can scarcely apply to the second (“the Logos yv ^pos top

deov, the Logos was in active intercourse with and in

perfect communion with God” Westcott), since it is difficult

to conceive of a personal, eternal, God-related being with

no other raison d’etre than the mediation of the origin and

organization of the world. And most certainly such an

understanding of the words is excluded by the third affirma-

tion (&09 r/v 6 X0709). To limit the being of the Logos

to his significance for the world, and yet to make this Logos

partake of the divine nature, would mean to pass the line

that separates theism from pantheism and to carry the

principium of the world as an eternal reality back into the

immanent life of God.

Since the third question concerns equally the general

ontological problem just touched upon and the specific

problem of ontological provenience, we must immediately

raise it at this point with reference to the conclusion

reached, even before we attempt to answer the second ques-

tion. Is there any association between the inherent mean-

ing of the Logos-name and the facts affirmed about the

intra-divine existence of the Logos? Is there anything in

the Logos-conception as such that will explain His being in

the beginning, his being 7rpo9 top Oeop and his being

divine? Here, of course, we are face to face with the ques-
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tion, whether Logos metans to the Evangelist “reason” or

“word” (either in the sense of to \eyeiv, the act, or in that

of to \eyouevov the product). The preponderance of opin-

ion seems to incline towards the latter interpretation .

26 It

is, however, hardly necessary to press for a decision on this

point at the present stage of our enquiry. At first sight,

to be sure, it might seem as if the interpretation “reason”

offered a better, or perhaps the only, possibility for an

association of the Logos-concept with the immanent onto-

logical life of the Godhead. “Reason” is a psychological

term which calls up to the mind the inner structure of our

spiritual being. “Word”, on the other hand, almost inev-

itably suggests the presence of an outside reality to which

the word is addressed. The impression thus created is fre-

quently strengthened by applying to our problem the old

philosophical distinction between the Xo'709 hhidderos and

the Xo'709 7rpo(f>opuc6<;, the former designating the process

of thought on its inward side as “reason”, the latter

the same in its utterance ad extra as “speech”. 27 Decisive

neither of these two considerations can be called. It is not

impossible to view the process or product of speaking on

its internal, mental side as an integral process of the per-

sonal life and on this principle to utilize the Logos-title for

a trinitarian construction. And on the other hand it is

equally possible to conceive of “reason” as a function or

process turned outward having a cosmical object to operate

M The arguments are stated with great clearness and skill by Zahn,

Das Ev. des Joh., pp. 103-107.

" The distinction is of Stoic origin. By the Stoics it was employed

in an anthropological sense, not with reference to the universal logos.

It is frequently asserted that Philo carries the distinction into the

Logos of God. Aall. Gesch. der Logos- Idee in der Griech. Phil. I,

p. 197 denies this. The fact is that in the one passage where Philo

introduces the distinction ( Vit . Mos., Ill, 13, II, 154 Mangey) he does

not explicitly apply it to the divine Logos, but only to that in man.
After distinguishing between the Logos irtpl rtov aawfuiTwv and the

Logos irtpl tLv oparwv, he adds : ev avOputirw St 6 p.tv ecrnv tvSiaOtTos

o St irpotfiopiKoi;. The idea therefore is applied to the divine Logos
by way of illustration, not as adequate terminology. Cpr. Grill, Unters.

iib. d. Entsteh. des viert. Ev. I, pp. 146-147.
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upon, so that a reference to the created world would, even

on this rendering, fully satisfy the terms of the comparison

and render the application to the purely immanent life of

God unnecessary. How possible the latter is may be seen

from Philo. On the whole Philo’s Logos means “reason”.

And yet Philo in the development of his Logos-doctrine

pursues a purely cosmical interest. The internal life of

God lies for him beyond the reach of all human knowledge

;

the conception of the Logos as the reason in God does not

detract in the least from his uniform and consistent applica-

tion of the idea ad extra. It should be remembered in this

connection that o X0709 even in unphilosophical language

can be the objective reason in things, their intelligible as-

pect, and not merely the faculty of reasoning in the sub-

jective sense. 28 Thus it will be also seen, that the conception

of the Logos as evBidOeTos does not carry with it the true

immanence of the same in the ontological sense. Philo’s

Xo'70? ivBiddeTO'i as applied to God is not the faculty of

reasoning in God, nor even the process of reasoning in God,

but the ideal product of the divine reasoning, the *00-/3,05

votjt09, which stands related to the Xo'709 irpofyopucos as

the plan of a building to its execution. The X0709 ivBia-

deros is no less than the other the X0709 deov %Bt) /coapoTroi-

ovvtos .

29 The ontological immanence of the church-

theology lies along deeper lines than this whole distinction.

Is there anything to indicate that the writer apprehended

the statements in verse 1 in terms of the Logos-concept?

With reference to the first statement this would seem ex-

cluded from the nature of the case, for eternity cannot be

expressed in terms of the Logos as such. But in regard to

the other two statements it is quite conceivable. The author

might mean to affirm that as the logos is most closely

identified with the person whose logos it is, so the Person

of Christ in his premundane life is as closely identified

with God. It is true the preposition 717309 c. Acc. would

not be the most natural form of expression for such a
M
Cpr. Liicke, Commcntar iiber das Ev. des Joh.

1
, I, p. 251.

” Opif. Mundi 6 ,
I, 7 (Cohn and Wendland).
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thought ; some other construction, like nrapa with the Dative,

would appear better suited for the purpose. Still this ob-

jection has little weight in view of the fact, that in the

present case what is compared from the point of its close

identification with God, is a person, and the writer could

reckon with this personal element by the use of tt/3o'? c. Acc.

instead of 7rapa c. Dat., the identification of person with

person not being a mere matter of fact but a matter of

purposeful direction. We shall have to say, therefore, that

there is nothing strained in this interpretation: both the

irpb'i deov elvcu and the Qeov elvcu admit of being con-

ceived as implications of the logos-figure. Christ’s

eternal communion with God and his participation in the

OeoTT]<t can properly be compared to the closeness of in-

being of reason or speech with regard to the reasoning or

speaking person .

30
It will further be noticed that this in-

terpretation of the Evangelist’s statements easily adapts

itself to the obvious purpose which, as above stated, these

statements are by the context shown to subserve. If the

“being-towards-God” and the “being-God” furnish the basis

for the creative and revealing function of Christ, for his

Logos-activity towards the world, and if this “being-

towards-God” and “being-God” are in themselves a sort

of Logos-existence, then the thought results that Logos-

function is grounded in Logos-nature. That the Son can

be described as Logos immanently with reference to God
explains how he can act in the capacity of Logos with ref-

erence to the world. Though a twofold turn is given to

the figure there is a point in which the two comparisons

meet: He who has the closest logos-like union with God
can bring the fullest and clearest logos-like revelation of

God.

While this is an exegetical possibility, and there is noth-

ing to contraindicate it, we shall have to admit that just

” The Logos-figure so understood is a spiritual analogon to the cor-

poreally expressed figure of i. 18 6 <Sv m tov koXttov tov irarpos, with

the same peculiar construction to express the combination of rest in

with direction towards. Cpr. also the comparison in 1 Cor. ii. 11.
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as little is there anything in the text that positively requires

it. The mere fact that the writer uses Logos as the subject

of the affirmations made can scarcely be regarded as doing

this. At first glance, it is true, the reader -will be inclined

to think, if the Logos was in the beginning, was towards

God and was God, then he must have been these three

things in his capacity of Logos, and thus will conclude that

the Logos-name has before all else an immanent Godward
reference. A moment’s reflection, however, will show that,

such a conclusion is premature. We must here reckon with

the possibility referred to in our introductory remarks,

that the writer may have used the Logos-name in verses

1 and 2 by way of anticipation, so that the three great

affirmations made would be predicates of the subject of the

sentence but not of Him in His Logos-capacity. In order

to establish the possibility of this latter view it is, of course,

necessary to show, that in the given context there would

be a plausible reason to introduce such an anticipation. As

a matter of fact it is easy to point out such a reason. As

already observed the author makes the three statements

for the specific purpose of laying a basis in the eternal

intra-divine life of Christ for his creative and revealing

activity in time, i.e., for his subsequent Logos-function.

In order to make us feel that what he affirms has this bear-

ing upon the Logos-function, he might very appropriately

name the subject of the affirmations o A0709 without

thereby implying that He had these attributes in virtue of

an immanent Logos-character in an ontological sense. To
put it in simple paraphrase the peculiar form of statement

may easily to his mind have had this meaning: He who
was to function as the Logos was in the beginning, was

towards God, was God.

We may now turn to the second of the four questions

above formulated and enquire whether in our verses there

is any ontological statement that concerns the specific point

of the provenience of the Logos from God. It was noted

above that the ontological interpretation of the words in
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question has been most frequently given this specific turn.

The Logos-figure implied in the name is regarded as in-

volving two distinct elements, that of causality in general

and that of intellectual causality in particular. It is a

figure descriptive of the eternal generation of the Son by

the Father per modum intellectus. So far as the opening

two verses of the Prologue are concerned it is plain that

no explicit warrant for this dogmatic construction is con-

tained therein. The three great deliverances all presuppose

the existence of the Logos as a given fact and in themselves

enunciate nothing about His provenience. He was in the

beginning, was towards God and was God—this they af-

firm but not how He came into being or came to be this.

It would have been easy for the author, had the making of

a statement about the provenience of the eternal Christ

lain in his plan, to do this by employing in the second sen-

tence the preposition e/c instead of ttpo<i. In not availing

himself of this opportunity he clearly shows that for the

practical purpose in hand (the grounding of the revealing

function of the Logos in His relation to God) not the origin

of the Logos but His mode of existence was regarded by

him of prime importance. And yet we should be scarcely

warranted in saying, that this fact absolutely precludes us

from finding any reflection upon the provenience of the

Logos here or from crediting it to the writer in

general. What i? not explicitly affirmed in the three

statements as such, might possibly be implied in the subject

of the affirmations, that is in the Logos-name itself. On
the supposition that the tertium comparationis in this name

lies in the point of causation, Logos would be equivalent to

“one who is engendered of God as the word or reason are

produced by the speaker or thinker”. If such an under-

standing of the term was current in the circle of the writer

and the readers, the word Logos itself, without further

unfolding, would be able to convey it in all its pregnancy of

meaning. Paraphrased the statement would read : “The

God-engendered One (= Logos) was in the beginning, and
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the God-engendered One was towards God, and the God-

engendered One was God”. In the thought that proven-

ience determines mode of existence there is, of course,

nothing unusual. Even the Prologue itself offers material

for its illustration. In both verse 14 and verse 18 the idea

finds expression that Christ in virtue of his sonship carries

the fulness of grace and truth in Himself and so can bring

the supreme revelation of God. And in verse 18 this even

assumes a form strikingly analogous to the thought dis-

covered in verse 1 on the view under discussion. Here the

liovoyevijs- relation to God and the being ek tov koXttov

tov 7Tarpon are joined together, after precisely the same

fashion as in verse 1 the Xo'70?- relation to God and the

being 77730? tov 6eov are joined. The only difference be-

tween these two cases is that /j-ovoyevris by its very form

suggests the idea of provenience, whereas in X070? this idea

would be clothed in a more recondite figure, which for

its understanding would require the help of current associa-

tion. But this difference does not touch the main analogy

consisting in this, that the being-with-God is significantly

joined to the being-from-God. 31

“In the above statement it is assumed that p.ovoyevr)<; is for John
not simply equivalent to p.6vos “unique” either in the literal or in the

metaphorical sense of “dearly beloved”. In three of the four instances

of its occurrence in the Gospel it stands in a context which makes the

idea of 7evvao-Oai from God prominent. The same is true of 1 Jno.

iv. 9. Besides this in Jno. i. 14, the idea of endowment through deri-

vation is plainly present. The words §d£av <l>s fxovoyevovs ttapa iraTpos

are not a mere comparison “a glory as great as an only-begotten son

would have”, but a statement of full correspondence between the idea

of the glory pertaining to the jaovoyo/Tjs-relation and its reality in

Christ, as Godet well formulates it: “une gloire comme doit etre

celle du Fils venant d’aupres du Pere”. The napa is not to be con-

strued with the -yevjjs in /xovoyev^s, for it is not the proper preposition

for this
;

it belongs either to the implied idea of “receiving” (so

Zahn) or to the implied idea of “coming” (so Godet) from the

Father. The Evangelist measures the fulness of the glory of Christ

by a twofold standard: 1) it is the glory of a p.ovoyevr)% ; 2) it is a

glory of one who was endowed by or came from the Father, i.e. in his

historic appearance. The coordination of these two standards ap-

pears more natural, if in /zovoycvrjs there is felt the same idea of the
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The assumption that the Logos-name is used in the

opening sentences of the Prologue, not by way of antici-

pation, but with inherent ontological significance receives

some support from the extraordinary emphasis placed upon

it by its repetition in the second and third clauses. The

question may be legitimately put whether a simple state-

ment, “In the beginning was the word and was towards

God and was God” would not have been more in keeping

with the functional conception of the name and its purely

proleptic employment here, than the strongly reiterative

form of speaking adopted by the Evangelist. The sequel

Son’s deriving his glory from the Father which is present in the napa
narpos. The whole statement amounts to : such a glory as the Only-

Begotten has in virtue of his begetting and in virtue of his endow-

ment or commission from the Father. Whether the yiyveadat implied

in povoyevrjs relates to the eternal generation or to the virgin-birth is,

of course, immaterial to the point of the argument, which concerns

only the idea of determination of being through birth. As to Jno. iii.

16, 18, here the reference of the povoyevijs to the preexistent state of

Christ is plain : God gave, sent his povoyevfc ;
He therefore was the

povoyevr/s antecedently to being sent : the very greatness of the sacri-

fice lay in the giving of Him as povoyev^s. The idea of a being-

begotten from God which occurs in the preceding context here relates

to man, not to Christ. But it is at least a debatable question, whether

the statement of verse 12 “If I told you earthly things and ye believe

not, how shall ye believe if I tell you heavenly things”, which has

given exegetes so much trouble, does not allude to a higher, abso-

lutely heavenly generation in comparison with which even the re-

generation of believers may be called an earthly thing. Finally in

Jno. 1. 18 (no matter whether povoycvrjs Oeos or 6 povoytvrjs vios

be read, and whether in the former case povoyevrjs be construed with

dcos or a supplied vios, or whether povoyevrjs be taken as a noun,

(kos as the attribute), the qualification to declare God, to explain

which povoyevrjs serves, is far better accounted for by “only-begotten”

than by “only”. The reference of the words 6 wv eh rov koX-ttov tov

rrarpoi to the divine life of the Saviour deserves the preference

by far over Zahn’s proposal to understand them of the glorified human
Saviour, the present tense of wv being explained from the standpoint of

the Evangelist : “who is now again in the bosom of the Father.”

The latter view succeeds only very artificially in making Christ’s re-

turn to the Father a ground of his ability to declare the Father during

his earthly life, for to that the Aorist l^yrjeraTo refers. Zahn’s ex-

planation is, that the return to the bosom of the Father has set the

seal of God’s approval upon Christ’s work and so assures us that He
has adequately declared God while on earth.
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of the Prologue suggests that rhetorical motives may have

had something to do with the peculiar structure of the open-

ing verses. But this peculiar structure is not entirely de-

pendent on the repetition of the word Logos. It is difficult

to dismiss the impression that, when the Evangelist takes

pains to say that it was the Logos who was towards God,

and who was God, and when in the next following sentence

i>y means of o&to? he again emphasizes that it is only the

Logos of whom this can be predicated, there must have been

some vital connection in his mind between the name em-

ployed and the great things affirmed.

The only other statement in the Prologue which would

admit of a strictly ontological interpretation connected with

the inherent meaning of the Logos-name is the first clause

of verse 4 “In Him (i.e., in the Logos) was life”. This

considered in itself could be understood of the purely im-

manent life possessed by Christ before the world was, and

it could be associated with his Logos-character, either on the

general principle of identification with God or on the more

special ground of derivation from God. In view, however,

of the place given to the statement immediately after verse

3, descriptive of the Logos-activity in the creation of the

world, it is preferable to understand the words in question

not absolutely of Christ’s own divine life, but of the life-

giving potency that existed in Him with reference to the

world, a view also favored by the immediately following

clause: “and the life (that was in Him) 32 was the light

of men”. We move here no longer in the sphere of on-

tology but of function.

Our enquiry so far has yielded only the result that the

Gospel-statements were found to allow of and be adjustable

to an ontological application of the Logos-idea on the

writer’s part. Positive exegetical indications absolutely

compelling this view we were not able to discover. The

result may seem meagre and unsatisfactory. Its negative

character, however, should not be allowed overmuch weight

“Notice the change from the simple £oj»
7

to fj £(orj in the second

clause.
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as an argument against the view discussed and in favor of

the purely functional interpretation. For it must be re-

membered that the restriction of the Logos-idea to the cos-

mical or soteriological significance of Christ is hardly in a

better position. That Logos means the utterance of the

creative power of God or his revelation concentrated in the

Person of Christ, the Evangelist does not tell us in so many

words either; we are left to infer it from the connections

in which the term is introduced. In i. 14 the sense of

“revelation” may seem implied in that the Logos become

flesh is made the object of a beholding on the disciples’

part, one who carried the pleroma of grace and truth in

Himself, the counterpart of the Old Testament Shekhina as

a self-manifestation of God. But absolutely certain that

these things, plainly enough affirmed in themselves, are as-

sociated with the Logos-name we cannot be here any more

than in verse 1. The same applies to 1 Jno. i. 1-3. It is

here obvious again that the Ao'709 t?}? £o>?
7?, also called the

Zcojj, comes in the character of a revelation, for He is the

object of “hearing”, “seeing”, “handling”, “declaring”. All

the same, that these things are by the author found ex-

pressed in the Logos-name is a matter of inference rather

than of direct positive statement. In regard to “the life”

which is said to have been manifested, no one draws the

inference that the idea of manifestation is analytically con-

tained in that of life. The third context where the Logos-

names occur in the Johannine writings is Rev. xix. 11-16.

Here Zahn argues for the restriction to a functional signifi-

cance in the sphere of revelation, from the contrast between

the name which no one knows but the Christ Himself, verse

12, and the name wherewith He has come to be designated

(«e«\?7T£u perf. tense), viz. “the Logos of God”. This

contrast would seem to assign the Logos-name to the re-

vealed, soteriological province of the Saviour’s life and mark
it as inapplicable to the esoteric, unknowable side of His

existence within the Godhead, which can be apprehended

by Himself alone. It seems to us doubtful whether the con-
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trast between the unknowable and the knowable in Christ

here signalized by the distinction of these two names, coin-

cides with the contrast between the life of Christ as related

to God and his function as related to redemption. No one

claims that the Logos-name in its ontological application is

exhaustively descriptive of what Christ is in Himself as

God with God. Even so it is a name in which the divine

mode of existence has been brought near to the level of

our human capacity of apprehension. Given its full trini-

tarian profundity of meaning, it still is not the name “which

no one knows but He Himself”. This being so there is no

reason to infer from the representation that the Logos-title

can have nothing to do with the mysteries of the immanent

life of the Godhead .

33

In view of the inferential character of the conclusions

obtained from our reading of the Prologue itself, the ques-

tion, whether parallel representations outside of the Pro-

logue can throw any light on the possibility or probability

of an ontological or ontogenetic use of the Logos-name,

acquires additional interest. This is the fourth question

above formulated and we now proceed briefly to look

into it. It has begun to be recognized of late that at the

time of the writing of our Gospel the Logos-name had a

wider currency in philosophical and religious parlance than

was previously supposed. The exclusive dependence of the

Prologue on Philo is no longer advocated, even where a

direct connection between his Logos-speculation and the

Logos-doctrine of the Evangelist is insisted upon .

34
It is

not the purpose of this paper to enquire into the extra-

biblical emergence of the Logos-idea nor to discuss to what

extent, if any, it may have exerted an influence upon the

“Krebs, Freiburger theol. Stud. 1910, II, p. 115 observes that at

any rate the restriction of the Logos-name to the soteriological sphere,

to the exclusion of all wider cosmical significance is contraindicated by

the context of Rev. xix. 11-16. If the Logos is the creative pow<er

and wisdom of God, if the world is in virtue of this his own, then

it becomes easily explainable, that He who is King of Kings and

Lord of Lords should also be called the Logos of God.
“ Cpr. Holtzmann-Bauer, Ev. des Joh., pp. 50-58.
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thought of the Prologue, either positively by contributing

to it formative elements, or negatively by way of soliciting

protest or correction from the Evangelist. The only point

that at present concerns us is whether in these parallels,

earlier or contemporary, the Logos-idea or related ideas are

turned to ontological account or have a purely functional,

cosmical reference .

35 In certain instances the presence of

ontological speculation cannot be denied. The hypostatical

beings of the Persian religion which occur in the Gathas

and bear the name of Amesha Spentas were certainly known
in the first century of our era, whatever may be thought

of the controversy between scholars as to their much higher

antiquity, and as to the chronological possibility or non-

possibility of making them the prototype of the Jewish

archangels, or of making one of their number, Spenta-

Armaiti, the prototype of the Jewish Chokma-hypostasis .

36

Among these Amesha Spentas there is one who bears a

remote resemblance to the Logos-conception, viz. Vohu-

Mano “the good thought”. While Vohu-Mano appears as

the counsellor of Mazda in regard to the creation of the

world, i.e., in a functional capacity, he is also represented

as the Son of Mazda. Mazda is called “la matrice de Vohu-

Mano”; he lives with Vohu-Mano “in one house ”. 37

In the Babylonian-Assyrian religion Marduk appears as

the possessor and dispenser of wisdom, the coequal Son of

Ea, the primordial wisdom. He figures also as the Creator

of the world, but it is not clear that there is a close con-

nection between his wisdom-character and his birth from

Ea on the one hand, or between his wisdom-character and

his creative function on the other hand. As a wisdom-God

“ The following account of the extra-biblical parallels is in part

dependent on Krebs, Der Logos als Heiland im ersten Jahrhundert

(Freib . theol. Stud. 1910) I, Logos-Spekulation und Erldsungslehre

im Heidentum des ersten Jahrhunderts, pp. 21-75.

“ In favor of the later date of the Avesta, Darmesteter, Le Zenda-

vesta (Musee Guimet XXI, XXII, XXIV), and lately Lagrange, La
religion des Perses ( Revue biblique international, 1904). In favor

of the older date Bousset, Religion des Judenthums? pp. 591 ff.

;

Mills, Zoroaster Philo and Israel; Carnoy, Religion of the Avesta.
31
In Darmesteter’s translation, Yasna 21, 8; 44, 9; 47, 3.
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he is immanent in the world
;
the whole construction rests on

the basis of a pantheistic naturalism, which obliterates all

distinction between what applies to the Godhead in itself

and what pertains to its relation to the world. The same

must be remembered when in certain Assyrian-Babylonian

hymns the Word of a God appears personified. And that

much of these ideas of older date survived as a living

religious reality in the first century of our era is not

probable .

38

A much closer analogy is afforded by the ancient Egyp-

tian religion. This religion has in its doctrine of the gods

certain constantly recurring features, one of these being

“that a god engenders his son, or, strictly speaking, his

double, through his mouth, through speaking, and that the

activity and manner of working of the gods in general are

accomplished by means of that powerful word ”. 39 Pre-

eminently this is predicated of the God Tauth or Tot. In

a text from the Ptolemaeic period this god is addressed as

fellows: “Tauth, thou hast cast forth Schu from thy

mouth,—he proceeded from the tip of thy mouth—thy lips

cast him forth” 40
. But the idea is much older. In an in-

scription of the eighth century B.C. Tot himself is called

“the tongue, the image of Atum”. Of Atum it is said

that “from every god’s body and every god’s mouth” he

produces his own being. “All men, all cattle, all reptiles

live, in virtue of his thinking and uttering whatever he

wills.” Tot is the mouth “which has pronounced the name

of everything” (and so created it ).
41 Striking as, from a

formal point of view, the resemblance is of this to the

ontological version of the Johannine Logos-idea, the great

“Jastrow, The Religion of Babylonia and Assyria, pp. 96, 243, 428

If.
; 548 : “Marduk ... is commonly designated as the son of Ea . . .

the sun rising out of the ocean—the domain of Ea—was a factor in

this association.”

" Krebs, op. cit., p. 30.

“ Reitzenstein, Zwei religionsgeschichtliche Fragen, pp. 53, 83 ; cpr.

also Brugsch, Rel. der Agypter, pp. 427-429 and Wiedemann, Die Rel.

der alten Agypter, p. 73, both cited by Krebs, p. 122.

“ Krebs, op. cit., p. 31.
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material difference in two respects ought not to be over-

looked. In the first place the substratum of this whole

representation is pantheism; the producing of another god,

which is equivalent to the production of self, and the pro-

duction of the content of the world are not separated. And
secondly from a generation per modum intellectus the

process thus described is far removed. It is not idealistic-

ally but quite realistically conceived, as a veritable birth or

ejection from the mouth, both the engendering and the

engendered deity being materialistically conceived of.

This old Egyptian theology has of late been brought into

the closest proximity to and connection with the Johannine

Logos-teaching through its assumed combination with the

cult of Hermes as Logos, first in Egypt, and then spreading

from there over the Hellenistic world, about the beginning

of the Christian era. Reitzenstein in his two works en-

titled “Zwei religions-geschichtliche Fragen” (1901) and

“Poimandres” (1904) has endeavored to establish the de-

pendence of the Prologue on the Hermetic literature in its

older form. 42 The Stoics made Hermes the “Word” of

Zeus. This Stoic Logos coalesced in Egypt with the old

Egyptian Tot as early as the time of Alexander the Great.

Reitzenstein thinks it can be made probable that the peculiar

forms which this syncretistic Logos-theology shows in the

Hermetic corpus and in some later pieces were current much
earlier than the date of these writings, in fact that already

in the Ptolomaeic age a Hermetic religion with Hermetic

writings existed in which these peculiar views were em-

bodied. The statements coming under consideration for our

present purpose are mainly the following. In the Poiman-

a
Cpr. also from the same author “Hellenistische Theologie in

Agypten” in Ilberg’s Neues Jahrbuch fur klassisches Alterthum, 1904

(a compact summary of his views) and Die Hellenistischen Mysterien-

religionen, ihre Grundgedanken und Wirkungen, 1910. A thorough-

going critique of Reitzenstein’s theories is given by Krebs as an ap-

pendix to his study on Der Logos als Heiland in the Freib. theol.

Stud. 1910, pp. 1 19-172. Cpr. also Zielinski, Hermes und die Hermetik

in Archiv fiir Religionswissenschaft, 1905, pp. 321-372 and 1906, pp.

25-60; Theol. Literaturs. 1911, col. 20-24.
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dres proper, the first of the eighteen pieces belonging to

the collection passing under that same name, a theogony

and cosmogony in one are described. The highest divine

being is the Nous, the primordial light (identical with the

Poimandres who gives the revelation). Out of the Nous the

ayio? A070? proceeds, and subsequently the Nous, Demiour-

gos, still later the Anthropos avTw hro?, I'Sio? to'/co?. All

these three emanations engage in creative activity. Par-

ticularly the Logos on first coming forth from the Ur-light

separates the elements of fire and air, but remains entangled

in the as yet unseparated water and earth. Afterwards

when the Demiourgos Nous has created the seven spirits of

the spheres, the Logos leaps upward from the lower ele-

ments and unites himself with the Demiurge, the two hence-

forth forming a sort of Homousia. Here accordingly we

have a Logos and a Nous, both sons of the Ur-light, flashed

forth from the supreme Nous and remaining in a certain

relation to him as well as entering upon a close relation to

each other.
43 In another piece of the Hermetic collection,

entitled the TeXet0? Ao'yo?, the Logos likewise appears as

the Son of God, and at the same time as the supernatural

being produced in man in the new birth, so that here the

ontological and the soteriological conceptions are combined.

In what Reitzenstein calls the “Strassburg Cosmogony”,

the following representation of the Supreme God occurs

:

“Having drawn off from himself a certain portion of his

“ Reitzenstein thinks the peculiar situation in the Poimandres can

only be explained from dependence on the old Ptah-theology of Mem-
phis. In an inscription of the VUIth Century B.C. Ptah is represented

as the heart (= nous) and tongue (= logos) of the gods. At the

same time Horos and Tot (who together = Ptah) are represented

as the heart and tongue of Atum respectively. It ought to be ob-

served, however, that others deny every connection of the Poimandres

theogony with this ancient Egyptian speculation. So Zielinski, Arch,

f. Religionsunss., 1906, pp. 27-29. The representation in the Poim-

andres is held to be composite even after the elimination of the Neo-

Platonic elements, which Reitzenstein himself recognizes, by Bousset,

Gott. Gel. Anz. 1906, p. 697, and Dibelius, Zeitschr. f. Kirchengesch.,

1905, pp. 178-183. If it is composite, the above combination loses

much of its ontological significance.
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manifold power (= Logos-Hermes) ... he charged him

to fashion the all-beautiful world ”. 44 In the same work

Reitzenstein also discusses an Ave-Maria text preserved on

an ostrakon of the Vlth century .

45 In this text the words

“thou shalt conceive” are lacking. He interprets this as

implying that the conception has already taken place, viz.

at that very moment through the Angel’s speaking unto the

Virgin. Reitzenstein ventures to regard this as the original

version of the nativity-story, older than the present synop-

tical account, and brings it into connection with Gnostic

texts in which it is the Logos-Gabriel who makes the an-

nunciation to Mary .

46 This would furnish an instance of

the Logos-ontology—brought into connection with the in-

carnation of Jesus, in the peculiar form of the Logos himself

creating per modum verbi in the Virgin his own human
nature, and uniting Himself with the same .

47

The value of these Hermetic speculations for throwing

light upon the Prologue is greatly diminished by the fact

that their pre-Johannine currency or even their cotemporane-

“ So Zwei religionsgesch. Fragen, p. 53. Later on in the same
piece Logos is the son of Hermes, p. 56.

“ Ibid., pp. 113-131.

" On this view, as Reitzenstein suggests, the Logos-doctrine of the

Prologue would not so much be a different conception substituted for

the original synoptical one, but a direct development out of the older

synoptical version. Attention is called to the fact that as late writers

as Ephraim Syr. and John of Damascus speak of Mary having con-

ceived through the ear, Krebs, p. 154, note 6.

11 Hence in a sermon by Pseudo-Athanasius appeal is made in refu-

tation of the above error to the statement of Lk. i. 38 “And the

angel departed from her”; if he departed this proves that he was
not the Logos-Angel abiding in her united to his own human nature.

The conception of the Logos as producing his own human nature in

the Virgin is already found in Justin Martyr, Apol. I, 33. Cpr. Cramer
in Zeitsch. f. Neut. Wiss., 1901, p. 314. Here, however, the Logos

is not identified with the speaking angel, but only with the Svva/xis

'Y^tcrTov of which the angel speaks, cpr. Veil, Justins des Philosophen

und Mdrtyrer’s Reclitfertigung, 1894, pp. 70, 71. Cramer qualifies the

representation that the preexistent Christ begat the historical Christ, a

“haarstraubende Vorstellung” and seeks to eliminate it from Justin

by excision. But there is nothing extraordinary in it from Justin’s

premises.
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ousness with the origin of the Gospel cannot be established.

Reitzenstein dates the Poimandres-corpus from the time of

Diocletian. The correctness of this dating is disputed by

others. But, apart from that, the grounds on which he be-

lieves that the substance of the Hermetic ideas, as embod-

ied in a more primitive form of the first document (the

Poimandres proper), can be carried back into the first cen-

tury of the Christian era or earlier are very precarious.

His main reliance is the alleged dependence of the fifth

vision of the Shepherd of Hermas on the vision with which

the Poimandres opens. Dibelius and Krebs have shown

how weak this position is, and how easily the relation be-

tween the two documents may be reversed and the Poiman-

dres made dependent on the Shepherd .

48 As to the “Strass-

burg cosmogony”, the papyrus on which this is preserved is

from the IVth century, the ostrakon containing the peculiar

Ave-Maria text is of the Vlth century after Christ. Reit-

zenstein’s efforts to bridge over the gulf between this late

date and the earlier period and to make plausible the ex-

istence of a Hermetic religion with Hermetic writings as

early as the Ptolemaeic age are exceedingly unconvincing.

If the speculations in question are of later origin they fall

in line with the Gnostic teachings of a similar nature, par-

ticularly the Valentinian gnosis, and lose all significance

for the illustration of the meaning of the Prologue.

It should be observed that Reitzenstein himself does not

put an ontological or ontogenetic interpretation upon the

Logos-name as used by John. In his view the Johannine

Logos is nothing but the divine word of revelation. The

dependence of the Gospel, so far as the Logos-conception

is concerned, on the Hermetic belief would thus be reduced

to that popular aspect of the latter which makes Hermes

the Logos, the Revealer. The emanation-mythology would

18
Dibelius in Zeitschr. f. Kirchengesch. 1905, pp. 175 ff. ;

Krebs op.

cit., pp. 137-142. According to Granger, Journal of Theolog. Studies,

1904, the word Poimandres does not even mean “shepherd’', but

“witness”, being taken from the Coptic, in which he assumes the

treatise to have been originally composed.
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not have cast its reflex in the Prologue. The other respects

in which according to Reitzenstein the peculiar modes of

thought and formulas of expression of the Hermetic mysti-

cism have influenced the Fourth Gospel do not concern us

here .

49

From Philo, whose Logos-doctrine has been so often

made the proximate source of the Johannine conception,

we can see how germane ontological and ontogenetic

questions were to the idea. The use made of it by Philo

was not in itself favorable to the raising of such problems.

In fact every precise formulation and definite solution in

connection with them threatened to interfere with the main

use the Logos-conception subserved in the system of the

Alexandrian philosopher. If none the less we find Philo

raising these questions and framing an answer to them

which at least preserves the semblance of an ontology of

the Logos, this is convincing evidence that the idea could

scarcely be thought without this. The Philonic Logos

serves to effect that converse and interaction between God
and the world which the transcendence of God renders it

impossible for Him to maintain directly. But this requires

from the outset a certain indefiniteness and ambiguity in

the conception formed of his nature, provenience and po-

sition. If the Logos were made truly divine, the difficulty

of bringing him into touch with the world would be quite as

great as in the case of God. On the other hand, if he were

sharply separated from the divine nature the same difficulty

would arise at the other end, viz. as to how the Logos could

be in close touch with God; by his own distinctness from

God he would only accentuate the separateness between

God and the creature. Hence the Logos oscillates between

God and the world; he is Sei/repo? fled?, peOopios, p,e0opto<;

<f>v<ri<i, is called God ev Karaxpv only, is neither ayevt/to?

fled? nor yevrjro? d>? v/xet?, but apcfroTepois oprjpevcov ,

50

** Cpr. Krebs, op. cit., under the heading Poimandres und Johannes,

pp. 157-172.

“Eusebius, Praep. Ev. VII, 13; II, 625 Mangey; Quis rer. div. her.,

42; III, 47 Cohn-Wendland ;
Somn. I, 39; III, 253 CW ;

II, 28; III,

289 C W.
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But the uncertainty in the point of nature carries with it the

same kind of indefiniteness as regards personality, for the

definite and positive conception of the Logos as hypos-

tatical would have forced the issue between his subsumption

under the divine or under the created .

51 Here the Platonic

and Stoic strands in Philo’s philosophy came to the aid of

his interest in upholding the transcendence of God consis-

tently with God’s operation in the world. By conceiving

the Logos as the Platonic world of ideas, not, however, as

something distinct from God, but as the image of the world

objective to God in God’s own mind, and at the same time

conceiving of him after the Stoic fashion as efficient and

operative in the world, a representation was found which,

in semblance at least, satisfies the requirements of the prob-

lem. The Logos in this conception is God, something in

God, and yet distinct from God, something ideally objec-

tive to the mind of God. To be sure the problem is only

solved in appearance, not in reality, for in the question how

the Platonic ideas, which to Philo form a part of God’s

life, can at the same time operate upon the world as the

Stoic Logos, it reemerges in all its former acuteness. It

will be perceived from the above that the Philonic Logos

is in his very essence unthinkable apart from the world, in

fact is the world as ideally present to the mind of God .

52

Even those names of the Logos which at first sight might

seem to give him a degree of immanent significance for

God, on closer examination appear to have as their neces-

sary correlate his significance for the world, and to be un-

derstandable from this point of view only. The Logos is

jrpcoToyovo';, Trpe<r{3vTepo<;, TrpecrfivraTO '> viof, but he bears

61
In favor of the personality Heinze, Lehre vom Logos, pp. 291-294.

The question is unanswered and unanswerable according to Zeller, Die

Phil, der Griechen, III, 2
s
, p. 378; Schiirer, Gesch. des jiid. Volkes,

IIP, p. 556; Reville, La doctrine du Logos, pp. 26, 29; against person-

ality: Drummond, Philo Judaeus, II, 223-273; Grill, LJnters. iib. d.

Entsteh. des vierten Ev. I, pp. 139-144.

“ Here the fundamental difference between Philo’s Logos and the

Logos of John can be most clearly perceived. The former creates

and can create because he is not-God, John’s Logos creates and can

create because He is God.
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these names in his capacity of /co'07109 vorjTos with an im-

plied side-reference to the vecorepos vio<;, the visible

world .

53 Now for the Logos thus conceived there was

really no need of ontological or ontogenetic definition, since

the conception itself defines his position with the Godhead.

Notwithstanding this we find Philo not infrequently em-

ploying terms for the purpose of such definition, as if he

felt that it would be unsatisfactory to speak of a Logos

without seeking to define, after some fashion, his affiliation

with and provenience from God. The Logos has for his

father God, for his mother Wisdom .

54 The designation of

him as e'ucu>v Oeov comes still nearer to the purpose, es-

pecially since it is coupled with the predicate o iyyvTaTa)

“the one nearest to God”, which has reminded some exegetes

of Jno. i. i (6 Ao'yo9 rjv 7T/30? tov Oeov).
55 And here we

have something inherently expressed by the Logos-name

itself; he is eUwv because Logos, for the point of the

figure in ei/cwv lies in the co-spirituality of the Logos with

God, and this co-spirituality belongs to him because he is

the objective content of God’s reason (= Logos ).
56 The

same applies to the equation cnaa 6eov 6 Ao'709,57 or when

the Logos is described as avdfjXio 9 017777 in distinction from

God the f?A.io9, or when God is called *7 rod npeafivjdrov

Xoyou 7777777.
38 In all these cases the figures are but so many

61 Somn. I, 37; III, 251 CW ; Conf. ling. 14; II, 241 CW
; 28; II,

257 CW ;
Agric. 12; II, 106 CW ; S’, q. D. s. itnm. 6; II, 63 CW.

** De prof. 20; I, 562 M : naTpos piev Oeov, os xai tu>v avp-Travrcov earn

iraTrjp, pgrpos Sc <ro<f>las, Si’ 17s ra oAa gXOtv ets yemriv. Notice the

side-reference to the world even here.

“ De prof. 19; I, 561 M.
“ Here again the fact should not be lost sight of that as ukwv the

Logos already postulates the world : Aoyos Sc eoriv cikw Oeov Si’ ou

cvp-nas 6 Koapos eBgpiovpytiTo. Nevertheless the idea of closeness

to God is undoubtedly present; Cpr. Grill, Unters. I, p. 107 “Mit dem
Wesen des Logos als des Geistigsten ist es hienach gegeben, dass er

das Abbild Gottes und als solches Gott am niichsten stehend ist. In

der Vorstellung des cikojv liegt also wesentlich das Moment der

Unmittelbarkeit des Verhaltnisses zu Gott, der engsten Zusammen-
gehorigkeit mit ihm.”
" Leg. alleg. Ill, 31; I, 134 CW.
”* Qu. det. pot. ins. 22; I, 277 CW.
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variations of the Logos-figure: what they affirm of the

being of the Logos with God or of his provenience from

God could be affirmed by means of the Logos-idea as truly, if

not so graphically. And in all these cases we have a sort of

ontology of the Logos, though it is kept throughout related

to the world and is of a psychological, not of a strictly meta-

physical, nature, Philo being prevented from indulging in

the latter by the terms of his system. That the idea of the

Logos required some such definition of being and proven-

ience can be even more clearly observed when Philo comes

to speak of the impartation of the Logos to the world and

to man. “Every man is as to his understanding inhabited

by a divine Logos being thus an impress (eK^ayelov), , a

detached portion (
a.’Koairaap.a

) or an effulgence (
airav

-

ryaa-fia) of the blessed nature of God ”.59 The most realistic

cosmogonic language is not shunned when the origin of the

world from the demiurge as father and Episteme as mother

is described in the following terms
: y (

scil. trj eirLcrTyp-y)

crvvcov 6 deos ov

%

&>? avOpcoiro’; etnreipe 7eveaiv, y Se 7rapa8ei-a-

pevy ta rou deov aireppara te\ea<f)6poL<; a)8l<n top povov /cal

ayairyrbv viov cnreKvyo-e tov8e top Koapov. 60 Though this is

said of the birth of the visible world, the terms employed

(the mother = Episteme = Sophia, and the title “Son”)

mark it as the counterpart of the birth of the higher Logos

in God.

From the foregoing it appears that there was that in the

idea of the Logos which invited an ontological use of the

conception. That Philo was unable to proceed beyond a

mere psychological or metaphorical ontology was not due

to the idea in itself, but to the peculiar nature and uncertain

position of his Logos-subject. The situation would become

quite different when a subject was given in regard to whose
M De Opif. Mundi, 51.

“ De ebriet. 31; II, 176 CW. Reitzenstein (Poimandres, p. 41) finds

in this the influence of Egyptian mythology. Cpr. also (ibid.) the

Platonizing representation of Plutarch (De Is. et Osir. 53-54) clothed

in the forms of the Egyptian myth of Osiris-Isis, Horos-Typhon.

Here also there are two Logoi, Osiris = *007x05 pottos, Horos =
kcmt/xos aia6rjTo<;.
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essential deity and true hypostatical character in the form

of eternal divine sonship there existed no doubt. Such a

subject was given in the Person of Jesus Christ. It is diffi-

cult to see how, once the Logos-concept was pressed into

the service of the Christian doctrine concerning Christ as

God, the inference could fail to be drawn for any length of

time that the name was also adapted to express the mystery

of the personal relation to and provenience of the Son from

the Father. A presumption is thus created that the signifi-

cant use of the Logos-name as a subject for ontological

predicates in the opening sentences of the Prologue has

already for its background a development in this direction

in early Christian teaching. This is rendered all the more

probable by the observation that in the case of analogous

terms, which in Philo and Sap. Sol. had shared with the

Logos-name and with Wisdom the cosmical reference, we
can show how in the New Testament teaching their christo-

logical application is immediately accompanied by their en-

listment in the service of ontology. Thus the term e’ucwv

9eov occurs in Philo and in Sap. Sol. as a predicate of the

Logos and of Wisdom. It expresses an inherent character-

istic of both. Even so, however, it remains inseparable from

the idea of the kosmos. Paul applies this term to Christ

not merely in respect of his human nature in an eschatologi-

cal sense (Rom. viii. 29; 1 Cor. xv. 49; 2 Cor. iii. 18) but

also in respect of his deity in a trinitarian sense. Christ is

inrdp^cov e'ucwv icai 8ofja 6eov 1 Cor. xi. 7 ;
2 Cor. iv. 4

;

Col. i. 15, of icrriv e'ucwv tov deov rot) aoparov61

,
TrpcDTOTOKOf

Trdarjf KTicrecof. In this last passage the irpeoTOToicof shows

that the figure of the elxeav has already connected with it

in Paul’s mind the idea of provenience; Christ is the ebcd>v

of the invisible God not merely in respect of similarity to

God, but specifically in respect of similarity due to deriva-

w The point of the statement is not that the visible, incarnate Christ

is the image of the invisible God, but that the divine Christ, precisely

because He is invisible, spiritual Himself, reproduces God in this

respect. It is as e’uciov tov deov that He functioned in the creation

of all things.
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tion; the eUcov not only resembles, it is drawn off

from the prototype. 62 Even more clearly the observation

can be made in regard to Heb. i. 3. Here Christ is described

as cnravyaapea t/j? real %apa/CTrjp tf?? vttoarda ecu?

(tov deov). The words characterize Him not as the God-

man, but as to his preexistent deity, for they are brought

into connection with his mediatorial activity in creating the

world and in providence. 63 Both terms are found in Philo

of the Logos, the former also in Sap. Sol. of “Wisdom”
;

64

they have here a cosmical reference: the soul is stamped

with the seal of God, of which seal the eternal Logos is the

%aparcTi]p
; every man is inhabited by the divine Logos, being

thus an cnravyacrp,a of the nature of God; Wisdom is an

effulgence from everlasting light. There is little doubt to

our mind that the writer of Hebrews, while not excluding

the cosmical use of the figures, means to have them under-

stood in an ontological sense. He does not say that the

son in creating carries the So'£a of God into the world, and

stamps the world with the xaPaKTVP of God, but that in his

own Person He is the airavyaapa and bears the xaPaKTVP of

God.
’

A.nravya<Tp,a is a passive form and therefore repre-

sents the Son not so much as an active instrument but

rather as the passive product of the cnravyd&Lv. As to

inro'o-Tao-t?
( here = “substance” not = “person”), this

seems scarcely capable of being communicated to the world,

while of the Son in Himself it can be appropriately said

that the divine substance is expressed in Him. 65 We see

no reason, therefore, for abandoning the ontological inter-

pretation which has prevailed without dissent from the time

“ This on the supposition that npayroTOKos is not a mere figure for

precedence, but looks to the origin of Christ, in other words that the

-tokos has its own significance.

“Notice the particle r« in the following clause <f>tpwv re ra iravra,

which derives Christ’s function in providence from his being the

anavyaap/x and xapaK.Trjp of God.
** De Opif. Mundi, 51; I, 51 CW ;

De Plantat. Noe, 5; II, 137 CW,"
Leg. alleg. Ill, 96; I, 106 M; Sap. Sol. VII, 26.

K
It will be observed that on the view above favored yaptxKrrjp must

be given the passive sense of o tori Kt\apayp.tvov . The other view

requires the active sense of 0 ^apao-trei.
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of the early Greek commentators, till a comparatively recent

date .

66 If it is correct, we have in this passage a striking

instance of the early ontogenetic use made of terms pre-

viously employed in cosmical relations. What happened to

ebccov, airavyaafia and xaPaKTVP may well have happened

to \0709.

A few words may be devoted to the hypostatical concep-

tion of “Wisdom” in its bearing on the problem in hand.

There is difference of opinion among scholars as to the

precise point where poetic personification passes over into

hypostasizing. Those who fix a late date for the compo-

sition of Proverbs and Job and explain the peculiar form

assumed by the idea of Wisdom in these writings from the

influence of Persian religion or of Greek philosophy, will

naturally incline towards finding a Wisdom-hypostasis even

here, whilst the advocates of an earlier date as a rule favor

the theory of mere personification .

67 Difference of opinion

exists also in regard to Sirach, but that in Sapientia Solo-

monis Wisdom appears as a fully-developed hypostatical

being is generally recognized .

68
It is not necessary to enter

into this question here. Although to the writers of Job and

Proverbs, or even of Sirach, Wisdom might not have come

to be more than a divine attribute personified, nevertheless

when later the hypostatical character of this Wisdom be-

came an object of belief and reflection, the descriptions

given of it and the predicates joined to it in the earlier

period, would inevitably, in the light of this new doctrinal

apperception, acquire a new significance. What had been

said about Wisdom as an attribute might already, it was felt,

“Of late the cosmical reference of the figures has been advocated by

von Soden, in Holtzmann’s HandkommentaP, III, 2, p. 19. Bruce re-

gards it as possible. The Ep. to the Hebrews, pp. 37 ff.

" Cpr. Friedlander, Griechische Philosophic itn Alten Testament,

1904.

“Heinisch, Die Griech. Philos, im Buche der Weisheit denies that

Wisdom is in Sap. Sol. a “Mittelwesen” as in Philo, i.e. that wisdom
performs a function which God could not perform, but does not

deny the hypostatical character of the conception (pp. 126-136 in

Alttest. Abh. I).
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have carried intimations about Wisdom as an hypostasis and

in this view could be transferred from the one to the other.

And in many cases the hypostatical interpretation would

undoubtedly be read back as an explicitum into the earlier

documents, where an exegesis guided by finer historical sense

would say that at most it could be only hinted at and fore-

shadowed. Now it is of importance to observe, that in all

the sources, canonical and extra-canonical, where this figure

of Wisdom emerges certain significant statements concern-

ing its origin and mode of existence with God are made .

69

These statements would, on the supposition of the personi-

fying nature of the description, be only so many allegorical

details in the general poetic picture. Like the whole picture,

however, they would immediately become invested with a

new and most profound significance, where the attribute

had been recognized as veiling an hypostasis. Instead of

being taken as mere poetic embellishments, they would be

inevitably seized upon as pointing to important ontological

and ontogenetic verities. In view of this it will be worth

while to gather and compare the statements referred to. In

Prov. viii. 22 ff. Wisdom speaks of herself : “Jehovah

formed me (other rendering “possessed me”) in the be-

ginning of His wav
,

70 before His works of old. I was set

up (or “formed” or “anointed”) from everlasting, from

the beginning, before the earth was . . . before the hills

was I brought forth . . . when He established the heavens

I was there . . . then I was with Him as a masterworkman

(other rendering “as one brought up” 71
), and I was daily

His delight, rejoicing always before Him, rejoicing in His

OT An exception must be made for Baruch iii. 9—iv. 4 where in the

picture of Wisdom nothing of this nature occurs.
70 Frankenberg in Nowack’s Handkommentar, reads “als Erstling

seiner Schopfung”. But JVEttn seems to point to Gen. i. I.

"Frankenberg rejects “masterworkman” and renders “unter seiner

Obhut” on the ground that D'JMtyjMP and npn&p, as figures of child-

like deportment, are inapplicable to the high creative function.

But cpr. Wellhausen, Das Ev. Joh. p. 123 note 1. “Chokma, die in

Prov. viii. dem Schopfer die bunten Arten der Geschopfe vorspielt ehe

er sie schafft.’*
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habitable earth, and my delight was with the sons of men.”

In Job. xxviii. after the contrast between human wisdom

and the divine Wisdom has been pointed out in verses 1-11

and 12-22 72 the poet continues to describe the presence of

Wisdom with God at the time of creation in the following

terms: “Then did He see it and declare it; He established

it, yea, and searched it out” (verse 27). Sirach employs

similar language. In i. 1-10 it is said of Wisdom: she

“comes from the Lord and is with Him forever . . . the

days of eternity who shall number ? . . . and Wisdom who
shall search out? . . . Wisdom has been created before all

things, and the understanding of prudence from everlasting

. . . the Lord sitting upon his throne : He created her, and

saw and numbered her, and poured her out upon all His

works.” And in xxiv. Wisdom praises herself as follows:

“I came forth from the mouth of the Most High ... I

dwelt in high places . . . and in every people and nation I

got a possession . . . with all these I sought rest . . . then

the Creator of all things . . . said, Let thy tabernacle be in

Jacob and thine inheritance in Israel. He created me from

the beginning before the world; and to the end I shall not

fail. In the holy tabernacle I ministered before Him and

so was I established in Zion” (vss. 1-1073
). Perhaps the

most striking statements are found in Sap. Sol. vii. 22-27.

Here Solomon is introduced speaking about Wisdom: “She

” Merx, Hiob p. XLII thinks that in Job there is an implied pro-

test against the idea of wisdom as worked out by Proverbs. The
latter preaches in the public places, while in Job wisdom is repre-

sented as hidden from the eyes of all the living. But this overlooks

the distinction between human and divine wisdom. The latter is a

hidden wisdom in Proverbs also (viii. 22-33) cpr. Friedlander,

Griech. Phil, itn Alt. Test. p. 122.
7S Friedlander would find in this definite location of Wisdom in

Israel and Zion, implying its identification with the law, a particularis-

tic and legalistic departure from the Wisdom-teaching of Proverbs.

Op. cit., p. 166. This is hardly just to Sir., for according to i. 9, 10

Wisdom is in his view, no less than that of Proverbs, poured out

upon God’s works and found with all flesh according to his gift. Even
the context of xxiv. 8 ff. does not fail to state that Wisdom has

gotten a possession in every people and nation.
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that is the artificer of all things taught me . . . for there

is in her (other reading: “she is”) a spirit quick of under-

standing, holy, alone in kind (monogenes), manifold, subtle,

freely moving, clear in utterance, unpolluted, distinct, un-

harmed, loving what is good, keen, unhindered, beneficent,

loving toward man, steadfast, sure, free from care, all-

powerful, all-surveying, and penetrating through all spirits

. . . Wisdom is more mobile than any motion; yea she

pervadeth and penetrateth all things by reason of her pure-

ness. For she is a breath (
aT/u<?

) of the power of God,

and a clear effluence (
anoppoia

) of the glory of the Al-

mighty ... an effulgence (
airav'yaap.a

) from everlasting

light, and an unspotted mirror of the working of God, and

an image
(
e'ucwv

) of His goodness. And she, being one,

hath power to do all things; and remaining in herself, re-

neweth all things. And from generation to generation

passing into holy souls she maketh men friends of God and

prophets.” And in viii. 3, 4: “She glorifieth her noble

birth in that it is given her to live with God, and the

sovereign Lord of all loved her, for she is initiated into

the knowledge of God and she chooseth out for Him His

works ... an artificer of the things that are”. According

to ix. 4, 10 she sits by God on his throne. 74

It would be unreasonable to expect in this wisdom-liter-

ature the precise and carefully-guarded definitions and dis-

tinctions of the later church-theology. Certain things are

said of Wisdom, which it might be difficult to incorporate

into the scientifically formulated doctrine of the deity of

Christ and the Trinity. Instead of wondering at this we
ought rather to be surprised at the extent to which on the

whole the wisdom-conception fits into the subsequent reve-

lation concerning the Person of our Lord and His place

within the Godhead. To be particularly noticed, however,

for our present purpose is the fact that this rich elaboration

71
In Enoch xlii. 1, 2 Wisdom also is hypostatically conceived: not

finding place among mankind, she returns to her place and takes her

abode among the angels. According to 2 Enoch xxx. 8 God com-

manded Wisdom to create man.
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which the idea of Wisdom had received at the hand of

Old Testament revelation and Jewish theology, could not

fail to influence the development of the Logos-doctrine.

That Wisdom and the Logos were closely-allied conceptions,

and that many features originally pertaining to the former

were subsequently transferred to the latter admits of no

doubt. Even some of 'the earliest descriptions invited this.

The representation that Jehovah “declared” Wisdom (Job

xxviii. 27), that she came forth from the mouth of the

Most High (Sir. xxiv. 3) seems to make her procession

from God resemble that of the Word. With this agrees the

later statement of Sap. Sol. that she is a breath of the power

of God (vii. 25). The circumstance that both Wisdom
and the Word have a mediatorial function in creation and

providence would also facilitate such an interchange of at-

tributes and predicates. But it can also be shown a pos-

teriori that Wisdom and the Logos were identified. In Sap.

Sol. ix. I we read that God is o Troiijcras ta iravra iv Xoyto

to which is added «al rfj Croatia crov KaTeoTcevacra? avOpwirov.

The Logos is characterized in xvi. 12 as o iravTa io>p.evo<t,

a soteriological character elsewhere ascribed to Wisdom,

x. 1, 4, 6, 9, 15; xi. 1 ff. That in Philo Wisdom and the

Logos (= Reason) are practically identical has been shown

above. Philo appeals to Prov. viii. 22 where he represents

the Logos as the child of God and Wisdom. 75 There

is reason to believe that the hypostatical Wisdom was

recognized by the inspired writers of the New Testament

as embodied in Christ, and that consequently in their

circle also the Logos-conception of Christ could easily bor-

row traits from the Wisdom-Doctrine. 76 As a matter of

fact the Prologue itself contains some traces of this

mutual fructification which the Wisdom and the Logos-
n De ebriet. 31; II, 176 CW ; Friedlander, Der vorchristUche jiid.

Gnostizismus, p. 54; Griech. Phil, im Alt. Test., p. 86.

™Cpr. Mt. xi. 19; Lk. vii. 35; xi. 49; 1 Cor. i. 24, 30; ii. 7, 8;

2 Cor. ii. 14; iv. 4; Col. ii. 3. Krebs, pp. 81-93 seems to assume that

the whole teaching of Ephesians and Colossians with its emphasis on

knowledge and wisdom rests on the background of the identification

of Christ with Wisdom. This would be difficult to prove.
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conception received from each other. The apxv of Jno.

i. i, while pointing back to Gen. i. i, probably also alludes

to Prov. viii. 23 irpo tov ala>vo<; iOefieXicoa-e p.e iv apxfj

irpo tov rrjv yfjv Troifjaai ,

77 The description of the Logos

as a mediator in creation in verse 3 may well have the same

double background of the creative word in Gen. i. and else-

where in the Old Testament, and the creative Wisdom in

Prov. viii. and other passages of the Wisdom-literature.

The idea of a tabernacling of the Logos in verse 14 has a

striking parallel in the use of the same figure with refer-

ence to Wisdom taking up its abode among Israel. 78 The
close association between Logos and light in the Pro-

logue likewise favors the view that the wisdom-teaching

was one of the contributory sources to John’s teaching on

this subject. The occurrence of the pleroma-conception in

the Prologue on the one hand as associated with the Logos,

in Ephesians and Colossians on the other hand as as-

sociated with the Wisdom in Christ, perhaps also points to

an inner connection between the two ideas. 79

In view of the foregoing it does not seem unreasonable

to assume that part of the ontological and ontogenetic as-

77 Similarly 1 Jno. i. 1 <br apxrjs seems to point back to Sir. xxiv

9 and Rev. iii. 14 7 “PX7
?
T7

7s Kri'crttos tov dtov may have its precedent

in Prov. viii. 22 xvpios (kturev pt apx*]v o8u>v avrov.

Bugge, Das Gesetz und Christus, Zeitsch. f. N. T. Wiss. 1903, pp. 89

ff. thinks that the equation of Logos with Wisdom is but one instance

of the general identification of Christ with the hypostatical Thora.
78

Sir. xxiv. 8; Bar. iii. 37.
78 The Fourth Gospel does not make explicit use of the conception

of “Wisdom”. It has been suggested by Grill ( Untersuch

.

I, pp. 199-

201) that this is due to a conscious avoidance of the term on the

part of the Evangelist occasioned by the abuse made of it in Gnostic

speculation. Sophia as one of the aeons played a prominent role in

several of the Gnostic systems. She did not belong to the higher

aeons, which came first in the self-unfolding of the divine being, but

received her place among the later and latest emanations, so as to

actually fall out of the pleroma into the hyle. Avoidance of the

explicit name Sophia for the reason stated would not, of course,

hinder, but rather promote the transferring of certain Wisdom-predi-

cates to the Logos, and is therefore not inconsistent with the view

that the Prologue looks back to the earlier Wisdom-teaching in its

purer form.
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sociations with which the conception of Wisdom was so

richly invested from the beginning came to attach to the

Logos-name. Some have found in the fjv 7r
/
3°5 T0V &€°v

of Jno. i. 1 a direct reference to Prov. viii. 27 o-u/i7rapfa-qv

avTo> ,

80 But whether any weight be attached to this detail-

point or not, at any rate the belief that the Logos-name

from its earliest use in Christian circles carried with it a

certain ontological flavor, has a high degree of plausibility.

In the next place we cast a glance at the Memra-doctrine

of the Jewish Theology. If a hypostatical “Word” was

known to this previously to the date of the Fourth Gospel,

this would have an important bearing on the problem of the

ontogenetic use of the conception in John. For the “word”

is so plainly a product of the divine act of speaking, that

once being hypostatized it can scarcely fail to share as a

hypostasis in this dependence on God for its origin, con-

ceived after the manner of speaking. Unfortunately it is

impossible to tell how old this Jewish conception of a hypos-

tatical Memra is. In the Targum of Onkelos there occurs

frequently the phrase “Memra of Jehovah” side by side with

two other phrases “Shekhinta of Jehovah” and “Jekara of

Jehovah”. These phrases do not, according to Dalman ,

81

designate hypostatical entities distinct from God, but are

used as circumlocutions, where the Old Testament predicates

anthropomorphisms of the Deity, in order that these may no

longer appear directly combined with Jehovah. To a limited

extent these same phrases seem to have come into use out-

side of the stated Targum-address. The next step in the

development of the usage seems to have been that “Memra
of Jehovah” was no longer confined to anthropomorphic

contexts, but became a reverential designation of God in

general .

82 But even here it would be difficult to stop. The

frequent substitution of Memra for God would naturally

m
Cpr. Norden, Die antike Kunstprosa, II, p. 474.

a Die Worte Jesu, I, p. 187. In later Targums is also found, instead

of Memra, “Dibbera” or “Dibbura of Jehovah.”
“ Cpr. Weber, Jiid. Theol,,

2
p. 182. Weber does not clearly distin-

guish between a circumlocutory and an hypostatical Memra.
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tend towards hypostasizing. In a certain passage83
it is

said that at the promulgation of the law the Dibbur pro-

ceeded from the mouth of God, went to every Israelite in

the camp, asked him whether he was willing to receive it,

and kissed every one who agreed to do so on his mouth.

This can hardly be explained on the basis of personification

or reverential speech about God. 84 As stated, however, we

are not certain how early or late the circumlocutory use

passed over into the hypostatical representation. Some
would find the hypostasis as early as 4 Ezra iv. 43 where

it is said that “the Word” proceeds from God, as in the

Targum. But the Old Testament likewise has this as a

mere personification. We cannot even be certain that the

circumlocutory use has influenced the Prologue. It has been

claimed that such influence is traceable in Jno. i. 14, be-

cause here the three ideas of the Memra, the Shekhinta and

the Jekara occur together. 85 But it would be difficult to

prove that there is anything in this verse that cannot be

adequately explained from the Old Testament. The joint-

occurrence of the three phrases is easily accounted for, since

the Shekhina and the glory go naturally together, and the

resumption of the term Logos as connected with the other

two would be suggested to the Evangelist by his desire to

emphasize the palpable presence and bodily manifestation

of the Logos among men, since the Shekhina was the most

“Shir Rabba, I
a

,
quoted by Weber, p. 180.

84
Against Dalman who would deny the real hypostasis cpr. Bousset,

Die Rel. des Judenth ,

2
p. 398, note 2. There is force also in the words

of Hackspill (Revue biblique Internationale)

,

1902, p. 62: “Peut-on dire

que dans toutes ces locutions la Parole ne soit autre chose qu’un acte

de Dieu, une manifestation de sa volonte ad extra? Si la parole est

identique a l’etre divin, pourquoi fait-on dire a Dieu “Ma Parole”

quand on pouvait lui faire dire simplement “Moi”? pourquoi ce soin

scrupuleux a faire agir la Parole comme intermediaire entre Dieu et

les hommes. A quoi bon choisir un intermediaire apte a prevenir toute

relation directe, si cet intermediaire est identique a l’un des deux termes

extremes, c’est a Dieu? La frequence du recours . . . prouve . . . que

cette conception . . . avait du prendre une consistance plus que logique

dans la reflexion religieuse juive.”

“ So Dalman, op. cit., p. 189.
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substantial form of God’s real presence with his people un-

der the old covenant .

86 We do not pass beyond the realm

of possibilities in this matter.

The recently recovered “Odes of Solomon” would bear a

conclusive witness to the early familiarity of Jewish circles

with a hypostatical “Word”, if Harnack’s view in regard

to the original Jewish provenience of the Odes (with later

Christian interpolations) could be accepted .

87 They might

render the same service on the hypothesis of Rendel Harris,

the re-discoverer and editor of the Odes, who assigns them

to a Jewish-Christian source and thinks that the elements

regarded by Harnack as interpolations are original .

88 For

a Jewish-Christian Logos-conception at so early a date

might point back to the still earlier existence of the same

in purely Jewish circles. In the existing uncertainty as to

the dating of the Odes little reliance can be placed upon

them for proving an early development of the Memra-
doctrine .

89 But the Odes, altogether apart from this ques-

tion, possess an interest in themselves on account of their

relation to the Fourth Gospel in general and of their Logos-

conception to the Johannine Logos in particular. Here,

however, everything again depends on the date assigned to

them. The lively discussions of the past three years have

shown that the problems of provenience and date are yet

far from ripe for a final decision .

90 If the Odes are gnostic

88
In Sir. xxiv. 8-12, the Sophia and the Shekhina are brought

into connection.
87 Flemming und Harnack, Ein Jud.-Christl. Psahnbuch aus dem

ersten Jahrhundert in Text. u. Unt., 1910, III, 5, 4. Harnack puts the

Jewish author between 50 B.C. and 67 A.D., the interpolator about 100.
88 The Odes and Psalms of Solomon

,

2
1911.

“Clemen in Tlieol. Rundschau, 1911, pp. 18, 19, thinks that the re-

peated association in the Odes of the conceptions Logos-Light-Life is

not to be explained from dependence of the Odes on the Fourth

Gospel, but points back to certain early speculations on which both

John and the Odes are equally dependent. According to Clemen the

Odes are Christian ; he does not say whether the speculations referred

to were Jewish or early-Christian.

“"Cpr. Harris’ Brief Summary of Criticism prefixed to the second

edition of 1911. Since then several new contributions have been made
to the subject from various quarters. With Harnack side: Menzies
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and date from the middle of the second century or later,

this, as Harris pointedly observes, sweeps away all refer-

ences to a pre-Johannine school of thought and they can

no longer be expected to throw light on the antecedents of

the Johannine Logos-doctrine. Still it must be remembered

that even on this supposition the Odes furnish an illustra-

tion of a very early and considerably developed use of the

( Interpr

.

1910), who thinks the Jewish origin can in certain cases be

maintained without resorting to the hypothesis of interpolation; Spitta

( Zeitsch . f. d. N. T. Wiss. 1910; Monatsch. f. Past. Theol. 1910), whose
dissection does not coincide, however, with Harnack’s; Spitta believes

Paul knew the Odes; as 4 Ezra illustrates Paul’s state of mind before

the conversion, so the Odes his state of mind after the conversion; he

does not think it likely that either the writer or the redactor of the

Fourth Gospel was influenced by the Odes
;
the interpolater probably

drew from the Gospel; Staerk ( Zeitsch . f. wiss. Theol. 1910), who
adopts Harnack’s view while rejecting his main arguments for Jewish

origin drawn from alleged reference to the temple in Odes 4 and 6;

Diettrich (Die Reformation 1910), who separates between an older Jew-

ish stratum, and a younger Christian stratum, which latter he at first re-

garded as orthodox-Christian, subsequently as heretical-Christian. With
Harris, though not accepting his arguments from the temple-refer-

ences, sides Haussleiter (Theol. Literaturbl. 1910) ; the Odes presup-

pose the Fourth Gospel
;
in favor of Christian origin (not specifically

Jewish-Christian) : Zahn (Neue Kirchl. Zeitsch., 1910), who believes

that much can be explained from the view that the author imperson-

ated Solomon and made Solomon speak not merely for his own person,

but also for Christ in a typical capacity
;
the date approximately be-

tween 120 and 180 A.D. ; the author knew Matthew, the Fourth Gospel,

the Pauline Epistles, the Apocalypse; Bernard (Journ. of Theol. Stud.

1910), who makes the date about 150 A.D., perhaps later, and throws

out the hypothesis that the Odes are baptismal songs
;
baptismal allu-

sions are also found by Lake (Theol. Tydsch. 1911) and Diettrich

(see above) ;
Wellhausen (Gott. Gel. Am. 1910) : the Odes are Chris-

tian, probably dependent on the Fourth Gospel; Connolly, (Journ. of

Theol. Stud. 1912) the Odes are Christian; not earlier than 150 A.D.

;

in favor of heretical origin: Gunkel (Zeitsch. f. d. N. T. Wiss. 1910) •

the production of a gnostic sect; probably Jewish-gnostic ;
no dualism

proper; Batiffol (Rev. bibl. intern. 1911) the work of a syncretist with

gnostic-docetic leanings of the type opposed by Ignatius; agrees

with Zahn in finding impersonation of Solomon; Preuschen (Zeitsch.

f. d. Neut. Wiss. 1910) the work of Valentinus; Fries (Zeitsch. f. d.

Neut. Wiss. 1911) Montanistic effusions; Krebs (Freib. Theol. Stud.

1910) products of gnostic piety and poetry in the second century

;

the parallels from gnostic writings have been collected by Stolten

(Zeitsch. f. d. Neut. Wiss. 1912).
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Logos-name, as well as of some other conceptions, which,

together with the Logos-name, occur also in John. Whether

this be dependent on John or not, in either case it is not

too remote from the Johannine writings chronologically to

claim for it considerable historical interest and importance.

According to Harnack himself light is thrown by the Odes

on the Fourth Gospel in a twofold respect. First in so far

as the original Jewish document reveals a preformation of

the Johannine type of piety and theology and secondly in so

far as the work of the Christian interpolator bears features

that are allied to the Johannine teaching. Whether or not

the interpolator knew the Gospel Harnack does not venture

positively to decide, although in certain instances he thinks

it probable he did. But in the first respect the dependence

of John is clear and pronounced; the Odes disclose to us

the quarry from which the Johannine blocks were hewn.

While this is unhesitatingly affirmed with reference to such

conceptions as “light”, “life”, “truth”, “knowledge”,

“faith”, “love”, “hope”, “new birth”, all of which the

Evangelist simply borrowed from the early Jewish mystics,

and back of all of which he simply placed his Christ
,

91 the

matter is not quite so simple where the Logos-idea comes

under consideration. Here Harnack fails to make a clear

statement as to how he conceives of the relation between the

Logos-conception reflected in the Odes and the Logos-doc-

trine in John. On the one hand it is emphasized repeatedly

that the Logos-conception of the Odes shares with the other

ideas enumerated in that there is nothing Hellenic about it .

92

On the other hand Harnack seems still to uphold his old dis-

tinction between the body of the Fourth Gospel as practically

free from Hellenic influence and the Prologue as explain-

M The conceptions were originally un-Messianic. Harnack thinks

that the Odes are “the intermediate link which enables us to connect

a very important strand of late Jewish literature with the presuppo-

sitions of the piety and theology of John, without recourse to the

synoptical, i.e., the historical Jesus Christ, and without the help of

all Messianism”, Flemming-Hamack, pp. 99, 102.

” Ein Jiid.-Christl. Psaltnb., pp. 42, n, 119.
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able only from the intrusion of the Hellenic Logos-doc-

trine .

93 For he qualifies his statement that “in the Johan-

nine theology there is nothing truly Hellenic” by excepting

the Prologue .

94 Accordingly it would seem, since the Pro-

logue is, according to Harnack, the only portion of the

Gospel into which the Logos-idea enters, that as regards the

Logos-conception the same close resemblance does not exist,

which is supposed to exist between the Odes and the Gospel

in the use of the other characteristic ideas. In all other

respects the peculiarly Johannine trains of thought are now
accounted for as Jewish-mystical and non-Hellenic, the

Johannine Logos-doctrine alone cannot be so accounted for,

because it is Hellenic, while the Logos-conception of the

Odes is not. The alleged differences between the Prologue

and the Gospel thus entail a corresponding difference in the

point of dependence of both on the mysticism of the Odes.

Now as many have been unable to follow Harnack in this

discovery of a principial difference between the Logos-Chris-

tology of the Prologue and the Christology in the remainder

of the Gospel, so we believe many will fail to see that the

Prologue is in a different position as regards resemblance to

the Odes from the other parts of the Gospel .

95 According

to Harnack himself the “mystical complex” of the Odes

comes very close to Hellenic-philosophic ideas, although not

being quite equivalent to “Logos” in the sense of the latter,

and although originated under quite different presuppo-

sitions. With such close resemblance between the two

there is some room for scepticism as to the reality of a dis-

tinction which it requires considerable refinement to make

perceptible.

“ Zeitsch. f. Theol. u. Kirche, 1892, pp. 189-231.
w Ein Jiid.-Christl. Psalmb. p. 119.
95
Cpr. Strachan in The Exp. Times, xxii. p. 14 who makes this

very point: “He (Harnack) regards these Odes as proving that in the

Johannine theology, apart from the Prologue, there is nothing es-

sentially Hellenic. It may, however, be added that, as regards the

Prologue, one is very much struck with the fact that there is scarcely

a single sentence in it, where some kind of parallel might not be

deduced from these Odes.”
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1

The subject of the Logos-conception in the Odes is beset

with great difficulty owing to the general obscureness of

the Odes and because it is well-nigh impossible to retain

within fixed moulds of conceptual thought the often vague

and ever-fluctuating mystical effusions of the poet. In a

work like this the line of division between abstract ideas or

personifications and a real hypostasis is exceedingly hard to

draw. So far as we are able to ascertain the outstanding

facts are as follows. 96

The first reference to “the Word” occurs in Ode VII, 9
“The Father of knowledge is the Word of knowledge.”

In the preceding verses 4-8 the subject spoken of is the

Lord Christ as condescending to the poet in the incarnation.

If the subject remains the same, then Christ as “the Word”
is here called “the Farther of knowledge”, probably in the

sense of the source of knowledge. This is favored by the

content of verses 10-13 which speak of the poet’s creation

by him who is the Word, the Father of knowledge and also

reintroduce the note of condescension. If this interpreta-

tion be adopted a new subject will appear in verse 14 “He
has given him to be seen of them that are his, in order that

they may recognize Him that made them”, for here God is

the one spoken of as giving Christ to be seen. Some in-

terpreters, however, think that not verse 14 but verse 9 is

the place where the subject changes. In that case “the

Father of knowledge is the Word of knowledge” is spoken

of God not of Christ. 97

M The best discussion of the Christology of the Odes that has come
to our notice is by Batiffol in the Rev. bibl. intern. 1911, pp. 52-59;

161-181.
*7 Zahn says of vss. 9-13 “folgen dunkle Satze” and seems to under-

stand “the Father of knowledge” of God, Neue KirchI. Zeitsch., 1910,

p. 688. Cpr. Ode XLI, 9 “the Father of truth” of God. Harris is not

explicit in his notes, but seems to apply “the Word” to Christ. Clemen
thinks there is no hypostatical conception here, Theol. Rundschau,

1911, p. 18. Gunkel says God is referred to Zeitsch. f. d. Neut. Wiss.,

1910, pp. 323, 327. Batiffol, Rev. bibl. intern. 1911, p. 47 surmises (“je

crois entendre”) that the meaning is “Dieu enfante la Science en taut

qu’il la parle,” and refers to Sir. xvii. 6; xxiv. 3. This might do for

verse 10, but in verse 11 it is not said that the Father of knowledge
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In Ode VIII, 9 “Hear the word of truth and receive the

knowledge of the Most High” there is nothing to suggest

a hypostatical conception. The same applies to IX, 1, 2

“open your ears and I shall speak to you. Give me your

souls, that I may also give you my soul, the word of the

Lord, and his good pleasures, the holy thought, which He
has devised concerning his Messiah.” This passage, how-

ever, is interesting, because it shows how closely the poet

identifies even the appellative “word” with God; it is

God’s very soul, because it is his inmost thought. For the

understanding of his idea of the Christ-Word this is cer-

tainly suggestive. In Ode X, 1 We have again the word in

the ordinary sense of speech coming from God to the Mes-

siah or the poet. 98 It will be observed how the hypostatical

conception of “the Word” by no means interferes with

speaks the Word of knowledge, but that He is the Word of knowledge.

If the subject is God, the Father, and “the Word” hypostatical, I do not

see what else this could be but an expression of the identification of

the Father and the son as regards the source of knowledge. If “the

Father of knowledge” means Christ, the statement is a simple one,

which affirms that in “the Word” is the source of knowledge. A
difficulty lies in verse 13 where on our view Christ would be called

“the pleroma of the ages and the father of them”. Still this is not

in itself impossible. If Christ is the Father of knowledge because

He imparts it, He can be the Father of the ages because He created

them. Even the pleroma, as we know from the New Testament,

has its place in Christ. Or the difficulty may perhaps be relieved by

drawing verse 13” as the subject to the following verse: “The pleroma

of the ages and the Father of them has given him (= Christ) to be

seen of them that are his.” This is the punctuation of Labourt Rev.

bibl. intern., 1910, p. 489. Harnack eliminates verses 4
b-8 as a Chris-

tian interpolation, and also verses 14, 15 and 18. On this view of

course the subject becomes throughout God. But in what sense God,

the Father of knowledge can be called the Word of knowledge in

verse 9 Harnack does not make clear. His paraphrase of the con-

nection between verse 3 and verse 9 covers up the difficulty: “Nun
wird in Vers 9 fortgefahren—allerdings im Ausdruck etwas dunkel

—

dass der Vater der Erkenntniss schafft, dies durch das Wort thut”

(p. 34). But the verse does not say that the Father of knowledge

creates through the Word: He is the Word.
" According to some interpreters the speaking person is first the

poet, then the Christ takes his place after the same immediate fashion

as happens elsewhere in the Odes.
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speaking of a word addressed to Christ or concerning

Christ. The appellative and the technical use stand side

by side.

In Ode XII on the other hand we meet once more with

the personal Logos. According to verse 3 ff. “the mouth of

the Lord is the true Word, and the door of his light, and

the Most High has given it to the worlds, which are the

interpreters of his own beauty and the repeaters of his

praise, and the confessors of his counsel, and the heralds of

his thought, and the chasteners (or “those that keep pure”)

of his servants (or “works”). For the swiftness of the

Word is inexpressible, and like its expression is its swift-

ness and force; and its course knows no limits. Never does

it fail, but it stands sure, and it knows not descent nor the

way of it. For so is its work, so also its end. For it is

light and the dawning of thought; and by it the worlds

talk one to the other, and in the Word there were those

that were silent." And from it came love and concord,

and they spoke one to the other whatever was theirs; and

they were penetrated by the Word; and they knew him

who made them, because they were in concord; for the

mouth of the Most High spoke to them
;
and his explication

ran by means of it (i.e. the Word) : for the dwelling-place

of the Word is man and his truth is love. Blessed are

they who by means of it have understood everything, and

have known the Lord in his truth.” The difference be-

tween this and Ode VII is that here the Logos, while having

a similar function to there, is not definitely identified with

the Christ. He creates and renders the worlds vocal so

that they can praise God, produces love and concord, and

light by which intelligence dawns. All this in itself might

be understood on the basis of the Wisdom-theology. 100

” So Harris and Flemming. Labourt: “et ils ont existe par le Verbe
ceux qui etaient silencieux.”

l
“’ Batiffol, who so interprets it, refers to Sap. Sol. ix. 1 and Sir.

xlii. 15; xliii. 26. Rev. bib. internat. 1911, p. 190. Spitta (Monat

-

schr
. f . Postoralth. VII, p. 95 even denies the hypostatical character of

the Word in this Ode.
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Even when it is said that “the dwelling-place of the Word is

man”, a parallel may be found for this in Baruch iii. 37,

“Afterward did she (Wisdom) appear upon earth, and was

conversant with men. 101 None the less the coincidence of

all these features with the Prologue strongly suggests that

the Wisdom-hypostasis and the Person of the Messiah have

here grown together. That something more concrete than

hypostatical Wisdom is meant seems also to follow from the

form of expression in verse 3 “the mouth of the Lord is

the true Word”. This can hardly mean that God speaks

Wisdom; it seems to imply that the true Word acts as the

mouth of God; as God creates and teaches by his mouth,

so He creates and teaches per Verbum; unless the figure is

a mere tautology, the Word is distinct from God. No doubt

less definite Old Testament representations have here been

made contributory to the description of the Word. 102 But

this does not warrant the assumption, that we here have a

stage of the development of the Logos-idea not perceptibly

in advance of the Wisdom-idea at its extreme point. The

Christian Logos incorporates all the more indefinite and

less concrete forms of representations of its antecedents, but

does not on that account partake of the unformed state of

the latter.

Ode XVI, which at first seems to take the Word in an

appellative sense (verse 8: “his Spirit will utter in me the

glory of the Lord and his beauty . . . and the strength of

his Word”), in the sequel personifies. “The Word of the

Lord searches out all things both invisible and that which

reveals his thought” (verse 9). “The worlds were made by

his word, and by the thought of his heart” (verse 20).

The association of Word and Thought as both creative

mediators might seem to remind of Philo, unless in the

101
Harris, p. 108 thinks that “the dwelling-place of the Word is

man” cannot reproduce the Johannine thought of the incarnation, be-

cause the dwelling of the Logos with man is there collective, here indi-

vidual. But Cpr. Rev. iii. 20.
10S

It is evident that besides the Wisdom-conception Psalm xix is

borrowed from.
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latter there is no more than the influence of the Wisdom-

doctrine.

Ode XXIX, 9, “to make war by his word and to take

victory by his power” has nothing in it to suggest the per-

sonal Logos. That this, however, does not necessarily

prove the personal conception to have been absent from the

poet’s mind may be seen from Ode XXXIX, 8-10. Verse

8 “The Lord has bridged them (the rivers) by his word”

sounds quite impersonal, and yet the poet continues : “and

He walked and crossed them on foot, and his footsteps

stand firm on the water”. That the pronouns here do not

refer to God (as Harris by not capitalizing the word in

verse 8a and by capitalizing the following pronouns rep-

resents it) but refer to the/ Logos seems clear from the re-

currence of the “footsteps” as the footsteps of the Christ in

verse 10, “And the waves were lifted up on this side and on

that, but the footsteps of our Lord Messiah stand firm and

are not obliterated and are not defaced”.

The most interesting statements of all are in Ode XLI, 8-

17, “All those will be astonished that see me. For from

another race am I: for the Father of Truth remembered

me: 103 He who possessed me from the beginning: for his

bounty104 begat me, and the thought of his heart : and the

Word is with us in all our way
;
the Saviour who makes alive

and does not reject our souls : the man who was humbled

and exalted by his own righteousness, the Son of the Most

High appeared in the perfection of his Father; and light

dawned from the Word that was beforetime in Him; the

Messiah is truly one
;
and He was known before the foun-

103
Haussleiter ( Tkeol.-Literaturs 1910, col. 273) understands verse

9 of the Christian, not of Christ. The change of the speaking subject

(first person plural vss. 1-7, first person sgl. 8-10, first person plur.

11-17) is strange but not any stranger than in other Odes. Labourt

:

“un beau dialogue spirituel entre les chretiens et le Verbe Redemp-
teur.” Harnack assigns to the Christian writer 1-7, 11, 12-17. That

is to say the purely Jewish element is confined to verses 9, 10. As
Fries observes ( Zeitsch . f. d. Neut. IViss. 1911, p. 124) this would
look like a Jewish interpolation in a Christian song.

104 So Harris; Batiffol : “sa plenitude (= pleroma) m’a engendre.”
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dation of the world, that He might save our souls for ever

by the truth of his name”. Harris well observes that the

language here has its nearest parallel in the Johannine the-

ology. Harnack observes that even here the Logos-idea is

not the Hellenic one. If this means that it differs from or

remains behind the Logos-conception of the Prologue, it

would be difficult to point out in what respect. 105

Summing up we may say that in these passages of the

Odes the Logos appears mainly in a functional capacity.

He is the Father of knowledge; the Word of knowledge

(VII, 9) ; He created wisdom (VII, 10) ; He created men
(VII, 11, 15), the worlds (XVI, 11, 20) ;

all created speech

and intelligence are derived from him (XII, 3 ff.), all love

and concord in the creation (XII, 9, 10). The speech and

light imparted by the Logos to the world are imparted to

make the world interpret God’s beauty, repeat His praise,

confess His counsel, herald His thoughts (XII, 4). As the'

Logos is from God, so his function is unto God. The Logos

searches out all things in the invisible and the visible sphere

(XVI, 9).
106 He is the revealer of God not merely in

virtue of what He brings, but of what He is or becomes.

(Cpr. the emphasis in Ode VII on the condescension of the

incarnation in connection with the Logos-function.) More

specifically soteriological functions are ascribed to the

Logos. He makes a dwelling-place with man (XII, 11),

he lets Himself be put on by man (VII, 6), is gracious (VII,

7, 12) gives man of his sacrifice (VII 12),
107 crosses the

rivers for his own that they may follow after him (XXXIX,
1 1 ) ,

is with them in all their way, a Savior, who makes

109 Harnack apparently does not deny verse 15 “and light dawned

from the Word that was beforetime in Him” to the Jewish writer

on account of the Logos-doctrine, but because of its concatenation

with a Christian context.
109

Cpr. 1 Cor. ii. 10 (of the Spirit of God); Heb. iv. 12 of the

word (logos) of God.

""Nestle (Harris p. 99) suggests that the Syriac translator here

mistook oicrta for Ov<r£a so that the true reading should be “he granted

me to ask from him and to receive from his ousia (“being” or

“property”?).
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alive, and does not reject their souls, saves their souls for

ever by the truth of his name (XLI, n-17). 108

It would, however, be scarcely correct to say that in the

Odes the significance of the Logos-name is confined to the

function of the Christ. It has its bearing also upon his

inherent nature and relation to God. The Logos occupies

quite a unique position by the side of God in the author’s

universe. He is not an aeon like others, one in a series,

as the Gnostics conceive of their Logos. 109 Nor does the

Logos appear on the background of the dualism of the

great Gnostic systems. He is both the Creator and the

incarnate One. 110 If there is a trace of gnosticism in the

Christology it must lie in the docetic traits which Batiffol

thinks can perhaps be discovered in Ode XVII 4
b
-6 (“I re-

ceived the face and fashion of a new person ... all that

have seen me were amazed : and I was regarded by them

as a strange person”)
;
XIX, 8

C

(
iyewrja-e

v

<u? avdpcovov with

the emphasis on the &>?, not a true man; according to

an emended text111 ); XXII, 11 “thou hast introduced thy

face (= popM ) into the world”;112 XXVIII, 14-16 (“I

did not perish, for I was not their brother, nor was my
birth like theirs, and they sought for my death and did not

find it; for I was older than the memorial of them, and

vainly did they make attack upon me”, = the impassibility

of the Logos-Messiah 113
) ;

XXXIII, 1 (“Grace again ran

108 That this soteriology differs from that of the Fourth Gospel, and

of the New Testament in general, by the absence of the elements of

sin and forgiveness has been truly observed by Zahn and others.

But the difference is of a material rather than of a formal nature.
10
*Cpr. Grill, Unters. I, 184 ff. Some approach to a Gnostic concep-

tion might seem to be made in Ode XII, 8, the aeons endowed with

the Word become vocal. But cpr. Flemming-Harnack, p. 42; Harris,

p. 108; Batiffol, p. 190. Gunkel ( Zeitsch . f. d. Neut. Wiss., 1910, p.

328) finds an aeon Truth in Ode XXXVIII of which it is impossible to

tell whether the poet conceives as an abstraction or as an hypostasis.
110

Batiffol, p. 162, note 2.

m Harris : “She brought forth as if she were a man.”

“Harris punctuates and renders quite differently: “(Thy way was
without corruption) and thy place; thou didst bring thy world to cor-

ruption.”

“Harnack, p. 61 infers from this representation, that Christ cannot
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and put on corruption”)
;

114 XXXIV, 5' (“what is below is

nothing but the imagination of those that are without know-

ledge”). 115 Whether these observations be well-founded

or not, it is certain that the divine side of the Logos-subject

is magnified and emphasized by the Odes. His preexistence

is affirmed
;
He is older than the memorial of men, He was

before them (XXVIII, 15, 17), was known before the

foundation of the world (XLI, 16). Side-lights fall on

His relation to God in this eternal state. God possessed

him from the beginning; he was beforetime in God (XLI,

9, 15). In Ode XXXII he is even designated as “the

Truth who was self-originate” .

116 If we could be certain

that in verses 9 and 10 of Ode XLI the speaking subject

is the same Logos-Christ who is spoken of in the third

person in the sequel, we would here have the ontogenetic

statement “his pleroma begat me”, but as observed above

(note 103), the connection is somewhat obscure. 117 Atten-

tion should be called in this connection to the repeated as-

sociation in the Odes between the “Word” and the

“Thought” of God. When the same idea which finds ex-

pression in Ode IX, 1, 2 of the unhypostatical Word, viz.

that it is God’s very soul, his holy inmost thought, is ap-

plied in Ode XXVIII, 17, 18 to the eternal Christ (“they

sought to destroy the memorial of Him who was before

them : for the Thought of the Most High cannot be antici-

be thought of as the subject. This hardly follows, even where no

aocetism is found here. If according to the Fourth Gospel even the

believer does not truly die, how much more could this be affirmed of

Christ. As a matter of fact verse 16 adds the reason: “I was older

than the memorial of them.” They might kill him as a man, they could

not kill his divine Person.
“4 According to an amended text ; Harris : “forsook corruption”.

For the remarks on the above passages cpr. Batiffol, pp. 55, 58,

163, 193. Also Krebs, Freib. Theol. Stud. 1910, II, p. 64.
u* According to Harris this is the rendering of the Greek avro-

<f>vrjs used in Lact. De Div. Inst. I, 7 of the divine nature. Cpr.

,

further Ode VII, 12, where, according to Nestle’s conjecture, the Logos

gives men of his ovala (“being” or “property”?).
UT

Spitta (Monatsch . f. Pastoraltheol. VII, p. 93 finds in verse 10

“Christi ewige Zeugung und Geburt” according to the presumably

oldest reading in Jno. i. 13 os iytwrjOr} (instead of the plural).
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pated: and his Heart is superior to all wisdom”), this

would seem to bring us very close to an ontogenetic appli-

cation of the Logos-name. As thought dawns from the

Logos XII, 7, so the Logos Himself seems to proceed from

the thought of the Most High.

What we have found in our rapid survey of the Logos-

passages in the Odes does not favor the view, that the doc-

trine is here in a more primitive, more unformed stage of

development than that observed in the Johannine writings,

particularly in the Prologue. If anything, the statements

go a shade beyond the Johannine ones in theological defi-

niteness and suggestiveness. This is of importance to

know, no matter what the outcome may be of the discus-

sions of the experts in regard to the antiquity and milieu

of provenience of the Odes. For, even if the Odes, as

would seem at present most likely, should be recognized as

posterior to the Gospel, they remain on the dating of con-

servative scholars a very early witness to the ideas that

were at that time associated with the Johannine Logos-

doctririe, and prove that the later trinitarian use made of

this doctrine by the church-theology reaches back to a point

not so very far distant from the composition of the Gospel

itself.

Princeton. Geerhardus Vos.

(To be continued )



THE HYMNODY OF THE METHODIST REVIVAL*

I

ITS ANTECEDENTS AND BEGINNINGS

During the early decades of the XVIIIth century the

Hymns and Psalms imitated of Watts were gradually

but surely replacing the older metrical Psalms in the Non-

conformist churches of England, and establishing them-

selves there as the norm of Congregational Praise. In

the parish churches, on the other hand, the use of Hymns of

any sort was sporadic and occasional, while the singing of

metrical Psalms was the universal practice. In the country-

side and villages the Old Version of Sternhold and Hop-
kins was still used, but in London and a few towns, the

New Version of Tate and Brady was beginning to get a

hearing. The hymns of Watts had given a new spiritual

interest to Congregational Song in the chapels which the

New Version failed to impart to that of the city churches

introducing it. But in church and chapel alike the clinging

to the old custom of lining out the Psalm and the dull and

drawling rendering of the notes emphasized the continued

indifference to the musical side of Psalmody. In London

churches a disposition was manifesting itself to relegate

the singing altogether to a choir made up of “charity

children” or such others as were available.

Such were the conditions of Congregational Song at the

beginning of the Methodist Movement within the Church

of England toward the middle of the century. In connec-

tion with this Movement, the singing of Hymns gained not

only a great extension but also a quite new power and

import. It recovered the emotional fervor of the first sing-

ing of vernacular Psalms by the Huguenots, and repeated

the spiritual triumphs of the Reformation Psalmody. In

the same connection the English Hymn itself acquired a

* Being the fourth of the lectures upon “The Hymnody of the

English-speaking Churches”, delivered on the L. P. Stone Foundation

at Princeton Theological Seminary, in February, 1910.
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new development in several directions, and Hymnody was

permanently enriched by a large body of available hymns,

many of which remain in present use, and some of which

attain the highest rank.

The leader who played the part in Methodist Hymnody
which Calvin had taken in Huguenot Psalmody was, con-

trary perhaps to the general impression, John Wesley and

not his brother Charles. He planned it, prepared the

ground, introduced and fostered it, moulded and adminis-

tered it, and also restrained its excesses. But Charles Wes-

ley, by reason of the bulk and quality of his contributions

to the new Hymnody, became distinctively the Poet of

Methodism; and indeed contests with Watts the first place

as a writer of English hymns. In the matter of dates and

precedence it is convenient to remember that Charles Wes-

ley was born at the Epworth rectory in 1707, the very year

of publication of Watts’ Hymns; his brother John three

years earlier. John Wesley published his first hymn book

in 1737, eighteen years after Watts had completed his

System of Praise with the publication of The Psalms of

David imitated in 1719. And two years later Charles

printed his first hymns.

There was much in the inheritance and early training of

the Wesley brothers which explains their interest in Hym-
nody, and which prepared them for their great work in it.

There was, to begin with, in both a strong inherited bent

toward poetry and the poetic expression of feeling. Samuel

Wesley, the father, printed a volume of his verses (Mag-
gots

,

1685) before leaving Oxford, and followed it with

a series of later poems of which The Life of our Blessed

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ (1693) is best known.

Careless and too voluminous, these works are yet not want-

ing in imaginative and forceful expression. In the Psalm

versions appended to his The Pious Communicant rightly

prepared (1700), and elsewhere, Samuel Wesley showed

himself as by no means an incapable hymn writer. 1
It was

1 One of his hymns, “Behold the Saviour of Mankind”, still has place

in the Methodist hymn books of England and America. In the first
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no accident that five of his children, Samuel, Jr.,
2 John,

Charles, Emilia, and Mehetabel, exhibited in varying de-

grees the poetic gift, and cultivated the art of verse. We
find the father in 1706 recommending his son Samuel to

make “translations of the Bible into verse” in the effort to

reconcile fancy and devotion; and in 1725 approving verses

on the 85th Psalm by his son John, who was then contem-

plating an entrance into holy orders. 3

It may be added that the children of Epworth rectory

were trained to social singing of Psalms, and apparently of

hymns, in the family circle; a somewhat unusual custom at

the time, the neglect of which Samuel Wesley attributed to

the general decay of piety and the uninteresting character

of the Psalm versions and of their tunes. 4 The attitude of

the Epworth household toward current Church of England

Psalmody was the same that Watts had taken toward Non-

conformist Psalmody. Before Watts’ Hymns appeared,

Samuel Wesley wrote to his son Samuel of the “sorry

Sternhold Psalms”,5 and in a paper in the Athenian Oracle

complains that most of the Psalm tunes are so vile that even

Orpheus could not make good music of them. He de-

scribes the usual rendering of the Psalms as “the reading

them at such a lame rate, tearing them limb from limb,

and leaving sense, cadency, and all at the mercy of the

clerk’s nose”. 6 In his Advice to a young Clergyman, re-

ferring to efforts to improve the singing at Epworth Church,

he attributes the preference of the common people for

Sternhold and Hopkins’ version over that of Tate and

Brady to their “strange genius at understanding nonsense”. 7

impressions of the Duttciad (1728), Pope pilloried S. Wesley along

with Watts
;
both names being afterwards erased, perhaps owing to

protestations from without. Cf. Geo. J. Stevenson, Memorials of the

Wesley Family, London [1876], p. 68.

’Two of his hymns are retained in the English Methodist Hymn
Book.

a
L. Tyerman, Life and Times of Samuel Wesley, London, 1866, pp.

3 ”. 392 .

* Ibid., p. 3 1 1. "Ibid., p. 310.

"Ibid., pp. 31 1, 312.
T Thos. Jackson, Life of Charles Wesley, London, 1841, vol. ii, p. 509-
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John Wesley, in his turn, ridiculed the Psalmody of the

town churches as “the miserable, scandalous doggerel of

Sternhold and Hopkins”
; at first droned out, two staves at

a time, by “a poor humdrum wretch”, and then “bawled

out” “by a handful of wild, unawakened striplings” “who

neither feel nor understand” what they “scream”, while

the congregation is “lolling at ease, or in the indecent pos-

ture of sitting, drawling out one word after another”. 8

Our particular concern with these passages is in their

exhibition of the young Wesleys as already in the accus-

tomed exercise of social Psalmody, and of John especially

as deeply moved by the degraded conditions of parochial

Psalmody. For it was their love of social Psalmody that

ultimately made Methodist Hymnody what it was, and it

was the desire to better Parochial Psalmody that furnished

John Wesley with the original motive of his work in

Hymnody.

The social singing of Psalms and hymns passed natur-

ally from the Epworth rectory to the meetings of the Holy

Club that Charles Wesley founded at Oxford in the spring

of 1729, for the cultivation of method in study, devotion

and good works, 9 and of which John became the leader on

his return to Oxford in November of the same year. He
was an admiring reader of Dr. Watts10 and of course

familiar with Watts’ work in Hymnody; and, in view of

Wesley’s later dealings with them, we may infer that Watts’

Psalms and Hymns, in connection perhaps with Tate and

Brady’s New Version, furnished the materials for the sing-

ing of the Holy Club. 11

* S. Tyerman, Life and Times of John Wesley, 5th ed., London,

1880, vol. ii, pp. 282, 283.

’“This gained me the harmless name of Methodist.” Chas. Wesley

to Chandler (28 April, 1785).
10 The Journal of the Rev. John Wesley, AM., ed. by Nehemiah

Curnock, standard ed., London and New York, n. d., vol. i, p. 139, note.

This edition of the famous Journal, with its decipherment of the

unprinted Diaries, is indispensable to understanding the development

of Wesley’s mind and work in Hymnody as in other directions.
u
Cf. Journal, vol. i, p. 243, note.
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When John Wesley determined on the missionary life,

and on October 14, 1735, embarked for the new colony of

Georgia, he was accompanied by his brother Charles 12 and

Benjamin Ingham; they being three out of thirteen Oxford

“Methodists”. And Wesley’s account of their common life

on board the “Simmons” reads much like a protracted meet-

ing of the Holy Club. The minds of both brothers had

come under the influence of Tauler, Law, and other mystical

divines, but both were Anglican clergymen of the severe

high church type. They aimed at a devotional and church

life that was “primitive”, and were scrupulous in the ob-

servance of rites and ceremonies, the weekly fasts and

Eucharist, and Baptism by trine immersion; and were of a

spirit too intolerant for missionary success. 13

Wesley’s kit included a considerable collection of books.

Among them were some that became the sources of Wes-

leyan Hymnody: Tate and Brady’s New Version of the

Psalms, and apparently the Supplement, with its tunes;

Watts’ Psalms and Hymns; George Herbert’s poems;

Hickes’ edition of Devotions in the ancient zvay of Offices,

containing John Austin’s hymns; the Divine Dialogues

with Divine Hymns of Henry More
;
Dean Brevints’ Chris-

tian Sacrament and Sacrifice; and some of the works of

Norris of Bemerton. Hymns by others, including his

father and brother Samuel, were among his manuscript

materials.

The brothers had as fellow-voyagers twenty-six German

Moravian colonists, with their new bishop, David Nitsch-

mann. The Moravians made much of hymn singing on

u Though Charles went as secretary to Governor Oglethorpe, he

was ordained just before starting, that he might officiate in the colo-

nies. Diet, of Nat. Biography, art “Chas. Wesley”; Thos. Jackson,

Life of Charles Wesley, London, 1841, vol. i, p. 44.
13 The claim of some modern Anglicans that the Wesleys were high

churchmen is successful enough as to this early period of their lives

(1725-1738), and within those limits freely admitted by Methodist

writers. Cf. Jas. H. Rigg, The Churchmanship of John Wesley, rev.

ed., London [1887], “chap, ii, Period of ritualistic high churchman-

ship”. For a more carefully discriminating statement, see Journal,

vol. i, p. 167, note.
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board in all weathers, and in the stress of storm it became

the characteristic expression of an unruffled faith.
14 On

the third day John Wesley began the study of German,

“in order to converse with” the Moravians, 15 and soon took

part in their daily worship. 16

This intercourse with the Germans marks the beginning

of Moravian influence upon the spiritual life of both Wes-

leys, and was to have a marked effect on Wesleyan Hym-
nody. Its immediate effect was to make an indelible

impression of the spiritual possibilities of the Hymn and

of a fervid type of hymn singing far removed from the

dull parochial Psalmody or congregational praise of Non-

conformist chapels. The fervor and spontaneity of this

Moravian song was ultimately to be reproduced in the hymn
singing of Methodist meetings. A secondary effect was

to turn John Wesley to the study of the German Moravian

Hymnody, and to set him to the making of English trans-

lations. 17 The Journal for October 27, 1735, has the entry,

“Began Gesang-Buch”

.

This has been identified 18 as the

first of the hymn books for the congregation at Herrnhut,

published that same year by Count Zinzendorf : Das

Gesang- Buck der Gemeine in Herrnhut. Wesley had also

access, either on shipboard or in Georgia, to the pietistic

hymn books of Johann Anastasius Freylinghausen, Geist-

reiches Gesang- Buck, den Kern alter und neuen Lieder,

&c. (Halle, 1704), and its second part, Neues Geist- reiches

Gesang- Buck, &c., appearing in 1714.
19 These became the

German sources of the Wesleyan Hymnody, and are of

decided import.

14 Journal, vol. i, p. 142.
15

Ibid., vol. i, p. no.

"Ibid., p. 1 13.
1T
Cf. Sermon cxxi in The Works of John Wesley, ed. New York,

1831, vol. ii, p. 443.
u Journal

,

vol. ii, p. 6.

u The two parts, combined into one under the title of the first, by

G. A. Francke, appearing at Halle in 1741, remain the best expression

of the Hymnody of the Pietistic Revival, from which the Methodist

Revival drew not only some of its hymns but also some of its earliest

tunes.
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One of the disclosures of Wesley’s newly deciphered

diary is the grip which hymns took upon his mind and

heart, when once he had caught the fervor of Moravian

Hymnody
;
the share of his daily life given over to hymn

singing; his assiduous study of hymns, sometimes continu-

ing through the working hours of successive days. The
English Hymn, that had found so capable a tutor as Watts,

had been waiting for so devoted a lover as Wesley. He
at once began, and pursued with extraordinary carefulness,

the selection, revision, translation and composition of

hymns for the varied uses of his ministrations. He intro-

duced hymn singing into those “companies” formed at Sa-

vannah and Frederica, which were the prototype of the

Methodist “society”, 20 and even into the Sunday church

services. In the list of grievances against Wesley presented

by the Grand Jury for Savannah in August, 1737, the first

was his alterations of the authorized metrical Psalms, and

the second his “introducing into the church and service at

the Altar compositions of psalms and hymns not inspected

or authorized by any proper judicature”. 21

These Psalms and hymns were at first a manuscript col-

lection,22 and Wesley tested them by repeated readings and

discussions with friends, as well as in the sick-room and in

social devotions. 23 He then arranged with Lewis Timothy

of Charleston to print a selection of them. 24

This, Wesley’s first hymn book, appeared as Collection

of Psalms and Hymns. Charles-town, 1737, without his

name; a roughly printed little volume of 74 pages. 25 Of

20
Journal, vol. i, pp. 228, 229.

21
Ibid., vol. i, p. 385.

22
Ibid., p. 230 n.

23
Ibid., vol. i, pp. 243, 259, 269 n.

24
Ibid., vol. i, pp. 257 n., 275, 347. Wesley was reading the proofs

in April, 1737: p. 349.
25 Long lost to sight, it was reprinted (though not in facsimile as

stated) by Dr. George Osborn in 1882, from what was supposed to be

the only surviving copy. For the history of this copy, see Rev. R.

Green, The Works of John and Charles Wesley: a Bibliography,

London, 1896, p. 12, and additional note in the 2nd ed., 1906, P- i-

There is another copy in the Lenox Collection of the New York

Public Library.
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its pieces, numbered as 70, one half are from Watts, 7 from

John Austin, 6 adapted from George Herbert, 2 from Ad-

dison; and the Wesleys are represented by 15:—5 of Sam-

uel, Sr., 5 of Samuel, Jr., and 5 translated from the German

by John himself. There is none by Charles Wesley, 26 who
had returned to England. The pieces are grouped in three

divisions, as “Psalms and Hymns for Sunday” (hymns

of general praise)
;
“for Wednesday or Friday” (suitable

for fast days)
;
and “for Saturday” (hymns especially ad-

dressed to God as the Creator of all things). Beyond the

“primitive usage” recognized in this grouping, there is little

or nothing to suggest high church views, and no provision

for festivals or sacraments. The outstanding feature of

the collection is indeed the submission of Wesley’s church-

liness to his good judgment in giving the foremost place

to Dr. Watts, the dissenter.

Wesley reached England on February 1, 1738; bringing

from Georgia a sense of spiritual and ministerial defeat.

He came into close affiliation with London Moravians, and,

under Peter Bohler’s advice, he, with his brother Charles

and others, formed “our little society” on May 1, 1738, at

the home and book-shop of James Hutton. It afterwards

removed to Fetter Lane, and, though in connection with the

Church of England, became the nucleus both of organized

Methodism and of organized English Moravianism. 27

It was no doubt for the use of this, and like societies at

Bristol and Oxford,28 that John Wesley printed, without

editor’s or publisher’s name, his second hymn book: A
Collection of Psalms and Hymns. London: printed in the

year 1738.
29 The little book is eclectic. The threefold

28
“Probably the explanation is that ... his MSS. were not at his

brother’s disposal.” A. E. Gregory, The Hymn-book of the Modern
Church, London, 1904, p. 156.

21
Journal, vol. i, p. 458.

28
Ibid., vol. i, p. 458.

25 The only known copies are in the Didsbury College Library and
the Archepiscopal Library at Lambeth. There is a full description

of its contents in The Poetical Works of John and Charles Wesley,

ed. by G. Osborn [13 vols.], London, 1868 seq., vol. ii, pp. 35-42.
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grouping of the hymns, intended to represent the usage of

“antiquity”, is retained from the 1737 book. Watts still

leads, with 36 numbers out of a total of 76. The Church

Psalmody is represented by 16 of Tate and Brady’s ver-

sions; the Prayer Book by the Veni Creator; and Bishop

Ken’s three hymns may be included with these. Mysticism

is represented by four selections from Norris of Bemerton,

and Moravianism by four translations from the Herrnhut

collection : English poetry by Herbert, Dryden, Addison

and Roscommon.

With this little book, the earlier and preparatory stages

of Wesley’s work for Hymnody are brought to a close.

Its contents illustrate and embody most of the influences

that played upon Methodist Hymnody or became its sources

;

except indeed that it contained nothing of the work of

Wesley’s father and brothers; of Charles, notably, whose

great gift waited for the deepening of his spiritual exper-

ience and the inspiration he drew from the stirring scenes

of the coming revival.

II

THE METHODIST HYMNODY
While living in London, in close association with Mora-

vians and under their influence, the Wesleys passed through

those remarkable spiritual experiences which brought to

both the rest and joy of faith, and determined their future

careers. Charles dated his evangelical conversion as on

Whitsunday (May 21) 1738; John his as on the Wednes-

day following (May 24).

Charles began at once to proclaim his new hope to such

friends as would hear him, and to preach in the churches,

as long as they would receive him. In the summer of 1739

he entered that itinerant ministry, in Whitefield’s way, that

during seventeen years carried him through England and

Wales, and twice into Ireland. John first visited the

Moravians at Herrnhut. Returning in September, 1738, he

found his immediate sphere in the “Religious Societies”,
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more or less Moravian in complexion, which in London

and elsewhere supplemented the Church services with less

formal devotions. To these meetings he preached his new

way of “saving-faith”

;

teaching them to sing the hymns he

had gathered and translated. The first word in his resumed

diary, under the date of September 20, 1738, is “Singing”. 30

In the spring of 1739 he went to Bristol at Whitefield’s

entreaty, to carry on the work already begun there, and on

May 12 laid the corner-stone of “The New Room,” really

the first Methodist Chapel. Late in the same year he

founded at London his own “United Society”, and on No-

vember 11 first preached in the disused King’s Foundery in

Moorfields, which, purchased and refitted, became the head-

quarters of Methodism. From this year Wesley ordinarily

counted the foundation of the Methodist Societies.

In this memorable year appeared the third of the Wes-
leyan hymn collections, the first to bear the name of either

brother, as Hymns and sacred Poems. Published by John

Wesley, M.A. Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford; and

Charles Wesley, M.A. Student of Christ-Church, Oxford.

[Colossians iii. 16]. London: printed by William Strahan;

. . . MDCCXXXIX. Of this there were three editions

within the year, and two subsequently. 31
Its contents are

in two parts, containing 64 and 75 pieces, some of them

hymns for singing, and some poems for reading. No less

than 42 are adaptations from George Herbert, and there

are 22 of Wesley’s renderings from the German. Some
“Verses” were included which “were wrote upon the Scheme

of the Mystick Divines”, and the preface of eight pages is

a renunciation and exposure of their errors.

This book reflects the spiritual experiences of the year,

and is itself memorable as the first printing of hymns from

Charles Wesley’s pen. The second part opens with a hymn
beginning, “Where shall my wond’ring Soul begin?” This

is probably the hymn he commenced the day after his con-

version, broken off “for fear of pride”, but finished under

“‘Journal, vol. ii, p. 75; and see p. 71, note.

"Green, Bibliography, p. 15.
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the encouragement of Bray the mechanic, and sung with

“great joy” when, on the Wednesday evening, John came

to announce his own faith in Christ .

32
It was thus the first

hymn of the Methodist Revival. Toward the close of the

volume appeared the fine group of festival hymns which

afterwards helped to recommend Hymns to the Church of

England .

33

Charles Wesley had written hymns already, but with his

new experience the fountain of spiritual song opened

within, which was never to fail him. Thenceforward he

became distinctively the poet of the new Movement, and

poured forth Psalms and hymns in a stream uninterrupted

until his death. But his hymns did not come from the

cloisters. In the early years of the Revival, he was as

active and ardent an evangelist as John himself. “He
loved the stir, the tumult, the triumph of those great out-

door gatherings, where testimony must be borne before

mobs which might at any time endanger the property and

even the lives of preacher and hearers . . . [He] was

moved to his highest flights of praise by hard-won victories

amongst his wild hearers in Cornwall, or Moorfields, at

Kingswood, or Walsall .” 34 The composition of the hymns

was thus closely related to the progress of the Revival,

which they in turn did much to foster; and the long series

of books and tracts in which they appeared are an essential

part of the Revival records.

The poetical publications of John and Charles Wesley,

jointly or separately, cover a period of fifty-three years, and

number fifty-six (excluding tune-books)
;
and the contents

of not less than thirty-six of these are exclusively original,

with much original work appearing in the collective vol-

umes. The majority of these publications appeared with-

“ Chas. Wesley’s Diary, May 23, 24, 1738.

““Hark how all the Welkin rings’’ ( Christmas-Day ) ;
“Sons of Men,

behold from far’’ (Epiphany ) ;

“
‘Christ the Lord is ris’n to Day’ ”

(Easter-Day ) ; “Hail the Day that sees Him rise” (Ascension-Day ) ;

“Granted is the Saviour’s Prayer” {Whitsunday)

.

“Gregory, The Hymn Book of the Modern Church, p. 160.
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out the name of author or editor; eight under John’s name,

three under Charles’, and six under the joint names of the

brothers. 35

The custom afterward grew up of ascribing to Charles

Wesley’s pen not only the hymns published under his name
but also all those published under the joint names or anony-

mously, excepting only the translations and very few origi-

nals admittedly written by John. Such a conclusion never

rested on solid ground, and is gradually yielding to the

conviction that John’s share in the hymn writing was

greater than had been supposed; a conviction which the

recently published notes of his diary tend to strengthen.

The editors of the Wesleyan Methodist hymn book of 1875

went so far as to affix merely the letter “W” to “those

hymns which first appeared in publications for which the

Wesleys were jointly responsible” (including “Jesu, Lover

of my soul” under this category)
;
on the ground that “it

cannot be determined with certainty to which of the two

brothers a hymn should be ascribed”. 36 This course proved

very unwelcome to Methodists, 37 and has since been de-

parted from. But the uncertainty remains none the less.

There is some evidence that the brothers agreed not to

distinguish their several contributions of the hymns pub-

lished jointly. 38 It is however to be noted that this uncer-

tainty pertains chiefly to the early publications, and that as

the Revival progressed, John grew content to leave the

hymn writing to his brother, and also that, in giving its

permanent form to Methodist Hymnody, he admitted that

“But a small part of these hymns is of my own

composing”. 39

“ Of the numerous short-lists of these publications, none seems to

be both accurate and complete. The best bibliography is Green’s : and

he contributed to Telford’s The Methodist Hymn Book illustrated

(2nd ed. rev., London, n. d. [1909], pp. 497 ff.) a convenient list of the

works in which the hymns therein included first appeared.
* Note prefixed to “Index to the Hymns”.
" See Telford, The Meth. Hy. Bk. Ulus., p. 12.

"See David Creamer, Methodist Hymnology, New York, 1848, p.

18; Osborn, The Poetical Works, vol. viii, p. xv.

"John Wesley’s preface to the Large Hymn Book of 1780. On the
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The brothers cooperated again in a second collection of

Hymns and Sacred Poems, 1740. Its title-page, barring

the date, is identical with that of 1739, with whose later

editions it was incorporated. It added to English Hym-
nody three famous hymns, usually ascribed to Charles Wes-

ley: “Jesu, Lover of my soul”, “O for a thousand tongues

to sing”, and “Christ, whose glory fills the skies”. While

not formally a hymn book for the societies, this, with the

I 739 volume, contributed not less than 100 hymns to the

permanent Methodist Hymnody. Its contents are distinct-

ively Methodist. The preface sets forth Wesley’s doctrine

of Christian Perfection. There is a “Hymn for the Kings-

wood Colliers”, one “To be sung in a Tumult”, one “On
admission of any person into the Society”, and a group on

“The Love-Feast”. Wesley had taken an impassioned

stand against the doctrine of Election in a sermon published

as Free Grace in the autumn of 1739, after Whitefield had

gone to America. Appended was a long hymn on “Uni-

versal Redemption”. This hymn, with another on the

same theme, were now included in the new book, adding

to the great offense already taken by Whitefield. 40 The

sermon and the hymn led to the separation of the Revival

forces into two camps, the Calvinistic under Whitefield, the

Arminian under Wesley, to the organization of Lady Hunt-

indon’s Connexion and of Calvinistic Methodism in

Wales. 41

In deep depression at the defection from the inmost

circle and the consequent confusions, the Wesleys printed

at Bristol early in 1741, and then in London, a tractate of

eighteen hymns, as Hymns on God’s Everlasting Love.

whole subject consult Osborn, The Poetical Works, vol. viii, pp. 15, 16;

Telford, Meth. Hy. JJk. illus., pp. 8-12; Journal, vol. i, p. 477, note.

"“My dear, dear Brethren,—Why did you throw out bone of con-

tention? Why did you print that sermon against predestination?

Why did you, in particular, my dear brother Charles, affix your hymn,

and join in putting out your late hymn-book?” Letter of Whitefield,

Feb. 1, 1741. Tyerman, Life of Geo. Whitefield, New York, 1877, vol.

i, p. 465-
41 Tyerman, Life of John Wesley, vol. i, p. 317.
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To which is added the Cry of a Reprobate, and the Hor-

rible Decree, followed by a second tractate with the same

title
;

the two being afterwards combined. The hymns

mingle most tender appeals with scathing satire of the doc-

trines of the opposition, described as “hellish” and “satanic”,

and presented with little fairness. The hymns are on fire

with excitement and indignation at what threatened to

undo the prospects of the Movement. The Wesleys had

the precedent of the Reformers in employing satire and

invective in their Hymnody. We may nevertheless count

it fortunate that their work, immensely effective as it was

at the time, was not of such a character as to establish a

new precedent for the Controversial Hymn.
The success of these hymn tracts, scattered broadcast,

read and sung in Methodist homes and societies, is prob-

ably responsible for the long series of hymn tracts in which

further Wesleyan hymns were published. Capable of be-

ing printed quickly to meet the occasion, sold for a few

pence and readily bought, the hymn tract became a favorite

instrument for the inspiration and instruction of the early

Methodists, and for cultivating their spirit of devotion.

The series of hymn tracts ran for fifty years (1741-1791),

numbering not less than thirty.

A small group offers hymns for times of civil disquiet

and Methodist persecution :

—

Hymns for times of trouble

and persecution ( 1 744) ;
Hymns for times of trouble (n. d. )

,

Hymns written in the time of the tumults (1780). An-

other for national occasions and passing events :

—

Hymns
for the public Thanksgiving-Day (1746) Hymns for New
Year's Day, (1750), Hymns occasioned by the Earthquake,

1750 (2 parts), Hymns for the Year 1756, Hymns on the

expected Invasion (1759), and for Thanksgiving, Nov.

29, 1759> Hymns for the National Fast, 1782, and two

numbers of Hymns for the Nation in 1782. Another pro-

vided for the festivals of the old Church Year:

—

Hymns
for the Nativity (1745) ;

and Hymns for our Lord’s Resur-

rection, for Ascension Day, Hymns of Petition and Thanks-
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giving (Whitsunday), and Gloria Patri (Trinity), all of

1746. With these we may group A Hymn at the Sacra-

ment (1744), two numbers of Funeral Hymns (1746,

1759), and Hymns for the Watch night (1746). For the

household were Graces before Meat (1746), Hymns for

children (1746, 1791), and Preparation for Death (1772).

More general in character were a little Collection of Hymns
(1742) for the poor, Hymns for those that seek, and those

that have, Redemption in the Blood of Jesus Christ

(1747, 10 editions), the most important of them all; and

Hymns of Intercession (1758).

Charles Wesley (for the bulk of the work was his)

was thus the poet-laureate of Methodism, with an ode for

every occasion. Such a companionship of hymns through

passing years was never provided before or since, and was

an unique feature in the upbuilding of Methodist character.

In the extension also of the Revival, these hymn tracts,

widely distributed among the poor and degraded, played a

considerable part.

Returning now to the date at which the series of hymn
tracts began, we find that the Wesleys again cooperated

in publishing a third volume of Hymns and Sacred Poems,

1742, whose preface and “many of the following verses”

dealt with Christian Perfection. This volume contributed

a hundred hymns to the permanent Methodist Hymnody.

A special interest attaches to the joint publication of Hymns
on the Lord’s Supper. With a preface concerning the

Christian Sacrament and Sacrifice. Extracted from Doctor

Brevint (Bristol, 1745). Its 166 hymns testify to the

deep reverence for the sacramental side of religion that

characterized both brothers, and the demand for ten editions

shows how much those views influenced the earlier Metho-

dist worship. 42

“In 1871 the whole book (together with John Wesley’s earlier

Companion to the Altar ) was reprinted as The Eucharistic Manuals

of John and Charles Wesley. The aim of the editor (W. E. Dutton)

was to make it appear that the Wesleys held sacramental views in

accord with those of the modern Catholic party.
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Independently of John, Charles Wesley published by

subscription in 1749 Hymns and Sacred Poems. In two

volumes. By Charles Wesley, M.A., Student of Christ-

Church, Oxford (Bristol). His friends took 1145 copies

of these volumes, 43 which contain many acceptable hymns,

and whose profits helped him to set up housekeeping at

Bristol. While partly laid aside, Charles Wesley occupied

himself with writing versified comments on Scripture texts,

often original, sometimes following earlier commentators.

These, to the great number of 2030, he published as Short

Hymns on select passages of the Holy Scriptures (2 vols.,

1763), from which nearly a hundred were taken into

Methodist Hymnody. Four years later he printed Hymns
for the use of families, and on various occasions, many of

which relate to his own household and friendships, and

hallow the daily life of the home.

Charles Wesley wrote hymns to the very end, and left

behind him in manuscript three small quarto volumes of

hymns and sacred poems, an uncompleted metrical version

of the Psalms and five quarto volumes of hymns on the

Gospels and Acts. 44 The Psalms were printed in The Ar-

minian Magazine, and all have been printed with pious care

in Dr. Osborn’s edition of The Poetical Works. It is the

great number of the short hymns on Scripture texts that

accounts for the vast total of Charles Wesley’s work.

Most of the books and tracts we have enumerated as

those in which the Wesleyan Hymns first appeared were

used to sing from in the revival services, societies, bands

or classes. A number are to be regarded as hymn books.

But from the first establishment of Sunday, as well as

weekday, services Wesley felt the necessity of providing

hymn books that should be cheap, compact, and sufficiently

inclusive. The earliest of these was A Collection of Psalms

and Hymns. Published by John Wesley, M.A. (London,

1741) ;
sold at one shilling in binding, and containing 152

pieces. This was kept in print during the whole of Wes-

“J. Telford, Life of Charles Wesley, rev. ed., London, 1900, p. 248.

**Cf. Jackson, Life of Charles Wesley, vol. ii, p. 457.
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ley’s life, remaining in use till superseded by the Supple-

ment of 1831. An abridgment of it was bound up with

The Sunday Service of 1784, and used in congregations

employing that service. 45 In 1753 he published Hymns
and Spiritual Songs, intended for the use of real Christians

of all denominations

,

made up entirely of selections from

the Hymns and Sacred Poems of 1739, 1740 and 1741.

This became distinctively the Methodist hymn book, re-

maining in common use till the appearance of “The Large

Hymn Book” of 1780, and in poorer societies long after-

ward. A volume of Select Hymns was also published in

1761 with tunes, and in 1773 printed without the tunes.

In Wesley’s judgment the societies were thus amply sup-

plied with hymn books ; “so that it may be doubted whether

any religious community in the world has a greater variety

of them”. 46

Yet this very variety was an inconvenience to people

who could not afford to buy so many books, but wished

for more of the hymns than any one volume contained.

An urgent demand arose for a more inclusive collection.

Wesley resisted it for years. But after the opening of the

City Road Chapel in 1778, he yielded and began his prepa-

rations. The new book was announced on the cover of

The Arminian Magazine for October, 1779, and appeared

in 1780 as A Collection of Hymns for the use of the People

called Methodists. London: printed by J. Paramore, at the

Foundery: with the now famous preface, dated Oct. 20,

1779, and signed by John Wesley. It was published at

three shillings, and contained 525 hymns; all taken from

the brothers’ previous publications, and all but ten written

by members of the Wesley family. They were grouped

under the heads of Christian experience, and designed tcv

form “a little body of experimental and practical divinity”. 47

This collection became at once the book of common song

in Methodist congregations. After Wesley’s death it was

“ Cf. Green, Bibliography, nos. 30, 376, 378.
** Preface of 1779.
" Preface.
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tampered with by the manager of the Methodist Publish-

ing House, who made a succession of alterations, beginning

with the 1793 edition, and culminating in that of 1797,
48

which dropped 24 hymns Wesley had chosen, and added 65

(including “Jesu, Lover of my Soul”) which he had not in-

cluded. The Conference of 1799 appointed a committee

“to reduce the large Hymn Book to its primitive simplicity

as published in the second edition”,49 which was at-

tempted, partly then, and partly later, but never carried

out in strictness. In 1831 some changes were made, and a

“Supplement” added. This served until 1875, when the book

was revised, and “A new Supplement” added, nearly as

large as the original Collection. It was not until 1900, one

hundred and nine years after Wesley’s death, that steps

were taken, even then reluctantly, for a thorough revision

and remodelling of Wesley’s Collection. The revision was

made largely in the spirit of catholicity, to which even the

fervor of Wesleyanism has been compelled to bow, and

the new book appeared in 1904 as The Methodist Hymn
Book .

50 For the first time the name of John Wesley disap-

pears from the title of the hymn book, but even so nearly

one half of the contents is ascribed to Charles.

As Charles Wesley wrote hymns, so John compiled hymn
books, to the end of his life. A Collection of Psalms and

Hymns for the Lord’s Day (1784), has been referred to as

bound up with The Sunday Service. In spite of the fulness

of the Collection of 1780, it appeared, to Wesley’s vexation,

that societies were using hymns he had not authorized.

This was largely through the agency of Robert Spence, a

York bookseller. He published in 1781 A Collection of

Hymns from various Authors, enlarged as A Pocket Hymn
Book, designed as a constant companion for the pious: col-

lected from various Authors. A large proportion of the

hymns were taken without authority or acknowledgment

“ For the editions, see Green, Bibliography, No. 348.

“Wesley had, however, made “corrections” for the 3rd ed., 1782.

“For an interesting account of the method of revision, see Telford,

The Meth. Hy. Bk. Ulus., pp. 12-14.
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from various Wesley publications. Apparently to offset it,

and also to include some good hymns omitted from the 1780

Collection, but widely called for,51 Wesley published in

1785 A Pocket Hymn Book, for the use of' Christians of

all denominations. It was not reprinted, but under the

advice of Conference Wesley reprinted the Spence book

(with the same title as that of 1785), expunging 37 hymns

as dull and prosaic, or “grievous doggerel”. Spence sub-

mitted to Wesley’s authority,52 but his little book afterward

became a favorite in America.

In extreme old age, Wesley published his last collection,

Hymns for Children (1790), chosen from his brother’s

Hymns for Children and others of riper years (1763).

These hymns show that the Wesleys were minded to carry

on the Children’s Hymnody Watts had begun, but many
are beyond a child’s comprehension. In an interesting lit-

tle preface Wesley contrasts Watts’ method of writing

down to the child’s level with his brother’s efforts to lift up

the child to his own :—his brother’s hymns are “in such

plain and easy language as even children may understand;

but when they do understand them they will be children

no longer”.

Ill

THE METHODIST SINGING

Wesley gave the same forethought and attention to the

musical as to the literary side of Methodist Song, keeping

its direction in his own hands. His equipment for this un-

dertaking was his sound musical feeling, a very limited

technical knowledge, and an unusual practical sense. Per-

ceiving the importance of the Hymn Tune to the purpose

he had in view, he provided a body of “authorized” hymn
tunes, and expected that none other should be sung by

his followers. His cardinal principle was that the tunes

should invite the participation of all the people; and, next,

n Preface.

” Tyerman, John Wesley, vol. iii, p. 539.
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should keep within the limits of sobriety and reverence.

The tunes were to express the words, avoiding “vain repe-

titions” to fill out the music. Florid and fuguing tunes he

likened to “Lancashire hornpipes”.53

Wesley prepared four Methodist tune books, and perhaps

consented to the use of two more. As early as 1742 he

printed A Collection of Tunes, set to music, as they are

commonly sung at the Foundery ,

34 The hymns set are those

of the three volumes of Hymns and Sacred Poems. Its

price of six pence was intended to make it available to the

poor; and in printing the melody alone he appealed to the

unskillful. The book was so full of musical errors as to

defeat its own end, but is interesting as showing the tunes

first used at the Foundery. There are only three of the Old

Version Psalm tunes. Very few of these remained in actual

use, and these were inevitably associated with the dull,

drawling parochial Psalmody. The tunes of the Supple-

ment to the New Version were freely drawn upon; six Ger-

man melodies, which Wesley had sung with the Moravians,

were taken from Freylinghausen’s Gesang- Buch; and some

eleven tunes were apparently new.55

The conversion in 1746 of Mrs. Rich, wife of the pro-

prietor of Covent Garden Theater put Charles Wesley in

touch with the London musical circle in which J. F. Lampe,

Handel and others moved.56 Handel set three of Charles’

hymns to music. Lampe published a musical setting of

twenty-four as Hymns on the great Festivals, and other

occasions (London, 1746; 4to). Handel’s tunes were not

printed: Lampe’s were generally admired, and their use

was “allowed” in Methodist services. The store of Metho-

dist tunes was increased by the adaptation of popular

melodies and by local tunes which Wesley came upon in his

travels. 57

“ Minutes of Conference, 1768.
64 A reprint was bound up with that of the Charleston collection

of 1737-
K
Cf. J. T. Lightwood, Hymn Tunes and their story, London, n. d.,

pp. 121-125.

“Telford, Charles Wesley, pp. 150-154, 230-234.

"Lightwood, op. cit., p. 128.
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Some of these tunes, with others, were gathered together

by Thomas Butts, a companion of the Wesleys, in his Har-

monia Sacra (c. 1753). Wesley commended this book, but

objected to its more florid tunes, which he thought irrever-

ent, and its old Psalm tunes, which he thought dull. Wes-
ley’s own Sacred Melody, published in 1761, to bind up

with the Select Hymns of that year, is little more than an

amended reproduction of Butts’ book, omitting the objec-

tionable tunes. The 102 tunes of Sacred Melody represent

all those in use with Wesley’s approval.58 A class of tunes

of a more florid type, and characterized by much repetition

of the words and breaking up of the lines, came into such

wide popularity later that they were known in time as “The

Old Methodist Tunes.” As a matter of fact these tunes

represented the taste of the later eighteenth century in

general and not of the Methodists in particular as distin-

guished either from Churchmen or Dissenters.59

In speaking of the actual Methodist tunes Wesley says

in the preface to his Sacred Melody of 1761 that he had

been engaged for twenty years endeavoring to persuade

musicians to follow his directions in setting down the tunes,

but in vain. He has at last prevailed, and the tunes are

here “pricked true, exactly as I desire all our congregations

may sing them”. In this book appeared Wesley’s “Direc-

tions for Singing”, to be observed carefully in order that

“this part of Divine worship may be the more acceptable

to God, as well as more profitable” to singer and hearer.

These seven rules became canonical, and are, briefly : “Learn

these tunes before any others; sing them exactly as printed;

sing all of them; sing lustily; sing modestly; sing in time;

above all sing spiritually, with an eye to God in every

word”. They exhibit the practical mind and indomitable

will of Wesley covering the minutest details of Methodist

88
“All the tunes in common use among us.” Wesley’s preface. For

a good characterization of the contents of Sacred Melody, see “Early

Methodist Psalmody” in A new History of Methodism, ed. by J. W.
Townsend et al., London, 1909, vol. ii, appendix C, pp. 558-560.

" Cf. Lightwood, op. cit., chaps, v and viii.
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song. And both Wesley’s Journal and the minutes of the

Annual Conferences show how closely the observance of

these rules was looked after, and any breach of them in

spirit or letter detected.

Behind these regulations there was a marked spontaneity

in the early Methodist Singing. It was the utterance of

simple and unlettered hearts in whom the Wesleyan evangel

had awakened a great happiness. They sang because their

overcharged feelings could not keep from singing. The

new hymns both fed and expressed the new feelings; and

the thrill of spiritual passion leaped from heart to heart of

a great concourse singing together “Blow ye the trumpet,

blow’’, “O for a thousand tongues to sing”, or “Soldiers of

Christ, arise”.

This Methodist song in its spiritual spontaneity, its fer-

vor and its gladness, fulfilled to a remarkable degree the

Apostolic ideal of Christian Song; and the injunctions of

Wesley inevitably recall the figure of St. Paul, striving not

to stimulate so much as to regulate the “tongues”, and deal-

ing prudently with their excesses and infelicities. The

Methodist excesses at the first were simply the noise of too

much physical exuberance and the confusions inevitable to

singers musically ignorant. Wesley instructed his preach-

ers to interrupt the noisy hymn, and interpolate questions to

the congregation
—“Now do you know what you said last?

Did it suit your case? Did you sing it as to God, with

the spirit and understanding also”?60 The ignorant, he in-

sisted, should be taught to sing by note and acceptably .

61

On their behalf he himself published two tractates: A
short Introduction to Music, and The Grounds of vocal

Music. Refined, scholarly, of Anglican training and with

churchly sympathies, neither of the Wesleys conceived or

abetted congregational song that was vulgar in its literary

contents or flippant in music or indecorous in expression.

They cultivated a Hymnody that should be reverently and

decently ordered without any sacrifice of its heartiness.

" Minutes of Conference, 1746 .

“ Minutes, 1765 .
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As time went on the excesses of exuberance naturally less-

ened, and were followed by the creeping in of formality.

Wesley thought slow singing in itself tended to formality,

doubtless having in mind the droning of the Psalms in

parish churches of the time. 62 But a new danger arose with

the formation of a body of “Singers” to lead the worship of

the chapels. The singing originally had required little

leadership. Until the hymns were familiar or the people

could read, the lines were read out, and the tune started by

the preacher or any one available. As hymn and tune

grew familiar, they sounded forth impulsively. But with

church organization came the choir; and, with the choir,

first the more intricate tune, then the anthem, and finally

the organ. The Minutes of 1768 protest against the florid

tunes. Those of 1787 prohibit the introduction of anthems,

as not properly joint worship. In 1796 an exception was

allowed on special occasions. On such occasions, it appears

from the Minutes of 1800, even “theatrical” singers had

been introduced into the chapels to sing elaborate solos and

choruses. A few years later Richard Watson printed a

pamphlet on Singing Men and Women, rebuking them as

a class for unduly magnifying their office.
63

The question of instrumental music perhaps hardly arose

during Wesley’s life. In the open air meetings the great

volume of sound would have drowned out any accompani-

ment, as it often drowned out the voices of those sent to

break up the meetings. And in none of the chapels were

the circumstances of the people such as to make likely any

proposal to install an organ. The bass-viol seems to have

been first introduced, as a support to the leader’s voice. The

clarionet and other instruments followed, as was the cus-

tom in the parish churches also. The Minutes of 1796 pro-

hibit organs until proposed by the Conference. The

Minutes of 1808 show that some had already been intro-

duced, but consent is refused to the erection of any more.

The introduction of an organ in Brunswick Chapel, Leeds,

” Minutes, 1768.

” Curwen, Worship Music, 1st series, p. 57.
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produced bitter controversy and a secession of “Protestant

Methodists”, whose protest was against instrumental music.

Daniel Isaac’s Vocal Melody, or, Singing the only music

sanctioned by divine authority, in the public worship of

Christians (York, 1827), reveals in its title the ground of

this protest; although Isaac himself refused to join the

seceders. In this, as in much beside, the Church Song of

Methodism has since yielded to modern influences. Prac-

tically all of the 9,000 churches of Wesleyan Methodism in

England to-day have their organ and choir;64 and in 1910

a monthly periodical, The Choir, was established in the in-

terests of Methodist church music. The Congregational

Singing of present day Methodism has also exchanged

something of its early fervor for the more tempered en-

thusiasm that comes with years and educational progress.

But it still retains a certain characteristic flavor of its own;

a certain potentiality also of regaining the old warmth and

volume under the stimulus of revival preaching.

IV

THE PLACE OF THE WESLEYS IN THE HISTORY
OF THE HYMN

It is evident that a place must be given to the Wesleyan

Hymnody in the history of religion itself. The Wesleys

inaugurated a great spiritual revival
;
and their hymns did

as much as any human agency to kindle and replenish its

fervor. They conducted the propaganda of a new theol-

ogy: we scan Wesley’s sermons to discover its contents,

but in the hymns it was sung by multitudes; and of the

two media of its dissemination, the song was probably the

more effective. John Wesley led an ecclesiastical revolt,

and, failing to conquer his own Church, established a new
one of phenomenal proportions: the hymns prefigured the

constitution of the new Church and formed the manual of

its spiritual discipline. The Wesleyan Hymns are thus

deeply written into the religious history of English-speak-

** The Choir for January, 1910, p. 1.
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ing peoples. We might sum up the Wesleys’ work in Hym-
nody by saying that they perceived the spiritual possibili-

ties of Hymns and of Hymn Singing, and that they realized

them, apparently to the full.

With this glimpse toward the wider bearings of their

work, it remains nevertheless to estimate more precisely the

place and importance of the Wesleys in the history of the

English Hymn and the extension of Hymn Singing. It will

be convenient to regard their work as:

—

I. A great enrichment of the stores of English Hymns .

—

The work of Charles Wesley as a hymn writer attained

vast proportions, including some 6,500 hymns. In dis-

tinguishing major from minor poets, it is customary to

regard the mere bulk of an author’s production as an evi-

dence of power and an element of impressiveness. The
same consideration doubtless applies to hymn writers. But

in Charles Wesley’s case his inventiveness and facility were

coupled with a total inability for self-criticism. The in-

ward impulse to give rhythmical expression to convictions

and feelings hardened into a habit. And this, stimulated

by the assurance of an eager welcome for anything he

might publish, led him to produce a considerable body of

material in no way worthy of his own powers.

But for all practical purposes the contribution of Charles

Wesley to devotional poetry was confined to the limits of

the selection made by his brother John for the Methodist

Collection of 1780, and its supplements. The pamphlets

and volumes in which the hymns originally appeared were

allowed to go out of print, and dropped out of sight; and

some part of his work remained unpublished. The Metho-

dists were so well satisfied with their hymn book as to be

incurious as regards the outlying material. Moreover,

Charles Wesley had remained a consistent churchman to

the end. He had controverted many of his brother’s opin-

ions, and protested against his whole course in establishing

an independent Methodist Church. Loyalty to John Wes-

ley’s memory left the Methodists indisposed toward any
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attempt to magnify the name or reputation of Charles. His

family deemed it prudent to keep his manuscripts and

family papers in careful custody, and it was not till after

Miss Wesley’s death in 1828 that they passed into the pos-

session of the Wesleyan Conference. 65 No adequate biog-

raphy of Charles Wesley was written until 1841. No
attempt was made to collect the numerous poetical publica-

tions, or even to prepare any connected account of them,

until 1848, when an American, Joseph Creamer of Balti-

more, published his Methodist Hymnology .

66 The whole

body of the Wesleyan Hymns was not collected and printed

until in 1868-1872 the London Conference Office published

The Poetical Works of John and Charles Wesley in thirteen

i2mo volumes.

But while in this way the presentation of Charles Wes-

ley’s work as a whole was deferred, and his actual contri-

bution to Hymnody narrowed down to the. contents of the

Methodist Collection, even so that contribution was un-

precedentedly large. Even in the first edition the number

of hymns regarded as his was about as large as in the en-

tire “System of Praise” of Dr. Watts, and in the revision

of 1875 it attained the great total of 724 hymns. The

whole number of these hymns must be regarded as having

come into actual use. If any escaped being sung, it was

nevertheless read devotionally. After a century and a quar-

ter the revisers of 1904 speak of “the delicate task of

removing hymns from Wesley’s original book”,67 and their

new Methodist Hymn Book retains 429 hymns ascribed to

Charles Wesley. His whole contribution to English Hym-
nody cannot therefore be estimated in figures smaller than

these, and the number of his hymns in actual use to-day has

been estimated as 500.
67<l

“ See Jackson, Life of Charles Wesley, preface.

“The Wesleyan Hymnology of Rev. Wm. P. Burgess (London,

1845, 2nd ed. 1846), was simply “A Companion to the Wesleyan Hymn
Book”, with brief remarks on the hymns, intended to promote their

profitable use.
m Preface to the Meth. Hy. Bk., p. iv.

"* Gregory, op. cit., p. 165.
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Beside such figures the contribution of John Wesley is

relatively small. His share in writing the original hymns

cannot now be determined. In the Collection of 1780,

twenty-seven numbers are admittedly his, mostly renderings

from the German. These, though few, give him an unique

place as a hymn writer at the head of the still small band

who have transferred foreign hymns so deftly that they live

and breathe naturally under English skies. A number of

these versions may fairly be included among the classics

of English Hymnody.

But John Wesley stands related to the whole body of the

Wesleyan Hymns as their editor. The editor’s function is

at all times essential to the well-being of Congregational

Praise, and Wesley was the first of note in the long line

of English hymnal compilers. He exercised his function

autocratically, but on the whole with distinguished success.

Charles Wesley’s hymns owe much to the strong hand of

his brother, not only for the winnowing they so much
needed, but for the verbal revision to which he subjected

them insistently, before their first appearing and after it.

His entire freedom in this respect has been regarded as

inconsistent with the protest in the preface of the Collection

against the alteration of his own or his brother’s hymns

by other hands. “I desire,” he says, “they would not at-

tempt to mend them
;
for they really are not able. None of

them is able to mend either the sense or the verse.”68 There

is nothing in the protest inconsistent with the practice.

Wesley sincerely believed he could improve other people’s

hymns, whether Watts’ or his brother’s, and along with this

self-confidence had a total lack of confidence in the ability

of other “hymn-tinkerers”. The results in his case went

far to justify the self-confidence. Unhappily the practice

rather than the protest established a precedent for an edi-

torial custom of “tinkering” hymns which afterward went

to great lengths, and only too often failed to justify itself.

II. The work of the Wesleys modified the ideal of the

<l8

Both Whitefield and Toplady were among those who in their

published hymn books had already offended in this direction.
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English Hymn itself, both on its spiritual and literary sides,

and established new types of hymns.—No one can turn from

the earlier hymns to the Wesleyan without being conscious

of a change of atmosphere, a heightening of emotion, a

novelty of theme, a new manner of expression.

(1). This change reveals itself, first, through a new evan-

gelistic note in the hymns. In the quiet of his study Watts

had aimed to improve the character of the Service of Praise.

The Wesleys struck a new note,—the proclamation of an

unlimited atonement and free gospel, with the yearning

cry of the field preacher to “all that pass by”. They
sounded it in revival hymns, directly addressed to sinners,

and glowing with the exhorter’s excitement. They aimed

to bring the unchurched and unsaved within the sound of

the gospel, and to use song as a means of his conversion and

upbuilding. And so, when the hymns were gathered into

the Methodist Collection, the first section of the book bore

the title, “Exhorting and Entreating to return to God”.

The Wesleys may be said to have introduced the Evange-

listic Hymn, as we use that term to-day. Their lead was

more or less followed through the whole breadth of the

Evangelical Revival, and by the extending line of latter-

day revivalists. There will always be some to contend that

evangelistic hymns should be confined to revival meetings

as distinguished from the Church’s stated worship, and

that a rhymed appeal to sinners is not a hymn in any true

sense. But the quickened sense of responsibility for evan-

gelization which spread from the Methodist Movement into

all the Churches has learned to regard such questions as

largely academic. The Evangelistic Hymn has a secure

place not only in the ordinary church hymnal but even in

the collections of the straitest Anglicans. For this the Wes-
leys are responsible, even though the evangelistic hymns

of Charles Wesley have not as a class come into much use

beyond Methodism. Each subsequent revival has tended

to develop its own Hymnody. But for the character of

too much of this later Hymnody the Wesleys cannot justly
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be regarded as responsible. The Evangelistic Hymn as

conceived by them is simple, direct and tender; expressed

in rippling measures that would catch the ear of the passer-

by and assist his memory. But from triviality, and no less

from vulgarity, the Wesleyan hymns are characteristically

free.

(2). The work of the Wesleys, notably of Charles, greatly

affected the Hymn of Christian Experience. At his hands

this becomes the predominating theme of Hymnody. He
felt an impulse to translate every new spiritual experience

into song; and the spiritual needs of the converts, as dis-

closed in the class-meetings, broke through his natural

reserve, and called upon him to bare the deepest feelings of

his soul, and lay them at the feet of those who needed his

sympathy and guidance. The hymns are frankly autobio-

graphical. They portray, without any effort to tone down
his own heightened emotions to the average level, his per-

sonal spiritual history :—his unrest and even agony under

bondage to the law, his instantaneous conversion and the

assurance of faith, the period of ecstatic joy, the ups and

downs of the pilgrim progress to the “second rest”, his

delight in the anticipation of death.

In this way the Methodist Hymnody developed into

something more than a body of Church Song. As finally

gathered into the Collection of 1780, it constituted what

John Wesley called the fullest account of Scriptural Chris-

tianity in existence. The whole area of the operations of

the Spirit in the heart is there charted out with firmness

and precision. The experiences are primarily the Wesleys’

own. But it was a feature of their method to anticipate,

and in a remarkable degree to evoke, in their converts a

repetition of their own experiences. And the Hymnody
did much in developing the type of piety we still describe

as Methodist. Methodist though it was, Dr. Martineau,

the Unitarian, wrote of it in 1869

:

69—“After the Scrip-

tures, the Wesley Hymn Book appears to me the grandest

" Life and Letters of James Martineau, New York, 1902, vol. ii, p. 99 -
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instrument of popular religious culture that Christendom

has ever produced.”

This conception of the Hymn, and this turning of the

congregational praise book into a manual of spiritual dis-

cipline, were not the expression of the Wesleys’ theory of

worship imposed upon the Revival. They were rather the

result of the Revival experiences with the poor and unlet-

tered, the observation of the great educative power that lay

in the use of hymns which the Revival itself had called

forth and shaped. In the fulness and precision of its deal-

ings with the Christian life, the Methodist Collection re-

mains unique, but its new emphasis on the Hymn of

Experience became a precedent, and was extended through

the various channels of Hymnody that more or less directly

had their source in the Revival.

The value of the precedent thus established will be va-

riously appraised. From the liturgical point of view the

Hymn of Experience seems to violate the traditions, and

to create a new standard of Church Praise. Instead of a

congregation uttering its corporate praise with a common
voice, we have a gathering of individuals conducting their

private devotions in audible unison. And when the Hymn
of Experience becomes autobiographical, it gives rise to

the double question, how far its writer’s individual exper-

ience is fitted to be a norm of Christian experience in

general, and how far putting another’s experience into the

mouth of a promiscuous congregation lends itself to the

promotion of religious insincerity.

In applying these tests to Charles Wesley’s autobio-

graphical hymns, there is no occasion to separate the body of

them from the Wesleyan Method, of which they became the

effective instrument. In the case of a great majority of

them, their use has been confined within the limits of

Methodism. Of the remainder some, by reason of their

emotional intensity and spiritual exaltation, are clearly un-

fitted for general and indiscriminate use .

70 Others have

’“‘They are too good for such purposes.” Burgess, op cit., p. 266.
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awakened a response in the common heart of English-speak-

ing Christendom; though even in the case of some of these

there is no unanimity of opinion as to the fitness of such

intimate strains for general worship. 71

(3). The work of the Wesleys led the way toward a

churchly or Liturgical Hymnody. The idea of celebrating

the Christian festivals in verse had of course been held in

common by many devotional poets: even that of a “Chris-

tian Year” which should be a poetic illustration of the

Prayer Book began with Bishop Ken rather than with

Keble. But in the Wesleys’ time the thought of a “Hymnal
Companion to the Prayer Book” was not in men’s minds,

and the work of Wither in that direction had been long

forgotten.

The Wesleys had planned to carry on their work in the

Church of their fathers, and as late as 1750 printed hymns

under their names as “Presbyters of the Church of Eng-

land”. 72 The group of hymn tracts for various festivals of

the Christian Year contains some of the best hymns of that

type in the language, and perhaps indicates the line on

which the Wesleyan Hymnody would have developed apart

from revival influences. Even after the Church proved

inhospitable to the Wesleys’ work and their hymns, the

brothers remained in its ministry, churchmen at heart and

to a great extent in practice.

The Hymns on the Lord’s Slipper of 1745 would seem

a strange intrusion into the body of their experimental

Hymnody, if we did not understand how the Church ser-

vice and the Methodist meeting continued, in the mind

of both brothers, to exist side by side, each complementing

the other. They regarded the Lord’s Supper as the crown

of Christian worship, and held it in profoundest reverence.

This book of 1745 is the witness of their desire that their

71
E.g., of “Jesu, Lover of my soul”, Canon Ellerton, the hymn

writer, has said : “Most clergymen, I suppose, would hesitate before

selecting it as the vehicle of the ordinary worship of a mixed congre-

gation.” H. Housman, John Ellerton, London, 1896, p. 237.
n Hymns on the Lord’s Supper (title pages of some editions).
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followers should share their views. It is a “hymnal

companion” to the Prayer Book “Order of the Adminis-

tration of the Lord’s Supper”, by no means neglectful of

the “Catholic” aspects of that service. John Wesley required

of his people frequent communions in their parish churches;

and, after the permanent organization of Methodism as a

separate church, arranged for it a liturgical and sacramental

scheme of worship, modified from the Book of Common
Prayer, with its own Hymnody “for the Lord’s Day” ser-

vices. The churchly and sacramental proclivities of the

Wesleys permanently impressed themselves on English

Methodism, and, as embodied in its Hymnody, differentiate

that Hymnody from the early Nonconformist “System of

Praise”, and no less from later types of Revival Hymnody,
which give scant recognition to Church or sacrament.

“Never at any time was there a danger of the Methodist

Societies cutting themselves off from the Catholic Church

by neglect of the Sacraments, or of their becoming an ex-

clusively evangelistic organization on the plan of the Sal-

vation Army.” 73 There was thus nothing anomalous in

the fact that the Wesleys should be the first within the

bounds of the Church of England to celebrate its festival

days in adequate songs and to provide a Sacramentafl

Hymnody.

(4). The work of the Wesleys set up a new standard in

Hymnody on its literary side. Their hymns are in line

with the earlier devotional poets rather than with Watts.

They controverted Watts’ canon of hymn writing and laid

down a new one,—a hymn should be a poem.

John Wesley’s taking to Georgia a copy of Herbert’s

Poems, and his repeated efforts to utilize its verses in his

hymn books, are significant. The brothers had been trained

in the very atmosphere of sacred poetry. Samuel Wesley’s

preface to his An Epistle to a friend concerning Poetry

(1700) was a vigorous, even violent, phillipic against the

profligary and “infidel principles” of current letters, espe-

33 Gregory, Hymn Book of the Modern Church, p. 177.
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dally poetry
;
and all the poets of the Epworth rectory aimed

to rebut the prevailing notion that religion offered no fit

themes to poetry. So far the standpoint of Watts and the

Wesleys was one, but only so far.

Watts insisted that the Hymn must be kept outside the

realm of poetry, stripped of poetic suggestiveness, and be

written down to the level of the meanest capacity. Wesley

maintained that the Hymn should be a religious lyric and

create the impression of lyrical poetry; that the masses

must be lifted up to the level of the Hymn, and made to

feel the beauty and inspiration of poetry. By this standard

he tried not only the work of Watts, but of his brother

Charles, of a group of whose hymns he said, “Some are

bad, some mean, some most excellently good”. 74 And when

his Methodist “System of Praise” was finally complete, he

made the proud boast :

75—
“May I be permitted to add a few words with regard to the

poetry? ... In these Hymns there is no doggerel, no botches,

nothing put in to patch up the rhyme, no feeble expletives.

Here is nothing turgid or bombast on the one hand, or low and

creeping on the other. . . . Here are (allow me to say) both

the purity, the strength, and the elegance of the ENGLISH
language: and at the same time the utmost simplicity and plain-

ness, suited to every capacity. Lastly, I desire men of taste to

judge (these are the only competent judges;) whether there is

not in some of the following verses the true Spirit of Poetry:

such as cannot be acquired by art and labour; but must be the

gift of nature. By labour a man may become a tolerable imi-

tator of SPENSER, SHAKESPEAR, or MILTON, and may
heap together pretty compound epithets, as PALE-EYED,
WEAK-EYED, and the like. But unless he is born a Poet,

he will never attain the genuine SPIRIT OF POETRY.”

In the judgment of a recent historian of English

Poetry
,

76 Wesley “was fully justified” in making this boast,

and his brother Charles was “the most admirable devotional

lyric poet in the English language”.

Incidental to the poetic freedom with which Charles Wes-

’* Journal, December 15, 1788.
78
In preface to the Collection of 1780.

’*W. J. Courthope, A History of English Poetry, vol. v, London,

1905, P- 343-
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ley wrote was the marked metrical development he gave to

the English Hymn. Tate and Brady in the new Psalmody,

and Watts in the new Hymnody, had confined themselves

to the simple metres of the old Psalmody. This was with

a view of meeting the musical limitations of the congrega-

tions, but not without a thought for the quasi-sacredness

acquired by these metres as the traditional vehicles of

praise, Charles Wesley cast aside all such scruples, and

wrote freely in the rhythms and measures most natural or

effective; some suggested by German originals, some his

own. He wrote hymns in some thirty metres, whose fresh-

ness and variety became a marked feature of the Methodist

Collection. He rather neglected the familiar Iambic metres

of the Psalm books, purposely no doubt, and excelled in his

handling of trochaic metres. Some of his irregular or

“peculiar” metres have less reason for being there.

The early Methodists, always under the pressure of John

Wesley’s schooling, seem to have had little trouble with the

novel metres. But their ability to handle the less simple

metres gradually lessened. By the XIXth century a con-

siderable part of the Collection had, for that reason, become

practically obsolete. Toward the middle of the century the

matter was taken up, and some of the hymns restored into

actual use. On the other hand, a variety of metres intro-

duced by the Wesleys have now become familiar and stan-

dard measures in English Hymnody.
Upon the writing of hymns Charles Wesley’s influence

was less immediate and less clearly marked than that of

Watts. He cannot be said to have established a school of

hymn writers. His poetic inspiration and even his pe-

culiar style discouraged imitation. Of the associates of the

Wesleys who remained Methodists, Thomas Olivers77 and

John Bakewell78 are each remembered as the author of a

single hymn. In the generation immediately following the

Wesleys, there were virtually no Methodist hymn writers

at all. No need was felt of adding to the Wesleyan Hymns,

"Author of “The God of Abraham praise”.

"Author of “Hail! Thou once-despised Jesus”.
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and certainly there was no hope in any Methodist mind of

improving upon them. Of the Wesleys’ associates who
became Moravians, those who wrote hymns show the in-

fluence of Herrnhut rather than of Charles Wesley. On
the Calvinistic side of the Revival there was more oppor-

tunity for hymn writers than on the Methodist. And it is

one of the humors of the situation that the polemic and

indignant Toplady so “evidently kindled his poetic torch at

that of his contemporary, Charles Wesley”. Montgomery’s

remark79 that if Toplady’s “Deathless principle, arise” had

appeared without name, it might have been confidently set

down as the production of Charles Wesley, may be extended

to cover a number of Toplady’s hymns. Upon hymn writers

in general Charles Wesley’s influence operated less by way
of furnishing models for imitation than by gradually en-

larging their conception of the Hymn, in its themes, its

methods and its metrical structure.

V
THE WESLEYAN HYMNS IN THE CHURCH AT

LARGE
We have yet to consider the part of the Wesleys in the

Extension of Hymn Singing. And perhaps it needs to be

emphasized that their immediate work in this direction was

effected within the ranks of their own followers. It was

effected by developing among them a new type of fervid

song learned from the Moravians, and by establishing a

great denomination of which Hymn Singing was the char-

acteristic note.

When we come to “The revolution in Church Psalmody”

which the editor of Wesley’s Journal foresees in his work

in Georgia and his hymn book of 1737,
80 we need to re-

member that Watts and not Wesley was the leader in that

revolution. Even the familiar statement of Green that by

the Wesleys “a new musical impulse was aroused in the

79 The Christian Psalmist, 1825, preface, p. xxvi.
80
Journal, vol. i. p. 229.
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people which gradually changed the face of public devotion

throughout England ”, 81 needs to be qualified. The fervor

of Methodist song was evoked by Methodist experience. It

does not appear to have passed over even to the Calvinistic

side of the Revival itself. The influence of the Wesleys in

“changing the face of devotion” was somewhat indirect, and

to a great extent it was deferred.

When we think of the contagion of Methodist fervor as

inoculating the ranks of the Psalm singers outside with its

love of the Wesleyan Hymns and its passion for hymn-

singing, we are far away from real XVIIIth century hap-

penings. The actual relation of the work of the Wesleys

in Hymnody to the Churches outside of Methodism in-

volves some very peculiar features. Perhaps there is no

readier way of understanding it than that of pointing the

contrast in this respect between their work and that of their

predecessor, Dr. Watts.

To-day it is a commonplace to couple the names of

Watts and Charles Wesley at the head of English Hym-
nody, with little disposition to ask which name is the

greater. But this attitude of the modern Church toward

them has been attained very gradually. It involved a com-

plete readjustment of the claim of the two men upon the

Church’s favor; and this readjustment became possible only

after a gradual enlargement of the Church’s heart, in affect-

ing which the Wesleys have been among the chief agents.

Historically there was the sharpest contrast between the

Church’s reception of Watts’ Psalms and Hymns on the

one hand and of Charles Wesley’s on the other. Two
features of the original situation sufficiently explain this.

First. The contrast existed already in the actual work

of the two men, judged from the point of view of avail-

ableness for general use. Watts’ felicity lay in his gift

for locating the common level and his refusal to soar. He
embodied the theology of his surroundings, and kept within

the average range of spiritual experience. This self-

81
Short History of the English People, ed. London, 1884, p. 719.
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restraint gave his work something like a universal appeal.

When he had once persuaded Nonconformist Churches that

they wanted Hymns, the Churches felt that his hymns were

just what they wanted. His entire System of Praise, with-

out sifting or retrenchment, commended itself alike to In-

dependents, Presbyterians, and Baptists. Thus it could

happen that in many quarters what now is called the

“Hymnal” was referred to simply as “Watts”.

Nothing of this kind could have happened to Charles

Wesley. His work did not commend itself to current taste

as poetry. To the average worshiper it would hardly sug-

gest itself as adapted for singing. He had no experience of

the use of anything like this as material of praise, and

knew no tunes in these strange metres. Its theology was

aggressively in the opposition, and heated by the contro-

versial spirit. Its spiritual tone was strange and unreal to

the man who had not come under Methodist training.

Moreover the high spiritual levels on which Charles Wesley

moved were immeasurably above the average experience

or even ambition. And, at a time when the churches ex-

pected to receive their materials of praise as a unit, if not

indeed from a single hand, no one of the successive col-

lections of the Wesleys’ hymns could have been a candidate

for adoption in any branch of the Church, or by any com-

pany of Christians outside of Methodism. The very ne-

cessity of selecting the available hymns, imbedded in a mass

of material not attractive to general taste or conviction,

was tantamount to a postponement of the rightful claims

of the Wesleys to a share in the Hymnody of the Church

at large.

Second. There was the same contrast in the extent of

the opportunity for the general diffusion of their hymns

afforded by the respective circumstances and surroundings

of Watts and Charles Wesley.

Watts moved on the social uplands of English Noncon-

formity. He was universally looked up to by dissenters,

and he freely met “Bishops and other clergy” on their own
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level. His position could not have been more favorable

for disseminating that System of Church Praise he re-

garded as his great work. But while Watts advanced by

the highways, seen and respected of all, the Wesleys worked

behind the hedges separating them from both Church and

dissent. In so far as either had any real knowledge of the

Wesleys and their work, they were regarded by churchmen

as schismatics and ranters, and by socially respectable dis-

sent as sentimentalists and sensationalists. They sought to

reach the masses neglected by Church and dissent alike, and

by methods disapproved of by both. They forsook the con-

ventional order, aroused intellectual contempt, awakened in-

tense theological bitterness and incurred social ostracism,

and even personal violence. It is difficult now to reproduce,

even to the imagination, “the Reproach of Methodism,” and

to appreciate the isolation of the Methodist Movement from

contemporary religious activity or stagnation.

It would be idle to deny that the Wesleyan Hymns suf-

fered from these associations. The contagion of this fervid

Methodist song could not be felt, so long as the Methodists

and the Churches were not brought into contact. The real

charm of the Wesleyan poetry could not be perceived, so

long as men regarded it as the mere vehicle of Methodist

errors, or failed to regard it at all, as unworthy of atten-

tion. There resulted an inevitable postponement of any

use of the Wesleyan Hymns by the Churches outside. And
even more permanently the hymns retained a Methodist

taint, from which nothing but the change of feeling that

time brings could wholly free them.

Whitefield’s use of some of the Wesleyan Hymns at his

Tabernacle helped a few of them across the wall separating

Arminianism from Calvinism. But the Countess of Hunt-

ingdon Connexion and the Moravian Methodists developed

their own hymn writers and their own Hymnody. One

and another of the choice spirits among the Church of

England clergy who caught the glow of the Revival, intro-

duced some of the Wesleyan Hymns into their new hymn
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books, and gave them their first opportunity for a wider

use. Some of these hymns passed from one collection into

others, and were gradually added to. They made their way
on their own merits, as it is evident that many compilers

knew nothing of the source of the materials they used.

Even so, the Wesleyan Hymns thus used in the latter part

of the XVIIIth century were few, and their use itself

limited. The Independents were under the spell of the

Watts tradition. In the first outstanding Baptist collection

(Ash and Evans, 1760) the infusion of Wesleyan Hymns
was very trifling: in that of Dr. Rippon (1787) it was

larger. In the early XIXth century the inclusion of some

Wesleyan Hymns became the general rule, and their num-

ber has gradually increased to its present proportions. But

in such use, through the first half-century and beyond,

there was a very common feature which every student of

hymn books has observed
;
that is to say, that even where

compilers have been careful to give the names of other

authors, the hymns of the Wesleys were frequently printed

as anonymous, or ascribed to some other author. Dod-

dridge, Toplady, De Courcey, Cennick, Cowper and Mont-

gomery, were among the names given as the authors of

Wesleyan hymns in English and American collections of

note. Of Wesleyan hymns, given without any name, or

with a wrong name appended to them, Mr. Burgess82 found

27 in Rippon’s Selection (18th ed.), 15 in Willcock’s Col-

lection, 24 in Montgomery’s Christian Psalmist, 22 in

Bickersteth’s Christian Psalmody, and 29 in Conder’s Con-

gregational Hymn-Book. It is not surprising that Burgess

saw in this coincidence a furtive use of Wesleyan materials,

and something like a conspiracy to suppress the truth, due

to Calvinistic prejudice. And yet, among the compilers

Burgess arraigns, James Montgomery was influenced by

no such motive, and in the pages of the very book referred

to he paid tribute to Charles Wesley’s genius, ranking him

next to Watts. An explanation of the situation must in-

clude Montgomery as well as Rippon.

® W. P. Burgess, Wesleyan Hymnology, 2nd ed., London, 1849, p. 9.
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The explanation of the manner of Wesley’s treatment

lies largely, if not wholly, in the general ignorance of hymn
book compilers concerning their materials. It must be re-

membered that Daniel Sedgwick, a shoemaker’s apprentice

and second-hand book dealer, not born until 1814, was the

first to make a collection and systematic study of English

hymn books. And only when in middle life he began to

put his knowledge at the service of compilers, was there a

beginning of the lifting of the dense cloud of ignorance

covering the sphere of minor letters now appropriated to

what we call Hymnology. This ignorance was well dis-

tributed over the whole extent of Hymnody. But it must

be admitted that as regards Charles Wesley there was

something like a concentration of ignorance. In the 13th

number of Notes and Queries (Jan. 26, 1850), established

as “a medium of inter-communication between literary

men”, etc., a correspondent asks:

“Can any of your readers inform me who was the author of

the well-known Christmas-Hymn, ‘Hark the Herald Angels

Sing’, which is so often found (of course without the slightest

shadow of authority) at the end of our Prayer Books? In the

collection of poems entitled Christmas-Tyde, published by Pick-

ering, the initials ‘J. C. W.’ are appended to it; the same in

Bickersteth’s Hymn Book. In the last number of the Christian

Remembrancer, it is incorrectly attributed to Doddridge. . . .

If the author of the hymn cannot be determined, it would be

interesting to know its probable date. . .
.”

It may be noted that the writer in The Christian Remem-
brancer who in 1850 attributed the hymn to Doddridge was

none other than John Mason Neale, a diligent student of

the old Church Hymnody.

Three weeks after the appearance of the inquiry in Notes

and Queries, came a reply (the only one) from another

correspondent

:

“I believe [the hymn] to be the composition of the Rev.

Charles Wesley, the younger brother of the celebrated John
Wesley. He was the author of many of the hymns in his

brother’s collection, which are distinguished for their elegance

and simplicity. I am not able to find out, for certain, whether
he had another name; if he had, it was probably the occasion

of the initials (J. C. W.) your correspondent mentions.”
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The need for such an inquiry in such quarters sixty-two

years after Charles Wesley’s death, and the uncertainty of

the only reply, fully explain the failure of the editors of

hymn books to give him proper recognition. There was

no conspiracy among them to suppress the facts. But there

was a common ignorance concerning Charles Wesley and

his work. And it may be that in his case there was an

element of wilfulness in this ignorance that had its roots in

theological or ecclesiastical prejudice. Whatever the mo-

tives to disassociate his name from his hymns may have

been, the net result was in his favor. A number of these

unfathered hymns gained a sure place in the affections of

the Churches. And when they came to realize the actual

extent of Charles Wesley’s contribution to the common
stock, the time had come when the fact could be accepted

even gladly, as an evidence of the large area of Christian

truth and feeling which all the Churches hold in common.

Philadelphia. Louis F. Benson.



JOHN WITHERSPOON IN SCOTLAND

An Eighteenth Century Evangelical

It was in 1768 that John Witherspoon left Scotland to

become President of Princeton College in New Jersey, and

Pastor of the Congregation there, taking with him a valu-

able gift of books to the Library. By strenuous exertions

he placed the College upon a sound financial basis; entirely

changed the system of teaching; greatly extended the num-

ber of subjects taught; and lectured energetically himself.

At the outbreak of the Revolution he sided strongly

though temperately with the Americans and did much to

mould the opinions of the Irish and Scotch settlers in the

same way of thinking. He was a member of the Conti-

nental Congress, and of the Secret Committee “whose la-

bours were of supreme importance in the prosecution of

the war’’
;
he vigorously advocated the Declaration of Inde-

pendence and helped to frame its clauses; was a member of

the board of war and of the Committee of Finance; he

wrote, spoke, and preached incessantly, and many of the

state papers on various burning questions such as the emis-

sion of paper money and the mode of supplying the army

by commission, were by him: and to his suggestions were

due some of the principal measures of the Congress.

All his life, and not merely in his American days, the

peculiar quality of his intellect was frankly recognised by

his contemporaries—its clearness and width of outlook:

its power of gathering up the threads of debate and pre-

senting a lucid statement of result to the confusions of dis-

cussion : its calmness and presence of mind in the face of

danger: and its disregard of selfish interests in the advo-

cacy of unpopular opinions. Witherspoon was never done

preaching the dangers of decentralisation and selfish inde-

pendence on the part of the various states : and generally

his views on these and many other points were found sooner

or later to be grounded upon shrewd commonsense and far-

sighted political wisdom.
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Modern American historians speak forcibly about With-

erspoon’s influence in the “right development” of the Revo-

lution, and Tyler in his Literary History of the period goes

so far as to say that he is “not undeserving of being called

one of the great men of his age and of the world.” He
was sufficiently important to be ferociously satirized by

Odell the loyalist verse-maker (whose lines might be

more fitly characterized as a yell of execration than digni-

fied by the honourable name of satire), and was burnt in

effigy by the British. He was of imposing appearance, and

next to Washington the man of the most dignified pres-

ence among the American leaders. He was a “brilliant

conversationalist”, his talk “sparkling with anecdote, epi-

gram and repartee”, “a man of extraordinary force, ver-

satility and charm”, and of genial and kindly nature.

There is an immense statue of him in Philadelphia, and a

note in the “Weekly Times” for May 28th 1909, announces

that Mr. Bryce was “the principal speaker at the un-

veiling (in New York) of a statue of John Witherspoon,

Theologian, and one of those who signed the Declaration

of Independence.”

Witherspoon was born in 1723, so that when he went to

America he was forty-five years of age. In 1842 his Ecclesi-

astical Characteristics was reprinted, with a new preface

by an Evangelical of the day : so that he was at that time

still read and remembered. Since then he and his works, it

is to be feared, have in his native country shown that “ten-

dency to oblivion” of which he himself accuses the writings

of Hutcheson : but though he does not figure conspicuously

in subsequent or recent histories of the Church of Scotland

(the best of which, be it noted, are not from the Evangelical

standpoint), there is evidence to show that he was very

well known in his own day. What then made the Trus-

tees of Princeton pitch upon him with such hearty unanimity

as a suitable Head for their College, and why was he re-

ceived with so enthusiastic a welcome when he landed upon

American soil? What, in short was there in his earlier
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career that should foretell his later energies and the im-

portant share he was to take in his adopted country’s edu-

cational and political affairs?

This has been answered after a fashion in the first chap-

ters of Witherspoon’s Life by his great-grandson, Mr.

David Walker Woods, published in 1906. But the author

does not warm to his subject until he gets upon American

ground : the early part is rather impersonal and vague, and

is disfigured by curious mistakes, especially on ecclesiastical

and university matters : so that a few additional notes upon

the Scottish years of this eminent American citizen may
not come amiss.

It has often been noticed that Scotland in the Eighteenth

Century in contrast to England, which abounded in memoir

and letter-writing, is oddly deficient in personal material

for social history—in intimate biographical detail or gossip-

ping records; in the kind of thing in fact that best of all

gives life to the personalities and events of a past age.

The situation is saved, fortunately, by a few brilliant oases

in the desert (be it spoken with reverence) of history, phi-

losophy, and polite biography which disdains to notice the

mere valueless and vulgar trivialities of daily life. If

the biographical genius of Boswell had divided itself be-

tween Edinburgh and Ayrshire, instead of going to London

it is pleasant to imagine what the result might have been

to the social history of the time. John Ramsay of Ochter-

tyre voices what was apparently the general contemporary

feeling on the subject of memoirs and biographies when he

speaks of Boswell’s “preposterous passion for recording

private conversations”
;
of “James Boswell, who in those

days hovered like a vulture above the dying judge [Lord

Covington] in quest of ancedotes”; and when he says that

“a collection of Lord Karnes’ table talk . . . would be a

precious and interesting relic of him, were it lawful to

record and publish a person’s unguarded conversation”.

Ramsay however is happily better than his principles, and

has recorded many a lively anecdote and epigram of the

famous people of his day.
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Such personal notes as we have of the times are mostly

concerned with Edinburgh or the East of Scotland—Mill of

Dunrossness stands for the far North, and Ramsay, when
his manuscripts do not deal directly with the capital, has

at least little relation to the West Country. So that after

Witherspoon left Edinburgh there is not a great deal of

biographical material to work upon. We hear of him, how-

ever, in Alexander Carlyle’s Autobiography, in Thomas
Somerville’s My Own Life and Times, in Home’s History

of the Rebellion, in Sinclair’s Statistical Account of Scot-

land (written in 1791), in Morren’s Annals of the General

Assembly, in Scott’s Fasti Ecclesiae Scoticanae, in the An-
nual Register of 1780, and later on, after he had become

famous, in Blackwood’s Magazine in 1818, and many other

places.

Witherspoon’s personal interests and energies during

his Scottish period were rather exclusively ecclesiastical,

but they did not represent the side of church politics and

theological thought which attracted the most cultivated

minds, lay and clerical, of the time, and are perhaps less

well known on that account. The Evangelicals in fact were

in a certain sense the retrograde party in the Church. They

were not, like the Moderates, of the spirit of the Age—

a

spirit which, as they conceived it, they heartily condemned

in its intellectual manifestation. They had some powerful

preachers amongst their ranks, but few writers of any note,

and no historians, philosophers, or men of letters. On the

side of church government, on the other hand, they led the

revolt. Each party really stood for a different aspect of the

movement towards freedom, that principle which was the

keynote of the later years of the Eighteenth Century. The

one asked for liberty for the people to choose the man to

have spiritual direction over them; the other practically for

greater liberty to choose (within the Church) their own
form of belief : to slacken at least the bonds of Calvinism

as it is represented by the Westminster Confession, which

to those who were within the influence of contemporary
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thought, had become intolerable. The one party considered

the other as opposed to all law and government in the

Church : the latter retaliated by regarding the former as an

enemy of law and order in the intellect and soul.

Liberty of course is not a synonym for license, but the

difficulty has always been to decide where the one ends

and the other begins; it was felt at the Renaissance, and

the problem came up again prominently in the Eighteenth

Century. The solution has generally been that each man

would stop upon the top note of his own intellectual com-

pass : and this is true more or less of the opposing parties

in Church politics in Scotland in John Witherspoon’s day.

The Moderates chose to enforce the letter of the law in

government, and to relax their vigilance in doctrine. If

the Evangelicals were outwardly something less constitu-

tional in their methods, it was easy enough for them to find

corresponding flaws in the adversary’s armour at other

points.

John Witherspoon’s earlier life and writings form a

fairly complete expression of the Evangelical church poli-

tics and orthodox theology of the middle of the Century,

which is after all a sufficiently important element in the

temper of the time, including as it did the great majority of

the commonalty throughout Scotland. “The people” do not

often mould the thought of an age, and are frequently in

violent opposition to new ideas
;
but they have to be counted

with and their point of view has generally had much to say

for itself. Witherspoon can scarcely be called a “typical”

Evangelical however; the austerity of his creed, his opin-

ions on such a subject of debate as the theatre, his dislike

of “balls, routs, and drums,” as well as his ecclesiastical '

politics identified him closely with that party. But he would

have been considered a man of wide culture even amongst

the cultivated Moderates; much more did he stand out

from the rank and file of his own side. Neither was he,

in the sense in which the epithets were then applied, either

“wild” or “high-flying” in his style in comparison with even
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the best of them. He is sometimes called the “Leader of

the Popular party’’,—by Somerville for instance. With

him, and occasionally without him, are oftenest mentioned

Dr. Alexander Webster, a brilliant, vigorous, genial per-

sonality, affectionately regarded by all sections of the com-

munity, and a powerful preacher withal; John Erskine,

Robertson’s colleague in Greyfriar’s Church, best known

now perhaps from his appearance in Guy Mannering; Dr.

Dick who is described by Henry Mackenzie in his Life of

Home as “one of the most powerful speakers in point of

eloquence and impression, that had ever appeared in that,

or any other popular Assembly”; Fairbairn of Dumbarton;

and Andrew Crosbie, Advocate, the reputed prototype of

Councillor Pleydell and foremost for a time amongst lay-

men who supported the Evangelical cause; of immense

learning, solemn, humorous, and invincible in debate, the

only man in Edinburgh, it was said, who stood up to Dr.

Johnson, when Robertson, Blair, Karnes and Monboddo

quailed before him.

Witherspoon’s manner in speaking was said at this time

to be unattractive, but his matter was admittedly full of

weight, and he was obviously regarded as one of the best

brains on either side. The fact that he did not live in or

near Edinburgh meant that he was not nearly so much in

the public eye as Webster, Erskine or Dick,—a distance of

sixty miles being a substantial difficulty in the Eighteenth

Century. One thinks of the Reverend Micah Balwhidder

upon his memorable journey to the Assembly from Dalmail-

ing, which was not very far distant from either of Wither-

spoon’s West-country parishes. And that reminds one that

the Annals of the Parish is not merely a work of art, but a

vivid sketch of the time, as lively as any contemporary rec-

ord could be. Galt’s parish priest is an ideal type of the

Evangelical Presbyterian of his day. He is however not

greatly interested in books or in church problems and it is

to be feared that his “high-flying” brethren would have

regarded as a tampering with the leaven of unrighteousness
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his shrewd device for combatting modern ideas—namely

to prove from the pulpit that they were nothing but old

ones under new names; that virtue and morality were free

grace and righteousness in a new-fashioned garment. It

was a simple, and so far as it went, a satisfactory solution.

Such was not Witherspoon’s method.

But, to begin at the beginning. John Witherspoon hav-

ing been born in 1723 in the Parish of Yester in Hadding-

ton, where his father was parish minister, and being, as the

biographical dictionaries relate, descended through his

mother from John Knox, went in due course to Haddington

Grammar School, and thence to Edinburgh University,

where he lived in the house of a Mr. Baillie who had sev-

eral other boys boarding with him. Amongst them, very

fortunately, was Alexander Carlyle, 1 who has left a

vivacious if not too complimentary sketch of his fellow-

student. “John Witherspoon,” he says, “the celebrated

doctor, was also in the house. . . . The future life and

character of Dr. Witherspoon are perfectly known. At

the time I speak of he was a good scholar, far advanced

for his age, very sensible and shrewd, but of a disagreeable

temper, which was irritated by a flat voice and awkward

manner, which prevented his making an impression on his

companions of either sex that was at all adequate to his

ability. This defect, when he was a lad, stuck to him when

he grew up to manhood, and so much roused his envy and

jealousy, and (sic) made him take a road to distinction very

different from that of his more successful companions.”

This is curiously unlike most of the testimonies to

Witherspoon’s later public appearances. He was no doubt

a spectator in 1736 of Wilson’s execution, which led to the

Porteous Riot; Carlyle gives an account of it all, saying

that his tutor had taken windows in the Grassmarket, that

his pupils might “see the show”.

1 Alexander Carlyle, minister of Inveresk, one of the leaders of the

Moderate party; Moderator of the General Assembly 1770; called

“Jupiter” from his imposing appearance; author of an interesting

Autobiography.
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In the University of Edinburgh in the eighteenth cen-

tury graduation had fallen into disregard. Students at-

tended such classes as they fancied, or their friends thought

fit, without troubling about any final test. But in 1738 we

find in Grant’s History of the University that Principal

Wishart represented to the Senatus that some students of

Philosophy who had been discussing the matter with him

and some of the Professors “were willing to print and de-

fend Theses publicly for the degree of M.A.” Their names

were Hugh Blair (afterwards Professor of Rhetoric), Wil-

liam Mackenzie, John Witherspoon, William Cleghorn, and

Nathaniel Mitchell. The University unanimously allowed

this, and thought it might possibly be the means of reviv-

ing an interest in the Degree; the five Candidates accord-

ingly printed and defended their theses, and were all

admitted to graduation in February 1739. This was a new

method, instead of the usual examination, borrowed from

the Medical Faculty, and seems in this instance to have

been suggested by the five students themselves, who were

apparently regarded as men of especial promise. At the

same time the Senatus endeavoured to make the Arts De-

gree compulsory for Divinity students, and to start the

new regime offered to give it ex gratia to those men who

had already begun their Divinity course. Jupiter Carlyle

must have taken his in this way, and probably also John

Home.
The next we hear of Witherspoon is in 1742 and ’43

—

in Haddington on the Presbytery days—when about a

dozen “young scholars, preachers, and students in divinity”,

who lived in the neighborhood, used to meet and dine to-

gether. Some of the clergymen would join them, and “keep

up an enlightened conversation till bedtime” says Carlyle

again—the subjects being generally “the deistical contro-

versy and moral philosophy as connected with theology. . .

John Witherspoon was of this party, he who was after-

wards a member of the American Congress, and Adam
Dickson, who afterwards wrote so well on Husbandry.
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They were both clergymen’s sons, but of very different

characters; the one open, frank, and generous, pretending

only to what he was, and supporting his title with spirit;

the other close, and suspicious, and jealous, and always as-

piring at a superiority that he was not able to maintain. . . .

I always considered the austerity of manners and aversion

to social joy, which he affected afterwards, as the arts of

hypocrisy and ambition
;
for he had a strong and enlightened

understanding, far above enthusiasm, and a temper that

did not seem liable to it.”

This is frank; and puts briefly the point of view of the

Moderate party towards Evangelical “enthusiasm” or fanati-

cism as they considered it. What Carlyle put down to hy-

pocrisy and self-interest, his opponents would have called

conversion or regeneration perhaps; but in any case it is

glaring absurdity to call a man a hypocrite because he ven-

tures to change the opinions he holds at the mature age of

twenty, unless there is some further reason for thinking

the change a pretence. That his understanding and temper-

ament made it unlikely is scarcely a valid reason either;

greater improbabilities happen every day. That the “intel-

lectuals” of the time were mostly on the other side did not

in the least hinder some men of exceptionally strong mental

calibre and unsentimental if not unemotional temper from

finding in an Evangelical faith satisfaction to their souls.

Carlyle of course rarely gives an impartial estimate of men
whose opinions differed from his own. He is an outspoken

critic even of his own friends, much more of those who
disagreed with him. It is a curious fact, however, that in

1744 Witherspoon was called to the Parish of Beith in

Ayrshire, and having gone there, seems entirely to have

lost touch and sympathy with these early friends. Whether

his views changed before he left the east of Scotland;

whether possibly Whitefield’s preaching in 1741 or there-

after had influenced him as it influenced his friend Alex-

ander Webster; or whether Carlyle was mistaken in his

rather cut-and-dried estimate of his old friend’s “temper”

—
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it is difficult to tell. Witherspoon’s father was a scholarly-

man with a strong liking for the writings of the French

Calvinists, and probably his influence may have inclined

the son towards the kind of reading with which he himself

was in sympathy : at all events the “Deistical Controversy”

and the newer philosophical ideas from this time onwards

were—so far as one can tell from what he has written

—

subjects to be regarded with equal distrust and dislike, to

be written down when occasion offered, and treated con-

temptuously as the wilful pursuit of falsehood by deter-

mined infidelity. Such opinions carried him in the space

of a few years very far from the standpoint of most of his

college contemporaries
;
but his first exploit at Beith was

of quite a different kind.

In 1745 the Presbytery of Irvine encouraged the various

parishes within its jurisdiction to raise volunteers for the

government service, and Witherspoon, who never did any-

thing that he did not do with energy, himself raised a party

of militia in Beith; there is a subscription paper of feuars

and tenants extant in the Cochrane Correspondence, pub-

lished by the Maitland Club, of the sum collected to defray

the expenses. The minister himself marched at the head of

the company to Glasgow, where he was excessively disap-

pointed to receive orders to return, no further recruits be-

ing necessary; furthermore he personally declined to go

back and went on with his own servant to Falkirk, where

he was taken prisoner and lodged in Doune Castle. John

Home was a fellow-captive, and has given a circumstantial

account of the affair in the History of the Rebellion. The
castle was in a ruinous state and the prisoners—eight of

them—five volunteers from Edinburgh, two Aberdonians,

and Witherspoon—were put up in a “large ghastly room”

near the battlements, which were seventy feet high, and to

which they had access. The volunteers made up their minds

to make ropes of their blankets and get down on the west

side of the Castle where there was no sentinel. “The pro-

posal was agreed to, and being communicated to the three
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prisoners who lodged in the cell with them, the two men

from Aberdeen agreed to join the volunteers in their at-

tempt to escape. Mr. Witherspoon said he would go to

the battlements and see what happened, that if they suc-

ceeded, he would probably follow their example.” This

does not sound very heroic; but perhaps the edge of the

remark was sharpened by sundry references to Mr. Home
in the works of Mr. Witherspoon which appeared before the

History of the Rebellion was written. If so, a little tart-

ness can be excused, even if it was not quite just. As a

matter of fact it does not appear whether Mr. Witherspoon

followed their example or not. One account'—not Home’s

—says that Witherspoon “made his escape with great peril”

and that “his nervous system suffered a severe shock”; an-

other says he was not released until after Culloden, by

which time the confinement had permanently impaired his

health.

In the years that followed Witherspoon steadily rose in

public estimation as a preacher of unusual force. His

methods and the substance of what he taught remained

without great change with the years. His theological writ-

ings other than sermons, the Essay on the Connection be-

tween the Doctrine of Justification by the imputed

Righteousness of Christ and Holiness of Life and the

Essay on Regeneration are really sermons rather than con-

troversy, and may be taken together with his preaching

as expounding the fundamental ideas that inspired it.

His view of ministerial duty was serious and exact-

ing. He regarded strong personal religion as the first

necessity, and thereafter the faithful preaching of a gospel

which is shortly summed up in the doctrine of free grace.

He condemns the preaching of “cold reasonings on the

nature and beauty of virtue”. All ministers, he says, have

subscribed the Confession, and are guilty of perjury if they

do not preach original sin, free grace, regeneration and the

rest. He puts the case strongly for a studious ministry

—

studious in the liberal arts, not merely in theology—prob-
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ably especially because the Moderates accused the Orthodox

party of caring too little for these things
;
and probably also

as a hint to the less broad-minded Evangelicals who were

apt to speak in disparagement of all human learning. The
depravity of human nature through the fall of Adam, the

misery of mankind, justification, regeneration, and sancti-

fication are the constant themes. The doctrine of Justifi-

cation “by the imputed righteousness of Christ” was some-

times impugned by the Moderates—as leading to laxity in

practice—and it was this opposition that led Witherspoon

to write in 1756 his Essay on the subject, which has been

called (in the Dictionary of National Biography ) “the

ablest exposition of Calvinism in any language,” proving

that it leads directly to holiness of life; probably an ad-

ditional stimulus was supplied by the publication in 1755 of

Hervey’s popular Theron and Aspasio, in support of the

same thesis. The Pope of Rome is Antichrist, the Mass an

abomination. The unregenerate are consumed in eternal

torment. Human reason is of no use by itself. “The dig-

nity of human nature, and the beauty of moral virtue” are

only tolerable theories if used as a help to grace—to re-

covering the original glory of mankind. Those who live

longest and are most in public life, without any exception,

have the hardest thoughts of men in general, and the

worst opinion of human nature. We ought to admire

the wisdom and power of God in setting bounds to the

violence of men, and adore His holiness in the awful

visitations He makes upon the wicked—judgments of war,

famine, and pestilence, earthquakes, thunder and lightning

and tempest are all just punishments for sin. The doctrine

of election is evidently to Witherspoon unexplainable, and

he does not dwell upon it. All he can say is that “secret

things belong only to God and man must not presume to

enquire too curiously into the Divine counsels.

His style as a preacher was simple, practical, and straight-

forward, and he hated ostentation and display in the pulpit.

The following peroration is a brief example of his manner

:
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“The triumph of sinners is but very short. In a little time

all earthly relations shall be dissolved. Then high and

low, magistrates and subjects, ministers and people, shall

stand before the judgment-seat of Christ. He shall render

to every one according to his deeds. There the great and

noble shall find no partial favour; there the poor and mean

shall not escape observation; and there the lying slanderer

shall be put to eternal silence.”

Witherspoon himself read with considerable catholicity

of spirit; the Drama only seems to have made no appeal to

him, though he speaks as if he knew Moliere. He was in-

terested in Reid’s philosophical speculations and introduced

his teaching into Princeton later on; but the rationalistic

school roused his strongest opposition, and he never omits

to level a blow at Hume and Shaftesbury who were the par-

ticular objects of his wrath, the more especially that the

works of thet latter, as Ramsay of Ochtertyre says, “were in

those days extravagantly admired by some of the clergy

who wished to be thought polite philosophers.” Wither-

spoon knew the writings of Mandeville and Samuel Butler

;

of Addison, Pope, Swift, Young, Bishop Burnet; he read

French constantly and was intimately acquainted with Pas-

cal and the Port Royalists. The Esprit des Lois also was a

favourite book. At Princeton the teaching staff never

numbered more than five whilst he was there, and the

President himself was responsible for the lectures on He-

brew, advanced Greek and Latin, Divinity, Moral Philos-

ophy, and Eloquence, showing a range of study which, if

not necessarily very deep, was at least wide and varied.

Perhaps his was the kind of intellect that naturally dis-

trusts free philosophical inquiry. His faculties were active

and practical rather than speculative,—or at least that side

of his nature was more developed
;
and he only really came

to his own when he got to America, where he had ample

scope for his organizing, energetic, sound-headed wisdom.

He saw that the effect of contemporary freedom of

thought, or at least the coincident fact, was that the upper
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classes in Scotland were drifting away from the Church.

The Moderate party saw it too, and tried to combat it in

their own way,—by making terms with the change, and

bringing themselves as far as they could into line with it.

Witherspoon was a preacher with a real enthusiasm for

saving souls, and he feared with a sincere dread the effect

that the new ideas might have when they sifted down to

the people, who still in the mass kept to the old paths. In

one way the Evangelical view had a hint of utilitarianism

about it : its adherents in fact thought that the existing

state of things was the only one which could keep men’s

evil passions in check—and they were afraid of any change.

Witherspoon’s writings were mainly sermons, and he

generally tried in them to avoid the subjects most hotly in

dispute; so that it is not easy to know how he argued on

many points that he must have known about. Probably he

simply ignored them, regarding their discussion as both

foolish and impious. “Oh, the ingratitude of those wretches

among us,” he says, “who call themselves free-thinkers, who
have been taught by revelation only to form rational and

consistent notions of the first cause and creator of- all things,

and yet reject revelation entirely, and pretend to found

them upon human reason
!”

His liveliest and earliest published piece of work how-

ever, which should be better known than it is, was quite

other than a sermon. During the years that succeeded the

Secession in 1740 the relations between the two parties in

the Presbyterian Church in Scotland gradually grew more

and more strained through a succession of forced settle-

ments and attendant protestations. To put the case baldly,

the old law of the Church enjoined that the people should

choose their ministers. The law of the land vested that

right in the patron. Hence an irreconcilable division, each

side regarding the other as a breaker of law. The collision

came in 1752 over the Inverkeithing Case, in regard, as

Morren’s Annals has it, to the question “How far are the

members of inferior judicatories bound to give effect to the
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sentences of superior courts, in opposition to the dictates of

their own private judgment and conscience?”

The Commission of Assembly ordered the Presbytery

of Dunfermline to induct a certain minister to Inverkeith-

ing. The Presbytery declined, and at the next meeting of

the Commission presented their reasons; whereupon the

Commission refrained from censure. A certain number of

ministers, amongst whom were William Robertson, 2 John

Home, 3 and Hugh Blair 4 drew up their Reasons of Dissent

from this finding of Commission, and gave them in at the

next Assembly. The Commission then appointed eight

others, the best known being Principal Wishart, to draw

up Answers to the Reasons of Dissent. These two docu-

ments were and are regarded as the manifestos of the two

parties. The Reasons of Dissent was probably written

quickly; but the hand of Robertson is evident, and the argu-

ments are all carefully tabulated and clearly arranged. The

Answers are less pointed, and more circumlocutory; the

views they represent are not so well put nor so logically

marshalled. Possibly Witherspoon (he had nothing to do

with it) might have improved it; he could write with great

simplicity and clearness when he had a mind.

In the beginning of 1753 there appeared an anonymous

pamphlet supposed to have been written by Dr. Hyndman
of the West Kirk, bringing certain accusations against the

Evangelical party, with special reference to Dr. Webster

—

as having exerted undue influence by underhand means in

the Inverkeithing business. This aroused Witherspoon,

who was a friend of Webster’s, and in the following Sep-

tember appeared, also anonymously, Ecclesiastical Charac-

teristics; or the Arcana of Church Policy: being an humble

attempt to open the mystery of Moderation, wherein is

3 William Robertson became Principal of Edinburgh University in

1762; published his History of Scotland in 1759, History of Charles V
in 1769, and History of America in 1777.

s John Home, Minister of Athelstaneford, author of the tragedies

Agis and Douglas, and a History of the Rebellion of 1745.
4 Hugh Blair, Professor of Rhetoric in Edinburgh University, pub-

lished Lectures and Sermons.
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shown a plain and easy way of attaining to the character of

a moderate man as at present in repute in the Church of

Scotland. This lengthy title describes sufficiently the scope

and almost the style of the pamphlet. The immediate sug-

gestion of the name was doubtless due to Shaftesbury, who,

as has been seen, was a good deal in the writer’s mind
;
but

in choosing this particular vehicle for his satire, Wither-

spoon was only adding his contribution to the portentous

heap of “Characters” which since the beginning of the

Seventeenth Century had been accumulating upon all kinds

of subjects—personal, moral, ecclesiastical, and political.

“Maxims” also, with explanatory notes, were a favourite

device at the time, especially in France—Witherspoon knew

La Rochefoucauld, and doubtless Madame de Sable and the

rest of the Set, and of course intimately the Letters to a

Provincial which are composed on a similar plan.

The form and the attitude of the Ecclesiastical Character-

istics owe something obviously to Pascal—in fact the author

said as much in his Serious Apology ten years later; and

there are such likenesses as could be paralleled from almost

any two works whose object was as in this case distantly

similar. Witherspoon like Pascal accuses his victims of neg-

lecting the Bible in preaching, of quoting “heathen writers”

and modem substitutes instead, of calumniating their oppo-

nents because they knew them to be better and more zealous

men than themselves. He too, has his own version of the

doctrine of opinions probables. These points are most

likely more than mere chance. But however that may be, a

much closer parallel is to be found in the Reasons of Dis-

sent. It is directly parodied again and again, and especially

of course in its loftiest passages—in which, be it said, the

somewhat youthful magniloquence and dogmatism of Rob-

ertson’s style gave irresistible provocation to as keen-witted

an opponent as Witherspoon, whose high Calvinism did not

destroy his sense of humour*—which however was all too

often firmly repressed. Having made up his mind on this

occasion that irony was a legitimate weapon, he for once
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gave his wit full swing, with a success that must have been

galling to his opponents, and in any case necessitated five

editions of his little book in ten years.

Two corresponding passages may be given, which will at

once exemplify his style and the nearness of the parallel.

The Reasons of Dissent had an extended argument advo-

cating submission to authority. Part of it runs as follows

:

“We think it very consistent with conscience, for inferiors

to disapprove in their own mind of a judgment given by a

superior court, and yet to put that judgment in execution,

as the deed of their superiors, for conscience’ sake; seeing

we humbly conceive it is, or ought to be a matter of con-

science with every member of the Church, to support the

authority of that Church to which he belongs.” Wither-

spoon’s version is: “In case of necessity, an action which

nobody would chuse perhaps to take the weight of upon

them, may yet be done without anybody’s being called to

account for it in the other world. If the doer of an action

were to be the judge of its lawfulness, he might be damned

perhaps for doing it, in case it were found to be wrong;

but upon this principle of implicit obedience to his supe-

riors, there is no repelling his defence : it was not his prov-

ince to judge whether it was lawful or unlawful; and the

Assembly or Commission who gave the order, being bodies

politic, are by that time all dissolved, and appear only in the

capacity of individuals.”

The Reasons of Dissent continues further on : “We
cannot help being surprised, that any of our brethren should

have been at a loss to conceive this plain and obvious prin-

ciple, that it is essential to the very idea of a supreme ju-

dicature that its decisions be absolute and final. Such a

supreme judicature by our constitution is the General As-

sembly of the Church; and therefore, if the decisions of

the General Assembly may be disputed and disobeyed by

inferior courts with impunity, we apprehend the Presby-

terian Constitution to be entirely overturned. There is no

occasion for this church to meet in its General Assemblies
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any more; our government is at an end; it totters from the

very basis; and we are exposed to the contempt and scorn

of the world, as a church without union, order, or discipline,

destitute of strength to support its own constitution, falling

into ruins by the abuse of liberty.” Ecclesiastical Charac-

teristics says : “The third principle upon which our con-

duct is founded is of such undoubted verity, that the bare

mentioning of it is sufficient to convince all the world how
little it stands in need of any proof

;
accordingly no mod-

erate man views it in any other light than as an axiom, or

self-evident truth; namely, that if any excuse for disobe-

dience were once admitted, or any indulgence granted to

these tender-conscienced inferiors there would be an end of

all government in an instant, neither commands nor obe-

dience could proceed one step further, but every individual

instrument of power, in that fatal society, astonished at the

monstrous phenomenon, would stare at one another
;
all the

wheels of the political machine would stop at once; nay

would split into a thousand pieces; every revelation and

connection of their parts would be instantly dissolved, and

the beautiful whole would rush into a wild anarchy of

chaos and confusion . . . for my own part I am so en-

tirely influenced by it, that if the most faithful, diligent, and

useful' servant, should, in the humblest manner represent to

me, that he had a scruple about executing any of my orders,

and beg to be excused, suppose from shaving me on Sunday

morning, and I should unfortunately be so far off my guard

as for once to indulge him, I would immediately dissolve

my whole family and nevermore think of lodging with a

living soul under the same unhappy roof.”

Witherspoon has been said to have imitated Swift in

writing Ecclesiastical Characteristics—and he frankly ex-

plains that the Tale of a Tub suggested his dedication to the

“Shade of a Departed” Minister. To say that the Charac-

teristics is an original piece of work is not necessarily to

deny this. Style and matter are both Witherspoon’s own,

but undoubtedly the former owes much to Swift. Cun-
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ningham in his Church History called it “almost worthy of

Pascal”. The author would have been the last to compare

himself with either; his style lacks the fine-wrought ironic

courtesy that gives peculiar strength to the two-edged sword

of Pascal’s wrath; nor has it the resistless sweep of Swift’s

biting periods
;
but it has something of both, and especially

of the latter. Witherspoon had (without the deadly grim-

ness and ferocity) in large measure the same kind of gift

for working up to an ironic climax by short telling mock-

heroic phrases following one another in swift succession

:

for brevity and simplicity of wording: for producing a

solemnly circumstantial effect in sarcastic illustration. I

suspect that Mr. Collin’s Discourse of Freethinking

prompted some of the shafts in Ecclesiastical Characteristics.

The “Athenian Creed” must be quoted. It contains a sum-

mary of the beliefs necessary to a moderate man

:

“I believe in the beauty and comely proportions of Dame
Nature, and in almighty Fate, her only parent and guar-

dian; for it hath been most graciously obliged (blessed be

its name) to make us all very good.”

“I believe that the universe is a huge machine, wound up

from everlasting by necessity, and consisting of an infinite

number of links and chains, each in a progressive motion

towards the zenith of perfection and meridian of glory
;
that

I myself am a little glorious piece of clockwork, a wheel

within a wheel, or rather a pendulum in this grand ma-

chine, swinging hither and thither by the different im-

pulses of fate and destiny, that my soul (if I have any) is

an imperceptible bundle of exceeding minute corpuscles,

much smaller than the finest Holland sand; and that cer-

tain persons in a very eminent station, are nothing else but

a huge collection of necessary agents, who can do nothing

at all.”

“I believe that there is no ill in the universe, nor any

such thing as virtue absolutely considered
;
that those things

vulgarly called sins, are only errors in the judgment, and

foils to set off the beauty of nature, or patches to adorn her
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face, that the whole race of intelligent beings, even the

devils themselves (if there are any) shall finally be happy;

so that Judas Iscariot is by this time a glorified saint, and

it is good for him that he hath been born.”

“In fine, I believe in the divinity of L. S. (Lord Shaftes-

bury), the saintship of Marcus Antoninus, the perspicuity

and sublimity of A-e (Aristotle) and the perpetual duration

of Mr. H- n’s (Hutcheson’s) works, notwithstanding their

present tendency to oblivion. Amen.”

This could never have been written by an Evangelical

thinker of the type of Samuel Rutherford or Thomas Bos-

ton. One cannot help feeling with Alexander Carlyle that

Witherspoon was intended by nature for the other side, but

had somehow got among the orthodox,—not for a moment

that it was self-interest or hypocrisy that sent him there.

The man was obviously sincere; but his was not the most

emotional or tender kind of Evangelicalism. He makes

his points with unerring certainty, and not one of them

misses the mark. Irony and parody have license to ex-

aggerate; but almost all the maxims could be exemplified

straight away even from Carlyle’s Autobiography—a singu-

larly direct and naive document—alone. Mr. Henry

Grey Graham, who holds no brief for the Evangelical party,

says that the young moderate ministers “in ability were fit

to fill a pulpit; in indiscretion they were fit to empty a

church.”

Witherspoon could not refrain from a passing blow at

John Home (long before Douglas ) in speaking of the books

that a moderate man ought to read. “As to poetry, it will

be sufficient to read ‘The Pleasures of the Imagination’ and

‘The Tragedy of Agis,’ if it be published, because in it

dramatic poetry is carried to the summit of perfection
;
and

it is believed by the author’s friends, that there never will

be a tragedy published after it, unless by somebody that is

delirious.” This is shrewd literary criticism, (though it is

discounted to some extent by the fact that Witherspoon

had almost certainly not read Agis ) and a fair enough hit
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at “the author’s friends”—who by their ecstatic apprecia-

tion of Home’s talent went near to making him ridiculous.

The Douglas affair was still to come, however.

Meantime Ecclesiastical Characteristics aroused consider-

able excitement
; the Moderate party evidently felt it keenly

;

and naturally enough, their references to it in writing are

few and dry. The Evangelicals were delighted with the

audacity and vigour of the assault. The authorship pres-

ently leaked out, but it was not formally acknowledged till

1763, when Witherspoon published a Serious Apology for

the Ecclesiastical Characteristics, in which he put his case

in plain and sober language. His principal concern in the

Church struggles was that he thought the cause of religion

was suffering severely, and was likely to suffer, by a per-

sistence in the same policy. He regarded this policy as the

chief cause of what he considered unnecessary secessions.

He had the strongest sense of the importance of unity

among Presbyterians and thought his opponents were at-

tacking the difficulty of a non-churchgoing aristocracy in

the wrong way. His view was that although the license of

the Church ought to be the hall-mark of a certain standard

of religion in a man, that in point of fact this was not al-

ways the case; that Presbyteries were not absolutely in-

fallible, and that in any case different persons suited differ-

ent spheres of action; and that the safest way of avoiding

bribery, discontent, and decline of religion generally, was

popular election. With regard to the fact that the law of

the country thought otherwise, he does not actually instigate

to open defiance. The Assembly might insist less on this

side of the question, do what it could to mitigate the irrita-

tion, until by constant appeal they should prevail upon Par-

liament to repeal the law. This was, I imagine, the line he

would have advocated. On the other hand, the Moderate

party had taken patronage under its wing, so to speak, fear-

ing that constant rebellion and disaffection were making to-

wards the destruction of all ecclesiastical authority.

In 1756 the Essay on Justification referred to in connec-
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tion with his preaching, was published, and in the same year

Witherspoon became minister at Paisley, where he was to

remain till his departure for America twelve years later;

in the interval he declined invitations to go to Dublin and

to Rotterdam. Some violent footnotes were added to the

published Essay which had not been inserted in the original

text. Witherspoon’s method of dealing with Hume may
be illustrated from them. “There is one late writer, David

Hume, Esq., who, it must be confessed, hath excelled all that

went before him in an extraordinary account of the nature

of virtue. I have taken no notice above of his principles, if

they may be called so, because I think both him and them

worthy of the highest contempt: and would have disdained

to have made mention of his name, but that it affords me
an opportunity of expressing my sense of the wrong meas-

ures taken by many worthy and able men, who, in sermons

and other discourses, give grave and serious answers to

his writings. . . . And, as to mankind in general, if they

were at that pass as to need a refutation of such nonsense,

as well as impiety, it would be in vain to reason with them

at all.” Thereafter he becomes, which is unusual, person-

ally insulting. The method of argument is not unlike that

of Warburton, who by the way approved of Ecclesiastical

Characteristics; he took much the same attitude towards

everyone who differed from him, once saying of Hume that

“he merely runs his usual philosophic course from knavery

to nonsense”.

Witherspoon’s remarks are an odd commentary upon his

own criticisms of those who called their opponents knaves

and fools. It must be said, however, that he only shared

in what was a perfectly common feeling at the time in

regard to the “new philosophy” amongst many highly edu-

cated laymen as well as clerics, and those not of the Evan-

gelical party; a horror of repulsion towards infidelity and

towards the speculations which induced it. Witherspoon

proposed to himself a speedy and much fuller discussion of

the “philosophical principles which have of late been pub-
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lished among us”. Perhaps if this was to be the style of

the “discussion” it was as well that he postponed it indefi-

nitely. Other things intervened to take up his attention,

amongst them the famous Douglas episode in 1757, which

is too well known to need recapitulation here.

The performance of the tragedy of Douglas, by John

Home, Minister of Athelstaneford and Witherspoon’s quon-

dam fellow-prisoner in Doune Castle, and the consequent

action in regard to it by the Edinburgh Presbytery, drew

forth a shower of pamphlets, mostly supporting Home and

his friends. A full account of the affair is of course given

(in the Autobiography ) by Carlyle who was a prime offen-

der, and who wrote a good many squibs himself in defence

of the play and its author.

The most carefully worked-out argument from the other

point of view was probably Witherspoon’s Serious Inquiry

into the Nature and Effects of the Stage,—published in the

same year, after the performance, but before the publication

of Douglas, and therefore before he had had an opportunity

to read it; that however was a small matter and lay out-

side his sphere of argument. The impropriety of a Pres-

byterian clergyman being concerned in the production or

representation of a play, he considered so extremely ob-

vious as to require no notice further than a curt and some-

what contemptuous statement. Otherwise the tone of the

remonstrance is uniformly grave, sober and moderate; it

is an indictment, not so much of Home in particular, as of

the stage in general.

English clerical opinion of course was almost equally

hostile to the writing of plays by clergymen. John Brown,

called “Estimate” Brown, wrote tragedies between 1754
and 1756, and the conspicuous churchmen like Warburton

and Hurd were all against him. And in France Madame de

Sable, the Port Royalists, Bossuet, Bourdaloue and tous les

gens severes were unanimous in writing and speaking contre

la comedie.

Witherspoon’s pamphlet was probably written in some
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haste; it bears the marks of it here and there in occasional

repetition, and a good deal of round-about phraseology;

but sometimes one is reminded of the pointed epigrams of

Ecclesiastical Characteristics. As regards the arguments,

there is nothing very new about them; it would have been

rather difficult to be original upon the abuses of the stage

even in 1757, and Witherspoon, though he says he wishes

to avoid what his predecessors have said, is necessarily

obliged to follow more or less closely in their steps. His

paper is quite short so that many of the debated

points are only hinted at, but in the main it is Prynne’s

method that he adopts and not Jeremy Collier’s. He would

abolish the Drama and not merely reform it. .He wonders

whether he would have done better to have treated the sub-

ject “in the way of wit and humour” but decides that the

matter is too serious to be jested about, considering “the

declining state of religion in Scotland”, “the prevalence of

national sins”, and “the danger of desolating judgments”.

He refrains entirely from quotation, and some of his re-

marks suggest that he had not studied even Shakespeare,

though that is scarcely credible. But to judge from what

is known of his general reading in one way and another,

parts of the Serious Inquiry are very like a piece of special

pleading, not worked up with sufficient conclusiveness to.

support the real justification the author had for strictures

upon certain conditions of the contemporary theatre. Most

of the arguments are to be found, generally in stronger

language, in Histrio Mastix. It is scarcely necessary to

quote. That the theatre is unlawful because it “agitates the

passions too violently and interests too deeply” is a curious

negation of the time-honoured Aristotelian theory. That

great poets may refine taste, but do not improve morals or

religion, and that human art is very rarely useful in this

way, is a maxim that is still to be heard from Presbyterian

pulpits; perhaps it is the reason that even now it is some-

times considered necessary to apologize for the great arts,

and to prove them to be “useful” or at least “a good thing.”
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In any case Witherspoon was in general agreement with

the religious society of his time; and the action of Presby-

tery, Synod, and Assembly, in the matter of Douglas

,

although very far from being excessively severe, showed de-

cisively where the weight of popular opinion lay. Blair and

Robertson, however, defended Carlyle during the process

against him, and the whole affair evidently did little harm to

his reputation. The proceedings in the Church Courts are

given rather fully in the Scots Magazine, and in the re-

ports of the speeches in the Assembly of 1757. Thomas

Somerville notes in his Autobiography that the rebukes

levelled at Home and his friends instead of stopping the-

atrical performances, rather served to make them “more

frequented and more respectable”; and that as the clergy

presently ceased to inveigh against them, “the scandal of

attending the playhouse was soon entirely done away”. The

tide had turned, and there was no stopping it.

In 1765 Witherspoon published another pamphlet upon

the Church question, called the History of a Corporation of

Servants discovered a few years ago in the Interior parts

of South America; but it was of no great moment and had

little success.

From 1744 to 1758 the author worked actively in the

various Church Courts. He was Moderator of the Synod

of Glasgow and Ayr, and he made his mark in the Assem-

bly, where much good speaking, lay and clerical, was heard

during those years. The Moderate Party only came into

power in 1752 but thereafter they held the reins of govern-

ment—though numerically the Popular side, according to

Somerville, frequently almost equalled them in the As-

sembly. But they were less united, more inclined to stand

each by his individual views; whereas the Moderates rec-

ognised that their strength lay in union, and made this one

of the cardinal points of their policy. Witherspoon had

seized upon this as a mark for his satire in Ecclesiastical

Characteristics, but he was much too wise not to see the*

value of the doctrine in practice, and endeavoured vigor-
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ously to inspire his Party with a desire for common action.

Once, a story goes which has been repeated by Mr. Woods
in his Life, the Evangelicals made a great effort and se-

cured a majority in some motion. “Dr. Robertson, leader

of the Moderates, for whom Witherspoon had the greatest

personal respect, congratulated the latter, saying
—‘You

have your men better disciplined than formerly’. ‘Yes’, re-

plied Witherspoon, ‘you have taught us to beat you with

your own weapons.’
”

In 1762 an unpleasant episode occurred which must have

been a source of great annoyance and anxiety to him,

though it was caused really by his own outspokenness.

Some young men of his congregation had disgracefully

travestied the Sacrament, on the day before it was to take

place. Witherspoon preached a sermon which was intended

as a solemn rebuke, and at the request of some of his people

published it, with a prefatory note, in which he incautiously

spoke of the offenders by name. A case for libel was the

result, and as Witherspoon was not considered to have had

sufficient legal proof for his accusation, it went against

him, and he was heavily fined. Much sympathy was felt

for him in the matter, however, and the friends who had

urged the publication of the offending document, gener-

ously stepped in and paid the full amount. His reputation

in no way suffered over it but the affair showed that the

eighteenth century clergy were perhaps not quite so omnip-

otent in matters of discipline as is commonly supposed.

When the first invitation to Princeton came in 1766,

Witherspoon declined it, partly because he felt he had not

sufficient knowledge of the conditions of Presbyterianism

in America—he had heard rumours of dissension—and

partly because he did not wish to leave a place where he

was “so much respected and so very happy”. The follow-

ing year a Trustee of the College was sent to Paisley, for

the second time, to find that he had reconsidered his

decision. The Board “received the intelligence with pecul-

iar satisfaction” and proceeded immediately to a re-election.
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A wealthy kinsman offered to make the President-elect his

heir if he would remain in Scotland, but he had made up

his mind, and on the 20th of May, 1768, he and his family

sailed for Philadelphia. He received an almost royal wel-

come from the moment he landed, and immediately on his

installation began with energy the work of improving the

status of the College financially and academically. His

subsequent career has been sketched in the beginning of

this paper, and is fully elucidated in Mr. Wood’s Life of

his great-grandfather. His after connection with Scotland

was limited to an unfortunate visit which he paid in 1785,

sent by the Trustees to try to interest people in Scotland in

their College, and to collect funds. Many Scotsmen had

sympathised with the American side in the War, to be sure,

but it was a great deal too soon for such a mission to be

anything but a total failure, and a most depressing business

for the unlucky emissary, who had moreover been called

fool, traitor, and knave in the Scotch newspapers once and

again during the struggle. The total result of the expedi-

tion was £5 sterling after the expenses had been paid.

An occasional critical note on Witherspoon’s writings in

various English divines of his own and the next generation

indicate that he was held in esteem without the bounds of

Presbyterianism. Warburton and Sherlock spoke of Ec-

clesiastical Characteristics with appreciation, and Edward
Bickersteth was interested through it to compare religious

conditions in England and Scotland, finding them much
alike. He spoke of Witherspoon’s works as “eloquent, per-

spicuous, evangelical, and practical.” William Wil-

berforce recommended the treatise on Regeneration, and

admired the sermons. Newton of Olney was enthusiastic

about the former and the Serious Inquiry; and Rowland

Hill’s remark that “If any one wishes to know the whole

history and mystery of Scottish moderation, he will find it

admirably delineated by the pen of Dr. Witherspoon”

served as a motto to the reprint of the Characteristics in

1842, when the Ten Years’ Conflict was nearing an end.

Lochwinnoch, Scotland. Mary Love.
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Since the death of William James, the brightest luminaries in the

philosophical heavens have been Rudolf Eucken, of Jena, and Henri
Bergson, of Paris. Eucken has been teaching for almost forty years

in the town where Hegel was writing his Phenomenology of Spirit

while Napoleon was winning his famous victory upon the adjoining

heights. A steadily increasing stream of foreign students has been

attracted to his lecture-room, but it is only since his reception of the

Nobel Prize in 1908 that he has enjoyed a truly international reputation.

His principal works have now been translated into some half dozen

languages, and he has lectured in England, in 1911, and in America,

in 1912-13. His philosophy is said to be quite the fashion even in

Japan; and his star and that of Bergson, also a recent lecturer at

Columbia University, are now decidedly in the ascendant
;
and around

them both has been gathered a considerable body of literature.

Dr. Jones, whom we believe to be a Unitarian clergyman, gives an

interpretation of Eucken’s philosophy from the standpoint of a thor-

oughly sympathetic and convinced disciple. With other pupils of

Eucken, coming from Iceland to New Zealand, and from Japan to

Britain and America, he has found in the master’s teaching “some-

thing of a spiritual anchorage in the midst of the tempestuous sea of

time’’, and all alike, he says, “cherish an affection for their old

teacher—an affection which is one of their dearest possessions”. Mr.

Hermann (or is it Mrs. Hermann?), from the viewpoint of the

“modern positive theology”, writes in a more critical spirit, but with

abundant appreciation of the value of Eucken’s work. He says

:

“Eucken stands before us to-day as perhaps the greatest thinker of

our age and the protagonist of a new idealism which satisfies our

demand for moral reality as no idealistic philosophy has ever done.”

Among the philosophical precursors who have influenced his think-

ing, Eucken mentions Plato, Aristotle, Augustine, Plotinus, Kant and

Hegel. To his own system he has given the name of “Activism”, but
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this is not to be confounded with pragmatism, nor with the view

that man’s life consists in the abundance of the committees upon

which he serves. Eucken says, indeed, that “the more exclusively

life transforms itself into external work, the more it ceases to be an

inner personal experience, and the more alien we become to our-

selves”. The term “Activism” implies rather that there must be an

activity of the soul itself upon its material and social environment be-

fore the insights of philosophy, and the achievements of art, and the

experiences of religion can be attained. The conviction that man is

not merely the product of nature but in his spiritual life is independ-

ent and supreme is not the result of a revelation to a passive recip-

ient. It is an achievement, a venture of faith, a self-assertion of the

soul in the face of hostile forces which would confine it within the

trivial and the phenomenal. The kingdom of the spirit must suffer

violence, and the fight of faith must be fought. Eucken stands as

the protagonist of the rights of personality and moral freedom, and

for this reason has drawn about him a body of enthusiastic disciples

who are ready to follow him in his revolt against selfish material-

ism, conventional morality, and a naturalistic philosophy which denies

the rights of the spiritual in man. He speaks with something of a

prophet’s voice to an age whose veneer of civilization scarcely dis-

guises its selfishness and greed. It is religion, he says, which “shows

the dark abyss in our nature, but also shows illumined peaks; it

opens out infinite tasks, and brings ever to an awakening a new life

in its movement against the ordinary self. It does not render our

existence lighter, but it makes it richer, more eventful, and greater;

it enables man to experience cosmic problems within his own soul in

order to struggle for a new world, and, indeed, in order to gain such

a genuine world as its own proper life.” ( The Truth of Religion,

P- 243-)

In enforcing his own message Eucken carries on a critique against

other systems such as Naturalism, Pragmatism and Absolutism.

Against Naturalism he holds that the life of man in its ideal con-

structions such as science, art, morality, and religion, cannot be ex-

plained from below but only from the Higher above him; not by the

past but by the over-individual norms which beacon him forward.

As an exponent of “the monistic trinity”, the Good, the Beautiful

and the True, many will consider Eucken more convincing than his

famous colleague, Haeckel, the founder of the Monistenbund.

Against Pragmatism, Eucken argues for the “independent character

of reality over against our experience of it”. He believes that our

deepest nature can be called into action only by the recognition of an

Ought, which has an existence and value of its own, regardless of the

opinions of any group of individuals or of the whole human race.

Against Absolutism he pleads for the demands of life over against

those of logic, and insists that the highest knowledge can be reached

only by an act of heroic choice, of moral decision. By such an act

of moral decision in the midst of the antagonisms and contradictions
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of life, we are linking ourselves to an Ultimate reality. In such a
decision man not only asserts the reality of a spiritual world, but in

his weakness he is conscious of receiving help from it. In the recog-

nition of the Ought and the struggle of the will to follow, there is

thus gained the knowledge of a spiritual world (“Universal Relig-

ion”), but this develops into an experience of the One as Absolute
Spiritual Life. “There originates a mutual intercourse of the soul and
God as between an I and a Thou.” This stage is called by Eucken
“Characteristic Religion”. The argument for immortality is thus ex-

pressed: “The Infinite Power and Love that has grounded a new
spontaneous nature in man, over against a dark and hostile world, will

conserve such a new nature and its spiritual nucleus, and shelter it

against all perils and assaults, so that life as the bearer of life eternal

can never be wholly lost in the stream of time.” (The Truth of
Religion, p. 431.)

While Mr. Hermann notices the absence of any allusion to prayer

in Eucken’s writings about religion, and thinks that his preference

for the term “Godhead” instead of “God” may indicate a loose hold

upon the doctrine of Personality, yet it is evident that Eucken’s

philosophy has been largely formed under the influence of Christian

sentiments and motives. His system has been called “a philosophical

restatement of the teaching of Jesus”, and in the Christian principle

of Love he finds a redemptive power for the individual and society.

Eucken makes the not unfamiliar distinction between the kernel or

spiritual substance of Christianity and its existential form. All re-

ligions contain within themselves a spiritual nucleus in the fact that

“they manifest and represent a Divine Life”, but this nucleus lies

deeper in Christianity than in other religions. It is “the religion of

religions”. Its spiritual substance lies in its aspect of “world-denial

and world-renewal”, or, as otherwise stated, in its principle of love to

God and man and even love to one’s enemies as presenting a new
element for the redemption of the individual and the race. “This”, in

Dr. Jones’ exposition, “is the Eternal element in the Christian religion.

It is found, it is true, in other religions
; but why should we look

for it elsewhere when it blossomed with such divine glory in the life

of the Founder?” The existence-form of Christianity, which is not

essential, changes from age to age. But what answer has Eucken to

the question, What think ye of Christ? Dr. Jones, we fear, speaks

rather loosely when he says : “There is no longer any meaning in

asking whether the Founder was a ‘mere man’ or a God. He was an

intermediate reality between the two” (p. 198). Eucken himself says

differently: “Between man and God there is no intermediate form

of being for us, for we cannot sink back into the old cult of heroes.”

He goes far toward attributing to the person of Jesus a cosmical

significance when in The Truth of Religion (p. 360), speaking of the

simple and humble life in Galilee, he says : “And yet this life had an

energy of spirit which filled it to the brim
;

it had a standard which

has transformed human existence to its very root. . . . That life of
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Jesus establishes evermore a tribunal over the world; and the majesty

of such an effective bar of judgment supersedes all the development

of external authority.” What manner of man is this, the reader may
exclaim, whose life in a remote corner of the world has so transformed

human existence, and set up a judgment seat before whose majesty all

must bow! In his Konnen wir noch Christen sein? (p. 37), Eucken
speaks with greater clearness upon the question of the person of

Christ. We can accept Him as the unconditional Lord and Master,

he says, only upon the supposition of His essential Divinity. But,

however great the figure of Jesus may be, “its greatness is confined to

the realm of humanity”. He cannot be the object of faith and divine

honor, nor can He be an intermediate being. “If Jesus, therefore, is

not God, if Christ is not the second Person in the Trinity, then He is

man; not a man like any average man among ourselves, but still a

man. We can therefore honor Him as a leader, a hero, a martyr;

but we cannot directly bind ourselves to Him, or root ourselves in

Him
;
we cannot submit to Him unconditionally. Still less can we

make Him the center of a cult. To do so from our point of view

would be nothing else than an intolerable deification of a human
being.” This is a clear and outspoken utterance, but it raises the

query, which is not new, whether the crown of Divinity can be taken

away without removing also the crown of leadership. We can accept

Him as leader and His life can be our majestic judgment bar only on

condition of the absolute sanity and truth of His teaching. But to

remove from the sayings of Jesus everything that would imply a claim

to divine attributes and honors, requires a criticism of his recorded

sayings so drastic as to remove many characteristic and well-authenti-

cated sayings. Even when this process is complete there remains the

fact that he was put to death. “We have a law, and by that law he

ought to be put to death, because he made himself the Son of God.”

Mr. Hermann thinks that Eucken’s view implies that Jesus was “the

unfortunate occasion and starting-point for a departure from pure

monotheism and truly spiritual religion”, and he suggests that unless

the apostolic conception was due to some other source than the im-

pression of the Galilean Jesus, “one would have to add to the tragic

features of the life the fatal quality of creating wrong impressions”.

Mr. Hermann makes the further point that men will continue to

experience redemption in the Pauline sense, and that this experience

of redemption is the fountain of doctrine. “If it can be explained as

a departure from pure spiritual religion, then the Christ goes, and

with Him go the great believers from Paul through the Fathers and

Reformers to the present day—the men who not only experienced

redemption, but traced it directly to the Crucified.”

The philosophic outlook of Bergson is toward science rather than

toward religion. That his philosophy, however, has an intimate bear-

ing upon the problems of religion Mr. Hermann shows in an interesting

discussion which we cannot here follow in detail. No reader of

Devolution Creatrice will be surprised at the extravagant praise of

the author’s style, “the most wonderful vehicle through which philo-
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sophic thought has ever found speech”. Creative evolution is not

evolution at all if by evolution is meant the unfolding of what was
implicitly present from the first. It is rather “the continuous creation

of what is essentially new”, or epigenesis. Bergson is therefore

opposed to a mechanical evolution which reduces thought and emotion

to an epiphenomenon, an insignificant by-product of the movements
of the world-machine. But Bergson is also opposed—also if not

equally—to finalistic evolution, in which progress is represented as

the unfolding of a preconceived plan. The important thing with

Bergson is not the pristine elements and their combinations, nor a

timeless absolute, stretched in smiling repose above the strife of time,

nor yet an eternal purpose fulfilling itself through the ages. The
important thing with Bergson, “the modern Heraclitus”, as he has

been called, is time itself—real duration, not merely the notches on

the stick. (Mr. Arnold Bennett is a Bergsonian when, in his tract

on “How to Live on Twenty-four Hours a Day”, he speaks of time

as “the inexplicable raw material of all existence”.) The important

thing with Bergson is the current of existence ( elan vital) forcing

its way, against an antagonist current, into vegetable life, animal life,

consciousness, civilization, and perhaps into immortality. “We have

no repugnance in supposing that consciousness will pursue its path

beyond this earthly life.” Human conduct, in his view, is freed alike

from the necessity of a mechanism and the fixity of a plan
;
each

moment is “an original moment in a no less original history”. The

orthodox evolutionist will of course say that creative evolution is

evolution without anything to be evolved, and the orthodox theologian

will say that it is creation without a Creator ; but it is plain that

the Bergson rapprochement between creationism and evolutionism must

be reckoned with in future by both parties.

Dr. Jones promises that the theoretical foundation of Eucken’s

system will be strengthened by a forthcoming Erkenntnisslehr^e, while

Mr. Hermann holds out the hope that the Paris thinker will give us

soon an authoritative exposition of the religious implications of his

philosophy. The volumes before us afford an easy and pleasant intro-

duction to the two most influential and significant thinkers of the day,

and many of the readers thus introduced will doubtless be led to

cultivate a first-hand acquaintance with the works of the masters.

Lincoln University, Pa. Wm. Hallock Johnson.

Rudolph Eucken’s Message to Our Age—An Appreciation and A
Criticism. By Henry C. Sheldon, Professor in Boston University.

8vo; pp. 55. New York: Eaton & Mains; Cincinnati: Jennings

& Graham. 1913. 35 cents net.

According to Professor Sheldon, Professor Eucken aims “to uncover

with utmost distinctness the great deficiencies of the age” and to “direct

to the remedy which is alone adequate”. The deficiencies he finds to be

“a strong decline of inward culture” and “a paralyzing doubt”. The

remedy, he judges, is not in “naturalism”, nor in “innocent idealism”,
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nor yet in “culture or advancing civilization”, nor in socialism, nor

even in Voltaire’s “gospel of work”. On the contrary, Eucken’s

“prescription is the vital recognition of a supreme spiritual life, at

once above the world and in the world, and the serious thoroughgoing

response of the individual to the nature and requirements of that

life”. “In Eucken’s exposition of the supreme spiritual life it is easy

to detect a kinship with the trend of the great idealistic philosophies.”

Professor Troeltsch is correct in the assertion that “in Eucken we
have a combination of Plato, Fichte and Hegel”. Thus “the transcend-

ent independent spiritual life” postulated by Eucken is akin to “the

eternal ideas of Plato which serve as the rational and formative

principle in the world.” “Fichte’s stress upon the moral order as

immanent in reality and upon the subordination of nature to the

personal agent has a noticeable, if not a complete, counterpart in

Eucken’s teaching.” “In Hegel’s evolving thought as constitutive of

the universe there is somewhat of a parallel to the supreme spiritual

life which leads on the development of the world.” The later phi-

losopher, however, stands in contrast with the great idealist of the

preceding century “in stressing the transcendence as well as the im-

manence of the fundamental life principle”. “In choosing ‘life’ rather

than ‘idea’ or ‘thought’ to give expression to the basal reality, the

present day philosopher was doubtless worried,” Professor Sheldon

thinks, “by the breadth of significance belonging to the first of these

terms, as covering more than the purely intellectual, and as carrying

suggestion of dynamic efficiency”. He regards it as but the philosophi-

cal statement of what we mean by “God”. “That Eucken uses the

impersonal term prevailingly”, does not import, he judges, “that he

was ill-affected toward the conception of the divine personality, but

rather that he had a lively apprehension that the personality of God
may be construed in a too anthropomorphic fashion”. Religion is “a

practical means of connection with this transcendent reality”. As
Eucken says, “it has opened out an intimate relationship with an in-

finite and absolute life, and has given our life an originality over

against all attempts to classify it with the causal nexus”.

“As respects the historical religions,” Professor Eucken refuses to

identify any one of them in its actual form with the absolute religion.

That Christianity is superior to them all, he claims on these grounds

:

the character and worth of its personal center and founder Christ, his

emphasis on love, the transforming power of Christianity, and its

natural and close “connection with an invisible world”.

And yet Eucken insists that even Christianity imperatively demands

“the reconstruction of its existential form”. “He does not accept

even the essential features of the Catholic Christology.” He regards

Christ as divine only in the sense in which all men are so; he takes

up “a negative attitude toward the Trinity”. In both respects, there-

fore, he “collides with the trend of the New Testament as a whole”.

He disparages also and radically “the catholic conception of Christ’s

mediation”. He underestimates the theistic proof. “If he does not
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challenge outright the physical miracle”, he rates it, even the resur-

rection, as “no essential in the Christian religion”. In these respects,

and with ample and conclusive statement of reasons, Professor Shel-

don declines, as do we, to follow the great philosopher of Jena. We
heartily thank the former, however, for his appreciation and criticism

of him. It could not be either more sympathetic or more just; and

it is by far the most luminous presentation of Eucken’s profound and
in some ways very valuable philosophy of religion that has come to

the reviewer’s notice.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

Man a Machine. By Julien Offray De La Mettrie. French-English.

Including Frederick the Great’s “Eulogy” on La Mettrie and Ex-
tracts from La Mettrie’s The Natural History of the Soul. Phi-

losophical and Historical Notes by Gertrude Carman Bussey,

M.A., Wellesley College. 8vo; pp. 216. Chicago: The Open
Court Publishing Co. 1912.

This handsome and elaborate volume is a credit to compiler, editor

and publisher alike. It leaves nothing to be desired by those who
have still time and interest for the work of one of the greatest of the

French Materialists.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

GENERAL THEOLOGY
Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics. Edited by James Hastings,

M.A., D.D., Fellow of the Royal Anthropological Institute, Mem-
ber of the Council of the Palestine Exploration Fund, Editor of

“Dictionary of the Bible”, and “Dictionary of Christ and the

Gospels”. With the assistance of John A. Selbie, M.A., D.D., and

other Scholars, Volume V.: Dravidians-Fichte. New York:

Charles Scribner’s Sons; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark. 1912.

Royal 8vo; pp. xvi, 908.

The fifth volume of Dr. Hastings’ Encyclopaedia of Religion and

Ethics maintains the high standard of scholarly presentation set by

the previous volumes
;
and continues like them faithfully to reflect

the singularly varied points of view on fundamental points which

characterize present-day thought. We shall have to refer to the

notices of previous volumes in this Review for an account of the

general scope, manner and character of the work. We shall confine

ourselves here to a few scattered remarks on some of the contents

of this particular volume.

The volume seems to contain a rather more varied body of articles

than some at least of its predecessors, and to be less disproportionate

in the space accorded to the several topics treated. It also, of course,

includes some of those long series of articles on closely related sub-

jects : for these are a feature—and a valuable feature—of the work.
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For example, the topic “Ethics” falls within the limits of this volume,

and of course it is accorded, in its various divisions, large space

—

more than a hundred pages (pp. 408-522)—to which certain other

outlying articles (such as “Education, Moral”) are to be added.

The central article in this series, “Ethics”, by J. H. Muirhead, is to us

a hard-saying, yielding no authoritative morality. For ourselves, we
subscribe to the doctrine that the perception of the good is an ultimate

datum beyond which we cannot go,—as G. E. Moore expresses it

(Principia Ethica, p. 7), “Good is a simple notion just as yellow is a

simple notion”
;
and the categorical imperative is to us all that Kant con-

ceived it, with its full implication of a supersensible source. Professor

Muirhead’s attempt to ground our ethical life in the shifting sand

of our developing personality cannot but seem to us therefore inef-

fective.

The succeeding expository articles on “Ethics and Morality” in

the various ethnic groups are, as is usual with such articles in this

Encyclopaedia, detailed and full of information. Perhaps the discus-

sion of Christian Ethics by Donald Mackensie is scarcely in its right

place among them, but we are glad to get it and rest our spirits in

it as in an oasis. It is well-conceived and is devoutly written ; although

it is perhaps—for the space it covers—needlessly incomplete. With the

right emphasis on the rooting of Christian conduct in the creative

operations of the Holy Spirit it nevertheless is a bit uncertain in its

handling of the really creative nature of these operations and of the

relations of the operations of the creative Spirit and the free activities

of the human will,—released, incited and led by the Spirit to the

doing of good. Perhaps also there is apparent a general weakness

in definition throughout, as, for example, when the Christian sum-
mum bonum is expounded as “Eternal Life and the Kingdom of God”,

without any attempt to reduce the two ideas to unity. For our part,

we should be satisfied here with the old definition: “to glorify God
and to enjoy Him forever”. The general point of view of the article

will be apparent from the following paragraph which closes the

historical section with which it opens. “Till recently there was a

general tendency even among non-Christians to regard the moral

teaching of Jesus as perfect, as far as individual life was concerned,

though defective on its social and political side. Lately that has

been denied from without and within (Nietzsche and the Interims-

ethic school), on different grounds. Christian moralists are coming

to see that the Christian life is bound up with the Christian revela-

tion, and that the ideas of philosophical Ethics or historical theories

must not be used so as to crush out the distinctive vitality of the

Christian life of faith. Recognition of spiritual facts is more valu-

able than systematic completeness, and defective views of Christ’s

Person are found to revenge themselves on Christian morals.”

In the center of this article (p. 472) a remark is let fall which
evidences the realization by the author of the danger in which we are

in our modern emphasis on “social service”—the Christian duty of
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which, needless to say, he fully recognizes—of losing sight of deeper
things. “The Christian ideal,” says he, “is open to all. We must
not forget this truth in our ardor for economic improvement and
our advocacy of a living wage. The man clothed in purple and fine

linen and faring sumptuously every day may be unaware of what
eternal life is, while he who has not where to lay his head may have
it. Even though ‘friends, leisure, and means’ were for ever possessed,

the Christian life might still be lacking. Thus the Christian ideal

conflicts with all ideals summed up in earthly pleasures, pursuits and
interests with no outlook beyond.” As illustrating the sanity of
much of the writing in this Encyclopaedia we may note in passing that

another writer (Louis H. Gray), writing on another subject, almost
goes out of his way to warn us against the rash,—shall we not say

the wicked?—legislation now becoming so popular, which proposes

inflicting mutilation on innocent people in the presumed interests of the

community—legislation which, he truly remarks, may approve itself to

“purely secular views of the State, and to such medical men and soci-

ologists as consider only the physical side of humanity”, but which may
well bid those who consider the dignity of human nature and the rights

of man pause (Vasectomy: pp. 583-4). “Euthanasia” on the other

hand is treated with regrettable indefiniteness (by H. J. Rose) :

“Eugenics” is not dealt with at all except by a cross reference to the

articles “Marriage, Sociology” which have not yet ^appeared.

The secular spirit which rules the ethical discussions in general

finds expression in the articles “Education (Moral)” and “Ethical

Movement”, both written by Gustav Spiller, who is the General Secre-

tary of the International Union of Ethical Societies, known perhaps

best on this side of the sea from its leadership by Felix Adler. The
“trend in modern times” we read in the former of 'these articles,

“is to appeal to human motives in conduct and ... an Ethics which is

primarily otherworldly is on that account out of place in education”.

And yet it is no doubt undeniable that Christianity is the greatest

ethical force which has ever entered the world—as a glance even into

von Dobschiitz’s Christian Life in the Primitive Church ought to

convince the most unreligious ! In Spiller’s view, however, Bible

Ethics are not adapted to modern times ; and the use of them in

moral education would be equivalent to training men and women for

the life of from two to four thousand years ago, not for our higher

and fuller life of to-day, demanding quite another ethical outlook.

All this is matched in the article on “Evolution (Ethical)” which is

really an article on Evolutionary Ethics, by Edward Clodd. “There

never has been” we read in it, “probably there never will be, a

uniform, unalterable standard of right and wrong, applicable through

all time for all ages” (p. 626). Everything is in a flux, and morals

—

the product of the changing social conditions—of course flow on

with the ever changing stream. It ought to be said in passing that

this article is made particularly disagreeable by an unpleasant habit

it indulges in of constantly quoting the Bible—with a kind of smirk

—

to support most un-Biblical positions.
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We may speak rapidly of a few other articles. There is what
seems to us a rather thin article on “Essence”. An interestingly

written article on “Ego” comes in the end much to James Ward’s
opinion, that the ego is a perdurable but not unchanging subject.

There is an intensely disagreeable article by E. D. Starbuck called

“Female Principle”, which seems to have no excuse for itself, either

in information communicated, or ability of treatment. W. F. Cobb
writes not very illuminatingly on “Faith Healing”, defining it as

cures produced by the joint action of the faith of the sufferer and

the power of a supernatural being, and representing our Lord as

having practised it in this sense. There is an odd little article on the

“Eastern Church”, by an Oriental Archbishop, who has the grace how-
ever to acknowledge the failure of the Eastern Church in the duty

of preaching and its excessive devotion to forms. Three closely re-

lated articles, of very diverse character, are James Moffat’s article on

“Essenes”, which presents us rather with the materials for forming

an opinion of our own about them than with his own conclusions,

W. Beveridge’s article on “Ebionism” which is carefully worked out

but lacks something in crispness, and W. Brandt’s highly specu-

lative (“constructive” no doubt he would call it) article on “Elkesaites,”

which would abolish all the mysteries with which our ignorance

clothes the history of this sect. James Orr has a good short article

on “Enhypostasis”
; W. Inge not a very valuable one on “Ecstasy”;

and W. Adams Brown a carefully written article on “Expiation and

Atonement (Christian)”, which, however, scarcely satisfies and is

chiefly notable for the studied care with which it repudiates the

authority of the Christian Scriptures in the matter, representing them
indeed as thoroughly inconsistent with themselves, and repeatedly inti-

mating that later thinkers have gone wrong because misled by this

or that Biblical teaching. S. R. Driver’s article on “Expiation and

Atonement (Hebrew)” consists chiefly of a renewed study of the

meaning of Kipper. A. S. Martin gives us a very confused article

on “Election”. The Scriptural exposition in it is so full of paradoxes

that it reads as if it were written not to be understood. At the end

he declares that Pelagianism has been “finally refuted”, and im-

mediately cheerfully adopts the fundamental Pelagian formula that

ability and obligation are coextensive, supporting himself with a cita-

tion from W. E. Henley’s “bumptious” verses : “I am the master of

my fate; I am the captain of my soul”,—which, of course, he just is

not. A thoughtful article on “Experience (Religious)” is signed by

H. Maldwyn Hughes, whom we take to be a Wesleyan. We quote

a paragraph from it to put a good taste in our mouth as we close:

“The New Testament does not regard the Incarnation as a mere
illustration of union between God and man, but as the ground of

its realization. It is not simply the revelation of the eternal affinity

between the two, but the initiation of a new spiritual process, whereby

that affinity is consciously realized by man—a process based not on

imitation, but on fellowship in a hidden life, mediated to us by Jesus
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Christ. ‘The law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus’ liberates us

from “the law of sin and death”, endows us with a moral dynamic,

begets in us ‘the mind of the spirit’ which is life and peace, and leads

us into the realization of an affinity with God, which is so close that

we are called His Sons (Rom. viii. 1-17)” (p. 633).

We have of course mentioned only a few of the more than two

hundred articles, written by more than one hundred and sixty writers,

which are included in this rich and closely packed volume. Those we
have mentioned have not been selected on any principle. We have

simply turned over the pages of the book, read the articles which

attracted our attention, and reported what we found in them. Per-

haps what we have found is however a fair sample of the whole.

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.

APOLOGETICAL THEOLOGY
The Interpretation of Religious Experience. The Gifford Lectures De-

livered in The University of Glasgow in the years 1910-12. By
John Watson, LL.D., Professor of Moral Philosophy in Queen’s

University, Kingston, Canada. Part First. Historical, 8vo; pp.

xiv, 375- Part Second. Constructive. 8vo
; pp. x, 342. Glasgow

:

James Maclehose and Sons Publishers to the University. 1912.

$6.00 net.

This profound and elaborate work is written from the standpoint

of the Hegelian philosophy. It does not, however, accept Hegelianism

as it is often expounded. Thus the author rejects indignantly the

view of Lotze, that the philosophy of Hegel is simply pan-logism.

Nor will he admit with many that its fundamental principle is an ab-

stract and indeterminate Absolute. Nor will he allow that it denies

all freedom to man, and regards him as but the passive organ of an

underlying Something-not-ourselves. With the Absolutism of Dr.

Bradley he sympathizes, but does not entirely agree. What seems to

him most valuable in Hegel and also most distinctive of him is his

“insistence upon the essentially concrete character of the Absolute,

as summing up and manifesting but never abolishing, all that we
mean by self-conscious reason”. Perhaps, this indicates sufficiently Dr.

Watson’s philosophical position.

In religion we suppose that he is classed as a Christian. His

Christianity, however, is not that of the New Testament and of the

Creeds. There is scarcely an important article of “the faith which

was once for all delivered unto the saints” that he does not deny.

Thus, “the coarse juridical notion of a punishment imposed upon the

human race because of the sin of the first man is due to the false

interpretation of minds familiar with Roman Law, who did not dis-

tinguish between sin and crime” (vol. I, p. 120). “Creation out of

nothing is contradictory of the idea of an infinite being” (vol. II, p.

134). “Man in his ideal nature is identical in nature with God” (vol.
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II, p. 244). “Christ after the flesh, the historic person, has passed

away, but the Christ of the spirit remains forever, for he is one with

that ever-growing life of humanity which consists in the progressive

conquest of evil by the living power of goodness” (vol. II p. 289).

The atonement and the judgment to come are misrepresented and de-

nied (vol. II, p. 295 and p. 311).

The purpose of these two volumes whose standpoint has thus been

indicated “is to determine whether, and how far, a reconstruction of

religious ideas may be necessary in view of the long process of de-

velopment through which the human spirit has passed. . . . This will

cover the ground dealt with in the first course of lectures
;
while the

second course will endeavor to give such an interpretation of re-

ligious ideas as may seem to be required by the greater complexity and

comprehensiveness of modern thought”.

“After touching upon Greek religion and primitive Christianity, Dr.

Watson reviews the history of Christian thought from Origen to

Aquinas. He gives a separate lecture to Dante, discusses Eckhart,

Descartes, Spinoza, Leibnitz, Hume and Kant, and gives marked
prominence to the work of Hegel. The second part of the work is

constructive. The chief themes discussed by the lecturer lie on the

border line between philosophy and religion, such as Realism, Natural-

ism, Personal and Absolute Idealism, The Religious Consciousness,

The Problem of Evil, Atonement and Immortality. But the distinction

between the historical and the constructive portion is mainly formal.

In discussing the history, Dr. Watson is constructive, and in con-

structing his doctrine he is largely historical. The two parts to-

gether form a valuable contribution to the philosophy of religion.”

For Dr. Watson the first element in religion is belief, the second,

worship, the third ritual; for “religion implies not only a belief in

powers that are able and willing to help man, but some form of

worship through which his reverence is expressed”, and, in the lowest

as well as in the highest religion, there is involved also “a conforma-

tion of the life to what is believed to be the will of the divine being”.

That is, “religion is a life as well as a creed and a ritual” (II, p. 4).

This view accepts the connection of religion and morality, a position

strenuously denied by certain modern thinkers
; but, as the author

observes, “the facts seem to show that religion in all its forms inev-

itably carries with it an influence upon the whole conduct of those

who believe in it”. Of the three elements of religion, belief “presents

a double aspect”,—the faith and its systematic form. Although “a

systematic theology is not the indispensable condition of religion,

it by no means follows that there can be a religion which excludes

all definite ideas”. “The origin of religion is not to be sought in

fear, but always in a lower or higher degree of reverence” (I, p. 3).

The result to which Dr. Watson comes after his historical review

of the development of theology and the influence of philosophy on

this development, combined with such interpretation of religious ideas

as is required by the greater complexity and comprehensiveness of
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modern thought, is this : “The conclusion, therefore, of our whole

investigation is, that man as a spiritual or self-conscious being, is

capable of experiencing God, who is the absolutely spiritual or self-

conscious being, and that the influence of God upon man is not

external or mechanical but spiritual, and, so far from being de-

structive of freedom, is the condition without which freedom is in-

conceivable”. He admits that “one of the difficulties felt in adopting

this idealistic interpretation of experience is, that it seems to be in-

consistent with the growing experience of the race” (II, p. 326). Of
theology he says that “its supreme principle is the rational unity of

all things” (II, p. 325). Of religion itself he remarks: “It is the

spirit which must more and more subdue all things to itself, informing

science and art, and realizing itself in the higher organization of the

family, the civic community, the state, and, ultimately, the world, and

gradually filling the mind and heart of every individual with the love

of God and the enthusiasm of humanity” (II, pp. 327, 328). As to the

future of religion, his opinion is, that “Nothing but a philosophical

reconstruction of belief, which shall reconcile reason and religion, can

lift us in these days of unrest and unbelief, above the fatal division

of the heart and the head ; and even this reconciliation is only for a

few. How the great body of the people is to find its way out of its

present unhappy state of division can only be determined by the on-

ward march of humanity” (I. p. 301).

On the great work thus most inadequately summarized two general

criticisms must be made

:

1. The religion which its interpretation of religious experience

calls for is not Christianity. True, its terminology is. We constantly

meet the old familiar names, but their meaning is explained, or ex-

plained away, according to an underlying and contrary philosophical

system. Thus “evil is necessary for the development of good”. “The

doctrine of the incarnation is to be understood as implying the in-

dissoluble unity of God and man, as an expression of the essential

nature of both”. So the words atonement, regeneration, and others

common in Christian theology are retained, but are interpreted in

Hegelian fashion. That is, the identity called for of the new religion

with the old is one of terms, of sound, merely. This ought to be

made clear, but is constantly veiled. It is not the development of

Christianity according to its own inherent principle that Dr. Watson
demands. It is the substitution for it of his own conception of the

Hegelian philosophy. Certainly that can not be Christianity which

has no place for sin as consisting in “any want of conformity unto or

transgression of the law of God”
;
which cannot admit of the incar-

nation as resulting in the eternal union of God and man, two distinct

natures in one person
;
which cannot tolerate the idea of atonement by

the vicarious sacrifice of the Son of God.

2. Nor is the philosophy which he would substitute for Christianity

in any sense a substitute. It breaks down at two points, to go no

further: (a) Its attempt to relinquish the appeal to external authority
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entirely and to rebuild Christian doctrine on the basis of reason alone

is and must be futile. In religion, in all its varieties and manifesta-

tions, the ultimate appeal has always been to what was conceived to

be a “Thus saith the Lord”; that is, to an authority regarded as

other than and so external to ourselves. Reason has been used, and

ought to be used, to confirm this authority, but it has not constituted

it. It is just here that we touch the most essential difference between

religion and philosophy, and it is an irreducible one. Neither religion

nor philosophy may be substituted the one for the other. Dr. Wat-
son’s failure to see this is his initial error, (b) Philosophy may for a

time continue satisfied with an impersonal Absolute, but religion can

never be. This is true even in those systems of religion, as the

pantheistic, in which the personality of God is theoretically denied.

The proof of this is that such religions tend toward polytheism. As
one has well said, “Religion cannot breathe in the exhausted receiver

of a system in which the relations between man and God are not

those of an I and a Thou”. Hence, “a writer whose fundamental idea

of Deity is that of the philosophical Absolute will be found continually

sacrificing the elements of his thought which make for religion in

favor of those which he values as a philosopher”. This is the funda-

mental mistake in Dr. Watson's interpretation of religious experience.

It does not follow, however, from anything that has been said that

the elaborate lectures under review are useless. “On the contrary, they

are full of suggestive thought.” As another has remarked, “They

correspond in the philosophy of religion to Green’s Prolegomena to

Ethics, a book that is of very high value to many who are not dis-

ciples of the Hegelian School. These lectures well deserve to be

read and studied side by side with those of E. Caird, which in some
respects they resemble.”

Specially valuable are they for their criticism of modern tendencies

of thought. Thus, Naturalism is refuted in a masterly fashion. “The
fundamentally sceptical conclusion of Pragmatism, that truth is merely

that which in our human experience is found to ‘work’,” is adequately

exposed. “Nothing,” we are shown, “can really be found to ‘work’

except that which is in conformity with the nature of thines”. The
essentially atheistic character of Pluralism is brought out. Nietzsche’s

gospel of the “overman” is shown to involve confusion of self-develop-

ment with self-assertion. Bergson’s theory of “creative evolution” and

its emphasis of the infinite richness and prodigality of the principle

of life is appreciatively yet critically discussed. For all this and much
else Dr. Watson has put us under a lasting obligation.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Positive Evolution of Religion, Its Moral and Social Reaction.

By Frederic Harrison, D.C.L. 8vo
; pp. xx, 267. G. P. Putnam’s

Sons: New York. 1913. $2.00.

“This book contains the substance of a series of public discourses

given by the author at different times at Newton Hall.” “The first
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four essays have never been published; the succeeding essays appeared

in the Positivist Review, June, 1911 to June, 1912.” “Together they

resume Dr. Harrison’s final thoughts on the general problem of re-

ligion.” This gives to them a unique importance; for he has long

been recognized as the able leader of the Positivist Society; and being

now in his eighty-second year, it can scarcely be expected that we
shall hear from him again.

.
Moreover, this final pronouncement is

his best. Age would seem to have invigorated his intellect as well

as strengthened his convictions. Such, at least, is the judgment of

the writer as he compares the impression made on him by this book
with his memory of that made on him by Dr. Harrison’s The Creed

of a Layman, published in 1907. In a word, we have before us

Positivism’s strongest as well as most authoritative presentation of

itself.

This presentation takes the form of a systematic apology. Positiv-

ism is first defended against “Orthodox Criticism" and “Deistical

Criticism”. It is then compared with “Nature Worship”, with “Poly-

theism”, with “Catholicism”, with the “Anglican Establishment”, with

“Orthodox Dissent”, with “Neo-Christianity”, with “Theism”; and

the attempt is made to exhibit the defects of these in contrast with it.

The elements and the excellencies of the “Religion of Humanity” are

next set forth, and the book closes with an estimate of the significance

of the “Jubilee of Auguste Comte”.

Taken all in all, it is a remarkable discussion that we have before

us. The author’s clearness and purity of style, his accuracy and

comprehensiveness of knowledge, his keenness of criticism, his just-

ness of appreciation, his strength of conviction, have not often been

equalled. Barring its utter failure to appreciate the uniqueness of

Christ and of Christianity, the reviewer would have great difficulty in

recalling an appraisal of religious leaders and religious movements at

all comparable with this. If anything could make “the Religion of

Humanity” the religion of all men, it should be these “final thoughts of

Dr. Harrison on the general problems of religion”.

On the writer of this notice the impression made by these “thoughts”

has been threefold

:

1. The life of Christianity is its supernatural element. Give up

this, and all is given up. “Eliminate the miracle and there is noth-

ing stupendous or very tragic in it, that a young Jewish zealot was

condemned to death in a popular tumult” (p. 197). “The moral

sublimity of Christ’s life and death depended on—flowed from—his

being the Second Person of the Trinity. Destroy that, and the moral

sublimity is reduced to very ordinary human proportions” (p. 198).

In a word, “Christianity without the Supernatural is nonsense” (p.

202).

2. The Supernatural element in Christianity depends on its his-

torical character. “The rejection as historical of the miraculous in

the New Testament and of special revelation means, that Jesus, the

son of Mary and Joseph, a young carpenter of Galilee, was an en-
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thusiast who propounded a sort of moral reformation among the

Jews, but either thought that he was, or permitted his followers to say

that he was, the son of God; that after preaching for some years, and

allowing the ignorant mob around him to think that he made miracu-

lous cures and raised people from the dead, he was executed as a

leader of sedition by the Romans and was duly buried by them; and

that his followers stole his body and declared that he had risen into

heaven. That is what the Incarnation, the Miracles, the Atonement

Sacrifice, Resurrection and Ascension come to—on rational interpre-

tation ! Deny the historicity of the New Testament, and nothing

else is possible” (p. 194).

3. “The Religion of Humanity”, which is just another name for

positive science, is only the religion of a handful; and it can never

become the religion of more. Dr. Harrison’s presentation of it, be-

cause it is the strongest possible, is also its most effective refutation.

Not only does man not want it; made as he is, he cannot receive it.

In closing the reviewer ventures to quote from his notice of The

Creed of a Layman: “No God but collective humanity; no hereafter

but an immortality of influence and, if we have been great, of remem-
brance,—how can any bring themselves to accept so dismal a faith?

how can any find it reasonable to bow down to an aggregation whose

members are most of them dead? We venture to predict that Mr.

Harrison’s clear and frank presentation of positivism will do more

to exalt the glorious gospel of the living God than will many of the

apologies for it. The strongest argument for life is to bring on a

corpse.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

Why does not God intervene? and other Questions. By Frank Bal-
lard, D.D., M.A., B.Sc. (Lond.), F.R.M.S., etc., Author of “The
Miracles of Unbelief”, “Haeckel’s Monism False”, “Theomonism
True”, “The True God”, “Christian Essentials”, “Does it matter

What a Man Believes?” “New Theology”, “‘Guilty’—A Reply to

‘Not Guilty’ ”, “The People’s Religious Difficulties”,
“ ‘Eddyism’

—

A Delusion and A Snare”, “Determinism—False and True”, etc.

8vo; pp. xii, 348. Second Edition. Hodder and Stoughton: New
York and London. 1912.

This is a collection of ten papers apologetic in form,, if not in all

cases in subject. The titles are: “Why does not God intervene?”,

“Does the Mystery of Pain contradict the Love of God?” “What is

there in God to fear?” “What is it to be saved?” “How does the

Bible stand To-day?” “Are the Churches helping the Modern Apprecia-

tion of the Bible?” “Is there Any Hereafter?” “What is the Christian

Doctrine of Immortality?” “What are Christian Churches worth to

the Modern World?” “What is the Revival most needed in Christen-

dom?”
The first considerable book by Dr. Ballard, “The Miracles of Un-

belief”, was reviewed by the writer of this notice in “The Presby-
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terian and Reformed Review” for Oct., 1901. At that time he wrote

of it, “This unpretentious volume is by all odds the best apology for

the Christian religion that has appeared for many a day.” This judg-

ment he is glad to reaffirm, but it is a source of deep regret to him
that he can not extend it to the volume under discussion.

This is not because Dr. Ballard has weakened with the passing of

the years. His style is as clear, as attractive, as incisive, as ever. His

convictions are as positive, and as fully expressed. His references to

modern apologetic literature are as numerous and as illuminating.

His condemnation of the indifference of the church toward unbelief

is as vigorous and as just. No, it is clear that he has not aged; but it

is as clear that he has grown in the wrong direction. The tendencies

which even in the earlier book caused him to omit from his bibli-

ography Dr. Orr’s “The Christian View of God and the World”, to

grant to biological evolution a place to which we still believe it not

to be entitled, and to reject the verbal inspiration of the Bible as

prejudicial to the truth of our religion as well as unnecessary and
foreign to it—those tendencies have developed into an aggressive

championship of Arminianism, of destructive criticism and of over-

weening subjectivism. Our author’s aim and passion seems to be

to modify Christianity along these lines rather than to refute its

adversaries.

Thus, the reason why God does not intervene to prevent sin is that

he cannot do so without violating the freedom with which he has

endowed man and so denying himself: “in God there is nothing to fear

but love” (p. 75), his justice being only benevolence guided by wis-

dom: “the last vision which the Gospel of Jesus gives us of the

persistently impenitent is that of the waiting, yearning helplessness of

love divine” (p. 92) : “from such a theological monstrosity as pre-

destination the nineteenth century has set men free for evermore”

(p. 109) : “no man ever was, or will be, in the Christian sense ‘saved’

at any one moment: Christian salvation is not a birth, but a

life” (p. hi) : “repentance and trust, love and obedience, are moral

qualities which God cannot make for men, or put in them, if he

would” (p. 115) : “salvation leads on naturally and necessarily to

Christian Socialism” (p. 121) : the Bible “contains the Word of God”,

it cannot truthfully be called “the Word of God” : “the Scriptures,

though not infallible, are none the less inspired”; and “it is by a criti-

cism that exposes their fallibility that they are delivered from all their

difficulties”: there may or may not be a probation beyond the grave,

but there is no “judgment day”: the reason for the lamentable and not

to have been expected inefficiency of Christianity is that it has been

“cribbed, cabined, and confined by swaddling bands of ecclesiasticism,

Augustinian theology, and popular conventions” (p. 322) : “what calls

for largest emphasis is the human part in the cooperation with the

divine” (p. 331) : “the helplessness of God in face of persistent moral

evil is a truth which is not more undeniable in fact than far reaching

in its import” (p. 330) : the reviewer cannot turn up or recall a single
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reference throughout the whole book to the person and work of the

Holy Spirit: it is the same as to the necessity and efficacy of the

atoning blood of Christ: in short, the purpose of the volume would

almost seem to be the reconstruction of Christianity with the Super-

natural left out.

Of course, the declared and, doubtless, the real aim of the writer

has been to strip our religion of what the world objects to in it that

thus he may the better defend it against the world. The result, how-

ever, has been twofold:

1. The Christianity which remains, the Christianity whose God is

“helpless in face of persistent moral evil”, is not the Christianity to

be defended, is not even a Christianity worth defending.

2. Neither is it a Christianity that can be defended. How God,

though able to prevent evil, should still permit it to the glory of his

grace and justice may be above reason; but that he should be God and

still be unable to control evil and to determine those made in his

own image to resist it, without violating their freedom—this is con-

trary to reason. In a word, the author’s mediating and compromising

apologetic must be useless at any time, but specially at a crisis like

the present. The vigorous language of Henry B. Smith, the ablest

apologist of the last generation, was never so applicable as now : “One
thing is certain—that Infidel Science will rout everything except

thorough-going Christian Orthodoxy. All the flabby theories, and the

molluscous formations, and the intermediate purgatories of speculation

will go by the board. The fight will be between a stiff thorough-going

Orthodoxy, and a stiff thorough-going Infidelity. It will be, e.g.,

Augustine or Comte, Athanasius or Hegel, Luther or Schopenhauer,

J. S. Mill or John Calvin. Arianism gets the fire from both sides:

so does Arminianism : so does Universalism” (Apologetics, p. 194).

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

Religion and Life. By Thomas Cuming Hall, Professor of Christian

Ethics, Union Theological Seminary, New York. 8vo; pp. xiv,

161. New York: Eaton and Mains; Cincinnati: Jennings and

Graham. 1913. Price .75 net.

This attractive little book is not written to defend “the several

items of a system of Christian faith, but simply to clear the way for

an inquiry. The writer wishes to show the importance and dignity

of the religious claim, and to demand for it the attention its past

history and present power deserves”. He would not raise questions

as to the necessity, the probability, or the fact, of supernatural reve-

lation, but he would settle the questions which these inquiries presup-

pose and which in these days may not be simply assumed. That is,

he would set forth the nature, and he would establish the reality of

religion
; and his purpose in thus grounding “the fundamental things

of a religious intelligence” is “to strengthen intelligent faith and lead

to a vital union with God’s purpose as revealed in the person and work
of Christ Jesus our Lord”.
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In carrying out this plan our author raises and answers such ques-

tions as, What is Religion? What was its primitive character? How
did it relate itself to Life? What are its relations to and its achieve-

ments in modern life? Thus he vindicates its importance and espec-

ially at the present day; and he does this in untechnical language and
as clearly as the very narrow limits which he has imposed on him-

self will permit. This extreme condensation is, however, compen-
sated for by a presentation at the end of each chapter of the literature

bearing on it. These presentations are probably (the most valuable

feature of the volume. In short, Dr. Hall has given us a brief and
simple and, in the main, excellent introduction to the study of the great

presupposition of oi r faith as of every faith.

At one point, however, we must take issue with him expressly.

The unique claim of the Church of Christ does not rest, as our author

would seem to imply (p. 145), on providential appointment; for

everything is providential : but on supernatural constitution by the

Holy Spirit at Pentecost. And in the same connection, the distinction

between sacred and secular still binds even the “Christian Protestant”.

Because all life belongs to God, and is in that high sense religious, it

does not follow that the first day of the week, though devoted to him
in the sphere of worship, is not sacred, or that the other days, since

devoted to him in the sphere of our work for him in this world, are

not secular. The religious embraces both, but destroys the distinction

of neither.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The System of the Vedanta, According to Badarayana’s Brahma-Sutras

and Sankara’s Commentary thereon set forth as a Compendium

of the Dogmatics of Brahmanism from the Standpoint of San-

kara. By Dr. Paul Deussen, Professor of Philosophy, Kiel Uni-

versity. Authorized Translation by Charles Johnston, Bengal

Civil Service, Retired. 8vo; pp. xiii, 513. Chicago, U. S. A.:

The Open Court Publishing Company. 1912.

This elaborate presentation of the “Dogmatics of Brahmanism” con-

sists of an introduction and five parts. The Introduction, after some

“Literary Notes”, discusses “The Aim of the Vedanta”, “Who is called

to the Study of the Vedanta?” “The Qualifications of those called to

the Study of the Vedanta”, “The Source of the Vedanta”, “Exoteric

and Esoteric Vedanta Doctrine”. Part One sets forth “Theology or

the Doctrine of Brahman”. Part Two presents “Cosmology or the

Doctrine of the World”. Part Three discusses “Psychology or the

Doctrine of the Soul”. Part Four gives “Sansara or the Doctrine of

the Transmigration of the Soul”. Part Five treats of “Moksha or the

Teaching of Liberation”. An Appendix follows which contains a

short and helpful survey of the Vedanta System, an Index of all quo-

tations in Sankara’s Commentary on the Brahma-sutras, an Index of

the proper names in Sankara’s Commentary and the Terms of the

Vedanta.
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The author, the translator and the publisher of this work are,

each and all, to be congratulated. They have brought the Vedanta
Philosophy within the reach of all English-speaking people, and

they have made a contribution to the understanding of it of unique

importance.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

Development of Religion and Thought in Ancient Egypt. Lectures de-

livered on the Morse Foundation at Union Theological Seminary.

By James Henry Breasted, Ph.D., Professor of Egyptology and

Oriental History in the Univ. of Chicago. New York: Chas.

Scribner’s Sons. 1912. Pp. xviii, 379. $1.50.

It would be hard to overestimate the difficulties which stand in the

way of the writing of an in any sense adequate treatment of the

religion of the ancient Egyptians. Erman, in his A'egyptische Re-

ligion (Berlin, 1904), made the significant admission that the investi-

gations of Egyptologists had up to that time accomplished little more
than the “erste Orientierung auf dem verworrenen Gebiete”

;
and he

affirmed that “many a decade’s hard work will be needed before we
can really see clearly”, and that anyone who at present attempts to

give a representation of the Egyptian religion must “draw on his

imagination more frequently than is admissible”. It will be well to

bear these cautious words of the acknowledged leader of German
Egyptologists in mind when reading the present volume. For although

it shows everywhere evidence of Professor Breasted’s profound ac-

quaintance with things Egyptian, it at the same time makes the diffi-

culty of the subject discussed all the more apparent. Thus, early in the

discussion, we are confronted with the intricate problem of the relation

in which the Osirian and the Solar faiths stand to one another.

Starting his investigation with the “Pyramid-Texts” as the earliest

available documents, Professor Breasted tells us that they have been

subjected to an “Osirian editing by the hand of the earliest redactor

in literary history” (p. viii). That this contention will meet with op-

position is practically certain. Only recently Petrie and Budge have

argued for the antiquity and it would seem even for the priority of

the Osirian element. Petrie tells us : “The Osiride portions of the

Book of the Dead are certainly very early and precede the solar por-

tions, though both views were already mingled in the pyramid texts.

We cannot doubt that the Osiris worship reaches back to the prehis-

toric age” (The Religion of Ancient Egypt, London, 1908, p. 37). And
although Dr. Budge in his Osiris (London, 1911) has introduced into

the discussion a great deal of material bearing on the beliefs and cus-

toms of African tribes, the relevancy of which may well be questioned

on more than one ground, his two volumes are hardly to be disposed

of in a footnote (cf. p. 251). Professor Breasted admits that the

Osirian faith is very ancient—he identifies Osiris with the Nile and

thinks that the cult arose in the Delta in prehistoric times—and at an

early time became the faith of the mass of the people. The Solar faith,
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on the other hand, he regards as, at first, the religion of the court

and state priesthoods (p. 142) “whose glorious celestial realm” was
reserved exclusively for kings and possibly nobles” (p. xiii). But since

the “Pyramid-Texts” which were found in royal tombs of the fifth and

sixth dynasties are already pronouncedly Osirian, it is clear that even

on his own theory Osirianism must have exerted great influence

even in court circles at this early date. And the attempt to explain

this Osirian element as the work of a redactor seems very precarious,

especially since there is so very much in the complicated mythology of

the Egyptian religion which is still obscure and incomprehensible. The
fact that Professor Breasted is obliged to introduce the redactor at the

very outset and to set him to work restoring these texts which

form “the oldest body of literature surviving from the ancient world”

is hardly calculated to inspire the reader with confidence in the cer-

tainty of the conclusions arrived at, more especially since this question

is a very important one and one which is fundamental in the whole

discussion.

Among a number of interesting features which we find in this

volume are the discussion of the obelisk and of the Ka. Professor

Breasted is of the opinion that the obelisk and the pyramid are the

same in origin, the former being “simply a pyramid upon a lofty base

which has indeed become the shaft” (p. 70). The nature of the Ka has,

according to Professor Breasted, been “fundamentally misunderstood.

He was a kind of superior genius intended to guide the fortunes of the

individual in the hereafter, or it was in the world of the hereafter

that he chiefly if not exclusively had his abode; there he awaited the

coming of his earthly companion” (p. 52).

In reading this book it is important to bear constantly in mind the

fact that the author is a thoroughgoing naturalistic evolutionist and

views the Egyptian religion from that standpoint. Professor Breasted’s

interest in the religion of ancient Egypt is largely due, as he makes

clear at the very outset, to the fact that he believes that “the isolation

of the lower Nile valley permitted a development never seriously ar-

rested by permanent immigration for over three thousand years”, a

development which would correspond to the “unbroken series” of the

zoologist (p. 3). Development is, as the title of the book indicates,

the keynote of the discussion (p. xiii)
; and if, as Erman affirms, the

danger of drawing unduly upon the imagination, when discussing these

intricate questions is almost unavoidable, the temptation to which

Professor Breasted would be most exposed would be to lay too much
emphasis upon this feature. We do not mean to imply that there is no

development in the Egyptian religion. But we are seriously inclined

to doubt whether he would be able to find such clear evidences of it,

were he not from the very outset convinced that it must be there.

Finally, it is to be observed that Professor Breasted is not merely

convinced that in the Egyptian religion we have an almost unbroken

development, a development which, judging from his explanation of

the worship of the Sun (p. 9) and the belief in immortality (p. 49),
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is, as has been said, purely naturalistic, but that his second thesis is

that this development is “analogous in the main points to that of the

Hebrews (p. xiv)”. It is hardly necessary to point out in this connec-

tion that such a contention can be advanced only by one who is in

substantial agreement with the standpoint of the radical higher critic.

The development of the Egyptian religion as conceived by Professor

Breasted may correspond in the main with that of the Hebrews after

the latter has been reconstructed by the critic and restated in the

terms of naturalistic evolution. But between it and the “high super-

naturalism” of the religion of the Old Testament there is an “impas-

sable gulf”. That Professor Breasted accepts the views of the most

advanced of the critics is clear from occasional statements. He finds

the story of Joseph dependent upon the legend of the “Two Brothers”

(p. 358) ; he reduces messianic prophecy to a vanishing minimum
(p. 212-5) ;

he assigns the Psalms to the Maccabean period (p. 334)—
this is especially noteworthy in view of the fact that he finds so re-

markable a similarity between the 104th Psalm and Ikhnaton’s Hymn
to Aton that in his History of the Ancient Egyptians (p. 273 f.) he

has printed seven verses of the one in parallel columns with the

other, and one might think that this would incline him to question the

correctness of the assumption that the Psalms belong to the period

after the exile ;—he evidently accepts the view that much of the early

( !) history and legislation of the O. T. is a reflection backward of

the life, laws, etc. of a later period (p. 365). That under these circum-

stances Professor Breasted should find marked similarity between the

Egyptian and the Hebrew religions is not at all remarkable. But it

is hard to see how he can avoid the admission that these religions

differ in very important particulars. Thus, although he devotes a

great deal of attention to bringing out the emphasis upon the future

life in the “Pyramid-Texts”, showing how the thought of and the

preparation for the future life became, so to speak, the all-absorbing

concern, he fails to allude to the fact that in the O. T., in contrast to

this, some would even say in intentional protest against it, relatively

little attention is paid to the life beyond.

As a study of the Egyptian religion this book is of great interest,

but it is to be regretted that Professor Breasted has seen fit to make it

to so marked an extent a special plea for natural evolution.

Princeton. Oswald T. Allis.

La Credibility et L’Apologetique. Par Le Pere A. Gardeil, Domini-

cain Maitre en Theologie. Deuxieme Edition. Paris : Librairie

Victor Lecoffre, J. Gabalda & Cie. 1912. Pp. xx 332.

The plan of this book is as follows. Credibility is, in general, the

capability of an assertion to be believed, and, in its special theological

sense, the capability of revealed truths to be believed by divinely given

faith. Apologetics is the doctrine, the aim of which is to lead men
to the catholic faith by using all the resources which nature and reason

place at its disposal. These terms thus defined, three problems are
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suggested as follows: I. To determine exactly the nature of credi-

bility; II. To solve the principal theological problems which this no-

tion raises; III. To organize Apologetics into distinct disciplines on

the basis of the conclusions thus arrived at. This threefold task is

fulfilled in the three books into which the treatise is divided. Book
I (pp. 3-71) is an attempt to fix the Notion of Credibility by replac-

ing it in its milieu i.e., in the act of faith as a psychological fact. The
analysis is based on Thomas Aquinas and the psychology of the

middle ages, and, while suggestive, hardly seems to embrace all the

facts as they appear to the modern psychologist. The results of the

analysis of a general moral act are applied to the special act of faith

which is found to come from three factors : a created intelligence

capable of knowing God as he really is and of developing this knowl-

edge, an objective revelation of a truth concerning God, and the

divine grace which illuminates the mind and sets it in motion towards

its true end. Two moments in the act of faith which results from
these three factors are then distinguished : the ordo intentionis, or

faith as it obtains a view of its end, and the ordo electionis, or faith

as it actively realizes its end. By this analysis he defines credibility.

There are four phases viz., simple credibility, the formula of which

is credibile est; necessary credibility, credendum est; imperative credi-

bility, imperium fidei; actual credibility. The treatment is subtle and

not easy to follow, the reason being the failure to make entirely clear

whether credibility is a quality of assertions in themselves, or of as-

sertions as related to an apprehending subject. The result of not dis-

tinguishing clearly these two points of view results in confusion.

Book II (pp. 73-200) deals with the Problems of Credibility. Here

our author decides that credibility is relative to the believing subject.

He then proceeds to the “Rigorous Demonstration of Credibility” by

which is meant that the object of faith is supported by the veridical

testimony of God. Ought there to be a demonstrative proof of the

existence of the fact of a revelation and ought this to precede faith?

Our author negatives this question in the case of the individual, but

affirms it in the case of the church which guarantees the object of his

faith to the believer. Is such a demonstration possible? It would

not be if we tried to demonstrate ut quo creditur. It is possible in the

case of ut quod creditur which is an effect of God and attested by

miracle. Miracles prove the doctrine, “ex hoc signo conwiceretur

intellectus videntis, ut cognosceret manifeste hoc did a Deo qui non

mentitur.” Our author then proceeds to the consideration of the

subjective conditions which he terms the suppleances of credibility.

While he does not agree with the fideists that these should determine

the object of faith, nevertheless Apologetics should consider them,

since in certain cases they replace the rational credibility already de-

scribed. They form indeed the condition of a species of credibility

which he terms “Common”, and which yields a moral certainty which

Saint Thomas termed “probable certainty”. The rest of the section

is devoted to an exceedingly intricate investigation of how probable
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arguments can produce certainty. It is of interest to us because

here the findings of the modern school of historical criticism so-called

are considered. Their problem is how to derive certainty from prob-

able evidence. The Roman Catholic church has already discovered

how to do so. Thus to the adherents of this church it may be said

“la fortune leur est venue en dormant.”

Book III (pp. 204-314) outlines a science of Apologetics on the

basis of the preceding principles. The object of Apologetics is the

catholic faith in its entirety. It divides however into various parts

relative to the various phases of credibility which, in their turn, de-

pend on the various moments of the act of faith. Apologetics thus

separates into Subjective, Pragmatist, Moral, Fideist. The first has

to do with the subjective conditions of the moral life and shows

that faith is necessary. The second asks, supposing Christianity ab-

sent from life, what then? The third inquires, what if you fail in

your moral duty to believe revealed truth? The fourth treats the

case of a faith which is incapable of realizing itself owing to certain

obstacles.

Our author warns us that his book is written not for everybody

but for the professors or students of theology who are not afraid of

work. To such it may safely be commended especially to those who
fulfill the last condition. The Protestant reader, if he allows for

the Roman Catholic viewpoint, cannot fail to find the work interesting

and suggestive in its remarks on theological method.

Lincoln University, Pa. George Johnson.

Christianity and Other Faiths. An essay in Comparative Religion by

the Rev. W. St. Clair Tisdall, D.D. Late James Long Lecturer

on Oriental Religions. Author of “The Religion of the Crescent’',

“The Noble Eightfold Path”, “The Original Sources of the Qur’an,

“Religio Critici”, “Comparative Religion”, “Mythic Christs and the

True”, etc. London: Robert Scott, Roxburghe House, Pater

Noster Row E. C. 1912. (Library of Historic Theology. Edited

by the Rev. Wm. C. Piercy, M.A. Dean and Chaplain of White-

lands College.)

Some time ago there appeared a book by Dr. Paul Carus entitled

“The Pleroma. An Essay on the Origin of Christianity.” Dr.

Carus expressed very ably the popular present-day theory that Chris-

tianity in large part is similar to other religions and that it owes its

supposedly original teachings to more or less manifest assimilation

of material from foreign sources. This book is only one evidence of

the present tendency. The study of comparative religion has grown
very popular of recent years. Many are arising even within the

Christian church itself who seem ready to concede that the gospel is

only one among very many true religions, that we possess no super-

natural and exclusive revelation of truth, and that we can and should

learn much from others as they can learn much from us. And so the

suggestion is made that the final religion—the religion of the future

—

will be formed by a synthesis of all that is good in all religions.
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It is also claimed that all faiths are revealed, that all contain saving

power and are fitted to save those who believe in them. All who
persist in the belief that Christianity is the only true religion are

considered as narrow and misinformed. A mass of translated quo-

tations from the Indian, Chinese, Egyptian and Persian sacred writings

are spread broadcast over our land with the purpose of showing how
noble are the precepts found in these lands and how baseless is our

claim to exclusive possession of saving truth.

Every wide awake Christian minister or layman will certainly be

confronted with this propaganda and unless he is a scholar having

time and ability to do original research in a score of different di-

rections he will feel at a disadvantage. He must meet and answer very

ingenious arguments based on material which he cannot verify. That
much of this material is falsely translated and presented in a very

misleading form makes the situation even more difficult.

Therefore we welcome with great thankfulness and enthusiasm the

admirable work of Dr. Tisdall.

In his delightfully written essay he takes up the whole problem

of the relation of Christianity and other faiths and with a vast wealth

of learning combined with great clearness of argument he vindicates

triumphantly the claim of the gospel to be a divine revelation of

saving faith. This book cannot have too wide a reading. It will prove

a splendid arsenal to any minister providing him well constructed

weapons to meet the attacks of the enemy. It will be invaluable to

the student of Missions. It will serve to strengthen and glorify the

faith of all Christians, especially of those who have been led to waver

in their belief as to the reality or the sufficiency of the gospel or of

the need of the sacrifice of the Divine Saviour for the sin of the world.

Cranford, N. J. Gordon M. Russell.

God in Evolution. A Pragmatic Study in Theology by Francis Howe
Johnson, Author of “What is Reality?” Longmans, Green & Co.

$1.60 net, postage 15 cents.

“Can Theology become Scientific? Are theologians willing to

regard religious facts as the primal realities wherewith they are con-

cerned, and theological theories as instruments for acquiring rational-

ized knowledge of these facts, not as answers to enigmas in which

they can rest? Are they willing to measure the truthfulness of

theological ideas by their values as aids to religious life, and by their

relations to other truths which also must be preserved by men?
Theologians speak of theology as a science : are they willing to advance

their science by using the scientific method?” These questions were

put to theologians by a writer in the Hibbert Journal and Mr. John-

son attempts to answer them in this book by providing a theology con-

structed according to the pragmatic method. By a very ingenious

and interesting pathway the reader is led to see how God is revealed

in the process of evolution and how a true understanding of the

purpose of evolution makes a belief in God necessary. The chapter
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on the Omnipotence of God at first sounds plausible, but its argu-

ment that the Universe reveals to us a God who is not all-powerful

but is doing the best He can with the material at hand, would lead

into exceeding difficulties. An argument curiously like this has some-

times been used by others when considering the doctrine of election.

It is said that God will save all whom He can save and still satisfy

Justice. But what made it necessary for the present world to have

been created, in which such a dreadful situation should develop? The
simple fact is that we do not know why God created man just as He
did and why He has made use of the process of evolution. Here
we must walk by faith. If God is not omnipotent then what is beyond

Him that made things as they are? How can the Creation limit its

Creator?

Mr. Johnson falls into the all too common error of trying to be

so very scientific that he fails to consider the sound scientific basis

for the belief in the supernatural as it appears in the Scriptures.

A more scientific method for the author to have pursued would have

been to have used the pragmatic method in showing the unique and

wonderful influence of the Gospel of Jesus Christ and thus vindicat-

ing His authority as a Revealer of the truths on which theology is

based. “God in Evolution” is a study in theology with hardly a men-

tion of our greatest source of knowledge concerning God,—His Only

Son, our Saviour.

Cranford, N. J. Gordon M. Russell.

EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY
Der Begriff Aia&jxij im Neuen Testament Von Lie. Johannes Behm

Privatdozent an der Universitat Erlangen. Leipzig. 1912. A
Deichert’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung. Pp. vi, 116.

From more than one side the New Testament idea of 81aOgKrj has of

late been made the subject of renewed investigation. In the volume of

Theological Studies dedicated to Theodor Zahn in 1908 appeared a

paper by Riggenbach on “Der Begriff SiaOgKr) im Hebraerbrief”. Here

not merely the usage of the Epistle to the Hebrews but also its ante-

cedents in the Septuagint are enquired into. In the year following

Norton published his dissertation entitled “A lexicographical and his-

torical study of Aia&j/o; from the earliest times to the end of the

classical period (Chicago Historical and Linguistic Studies in Liter-

ature related to the New Testament II, 1). Norton’s work, while not

including the biblical literature, yet is indirectly of importance for the

later development of the idea. Making use of these recent partial

discussions Behm now, in the monograph before us, offers a compre-

hensive study of the subject in all its aspects. In his statement of

the extra-biblical data he deals with both the classical literature and

the material of the Koine, and in connection with the biblical problem

both the Septuagint and the New Testament sides of the question are
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carefully enquired into, and even the Old Testament idea receives

some share of attention. Besides these three contributions a work by

Lohmeyer on the same subject has been announced and may have

meanwhile appeared, although it has not yet come to our notice. There

is reason to hope that in result of these various efforts some new
light will be shed, on what, nothwithstanding its long history in exe-

getical and theological debate, still constitutes one of the New Testa-

ment problems.

The old controversy was whether SmOrjicr] meant “covenant" or

“testament". This amounted practically to the question whether in

the Septuagint and in the New Testament writings the old revelation-

idea of Berith was preserved, or whether a new, differently-oriented

idea, that of “testament” was substituted for the covenant-idea. To
be sure the alternative “covenant" or “testament” had already been

modified by the view of many that in the Old Testament itself Berith,

either entirely or in part, originally or through a secondary develop-

ment, has the meaning of “ordinance”, “disposition". On that view

the alternative became “disposition” or “testament” and in consequence

lost considerable of its sharpness, for a “disposition” stands nearer

by far to a “testament”, which is in reality only a specific kind of

disposition, than does a “covenant”. Now in regard to this alternative in

its twofold form, there has been shown of late a perceptibly growing

inclination among scholars to favor for the Septuagint and the New
Testament writings the meaning “testament”. The demand that the

terms of the Greek biblical documents shall be interpreted in the light

of the contemporary Greek language has naturally led to this, for both

in classical Greek and in the Koine “testament” seemed the well-fixed

and only meaning of Sutd^Kr). Cremer in his lexicon had already

taken this stand. Deissmann advocates it. Riggenbach in the paper

above named applies it at least to the Epistle to the Hebrews. Franz

Dibelius adopts it for his interpretation of the words of institution of

the Supper (Das Abendmahl, 1911).

Behm’s treatise marks a certain check to this recent tendency in

favor of “testament”, for he energetically advocates that Bia6r)Kr]

means prevailingly in the Septuagint and everywhere (with the excep-

tion of Gal. iii. 15-18 and Heb. ix. 16-17) in the New Testament “dis-

position”, “authoritative arrangement” in general, without reflection

upon any specific testamentary character. This is interesting for the

reason that it would seem to open up a way of recovering the har-

mony and continuity between the Hebrew Old Testament usage and

the Greek biblical usage (Sept. -f- New Test.), which seems in danger

of being lost where the exclusive and specific meaning of “testament”

is insisted upon. The transition from “covenant” to “testament”

creates a biblico-theological problem, since the unity of revelation

seems to be sacrificed, which in regard to so important an idea is a

serious matter. If then this unity can not be preserved by maintaining

that in the New Testament also ^uiOr/Kt] = “covenant”, the next best

thing would seem to be to emphasize that in the Hebrew Scripture
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already Berith is frequently “disposition” and that in the New Testa-

ment it has prevailingly this sense. This not only approximates the

one to the other, as the development from “disposition” to “testamen-

tary disposition” does, but it restores absolute identity between the two.

So far as the Septuagint and the New Testament usages are con-

cerned Behm actually proceeds to do this. He shows that in both

SiaO-r/Kf] = “disposition” and neither “testament” (with exception of

the two passages cited above) nor “covenant”. But, strange to say,

he does not make use of the opportunity thus afforded for showing

the fundamental agreement between the Old and New Testament.

On the contrary, by insisting upon it that in the Hebrew Bible Berith

has always the specific connotation of “covenant”, he bars this way of

escape from the difficulty at the very moment it seems to open up.

The result is that he simply adds to the two other forms of a dis-

continuous development (from “covenant” to “testament” and from

“general disposition” to “testament”) a third form (from “covenant”

to “general disposition”) and as compared with the second this third

form even seems to make the break between the two usages greater. Of
course we do not mean to urge this here by way of criticism or as in

any sense prejudicial to the author’s conclusions. His enquiry is not

conducted from the point of view of harmonizing the two canons, but

simply to determine objectively what the New Testament facts are.

He is quite aware that his conclusions involve a certain material modi-

fication of the idea in its transition from the Old to the New Testa-

ment. ^LaOr/K-rj and Berith he tells us (p. 31) are anything but equiva-

lents. Their fundamental meanings lie wide apart, and in spite of

all approximation they always have remained to some extent hetero-

geneous. “To the Hebrew mind Berith always retained the character

of a legal contract based on the principle of mutualness, the Greek

mind felt in BuidrjKT) always something of the idea of a free dispo-

sition by the will of one party.” Especially important and fraught

with consequences was this dislocation of the idea in the religious

sphere. The author defines its theological significance in the following

words (speaking of the Septuagint) : “Out of the ‘covenants’ of

Jehovah with the patriarchs, with Moses and David, with the people

of Israel, etc., with which the idea of legal obligation and of in-

violableness is necessarily associated, now are made free arrangements,

sovereign dispositions of the divine will, revealing God’s demands as

well as his saving purposes. The contract with its synergism gives

way to the monergism of the sovereign ordinance (‘selbstherrlicher

Erlass’) by which God prescribes his will to man, commanding or by

way of promising gifts, as law or grace” (p. 32). And the author

looks upon this as a progress towards a higher standpoint: the

Old Testament feature, that God follows the forms of human
legal procedure is an inadequate feature. He quotes with approval the

words of Deissmann : “if Berith means in any sense contract . . . then

BiadrjKT] is not a verbal translation, but a substitute marking a progress

in the direction of a universal religion : the Scripture which con-
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ceives of the relation between God and man as a divine BiaOrjKrj

occupying a higher standpoint, the standpoint of Paul and Augustine,

than the Scripture which represents God as engaged in the making

of contracts”. The Septuagint and the New Testament have trans-

formed the conception, but they have deepened it and preserved all

that is in it essential from a religious point of view. The transformed

idea becomes a- “witness borne by the consciousness of primitive

Christianity to the majesty of the God of the Bible in the uncon-

ditionalness and monergism with which He makes his saving dispo-

sition” (p. 107).

All this is very fine and it may even seem beautifully to fit into one

specific line of the part played by the covenant-idea in Reformed
Theology. If Buidr/Krj stands for the sovereignty and monergism of

God in salvation, then it is an eminently Augustinian and Calvinistic

idea. One thing we do not altogether like about this is, that it

seems to be bought at the price of a certain depreciation of the Old

Testament standpoint. That is characterized as involving a degree of

synergism and of anthropomorphism derogatory to the divine majesty.

Questionings arise whether there is not perhaps enshrined something

else of a positive religious value in that very aspect of two-sidedness

of the Old Testament Berith-conception than the anthropomorphism

and synergism which the author so keenly feels as inadequacies,

whether these seeming inadequacies do not on closer examination

prove to be eminent merits by no means inconsistent with thought of

a slightly different complexion from the monergism and sovereignty

belonging to the idea from another point of view. The dipleurism of

the Old Testament Berith certainly stands to the religious conscious-

ness of the Old Covenant itself for something of positive and abiding

significance, which even the New Testament development of the idea

could not have stripped off without serious loss. If we are not mis-

taken the two elements of supreme gracious condescension and of

close intimacy of life are inherent in it, inherent we mean not in the

general notion of the Berith but in the covenant aspect, the dipleuric

aspect of the Berith. And what looks like synergism hardly deserves

this evil name, if it is remembered that the covenant rests in the

Old Testament on the basis of the accomplished redemption. By
emphasizing these points we do not mean to say that the majesty and

the monergism are not also there in the conception. On the contrary,

we would differ from the author in finding them in the Hebrew
Scriptures no less than in the Greek. Notwithstanding all the em-

phasis placed upon the two-sidedness of the Berith, Scripture always

so represents it that the Berith in its origin and in the determination

of its content is not two-sided but based on the sovereignty of God.

In our opinion the whole richness of the idea in a religious point of

view can only be appreciated by making the sovereign and the conde-

scending aspects of it illuminate and accentuate each other. That the

sovereign majestic procedure issues in condescension and fellow-

ship of life,—this is that religious treasure which the covenant-idea
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carries in itself. That the monergism and the majesty are con-

sciously present to the Old Testament mind appears from the many
passages where Berith assumes the meaning of “ordinance”, “disposi-

tion”. We regret that the author has not been faithful to the Erlangen-

tradition, as represented by Von Hofmann, in emphasizing this, as

at least a prominent strand of the Old Testament usage, and are at a

loss to see how he could well avoid recognizing this, since the same
arguments derived from the synonymies and constructions to which he

appeals on pp. 20 ff. in proof of the frequency of this meaning in LXX
can with equal force be applied to the original Hebrew, for the

synonyms and the constructions are there precisely the same. That

the two ideas of “covenant” and “authoritative disposition” which

met in the same word can have been kept separated in the

religious sphere without the one coloring the other is impossible to

believe. What the author therefore puts in contrast as two successive

stages in the development of the idea, we would prefer to regard as

two coexisting elements present in the religious idea from the outset,

with varyingly distributed prominence or emphasis. The “disposition”-

idea is not a product of the later period. What we would say is that the

Greek period through its choice of the word 81aOrjK-q to render

Berith gave to this element a more pointed, but also a more one-

sided, expression. In doing this it expressed nothing new, but it ex-

posed people to the danger of understanding less than the Old Testa-

ment meant to convey. The question, whether the average Greek

New Testament mind remained able to perceive the covenant-aspect

of the idea, notwithstanding the hindering associations of the every-

day usage of Siad^Kr], is somewhat difficult to decide. The author ad-

mits that the use of ^uxdrjK-q as “contract, agreement” is not alto-

gether unknown to pre- and extra-biblical Greek. And on the other

hand he also has to admit that SuiO-qK-rj in the sense of “disposition”

has not yet been found up to date outside of the biblical documents.

We would not, however, lay stress on either of these two points in

considering the above question, for the former use was certainly rare,

and the non-occurrence of the noun in the latter sense must be, as the

author observes, accidental, since the corresponding middle verb fre-

quently has this meaning. The main point is, whether the use of the

Old Testament even in the Greek would not necessarily impress the

reader very vividly with the fact that the Siad^K-q, whatever it might

be in secular life, had its own specific religious associations, among
others that it frequently involved an agreement between God and his

people. If the Septuagint-translators felt this, why should it not have

been felt by their readers. And if it could be felt by the Septuagint

readers, why should not the peculiar coloring of the word have

perpetuated itself in the use made of it by the New Testament speak-

ers and writers? The author has not convinced us, that in all cases

of the New Testament use the notion of “covenant” was certainly ab-

sent from the mind. That our Lord in the words instituting the supper,

with their plain reference to Ex. xxiv. was entirely oblivious of the
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covenantal-character written so plainly on the face of the transaction

there described, we find it exceedingly hard to believe. And in other

instances similar doubts arise especially in connection with the htadrjK^

that has a fieo-iTr/s in Hebrews (where Behm makes fito-LT-qs = lyyuos

without, it seems to us, sufficient warrant). The question can hardly

be brought to a satisfactory solution without taking into account the

possibilities of the Aramaeic idiom having supplied a word either

specifically expressive or at least without difficulty understandable

of the covenant-idea. What possibilities in this line existed we are

not competent to judge. In general it ought to be remembered that

to prove the possibility of understanding 8ua.6rjK-q in a given case as

“disposition” is not without more equivalent to proving that it can

not have had to the original writers or readers the sense or the as-

sociations of covenant.

In regard to Gal. iii. is, 17 we should have liked to have more
weight attributed to Ramsay’s suggestion, that here not the ordinary

Roman conception of a “testament”, but a Graeco-Syrian conception

of the same, according to which a SiaO^Kri made under certain cir-

cumstances accompanying adoption was from the outset unalterable.

How the Apostle’s argument about the unalterableness of the 81a6rji<r]

given to Abraham, after once it was made, can apply to the Roman-
law testament, which so long as the author lives remains subject to

alteration, we are not able to see. To our surprise the author, while

dismissing Ramsey’s suggestion in a note, does not himself face the

difficulty or offer any other solution.

We wish to say—and that not perfunctorily but sincerely—that the

strictures made are not indicative of a lack of appreciation on our

part of the high quality and unusual instructiveness of the author’s

work. The present treatise has the same merits even to a stronger

degree that distinguished the author’s previous contribution on the

“Handauflegung im Neuen Testament” noticed by us in a previous

number of this Review. No New Testament scholar will peruse

either without substantial profit.

Princeton. Geerhardus Vos.

Die Gcisteskiiltur von Tarsos im augusteischen Zeitalter. Mit Be-

riicksichtigung der paulinischen Schriften (Forschungen zur Re-

ligion und Literatur des Alten und Neuen Testaments. Neue
Folge. 2. Heft). Von Lie. Hans Bohlig, Gymnasial-Oberlehrer

in Dresden. Mit Abbildungen im Text. Gottingen : Vanden-

hoeck & Ruprecht. 1913. Pp. 178.

Every biography of Paul must begin with Tarsus. And it must

begin with a puzzling problem. What kind of influence did Tarsus

exert upon the greatest of her citizens? With a view to the solu-

tion of this problem, Bohlig has entered upon a systematic study of

the religious and philosophical culture of Tarsus at the time when

Paul was one of the inhabitants.

In the first division ®f the study, which is devoted to the popular
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religion of Tarsus, the most interesting figure is Sandan, the chief

representative of the “active gods” as distinguished from the “exalted

gods”. (For the distinction, Bohlig refers in an interesting way to

Acts xiv.) According to Bohlig, he is closely related to or identical

with the Hittite divinity Teschup. Originally, Bohlig believes, he was

a vegetation god, and is essentially the same as the god which in

Syria was called Adonis, in Phrygia Attis, in Egypt Osiris, and in

Babylon Tammuz. When Greek culture made itself felt in Tarsus,

Sandan was identified more or less closely with Hercules. Hercules,

however, was originally quite distinct, and the union between the two
was never really completed. The dying and subsequent exaltation of

Sandan, Bohlig believes, stands in striking analogy to the Pauline

conception of the death and exaltation of Christ. But in the present

monograph Bohlig does not try to develop the significance of the

parallel (compare p. 168, where apparently the Pauline Christology

is derived not from the pagan conception, but from the Jewish idea

of the Messiah plus the Damascus vision). Bohlig believes, how-
ever, that Paul’s frequent application of the term *vpios to Christ

may well have been induced by the religious uses to which the word
was put in Tarsus.

Considerable attention is devoted, of course, to the mystery cults.

Here the sources are confessedly even more meagre than they are

for the popular religion. But Bohlig is pretty confident that not only

other mysteries but also the mysteries of Mithras were prevalent in

Cilicia in the first century. What is more, he is confident that the

mysteries exerted a profound influence upon the religion of Paul.

The Pauline idea of union with Christ and the Pauline doctrine of

the Spirit are to be explained not by Palestinian Judaism, but by

Syrio-Hellenistic mysticism, tempered, it is true, and prevented

from being non-ethical by the religious genius of Paul working on

the basis of his Jewish inheritance.

Paul’s conception of the cosmos is built, Bohlig believes, on Aryan
rather than Semitic lines. The Aryan conception is built upon the

numbers three and nine, the Semitic upon seven and twelve. And
Paul has three heavens, not seven. The Aryan number three can

be discovered in almost numberless places in Paul if one will only

search. And Bohlig has searched. He has pressed into service

“Jews, Gentiles and elect”, “not many wise according to the flesh,

not many mighty, not many noble”, “but ye were washed, but ye

were sanctified, but ye were justified”, to say nothing of the benedic-

tion in Second Corinthians and “faith, hope, love”!

A special section is devoted to the Mithras cult. Through it,

Bohlig believes, a number of important Persian ideas found their

way into the religion of Paul—for example, the peculiar idea of

“glory” and the peculiar contrast between light and darkness or truth

and falsehood.

The section on the Stoic philosophy of Tarsus, with a description

of the university, is illuminating. Among the philosophers, Atheno-
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dorus, who lived just before the time of Paul, is the most prominent

figure. As for the influence of the Stoic philosophy upon Paul,

Bohlig believes that it is sometimes exaggerated. Paul’s idea of the

conscience, it is true, exhibits a striking parallel to Stoicism, though

in Paul the idea has been greatly enriched. And Paul’s doctrines of

the natural knowledge of God and of natural morality are probably

influenced to some degree by Stoicism. But in general where the

content as distinguished from the terminology of Paul’s religion

coincides with Stoicism, the contact is to be explained by a common
influence of Syrio-Hellenistic mysticism. Oriental mysticism, not Greek

philosophy, is the important factor in the religion of Paul.

In the instructive section on the Judaism of Tarsus, Bohlig em-
phasizes the difference between the Judaism of the dispersion and the

Judaism of Palestine, and brings Paul into connection with the former

rather than with the latter. “The Jewish ideas of Paul were de-

rived not from Jerusalem, but from Tarsus and from the dispersion

in general. Paul’s connection with the disciples of Gamaliel was
only an episode in his life” (p. 166). Much of the influence which

Stoicism and oriental religion exerted upon Paul was not direct,

Bohlig believes, but was probably mediated by Tarsan Judaism. For

the Jewish schools of Tarsus were influenced, no doubt, by the

Hellenistic culture of the day. Bohlig’s employment of Paul’s doc-

trine of the law as a proof that he belongs not with Palestinian

Judaism but with the more liberal Judaism of the dispersion is open

to special criticism. The liberal attitude assumed by the Christian

Paul towards the ceremonial law is most emphatically not to be

explained as due even in part to the exigencies of Jewish missionary

activity. Such a view loses sight of some of the most outstanding

facts in Paul’s religious experience. Paul’s very emancipation from

the law is to be explained as starting from the strictest conceivable

conception of the law. And in minimizing Paul’s connection with

Palestinian Judaism, Bohlig has perhaps done scant justice not only

to the book of Acts, but also to Paul’s own testimony in Galatians,

Second Corinthians and Philippians. It is indeed a fact of enormous

importance that Paul was born in Tarsus, not Jerusalem. As a Jew
of the dispersion he was specially fitted for the Gentile mission. What
Bohlig says in this connection about Paul’s speech at Athens, for

example, is worthy of careful consideration. But the difference be-

tween Paul’s actual education at Tarsus and Jerusalem and the

education which he would have received if he had been born in

Palestine, though important, must not be exaggerated.

In view of the rather radical position which Bohlig assumes with

regard to Paul’s connection with pagan religion, his attitude towards

the book of Acts is especially interesting. He is inclined to hold a

high view of its historical value. Thus on page 159 (footnote 1) he

defends with considerable vigor the report which Acts makes of

Paul’s speech at Athens. And this is only one instance among many.

So that it is not surprising that Bohlig speaks (p. 158) with approval
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of the tendency in recent criticism towards a higher estimate of Acts.

In its most characteristic theses with regard to the religion of

Paul, Bohlig’s monograph is decidedly unconvincing. But it brings

important and interesting information about the world in which Paul

lived.

Princeton. J. Gresham Machen.

L.es Actes de Paul et ses Lettres apocryphcs (Les Apocryphes du

Nouveau Testament publies sous la Direction de J. Bousquet et

E. Amann). Introduction, Textes, Traduction et Commentaire.

Par Leon Vouaux, Agrege de l’Universite, Professeur au College

de la Malgrange. Paris : Librairie Letouzey et Ane. 1913. Pp.

vii, 384.

This is a critical text of the Acts of Paul with Appendices treat-

ing of the Epistle to the Laodiceans, the Epistle to the Alexandrians,

and the Correspondence of Seneca and Paul. The text is accompanied

by a critical digest of readings and authorities on the left page, the

right containing conveniently the translation and commentary. The
Introduction discusses the contents of the Acts ; the text and versions

;

the patristic testimony from the third to the tenth century; the char-

acter and doctrinal contents ; the primitive condition of the text and

its integrity; the author, place and date of composition; its points

of contact with the New Testament and its historical value; the

legend of Thekla ; the influence of the Acts, and concludes with a

bibliography. The author thinks the Acts in its original form was
Catholic and not Gnostic (vs. Lipsius), heretical traits appearing in

the later Latin versions. In character it is distinctly romantic not

historical, although Thekla like Paul was a real person. It was
written about the years 160-170 in Asia Minor, probably at Pisidian

Antioch and by a priest [according to Tertullian, a presbyter], M.
Vouaux says (p. 132) : “We conclude briefly. The Acta Pauli is

simply a pious romance of two real persons, one of whom, St. Thekla,

is known only from this source. It would be an illusion to seek in

it authentic narratives. Did the priest of Asia who composed this

work desire it to pass as history? So it would seem if we may
judge from his deposition [according to Tertullian], for there would

have been no need to proceed thus if, having only in view the

edification of believers, he had given it out as his own production.

In any event he attained his end in the following centuries only for

the details of the life and martyrdom of Thekla. To us who
can not accept even these he has rendered a service of which he

scarcely thought; he has thrown light upon the spirit of certain

Christian communities of the second century but little known and

plunged almost completely into the shadow by the scarcity of

authentic documents.”

Princeton. William P. Armstrong.
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HISTORICAL THEOLOGY
Glaube und Unglaube in der Weltgeschichte. Ein Kommentar zu

Augustins De Civitate Dei. Mit einem Exkurs: Fruitio Dei, ein

Beitrag zur Geschichte der Theologie und der Mystik. Von
Heinrich Scholz, Lizentiat und Privatdozent der Theologie an
der Universitat Berlin. Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs’sche Buch-
handlung. 1911. 8vo; pp. viii, 244.

A Study of Augustine’s Versions of Genesis. A Dissertation sub-

mitted to the Faculty of the Graduate School of Arts and Liter-

ature in Candidacy for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

(Department of Latin). By John S. McIntosh. Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press. 1912. 8vo; pp. x, 130.

We wish to say a few words only of each of these excellent dis-

sertations, both of which have originated in academic tasks, and both

of which—though in unequal degrees—advance our knowledge of

Augustine, the greatest man, Adolf Harnack tells us, that, between

Paul the Apostle and Luther the Reformer, God has given to His

church. A few words are all that need to be said of Dr. McIntosh’s

useful attempt to reconstruct the text of Augustine’s Genesis ;
and

Lizentiat Scholz’s Study of the City of God requires so much to be

said of it to do it justice, that it is best to pass it by in the mean-

time with only a general intimation of its aim and contents.

It is a pleasure to know that Dr. McIntosh’s dissertation is only

an earnest of what is to come. He has planned to make a complete

study of Augustine’s Genesis, in its origin, relations, and linguistic

character, and he promises that we shall ultimately have the complete

work. What he gives us now is the reconstructed text, with its

variants, and a study of its Latinity with a view to determining the

source of its peculiarities. The reconstruction of the text seems to

us to be admirably done. Of course it is right to give the preference

to readings from long over those from short quotations; but we do

not so clearly see why readings in conformity with the lxx should be

preferred to those that diverge from it; and we regret that all the

instances of the recurrence of readings have not been recorded. The
conclusion which Dr. McIntosh draws from a study of the variations

in Augustine’s citations is that he used more than one codex, but that

these codices were recensions of a single original version, and not

representatives of independent translations. This goes to support the

view that the Old Latin Version was in essence a single version,

though made the object of much reworking. From his careful study

of the Latinity of Augustine’s Genesis Dr. McIntosh reaches the con-

clusion that it is incorrect to speak of it as “colloquial” : “the language

throughout is determined by the Greek originals and the popular

element from the nature of 'things is confined in great part to the

admixture of words and word-formations common in Vulgar Latin,

but found also in much of the literature of this period” (p. 123-4).

Dr. McIntosh has not attained to that clearness and precision of style
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which is an ornament to the philologist; and his book is badly

printed. Misprints, fortunately few in the Latin text, occur far too

frequently elsewhere; proper names suffer severely (the Latin form

“Remis” p. 1, surely should be modernized, “Reims”; “Hausleiter”

p. 2 should be “Haussleiter”
;
“Reinken”, p. 6, should be Reinkens;

“McClean”, p. 70, should be McLean ;
“Koffmann”, p. 14, should be

Koffmane), and there are other disturbing slips (e.g., p. 11, line 16,

“volume”, should be volumes
; p. 121, line 6 from bottom, “Grecism”

should be “Grecisms”). We trust both matters will be looked to in

the completer study to follow.

Lie. Scholz’s is a very important contribution to the better under-

standing of the thought of Augustine. The title-page advises us

that it is “a commentary on the De Civitate Dei”. It also advises

us of the view taken of that great book. It is not, Lie. Scholz thinks,

as it is ordinarily spoken of, the first sketch of a universal philosophy

of history, but above everything an apology for Christianity
—

“the last

and greatest apology of the ancient church”—which only utilizes the

philosophy of history as an instrument of apologetics. “The work
of the City of God is a universal argument for the truth of Chris-

tianity, marshalled with all the resources of the spirit and power,

presented under the battle-figure of a giant-struggle ( Gigantomachie )

of faith and unbelief in the world-history” (p. iv) : “a philosophy

of the forces and activities of faith and unbelief in the world of

visible and invisible things” (p. 193). Though he calls his work a

“commentary”, it does not pursue the method of glossological com-
ment, but takes the form of a systematic study of the presuppositions,

fundamental notions, contents, and thematic development of the work
with which it deals. “The twenty-two Books of the City of God,”

we read at the end of all, “are the valedictory of a decaying and the

prolegomena to a new civilization. The new civilization was Christi-

anity. For it Augustine had striven, to it he had handed on the foun-

dations upon which it could rise on high, higher than he himself had

any premonition of. Augustine thought well of his sketch; the

echo which his ideas found could teach him that he had not written

in vain. But it is the greatness of humility which speaks in his self-

judgment; this work so rich in spirit and power closes with a simple

confession to the God who made him what he is,
—

‘to Him to whom
earth and heaven lift their hands’.” (p. 195).

There is attached to the book at the end an appendix, originally

begun as a footnote but expanded into a little treatise, on the “Fruitio

Dei”, which is described as a “contribution to the history of theology

and mysticism” (pp. 197-235). “The exposition of this important,

momentous, epoch-making idea”, Lie. Scholz remarks, “has never so

far as I know been connectedly undertaken. . . . The following treat-

ment is only a first sketch of the matter.” It is nevertheless full of

details and most suggestive. At one point, however, it is defective.

Justice is done to Calvin’s emphasis upon the conception (p. 226), but

the place it takes in Reformed thought in general is somewhat skimped.
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It is not the Westminster catechisms alone which place the “enjoyment

of God” by the side of the “glorifying” of Him, in the declaration of

“the chief end of man” (see this Review, Oct., 1908, pp. 565 seq.), and,

were it through its catechetics only, the Reformed churches have

taught generation after generation not merely to live for God’s glory

but to find all their joy in life and death, in this life and the next,

only in Him.

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.

Elchasai. Ein Religionsstifter und sein Werk. Beitrage zur judischen

christlichen und allgemeinen Religionsgeschichte, von Wilhelm
Brandt. Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung. 1912.

Pp. vi, 182. M. 7.50, geb. M. 8.50.

The Elkesaites have usually been regarded as a Jewish Christian

sect, which has sometimes been held more or less responsible for the

Gnostic doctrines of the Ebionites of Epiphanius. According to

Brandt, however, the sect was originally not Jewish Christian at all,

but simply Jewish. Elkesai, the founder, flourished about 100 A.D.

The attempts to discredit the tradition of an early origin of the sect

are emphatically to be rejected. For the prophecy with regard to

the third year of Trajan, which is attributed to Elkesai, is an un-

fulfilled prophecy, and could not, therefore, have been invented at a

later time. The Elkesai book was compiled soon after Elkesai’s death

from brief notes for which the founder himself was responsible.

Elkesai started from Judaism, but claimed to be the bearer of a new
revelation, of which the most characteristic feature was a peculiar

form of baptism. The origin of the Elkesaite baptism is obscure. At

any rate, the movement begun by Elkesai was no mere Jewish sect, but

a separate religion, though its separateness found complete outward

expression only at a time considerably after the death of the founder.

At first, the movement spread among Aramaic-speaking Jews and

Jewish Christians. But soon it made its way also among bilingual

Syrians—whether heathen, Christian or Jewish—and by them the

Elkesai book was translated, with modifications, from Aramaic into

Greek. So active was the propaganda that in the early part of the

third century an attempt was made, under the leadership of a certain

Alcibiades, to extend it among the Catholic Christians of the West.

To this end the book was modified so as to give at least a vague

impression of Christian Christology. These Christian elements, there-

fore, had no place in the original work of Elkesai, and never formed

a really fundamental part of the tenets of the movement, but were

added merely in the interests of a propaganda among Christians.

Elkesai himself, in order to win over the Jewish Christians, had con-

tented himself with a representation of the Son of God and the

Holy Spirit as giant figures which had appeared to him in a vision.

The propaganda in the West resulted in complete failure, but in the

East the religion of Elkesai persisted long, and although it did not
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become important in the general history of religion, is interesting

because “it alone affords an answer to the inevitable question as to

what became of the descendants of the original Christian communities

in Palestine”.

The monograph, of which the above is a brief summary, is a bold

attempt at reconstruction of an exceedingly obscure chapter in the

history of religion. Whether the attempt is successful must be de-

termined by subsequent investigation. For the fundamental conten-

tion of Brandt, that Elkesai was not Jewish Christian but Jewish, a

passage in Epiphanius, haer. xix. 3, seems to afford the most direct

support. In that passage, Epiphanius seems to say that he can find

in the Elkesai book no direct identification of the “Christ”, who is

called “the great King” with Jesus. Although perhaps that does not

necessarily mean that there was in the book (in the form known to

Epiphanius) no direct recognition of Jesus at all, yet the passage is

worthy of the most careful attention. But unless Elkesai was a

professing Christian it seems difficult to explain the astonishingly

rapid spread of his doctrines among Aramaic-speaking Jewish Chris-

tians. According to Brandt (p. 62), “the Jewish Christians east of

the Jordan had become all of them followers of Elkesai”. Despite

what Brandt says ( loc . cit.) in explanation, this wholesale apostacy to

a non-Christian religion remains very extraordinary.

It seems doubtful whether the problems of Jewish Christianity will

ever be finally solved. Two new solutions of some of the most

puzzling of the problems have just been proposed. One is offered in

the monograph now under review, the other appears in Schmidtke’s

important work on the Jewish Christian gospels, which was sum-

marized in the Princeton Theological Review, vol. x, 1912, pp. 574-

580. Both solutions are widely different from those that had at-

tained a considerable measure of acceptance before, and where they

overlap they display by no means perfect agreement with each other.

At any rate both Brandt and Schmidtke deserve careful attention from

subsequent investigators.

For Brandt’s monograph, compare the review by Harnack, in

Theologische Literaturzeitung, 1912, columns 683-685, and also

Brandt’s article on “Elkesaites” in the Encyclopaedia of Religion and

Ethics.

Princeton. J. Gresham Machen.

Arthur T. Pierson, a Biography by His Son, Delavan Leonard

Pierson. Fleming H. Revell, New York City. 8vo; illustrated,

cloth, pp. 333. $1.50 net.

Only those who have carefully read this notable biography can

form a just estimate of the character of Dr. Pierson, or can determine

his rightful place in the history of the modern church. His abilities

were so versatile, his lines of service so varied, his spheres of ac-

tivity so widely separated, that only such a comprehensive survey as
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is afforded by this book can suggest the greatness of his achieve-

ments. Even many who in other years may have thought that they

knew him best will be surprised at the revelation of an inner life, the

true character of which was unknown. To attempt such a survey,

and to reveal such a life was a difficult task for a son who would
naturally be tempted either to undue constraint or to exaggeration.

That the endeavor has been remarkably successful is attested by the

large number of readers who already have found in this volume not

only a tribute of affection, but a careful recital of facts, and an in-

spiring portrayal of a truly noble character.

We are shown the faithful pastor and teacher as he ministers to

his church in Binghamton, Waterford, Detroit, Indianapolis and Phil-

adelphia; we hear the exponent of higher Christian life and exper-

ience as he speaks at Niagara, Northfield, Mild-May, and Keswick;

we listen to the brilliant preacher who for two years successfully

continues the work of Charles H. Spurgeon in the great Metropolitan

Tabernacle, London; we wonder at the diligence of the busy writer,

editor, author; we follow the ardent advocate of missions on his long

tours through Scotland, Ireland, England, and America. We conclude

the whole survey with a new and deep impression, first, of Dr.

Pierson’s passionate love for Bible study and exposition, and his

absolute confidence in the Scriptures as the infallible and inspired

word of God; secondly, of his self-denying generosity and his real

joy in giving to the support of Christian work; thirdly, of his con-

tinued consciousness of the presence of God, and his conviction of

the reality and power of prayer; fourthly, of his constant effort to

attain truer holiness and more complete victory over sin; fifthly, of his

patient and heroic industry and the persevering cultivation of natural

talents; sixthly, of his breadth of sympathy and his delight in the

personal and helpful ministries which resulted in such wide usefulness;

seventh, of his consuming eagerness to hasten the evangelization of

the world. We appreciate how justly he has been called “A Spiritual

Warrior Mighty in the Scriptures, A Leader in the Modern Mis-

sionary Crusade”.

Princeton. C. R. Erdman.

SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY

Foundations. A Statement of Christian Belief in Terms of Modern

Thought. By Seven Oxford Men—B. H. Streeter, R. Brook,

W. H. Moberly, R. G. Parsons, A. E. J. Rawlinson, H. S.

Talbot, W. Temple. London : Macmillan and Co., Limited.

1913. 8vo; pp. xi, 538.

The character of this book is fairly intimated by its title. The

“Seven Oxford Men” who have written it describe themselves as
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young men
;
and, as young men, they conceive their place to be in the

advance-line of progress. They feel their responsibility to the church

to which they belong
;
they are loyal in heart to that church

;
but they

consider that the nature of their responsibility is of a different kind

from that of older men. It may be the part of older men to conserve

what has been attained; to the younger men belongs the task of

leading on to what is yet to be acquired; their responsibility is “the

responsibility of making experiments”. And the times in which we
find ourselves living call loudly for experiments. They are times of

transition. The Victorian age is gone; and the assumptions on which

Victorian religion was built up have been dissipated. What was
thought to be the bed-rock has become shifting sand. A new world

has come into being, a new world which is asking questions. The
repetition of old answers can serve no purpose. New answers must

be framed, and these answers must be couched in the “terms of

modern thought”. Young men, children of the new age, cannot

breathe “the atmosphere of pre-‘critical’ and pre-Darwinian religion”.

They think in other terms; they must at least attempt to express what

they think in the terms of the thought-world in which they live.

And, indeed, to be perfectly frank, if Christianity cannot be expressed

in terms of this new thought-world, Christianity is doomed. Men of

the time are under the stress of a great obligation, therefore, at least

to attempt to pour the old wine of Christianity into the new bottles

of modern thought.

Adventuring upon this necessary task of transfusion, our “Seven

Oxford Men” present us with nine trial essays. They “do not profess

to have covered the whole field”. They have confined themselves to

the problems which seemed to them the most fundamental, or on

which they felt they had something to offer. And they speak mod-
estly of what they offer : it is not put forward as the solution, but

only as a contribution towards the solution of the problems they have

approached. The nine essays which are given, after a general ex-

position of the modern situation calling for restatement of funda-

mental principles, treat in turn of “the Bible”, “the Historic Christ”,

“the Interpretation of the Christ in the New Testament”, “the

Divinity of Christ”, “the Atonement”, “the Church”, “the Principle of

Authority”, “God and the Absolute”. Probably only a coterie of

Anglican writers—among Protestants at least—would have hit upon

just this series of topics, when dealing with Christian fundamentals;

could have chosen to write of the Church, for example, instead of

the Holy Spirit, or could have separated “the Principle of Authority”

so far from “the Bible” and attached it so closely to “the Church”.

Certainly the “Critical” preoccupation is very prominent. And one

will naturally wonder how, in this age of Psychological investigation,

even so short a series of fundamental problems could be outlined

without including a single topic belonging to the subjective life,—not

Sin, for example, or any of the great stages or steps of the recovery

of the soul from sin to holiness. The disclaimer of all pretention to
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have covered the whole field must no doubt be borne in mind here;

as must also the fact that the book is not altogether silent on these

great subjects. If they are not made the subjects of separate essays,

they come up for discussion incidentally, sometimes for rather full

discussion. Sin for instance is discussed as fully as its own proper
subject in the essay on “the Atonement”, and the essay entitled “the

Interpretation of the Christ in the New Testament” is almost a
brief sketch of New Testament Theology. Meanwhile the precise

series of topics selected for professed discussion is worthy of remark,
as is also the order in which they are discussed. Some explanation

is given in the brief introduction of the rather odd postponement of

the discussion of the existence of God to the end. This amounts
to saying that it was thought best to examine in the light of modern
knowledge the actual sources from which Christians have derived their

conception of God before the validity of the belief in God itself was
brought to the question. This would seem a natural ordering of the

material if a negative conclusion all along the line were aimed at; it

seems to us an unnatural order since it is a positive conclusion that

is aimed at.

No one will doubt that Christians of to-day must state their Chris-

tian belief in terms of modern thought. Every age has a language

of its own and can speak no other. Mischief comes only when, in-

stead of stating Christian belief in terms of modern thought, an effort

is made, rather, to state modern thought in terms of Christian belief.

The writers of this volume seem not to have escaped this danger.

They are preoccupied with modern thought and appear to suppose that

Christianity must be assimilated to it. They open their Introduction

by telling us that “Christianity” as well as “its traditional theology”

originated in a past of outworn conditions; and they apparently inti-

mate as the condition of the survival of “Christianity” that “its

theology” shall not be “out of harmony with science, philosophy, and

scholarship”. This is, of course, to lay down an impossible condition,

if “Christianity” is to be supposed to have any determinate content.

For “science, philosophy and scholarship” are not stable but varying

entities, and nothing but a most habile chameleon could manage to

keep in harmony with them from age to age. Of course what is meant

is our own “science, philosophy and scholarship”,—which seems to

be only a naive way of transferring the claim of infallibility from

“Christianity” and “its theology” to ourselves. Nothing is more cer-

tain, however, than that a Christianity and a theology which are closely

in harmony with the “science, philosophy and scholarship” of to-day

will be out of harmony with the “science, philosophy and scholarship”

of to-morrow. After all, is it not enough to ask that “Christianity”

and “its theology” shall be in harmony with truth? And if it is to be

in harmony with truth, must it not be out of harmony with all the

half-truths, and quarter-truths, and no truths, which pass from time

to time for truth, while truth is only in the making? A “Christianity”

which is to be kept in harmony with a growing “science, philosophy
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and scholarship”, beating their way onward by a process of trial and

correction, must be a veritable nose of wax, which may be twisted in

every direction as it may serve our purpose.

The question is of course a question of standard. Is our stand-

ard Christianity? Or, is our standard our own “science, philosophy

and scholarship”, that is to say the congeries of notions which we
have taken up as the outcome of the impact upon us of the results of

modern investigation, deeply or shallowly, widely or narrowly, un-

derstandingly or misunderstandingly assimilated? If we hold Chris-

tianity to be true, we shall naturally sit loosely to the “science,

philosophy and scholarship” of any passing moment, so far as it

seems to traverse the truth of Christianity, and look forward to the

better day when trial and correction shall be over and the unity of

truth shall be vindicated by its manifested harmony. If we do not

hold Christianity to be true, we shall naturally substitute for it the

findings of the momentarily accepted “science, philosophy, and scholar-

ship” as at least provisionally the most likely hypothesis. What is

a standing puzzle is why we should wish to call by the name of

“Christianity” these provisional findings of our “science, philosophy,

and scholarship” substituted for it. If “Christianity” has no stable

meaning, the name has no content: it is in the strictest sense of the

word an empty name. It is a purely formal designation for whatever

may chance in any age or in any company to be the sum of the

conclusions presumed for the moment to be commended by “science,

philosophy, and scholarship”. Coteries at one in nothing save in the

lack of the thing, may be at each other’s throats in strife over the

monopoly of the name. Would it not be better to allow that “Chris-

tianity” is a historical entity and has a definite content? And then,

when we have drifted away from this historical entity with its definite

content, just frankly to acknowledge that we are to that extent no

longer “Christians”? That was, for example, what Strauss did. But

that is not now the fashion. Men nowadays cheerfully give up the

substance, but never the name of Christianity. Rudolf Eucken asks,

"Can we still be Christians?” and answers with emphasis, Of course!

but the "Christianity” we embrace must be a very different Chris-

tianity from that which has hitherto borne the name. So also Ernst

Troltsch declares himself still a “Christian” (a “free Christian”)

though his Christianity has been so “refashioned” that it has become

nothing more than an “immanent theism” the quintessential extract of

the religious development of mankind, which still clings to the name
of Jesus only because it needs a rallying point and a name to conjure

with. We are not suggesting that the writers of our present volume

have drifted away from Christianity as have Rudolf Eucken and

Ernst Troltsch. But we are suggesting that they have in common
with such writers the tendency to employ the term "Christianity” to

express not a historical entity of fixed content, but just what they

may themselves happen to believe. They have lost to this extent an

objective standard of what Christianity is.
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How completely they have lost an objective standard of what
Christianity is appears at once from the first essay proper in the

book,—that on “the Bible”. It is written by Mr. Richard Brook.

Its central contention is that the Bible has no “authority”. It is

simply the record of the religious experience of its writers. These

writers were no doubt religious geniuses, and their religious ex-

perience is therefore in a sense normative. “We go to the Bible in

order to deepen and correct our religious lives by the aid of the

Biblical writers” (p. 66). “And so I go to the Bible, as others have

gone before me, to learn from those who have heard God speak,

seeking by their help to see the vision they saw, and finding in their

words inspiration and power" (p. 71). In this sense we may still

speak of the “authority” of the Bible. “Yet it still remains true that

the ultimate appeal for each is to his own experience” (p. 59).

The Bible may inspire, it cannot directly instruct: we go to it specif-

ically for religion, not for, say, theology (p. 68). The theology of

the Bible is necessarily very inadequate : our own may be—one would

think, must be—better: “in some ways our theology may be more
adequate than that of St. Paul” (p. 68). But not our religion. We
may, nay must, kindle our flame from Paul’s, but we can interpret

the implications of the fire once enkindled in our hearts better than

he could. “We can learn more religion from the humblest saint”,

we are told, “than from the greatest theologian” (p. 68), but this is

only half of what is meant to be conveyed to us : the point is the

entire separation of saintliness from theology, and the other half of

the lesson we are expected to draw from the illustration is that we
cannot learn theology even from the greatest saint. For religion “we

may, or rather we must go to St. Paul”, for example, but we may
safely neglect his theology. Theology is “the intellectual interpreta-

tion” of religion, and we must needs do our own interpreting, and we
feel ourselves better equipped for the task than Paul was.

Clearly all this rests on a fatally false conception of the relation

of religion and theology. “Theology” we are told crisply, “is the

science of religion” (p. 38). This, however, it of course just is not.

Ex vi verbi it is the science of God. It most decidedly is not “the

reflexions upon religious experience, the attempt to interpret, to un-

derstand, and to systematize it”. That is what “the science of

religion” is—quite a different thing from “theology”. What theology

is, is reflection on God and on all that we know concerning God.

It is not then the product of religion any more than—or indeed as

much as—religion is the product of it. What it precisely is, is the

product in the intellect of the same body of facts of which religion

is the product in the life: religion and theology are parallel and

interactive products of the same body of facts and are too inti-

mately related to be separated (cf. p. 379). One would like to see

religion defined without involving theology. Is not religion the re-

action of the human spirit in the presence of God? And how is the

human spirit to be in the presence of God except by intellectual
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apprehension? By as much as man is an intelligent being, by

that much he cannot react to objects unperceived. Perception, ripen-

ing into conception, underlies all religious reaction; and as is the

perception ripening into conception, so is the religion. Otherwise we
should be committed to the proposition that fetishism is as good

a religion as Christianity. For precisely that in which fetishism dif-

fers from Christianity is its theology: take away the differences in

the conception of deity and you take away the differences in the

religious functioning. Mr. Brook is not so far from adopting this

view as could be wished. “The same religious experience will be

differently interpreted, not only at different times”, he reasons in his

endeavor to lay a basis for refusal to be governed by the “theology”

of the Biblical “writers” (p. 38), “but even by different individuals

at the same time. The Professor and the Blacksmith, in so far as

they are religious, must have the same religious experience, but their

‘theological’ views, their ‘thoughts’ about God, are and must be widely

different.” Why not, instead of the Professor and the Blacksmith, say

the Christian and the Fetish-worshiper: gradus non mutant speciem

?

Is it not because the Professor and the Blacksmith are surrepti-

tiously supposed both to be Christians, that is, to have the same

“theology” underlying and giving form to their religious experience?

In point of fact the Professor and the Blacksmith, though both

have religion, will not and cannot have the same religious ex-

perience save as they have the same theological conceptions. If one

conceives of God as a stock or a stone and the other as an infinite

moral person, their religious reaction and the whole complex of their

religious experience, will be utterly different. Religion, in all its

manifestations, waits, like all other human functioning on the

operation of ideas: here too the line of action is from perception,

through emotion, to volition. And nothing can be more certain than

that if the theology of the Bible is discarded, the religion of the

Bible is discarded with it. We shall certainly have religion: we

cannot avoid that: man is a religious animal. But our religion will

not be the religion of the Bible unless—among other elements of it

—

our religious conceptions, that is, our theology, be the religious con-

ceptions, that is to say the theology, of the Bible. It is the gravest

kind of self-deception to imagine—to bring the matter to its sharpest

point—that we can discard the religious conceptions of Paul, or of

Jesus, and remain of the same religion as Paul or Jesus, because

forsooth we feel that we too, like them, are religious beings and

function religiously. Christianity is not a distinctive interpretation of

a religious experience common to all men, much less is it an indeter-

minate and constantly changing interpretation of a religious experience

common to men
; it is a distinctive religious experience begotten in

men by a distinctive body of facts known only to or rightly apprehended

only by Christians.

As this rejection of all external authority in religious conceptions

is principial, it should extend to the authority of Christ also. There
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are indications that it does so. Jesus is declared to have been not

only “not formally impeccable’’ (though “actually sinless”) but also

“in no wise exempted from such intellectual limitations, or even

(within the spheres of science and history) from such erroneous con-

ceptions of fact, as were inseparable from the use of the mental

categories of the age and generation among whom He came” (pp.

368). It is even allowed, though guardedly, that His ethical teaching

was conditioned by the shortness of His view : “Doubtless had the

Master explicitly contemplated the centuries of slow development

still awaiting humanity, the actual form and phrasing of many a

precept would have been different. Doubtless, too, He would have

let fall a word or two on the creative moral value of institutions like

the Family and the State” (p. 109). There is even a shocking para-

graph in which Jesus’ whole view of His work is represented as a

“venture of faith”, as if it were a speculative invention of His mind to

explain “the facts of the world”, that is to say the experiences to

which He was subjected: “Because He believes in the goodness of

God, Jesus Christ is 6ure that His death cannot mean either the end

of His life or the ruin of His work. His faith leads Him to see in

the apparent failure of His ministry the vindication of the teaching

of Deutero-Isaiah as to the redemptive value of suffering, and there-

fore He sees in the Cross the salvation of mankind, and beyond the

Cross the triumph of His risen life” (p. 51). “Doubtless,” it is

added, “this was a venture of faith, but essentially it was a venture

which faith was bound to make”. No compelling reasons are given

why we should feel bound to make the venture with Him; why the

theological interpretation of the facts of His life made after this

fashion by a man of His “intellectual limitations” should be

authoritative to us.

The essay on “the Divinity of Christ” (which is by Mr. William

Temple) opens with a couple of sentences which, taken in them-

selves, announce an important truth, that, duly considered, might

correct the tendencies of thought to which we have adverted—though

Mr. Temple employs them for quite a contrary purpose. They are:

“The central doctrine of Christianity has been made unduly difficult

by the way in which believers inevitably tend to state it. It is

really about God
;
but it is made to appear as if it were primarily a

doctrine about a historic Person, who lived in the beginning of our

era.” In themselves these words might be taken to mean that in

thinking of Christ we should always take our start from His Divine

Nature and work out from that as our—as it was His—starting-

point : though Mr. Temple himself takes the opposite course. In

his attempt to construct a doctrine of the Person of Christ it is from

the voluntarist standpoint that Mr. Temple works; and he fails pre-

cisely as voluntarists are accustomed to fail, by giving us a Christ

who seems to be divine only as one can be said to be divine who is

one in purpose with God. It is already ominous that he is constrained

to tell us that Paul of Samosata was the first to attempt a construction
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on this presupposition (p. 226). He hopes to escape the ruin wrought

by Paul by refusing to distinguish between Will and Substance (p.

247) : to the voluntarist “Will is the only Substance there is in a

man; it is not a part of him; it is just himself as a moral (or indeed

‘active’) being”. It may be doubted, however, whether he really

escapes. It does not make Christ God to say that, while His “Will

as a subjective function is, of course, not the Father’s Will”, yet “the

content of the Wills—the Purpose—is the same” (p. 248) ; that “what

we see Christ doing and desiring, that we thereby know the Father

does and desires”. This only makes Christ (so far) like God. And
what shall we do with a passage like this : “He is the man whose

will is united with God’s. He is thus the first-fruits of Creation

—

the first response from the Creation to the love of the Creator. But

because He is this, He is the perfect expression of the Divine in

terms of human life. There are not two Gods, but in Christ we
see God. Christ is identically God

; the whole content of His being

—

His thought, feeling, purpose—is also that of God. This is the only

‘substance’ of a spiritual being, for it is all there is of him at all.

Thus, in the language of logicians, formally (as pure subject) God
and Christ are distinct; materially (that is in the content of the true

consciousness) God and Christ are One and the Same. The human
Affections of Christ are God's; His Love is God’s; His Glory is

God’s.” This is undoubtedly to exalt Christ: does it exalt Him as

more than the greatest of the sons of men? Is it not an illusion

to suppose that thus the true deity of Christ is vindicated? Let us

assume whatever ontology of spiritual being we choose: let us declare

that Will is the essence of spirit—if that is not a contradiction in

terms. But let us not suppose that thus we abolish the distinction

between distinct Subjects. That the contents of Christ’s will is the

“same” as the contents of God’s will, His purpose the “same” as

God’s purpose, does not identify Him with God. If it did, then,

when two men “have the same thought and the same purpose” they

would be “merged into one another”; and it is not enough to say,

in order to escape this, that the identity in their case “extends to a

very small part of the content of consciousness, while in the case” of

Christ and God, “it extends to the whole” (p. 250). We are in

danger here of juggling with the ambiguities of “identical”, whether

as homoousios or homoiousios. To justify the position taken it

would seem that one must accept the postulate that all spirit is one,

and individualization is the result only of differences in the "con-

tent” of that will which constitutes its being. When the “content”

—

the “purpose”—becomes one, the artificial (and temporary) barriers

are broken down and spirit becomes confluent. Unless this pantheism

is permitted to lie unacknowledged behind our thought, to speak of

Christ as identical with God in content of will—in purpose—does

not seem to be to speak of Him as Divine.

It is part of the “modernness” of these essays that they are very

chary in acknowledging the occurrence in our Lord’s life—or in the
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origins of Christianity in general—of what we have been accustomed

to call miracles. More than one of the writers carefully define

miracles away. “The best definition of a miracle,’’ we read (p. 167,

cf. p. 138) “is that it is something which when we are confronted

by it compels us to say, ‘this is the Lord’s doing, and it is marvellous

in our eyes’ : it is no less marvelous if after our first sense of wonder
has calmed down we are enabled to see a little further into the divinely

ordered process by which the event was brought about.” The Virgin-

birth is not discussed (cf. p. 81). The Resurrection is elaborately

explained away by Mr. B. H. Streeter (pp. 127-141) in the interests

of the “objective vision hypothesis”, and while it is obvious that some
of his colleagues agree with him, we are glad to learn (p. 135) that

not all of them do. Mr. Streeter can even say (p. 132) : “I know df

no living theologian who would maintain a physical Ascension in

this crude form, yet so long as emphasis is laid on the physical char-

acter of the Resurrection it is not obvious how any refinement of the

conception of the ‘physical’ really removes the difficulty.” He is

certainly right in thus bringing together the Ascension and Resurrec-

tion—both are physical or neither is : and we think him right in

declaring that if they are in any sense physical no refinement of the

conception of ‘physical’ will help. In the meanwhile it must be borne

in mind that the totality of the testimony is to a physical resurrection.

There is not only the empty tomb, which Mr. Streeter but lamely

accounts for; but the whole account of the resurrection appearances,

culminating in the explicit declaration of our Lord recorded in Lk.

xxiv. 39 (of which Mr. Streeter makes no use), is to be reckoned

with,—as well as Paul’s clear exposition that our resurrection-bodies

which are to be like Christ’s are veritable “bodies” and are composed

of “flesh” (1 Cor. xv. 39, 40).

Where the conception of the Person of Christ is so inadequate the

conception of His Work is not likely to be less so. We are not

surprised to find accordingly that only a “subjective” Atonement is

admitted by some of the writers. This seems to be the position of

Mr. Temple. In the essay on “The Atonement” which is by Mr.

M. H. Moberly, however, a somewhat higher doctrine is taught,—the

doctrine developed by Dr. R. C. Moberly in his well-known and power-

fully reasoned Atonement and Personality, in which penitence is made

to do the work of expiation and Christ’s work is summed up in

vicarious penitence, whatever that can be. Mr. Moberly accordingly

speaks of “moral transformation” as if it could “constitute an atone-

ment for sin”, that is, as if, “in removing the cause of estrangement

it removed, as it were automatically, the estrangement between God

and man” (p. 293). He recognizes indeed that man’s own penitence

would be inadequate; not, he adds, “because it is merely penitence (i.e.,

only a change of character), but because it is incomplete penitence

(i.e., only a partial, and therefore very probably a transitory

change of character)” (p. 295). Thus we escape out of a purely

“subjective” atonement,—which is a blessing. But all that is offered
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objectively is a vicarious penitence of Christ, which is perfect and

complete—not indeed in itself but in and with its effect in inducing

penitence in us : “vicarious penitence is only redemptive when it

succeeds in becoming more than vicarious” (p. 310). So firmly

grounded is Mr. Moberly in his theory that he even permits himself

to write: “if vicarious penitence is unmeaning and impossible the

problem of atonement is insoluble; for penitence which is not vica-

rious, the unsupported penitence of the sinner himself, is never com-

plete or whole-hearted” (p. 308)—from which we learn that not only

in his view can penitence atone, but only penitence can atone ! Having
referred the atoning efficacy in Christ’s work thus to His “vicarious

penitence”, Mr. Moberly is naturally greatly embarrassed in having

Christ’s death on his hands, to which, rather, the New Testament

writers—and indeed Christ Himself—as well as the historical Church

refer it. After some pages of discussion he arrives at the point

where, as he says, “we can dimly see how the fact of sin and the

requirements of holiness made it necessary that Jesus should die”

(p. 3 X3 ) ! The method of Mr. Moberly’s essay (a method we do

not like) is to set over against each other the “liberal” and the

“conservative” views and to seek an “inclusive” view as presumably

better than either. It is noticeable that in stating the “conservative”

view there is repeated intrusion of elements drawn not from the

doctrine of Satisfaction as expounded by the great teachers of the

church, but from the Grotian or Governmental Theory (pp. 288, 302,

305). The “conservative” view thus does not get a fair hearing, and

is made the object of criticisms which do not touch it. As the essay

draws to its close Mr. Moberly addresses himself to answering some

objections which seem to lie against the whole idea involved in the

Christian doctrine of the Atonement. Among them he raises this

one,—that provision is made by it for only a fraction of the human
race (p. 331). “How can we possibly believe in a divine scheme of

salvation for the human race which ‘leaves whole continents out of

its ken’?” In other words, if Christ is the Saviour of the world,

must He not save the world? Mr. Moberly acknowledges that he

has “no complete answer” to this objection, but he thinks he can

“see the direction in which the answer is to be sought”. This answer

is, in brief that we do not need to know Christ to be Christ’s, supple-

mented by the suggestion that Christ can do His saving of the world

in the next world (p. 332) ! The Scriptures,, it is needless to say have

a very different answer. We infer that Mr. Temple agrees in principle

with his colleague here, from the circumstance that we find him
endeavoring from a wrong point of view to grasp the idea of the

“invisible Church”, putting into it the heathen sages also, “each in his

degree”—whatever that may mean (p. 341).

It is in dithyrambic strains that Mr. Temple speaks of the Church,

making use at times of forms of speech to which it is difficult to at-

tach an exact meaning. Some particularly remarkable results are at-

tained by his endeavor to give to language struck out originally from
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a view of the Eucharist which he does not share, validity from his

new point of view as to the “sacrifice of Christ”. Jesus is veritably in

the Eucharist as beauty is in a great picture though it is not every

eye which can see Him there. “His sacrifice is perpetual” : once only

in the history of men has its whole nature been set forth, “but the

sacrifice itself, which is His obedience and the submission of His

will, is eternal”. There is a devotion and a mystical ecstacy which is

altogether admirable throbbing through his words, but the fire which

glows in them has not been kindled at Calvary. Noble words are

spoken about the communion of the saints into which we enter at the

Eucharist (p. 363) : our hearts are quickened by the vision which is

summoned up of the saints of all ages gathered with us around the

table of the Lord, participants with us in the body that was broken

and the blood that was shed for us. But the underlying thought is

not that of the altar. There seems to be something bizarre in sug-

gesting that the phrase which calls the Church “the Body of Christ”

is “probably taken from the Eucharist” (p. 340, cf. p. 185). Surely

“This is my body” refers to Christ’s literal, not figurative body—to

Christ, that is, not to His disciples. They did not eat themselves in

symbol ! The latter part of the essay on the Church is filled with

shrewd good sense, and exhibits a clear perception of the nature and

value of Church unity.

In Mr. Rawlinson’s essay on “the principle of Authority” a careful

comparison is made between various views. It is a pity that Con-

gregationalism is taken as the proper representative of Protestantism

in the matter of Church organization and authority. It is as insular

as Anglicanism itself: and has no existence outside of lands of

English speech. A world-wide polity like Presbyterianism would have

afforded a much truer representative type. Take for example the

idea of “the invisible Church”. If the twenty-fifth chapter of the

Westminster Confession—or its parallel in any of the representative

Reformed confessions—had been in Mr. Rawlinson’s mind he could

scarcely have written as he has written on pp. 394-5. 404. I'n the

very interesting discussion of the origin of the Christian ministry

which is attached to this essay the ordinary confusions into which

Anglican writers of liberal tendencies fall are not escaped. When
Mr. Rawlinson says that the “ministry appears to have very early

assumed the form of a bishop, presbyters, and deacons to each

Eucharistic assembly”, he seems unaware that, though he defines the

individual church in different terms from those that would be natural

to a Presbyterian, he has described precisely the Presbyterian polity.

When he goes on to say that “the modern diocese is virtually an

expansion of the primitive congregation by means of the delegation

to presbyters of functions originally episcopal”, he is very lightly

springing wide chasms. The bishop, the presbyter, the deacon,—and

the officering of the local church—have each and every one of them
suffered a sea-change which has transmuted them into something

different from what they are, say, in the Pastoral Epistles—which Mr.
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Rawlinson, by the way, treats with strange neglect. From a “pastor"

of a congregation, the Bishop has become the ruler over many

congregations. The Presbyter has ceased to be a co-ruler with the

Bishop; and shrinking from a plurality in each congregation to a

singularity, has become a pastor. The Deacon from “a server of

tables” has lost all connection with the local church and become an

inchoate Presbyter. The local church instead of possessing a Bishop,

a college of Presbyters, and a college of Deacons, has left to it only

a single Presbyter. In other words from Presbyterian the church has

become Episcopal—and that is a total transformation.

The final essay—on “God and the Absolute”—by Mr. W. H. Mo-
berly, is the longest in the volume, and while very able is also very

unsatisfying. It is in effect an attempt to interpret the doctrine of

God in terms of the absolutist philosophy. It with difficulty escapes

sheer pantheism, if indeed it does escape it. It is a hard saying to be

told that "God Himself must be religious” (p. 512), even though this

is transmuted into the declaration that, being a Trinity, He “can

know God”. It is a harder one to be told that “the union of God
and man is necessary to the full reality of either” (cf. p. 520), or

that God could not still remain God without creation, incarnation and

atonement (p. 511). It is perhaps even a still harder one to be told

that “the world and its history is essential to the very Life and Being

of God” (cf. p. 341).

Throughout the whole volume there is apparent a spirit of readi-

ness to weigh and appreciate points of view other than that which

may be thought hereditary with its authors. What is more remarkable,

this open-mindedness is manifested not merely towards what is com-
monly known as “liberalism” but also towards what is known in

average Anglican circles as “sectarianism”. For party-spirit apparently

dies more hardly than Christian principle. We have known men who
were cheerfully willing to give up the deity of Christ but not bap-

tism by immersion alone; and latitudinarian Anglicanism has per-

haps been more common than a truly .tolerant one : even our mod-
ern “Evangelicals” are solicitous to be understood to be “good church-

men”. No one would mistake the writers of this volume for anything

but Anglicans. There are indications that they might even be classed

as “High Anglicans”: Mr. Temple for example pleads for prayers

for the dead and the invocation of saints (p. 346) ; and remnants

show themselves here and there of that smug self-felicitation on the

position of Anglicanism midway between Romanism and Protestant-

ism, which betrays so many Anglicans into the notion that the coming
unity of Christendom must crystalize as Anglican. But few books

have emanated of late from Anglican circles in which is manifested

a greater readiness to consider the positions of writers of other com-
munions of Christian men, or to weigh afresh the distinctive con-

tentions of traditional Anglicanism. We take it that a remark like

the following is typical of the general mental attitude of the volume.

“In its strictest and most traditional form the theory of an original
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Apostolic succession has perhaps broken down; but the liberalized

restatement of it, which is to be found in the writings of Duchesne
and Batiffol abroad and the present Bishop of Oxford at home is at

least a tenable interpretation of the evidence as viewed in the light

of certain antecedent presuppositions” (p. 383). We may think it

still too much to say even so much as this, and question whether the

view still clung to is compatible with the facts. But we recognize the

openness of mind which is manifested in the position assumed. And
this, we take it, is the most encouraging feature of the volume.

We have dealt with the volume not as a collection of separate

essays but as a single whole, because we are asked to do so (p. viii).

There is a good Index.

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.

Groote Godsdicnsten: Serie II, No. 7. Het Christendom door Dr. H.

Bavinck, Hoogleeraar aan de Vrije Universiteit te Amsterdam.
Baarn: Hollandia-Drukkerij. 1912. i6mo; pp. 62.

It is no small task which Dr. Bavinck has undertaken, to tell in

sixty-two small pages all that Christianity is, and that, in a series in

which it is brought into comparison with other “great religions”.

He has fulfilled this task, however, in a most admirable manner. His

method is, first, to point out what all Christians are agreed upon; and

then to give an historical account of Christianity in its origins and

in its progressive manifestations in the great forms of the Orthodox

Eastern, the Romish, the Lutheran, Reformed Churches, with further

descriptions of the forms it has taken since, in Anabaptism and

Socinianism, and the New Protestantism rooted in the Enlightenment.

His plan thus resolves itself into an informal sketch of the historical

development of Christianity. This sketch is written with remarkable

grasp of details and an equally remarkable power of synthesis. W'e

cannot imagine how the work could be done better.

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.

The Open Sore of Christendom. By the Rev. W. J. Sexton, M.A.

Author of “Church and People”. London: J. J. Bennett. 327 pp.

16
0

. 3s. 6d.

This book, with its needlessly unpleasant title, seeks a good end in

a rather unfortunate way. We say, a good end, although this should

be qualified. That it would be a desirable thing just now that the

various branches of the Protestant Church should be organically one

may be questioned. And the end the author has in view will seem to

some far less good, when it is found that the only means of accom-

plishing it is the acceptance of the Historic Episcopate by all the

“sects”, and of supplemental ordination at the hands of a bishop of

the Church of England by their ministers. Practically, the “sects”

are to be merged into the Church of England and the Churches in
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America, with which the former is in full communion. The Protes-

tant world is hardly ripe for this now, if it ever will be. The Open
Sore, as defined by the author, is this: “That we Christians, nomi-

nally members of One Body, are in practice split up into hundreds of

sects. There are divisions among us. There is schism in the body.

. . . In a word, CHRIST IS DIVIDED.” There is, sadly enough,

truth in this statement, viewing the Church as a visible organism. But

surely the case is not so bad, because of this lack of organic unity,

as the author goes on to say: “From the sole of her foot even unto

the head there is no soundness, but wounds and bruises and putrify-

ing sores.” Were the Church in such a case, the unpleasant title of

the book were scarcely adequate. The author is sincere and is

kindly disposed toward his brethren of other communions, but his

position is greatly weakened by such extravagance of statement, and

a tendency to lay to the charge of organic disunion many patent

evils that do not properly lie at that particular door. He regards

the pre-Reformation unity of the Church as preferable to the present

state of division. “We have been in this deplorable state for some-

thing like four centuries.” In Part III, in which he treats of the

origin and growth of the Open Sore, he describes the Reformation as

one of its features. The spread of the Reformation through the

countries of Europe was a continuation of the “sad progress” of the

Open Sore. The disease was disseminated as the doctrines of the

Reformation passed from land to land. In Parts III and IV the

rise of the various sects on the Continent and particularly in England

if described. The author is, of course, opposed to any form in in-

dependency. He admits that non-conformists are sheep, but they

are wandering sheep. The sects have done much noble work, in

spite of the fact that they have widened the “open sore” more and

more. Speaking of the Wesleyans, he depicts the Church of England

as acknowledging all their splendid achievements, conceding their

right to retain identity as a religious organization, and offering “her

quondam offspring a valid ordination” (p. 139). It all hinges on that.

Part V (the book is divided into parts and not chapters) regards

Jesus as the organizer of a visible kingdom or church. The author

goes so far as to say: To be in the way of salvation is to be in a

kingdom. To see what Jesus is seeking is to see him planning for and

devising an organized society (p. 179). He states it hypothetically,

but manifestly holds that “Christ intended as an essential to salvation

a specific membership in the One Church He founded” (p. 191). The
sects are not this Church. An ordained ministry is an essential of

this Church. The sects have no valid ordination. What becomes of

the hope of salvation of the vast multitudes who have no specific

membership in the One Church, which their church is not? As a

narrative Part V is most admirable and its conclusions are indis-

putable, that Jesus selected and trained certain men to carry on

His work and endowed them for this work, and that these men in

their turn appointed successors. Part VI treats of attempts at unity
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and is marked by a vein of optimism. “In religious thought the ob-

jections to the idea of a Visible Church are passing. Protestant be-

liefs are weakening” (p. 221). In another aspect of things he shows
some pessimism. “If you are going to rest on the mere residuum

upon which all [religious] communities agree, you rest on nothing

more than a flimsy, vague sentiment” (p. 223). That is probably

where we are going to rest, although we may not rest at all. Part

VII brings us to the crux of the matter, the Quadrilateral, and treats

of three of its principles, leaving the fourth for later attention. Oc-
casionally Mr. Sexton makes a rarely naive statement, as for example

when, in his discussion of creeds he says : “The Westminster Con-
fession is so colored with Calvinism that it is positively obnoxious to

many Christians” (p. 235). This must be admitted. Part VIII is a

defence of the Historic Episcopate. The author’s conclusion as re-

gards the ministry in the apostolic Church is moderate and fairly

deducible from the records. He then gives the patristic evidence in

favor of the existence of three orders from the apostles to Tertullian.

It is a well arranged historic statement. The deductions he makes
will not gain unqualified assent. Speaking of the power of the

Church he says : “Now, if men are prepared to accept the Canon
of Scripture or the Creed on the authority of the Church, why not

the Episcopate?” (p. 287). And, let us add, why not seven sacraments

and the confessional and penance and extreme unction and the

chair of St. Peter? Those who have not been episcopally ordained

will not be much appeased by the following: “No one (supposing he

is desirous of having his own ordination supplemented by Episcopal

ordination) need be called upon to deny that the Spirit of God blessed

his ministrations, or contradict any other spiritual experience” (p.

295). It would have given more comfort had he said that no such

one would be called upon to deny that he had been truly ordained.

What we may call the author’s ultimatum is given as follows: “We
cannot forego the Historic Episcopate, but because of its primitive

and presumably apostolic origin, because it was the authoritative rule

of the Church, because of its long-lived continuity and vitality, be-

cause of its adaptability to different nations and peoples, because it is

common to Roman, Greek and Anglican Catholics, and because some
Protestants are rallying towards it, we would invite others to enjoy

the authorized form of government, and to assist in the healing of

the Open Sore of Christendom by accepting the Historic Episcopate”

(p. 295). The invitation remains open. Says a writer in a recent

number of The Churchman (New York organ of the Protestant

Episcopal Church of the United States) : “Not more heavily did the

sky rest down on the shoulders of Atlas than does the burden of

unifying the scattered forces of Christendom rest down on the

shoulders of the American Catholic Church.” This last phrase con-

notes, of course, the Protestant Episcopal Church of the United

States.

Princeton. Joseph H. Dulles.
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PRACTICAL THEOLOGY
A Half Century Among the Siamese and the Lao. By Daniel

McGilvary, D.D. New York: Fleming H. Revell Co. Illus-

trated, i2mo; cloth, pp. 429, net $2.00.

This autoboiography is one of the significant missionary volumes

of our era. The author has properly been classed with Carey and

Judson and Paton and Chalmers and Mackay. He here traces for us

his career from the early days in North Carolina, and in Princeton

Seminary, through the years of missionary service in Bangkok and

Pechaburi, to the long decades of devoted labor in Northern Siam.

It was a long life of eighty-three years, and it covered the entire

period of missionary work among the Lao peoples. These representa-

tives of the great Tai race were, until recently, comparatively inde-

pendent and only nominally subject to Siam, but now form the

northern provinces of that kingdom. A half century ago they were

but little known. Their conditions, customs and characteristics have

been described in the interesting volume of Mrs. Curtis : “The Laos

of North Siam”, and subsequently by J. H. Freeman, in “An Oriental

Land of the Free”. Until a few years ago, they were supposed to

number in population some two or three million, but are now known
to be representatives of the race which spreads over French Indo

China, the Shan States and the southern provinces of China as well

as over northern Siam. The numbers are now estimated at many
millions. To these people Dr. McGilvary went alone, as the pioneer

missionary, a half century ago, and established the work which has

since grown to such encouraging proportions. In this autobiography

he describes the experiences of those pioneer days, and continues the

narrative as far as his last long itinerating journey in 1898. The
recital is modest, intelligent, informing, inspiring. It suggests how
much we owe to our representatives in these distant fields and how
great is our obligation to carry forward the work they have begun.

This volume will be enjoyed not only by those who are interested in

the missions of our church, but by all who are fascinated by books of

adventure, or who are concerned with the evangelization of the

world. As Dr. Arthur J. Brown well says in his introductory “Ap-
preciation” of Dr. McGilvary: “There is no more fascinating story

in fiction or in that truth which is stranger than fiction, than the

story of his discovery of a village of strange speech near his station

at Pechaburi, Siam, his learning the language of the villagers, his

long journey with his friend, Dr. Jonathan Wilson, into what was
then the unknown region of northern Siam, pushing his little boat up
the great river and pausing not until he had gone six hundred miles

northward and arrived at the city of Chiengmai. The years that

followed were years of toil and privation, of loneliness and sometimes

of danger; but the missionaries persevered with splendid faith and
courage until the foundations of a prosperous Mission were laid.

In all the marked development of the Lao Mission, Dr. McGilvary
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was a leader—the leader. He laid the foundations of medical work,

introducing quinine and vaccination among a people scourged by ma-
laria and smallpox, a work which has now developed into five hos-

pitals and a leper asylum. He began educational work, which is now
represented by eight boarding schools and twenty-two elementary

schools, and is fast expanding into a college, a medical college, and a

theological seminary. He was the evangelist who won the first con-

verts, founded the first church, and had a prominent part in founding

twenty other churches, and in developing a Lao Christian Church of

four thousand two hundred and five adult communicants. His col-

league, the Rev. Dr. W. C. Dodd, says that Dr. McGilvary selected

the sites for all the present stations of the Mission long before com-
mittees formally sanctioned the wisdom of his choice. He led the

way into regions beyond and was the pioneer explorer into the

French Lao States, eastern Burma, and even up to the borders of

China. Go where you will in northern Siam, or in many sections of

the extra-Siamese Lao States, you will find men and women to whom
Dr. McGilvary first brought the Good News. He well deserves the

name so frequently given him even in his life-time ‘The Apostle to

the Lao’.”

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

The Road of Life. A study of Pilgrim’s Journey as far as Vanity

Fair. By Rev. John Kelman, D.D. New York : George H.
Doran Company. i2mo; cloth, pp. 236. $1.25 net.

As Dr. Kelman truly says : “Each generation repeats the miracle

of finding strength and consolation for its altered thoughts and needs”

in the immortal allegory of Bunyan. It seems, however, that each

generation needs to be led toward this fountain of life. The work of

Dr. Whyte, and the suggestions of Hawthorne and Stevenson have

in part rendered such service for this generation, but these studies by

Dr. Kelman will be even more effective in turning men anew to this

perennial source of spiritual inspiration and power. This is the first

of two volumes which are intended to form a commentary or text-

book upon the “Pilgrim’s Progress”. Notes are collated from exist-

ing commentaries, and illustrative references and quotations from other

literature. This material however is so arranged as to form a con-

tinuous exposition which may be read along with the original. This

first volume is an admirable piece of literary and spiritual interpre-

tation which makes the message of the great Puritan of immediate

and practical application to the needs of the present day.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

India, And Daily Life in Bengal. By Z. F. Griffin, B.D. Philadelphia:

Baptist Publishing Society. i2mo
;

cloth, pp. 214. $1.00 net.

This fascinating little volume has been issued for the benefit of
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those who wish a brief and comprehensive survey of those matters

which will be of interest in connection with life in India, and the

circumstances which surround missionary work. The book opens with

an historical outline including an account of British rule and an ex-

planation of the present unrest in India. The author then describes

in detail the highways, architecture, productions, climate and scenery

of India, mentioning some of the chief characteristics and occupations

of the natives, and concludes the volume with a glance at Hinduism

and a brief mention of the history, character and prospects of

Protestant missionary work. The treatment is of a somewhat ele-

mentary character, and is specially well adapted for Sunday School

scholars, members of Christian Endeavor societies, and for mission

study classes. The author writes with the vividness of an eye wit-

ness, as he has rendered fifteen years of service as a missionary in

India.

Princeton. Charles R. ErdmaiM,

Victory in Christ. By Robert F. Horton, D.D. Philadelphia: The
Sunday School Times Company. Cloth. i2mo; pp. 116. 50

cents net.

These pages form a stimulating chapter in experimental religion.

They suggest the experience which results from a true identification

with Christ, the need of Bible Study and prayer to support such a

life, and its issue in service, in evangelism, in triumph over tempta-

tion and in abiding joy.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdmaint.

The Presbyterian Handbook, 1913. Edited by the Rev. Wm. H.

Roberts, D.D., Stated Clerk of the General Assembly. Philadel-

phia : Presbyterian Board of Publication and Sabbath School

Work. Paper, pp. 103. 5 cents. In quantities $2.00 per 100,

carriage paid.

This little booklet is filled with invaluable information relative to

the life and organization of the Presbyterian church. It contains

facts respecting church history, statistics and work, together with the

International Sunday School Lessons, Daily Bible Readings, and

Weekly Prayer Meeting Topics.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

Scientific Management in the Church. By Shailer Mathews, D.D.,

Dean of the Divinity School of the University of Chicago. The
University Press. i6mo; cloth, pp. 66. 50 cents.

This brief essay suggests the wisdom of applying to church work
the method of scientific management which has proved so advanta-

geous in the industrial world, and especially in the conduct of great

commercial institutions. Some will not be ready to follow the author
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in what he describes as his own revolutionary theories in the matter
of theological education, and will still feel that the Christian minister
is called to be a prophet rather than an organizer. Nevertheless there

can be no question that more scientific management would tend to

conserve energy and to eliminate waste in the conduct of Christian
enterprises. The essay treats thoughtfully a matter of more than
usual importance.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

Address to Young Converts. By the Rev. Arthur J. Brown, D.D.
Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Publication and Sabbath
School Work. Paper, pp. 15. 20 cents.

This is a word of wise counsel to those who have recently con-
fessed their faith in Christ.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

The Deacon and His Office. By Harry Pringle Ford. Philadelphia:

The Westminster Press. Paper, pp. 25. 10 cents, postage prepaid.

This brief compendium should do much to aid in an intelligent un-

derstanding of the duties and dignity of the diaconate. It contains

first a description of “The Office”, second “The laws of the Presby-

terian Church relative to the Office”, and thirdly, “Notes and Com-
ments by a number of pastors and deacons”. Every deacon should

have a copy of this manual.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

Efficiency in the Sunday School. By Henry Frederick Cope, A.M.,

D.D. New York: George H. Doran Company. i2mo; pp. 253,

cloth. $1.00 net.

The General Secretary of the Religious Education Association has

been a careful student of Sunday School organization and methods.

In this book he treats the most important problems of Sunday School

management, including the graded school, the curriculum, equipment,

discipline, music, manual work, the adult department, the rural and

the city school, and teacher training. The Sunday School is regarded

seriously as an educational institution, and its ideals and possibilities

and needs are carefully considered. An acquaintance with this volume

will aid thoughtful officers and teachers in making their schools more
truly efficient.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

Home Training in Religion. By A. H. McKinney, Ph.D. Philadel-

phia: The Westminster Press. Paper, pp. 35. 10 cents.

This is a booklet of helpful suggestions for parents in the religious
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instruction and training of children. It emphasizes the seriousness of

the obligation and indicates certain possible methods, and aids in its

fulfillment.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

Regardant vers Noel. Sermon preche a Saint-Pierre le 20 decembre

1908. Par Lucien Gautier. (No. 19 des Cahiers de predication

genevoise.) Geneve: J. H. Jeheber, Editeur. 1912. 8vo; pp. 13.

Preaching on the Sabbath before Christmas, Professor Gautier

raises the eyes of his auditors from the visible things of earth to

those invisible things for which Christmas stands. He takes his text

appropriately from one of those old Watchers whose eyes were fixed

on the good things to come in the expected Liberation
; it is the great

passage, Is. viii. 23-ix. 6, with especial reference to the great cen-

tral verse, Is. ix. 5 : “For unto us a Child is born, unto us a

Son is given; and the government shall be upon his shoulder; and

his name shall be called Wonderful Counsellor, Mighty God, Ever-

lasting Father, Prince of Peace.” It is already significant that Pro-

fessor Gautier should take this text for a sermon preparing for

Christmas. And he seems to take it in simplicity with its reference

directly to that Liberator who is Jesus Christ. We look back to

Him as the prophet looked forward, he tells us : but we do not

think of Him as something that is really past. “Ah, certainly not!

He is not past, He is present, He belongs to our own time, as well

as, and even more than, to any time that has preceded us. In proportion

as the Church moves on from century to century, the presence of the

Christ, the Liberator, the Prince of Peace becomes ever more indis-

pensible. Let us keep our eyes fixed on Christmas, on the Prince

of Peace whom the prophet announced of old and whose coming has

been hailed through nineteen hundred years : for us He is still the

Light, He is the Wonderful Counsellor, the Mighty God, the Everlast-

ing Father, the Prince of Peace, ready always to give us all that we
need.”

In his closer interpretation of the verse which especially forms his

text Professor Gautier is led by the conception that the four titles

here given to the coming Liberator contain each a promise, and

respond each to an insatiable aspiration of our being, resting on uni-

versal human need. In our insufficiency we need guidance, and the

Liberator is promised as a Wonderful Counsellor. But we need more
than direction; we need moral strength to do what we perceive to be

right; and the Liberator is promised as Mighty God. What we need

is not merely for the present but for the future; and the Liberator

is promised as Everlasting Father; that is a protector who will never

fail. And above all, we need peace, not merely external peace, but

peace of heart and conscience: and the Liberator is promised as

Prince of Peace. Interest culminates in the precise interpretation put

upon the second of these designations. And we are not quite sure
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just at this point how full a connotation Professor Gautier would
assign to it. He seems absorbed in portraying the helpful functions

of the Mighty God and leaves in some obscurity what he would say

of His nature.

We give the substance of the eloquent paragraph that the reader
;may judge for himself: “There is another need which we feel not

less imperiously,—it is the need of a power to help us in our weak-

ness. What are we? Even those of us who, in a physical point of

view, or intellectual, or social, are in possession of resources above

the average; even these of us—what are we but poor and weak
beings? . . . And if there is one sphere in which we feel most feeble

it is that of the moral will. We see the road we should follow, we
have no doubt of it, and nevertheless we remain inert, powerless, as

if paralyzed. Even when no exterior obstacle stands in the way, we
quickly feel weary and fall into discouragement. Why? Because we
are limited, because at each step we are aware of the limits of our

powers. Oh, how important it is for us then to discover that there

is at our disposal a power which is not like ours, a power which is

not feebleness, a power which really deserves its name, a might, the

mighty God. This is why the Liberator whom the prophet calls

Mighty God appears to us as able to meet this need of our soul;

He will make the power from on high run across our weakness in

such a fashion that when we feel weak, it is precisely then that we
shall find ourselves strong. As long as we believe only in ourselves

we are weak and miserable, we are on our way to shipwreck; but

when we have learned to look to Him who is power and deliverance,

then the divine aid is manifested to us. How splendid thus to be able

to count on the wisdom and on the might of God, to be assured that

light from on high will come to dissipate the darkness and that

power from on high will come to transform our weakness !” There

may be something lacking here; but in any case it is eloquent

preaching.

For the questions which gather around the interpretation of these

great Messianic designations, especially that of the Mighty God, see

Dr. John D. Davis’ study printed in the Biblical and Theological

Studies by the Faculty of Princeton Seminary, published in com-

memoration of the hundredth anniversary of the Seminary (1912).

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.

Marriage, Its Ethics and Religion. By P. T. Forsyth, M.A., D.D.,

Principal of Hackney College, Hampstead. New York and Lon-

don: Hodder and Stoughton. 8vo; pp. viii, 152. Net $1.25.

This volume, which is “an expansion of a Lecture delivered in

connection with the National Council of Public Morals”, discusses

marriage, in all its relations, from the Christian standpoint, and in

view of the changed and highly complex conditions of modern life.

Thus it considers marriage as “Individual, Social, and Religious”.
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It holds it to be “monogamous”, “permanent”, and in its object dis-

tinctly “ethical”. It so explains and affirms the “subordination” of

the wife to the husband as to find in that the true dignity of the

former. It is very severe and very just in its condemnation of

“Leasehold Marriage”. It is equally strong in asserting the sacredness

of marriage, the dignity and sincerity of true love, and the distinctly

counteracting and evil effect along these lines of much of the liter-

ature of our day. The discussion closes with words both so apt and

so weighty that the reviewer is constrained to quote them; and he

would be glad to strengthen them, could that be. “Next to religion

the questions involved in sex raise the most momentous and solemn

issues for all history. Most men who come to grief, it is said, wreck

either upon God or upon woman. And yet both orders of question

are handled, I do not say merely with a levity of manner, but with

a levity of mind, which is not only unworthy but incompetent and

unfertile, and may entail great peril for the future. I trust these

pages may contribute something to mitigate the violence of this

anomaly, and to raise our interest to the range and dignity of matters

with which society has so intimately and eternally to do.” This wish

of the author is sure to be gratified. The reviewer does not know of

a more helpful and timely discussion than this of his.

There is but one criticism to be made, and that concerns the vexed

question of divorce. To divorce our author is never able altogether

to reconcile himself. He justifies it, even when granted on the Scrip-

tural grounds of infidelity and final desertion, both of which he

recognizes as equally scriptural—he justifies it only as a temporary

expedient. Indeed, he “more than doubts if the exception imbedded

in Christ’s words about divorce (Mt. v. 32) is genuine”. He insists

that when our Lord spoke thus “He was not legislating”. He more
than hints that if he were, his legislation would not have force now;
for “all the New Testament regulations were conceived under the

influence of the expected and near parousia, when all existing re-

lations should be dissolved”. There is, however, no sufficient ground

on which to reject the passage in Matthew containing the objection-

able exception. While, moreover, in the fully realized kingdom of

God, whether in heaven or on earth, the conditions met by divorce

would be both impossible and inconceivable, our Lord, in his teaching

concerning it, was legislating in the sense that he was laying down
what ought to be, not only in view of existing temporary conditions,

but also in view of the essential nature of marriage as a union

constituting “one flesh”, i.e., a common life. Nor is our author’s

remark as to the expectation of the speedy return of our Saviour

more to the point. As even Harnack has observed, the end of the

world is to consummate; it is not to bring in the kingdom. That is

here, in our hearts ; and, hence, the principles which will be established

then are precisely those which ought to obtain now. The fact is

that our author considers divorce from the standpoint of its relation

to society rather than from the standpoint of its relation to the
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marriage union. This is his one great mistake. If marriage, as our

Lord teaches, results in one common life both spiritual and physical,

then, only death or its equivalent can dissolve it and death or its

equivalent must dissolve it. Hence, infidelity and final desertion

must terminate marriage or evince that it has been terminated : as

even physical death need not do, they mark the destruction of the

exclusiveness of the more important element in marriage, the spiritual

affection. Hence, also, only infidelity and final desertion can be just

grounds of divorce : they are the only two reasons for it which in

their effect on the common life of marriage are real equivalents of

death.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Place of the Church in the Work of Social Betterment. By
Edgar P. Hill, D.D., Professor of Sacred Rhetoric and Applied

Christianity in McCormick Theological Seminary; Superintend-

ent of the Church Extension Board, Presbytery of Chicago.

Philadelphia : Presbyterian Board of Publication and Sabbath

School Work. Pamph., 8vo; pp. 29. 1913.

A brief but admirable discussion of a question of great and of

pressing interest. It believes that the mission of the church is pri-

marily spiritual; but because this is so, it holds that the church has

been and should continue to be of all forces the most effective for

true social betterment. Dr. Hill writes soundly, sanely, winningly.

His paper should do much good. We wish that it might be read by

all who are interested, as all ought to be, in “social betterment’'.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

GENERAL LITERATURE
Critical Reviews relating chiefly to Scotland. By David Hay Flem-

ing, LL.D. London, New York and Toronto: Hodder and

Stoughton. 1912. 8vo; pp. xvl, 600.

It seems a bold thing to gather together a mass of occasional notices

of books, published during a period of twenty-five years, and give

them the permanency of re-publication in book-form. Possibly the

quarter-of-a-century product of few reviewers would endure such a

test. Dr. Hay Fleming’s endure it. Unity is already given to the

whole by the circumstance that practically all the reviews collected

deal with works on Scottish history. When Dr. Hay Fleming quali-

fies this in his title by inserting the word “chiefly’’, this is only a

characteristic instance of his scrupulous exactness of speech. Out

of the some five scores of book-notices here republished, possibly

some half-score might be said to concern books on English rather

than Scottish history: and almost all of these are on subjects so
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closely connected with Scottish history—Elizabeth, the Stuarts, Laud,

the Percys—that they scarcely form an exception. Only the review

entitled “Wesley and Methodism’’ (pp. 404 ff.) is wholly without direct

reference to Scotland. A deeper unity is given to them by their

harmony in style, manner, tone, and, we must add, purpose. For

twenty-five years Dr. Hay Fleming has been printing notices of all

the significant books on Scottish history, especially its ecclesiastical

history, and more especially still the history of its great Reformation

struggle and its sequelae, with a view apparently to doing what a

reviewer may do to help on in the great work of getting the history

of Scotland, particularly its religious history, truly understood and

accurately recorded. With his unsurpassed stores of exact know-

ledge, and his wide-minded outlook on the progress of historical

development, he has been able to set each new book, as it appeared,

in its right light before the public, and to assign to it its proper

sphere of influence. When these critical reviews are brought together

they constitute what we can scarcely characterize as anything else

than a valuable critical commentary on the historiography of Scotland

for the past twenty-five years. Every one who reads the histories of

Scotland and the historical studies on phases of Scottish affairs pub-

lished during this period should have Dr. Hay Fleming’s book at

his elbow to instruct him as to the credit to be given to each, and to

save him from misadventure in his “facts”.

One of the notable features of Dr. Hay Fleming’s reviews is the

multitude of errors of fact in the books he reviews which he corrects.

Qne might almost gain the impression, in desultorily turning over his

pages, that they give chiefly a catalogue of the errors of the his-

torians. This impression would be erroneous. Dr. Hay Fleming

does far more than correct the errors of detail of the works with

which he deals. He gives a balanced estimate of the value of each

for the purpose for which it is written; an estimate, which, if it errs

at all, errs on the side of generosity of judgment. But with his im-

mense knowledge of the facts, he could not but correct a good many
errors of detail as he went along. And these corrections of errors

of detail form in the mass an exceedingly valuable contribution to

our knowledge of Scottish history. He is able, of course, to point

out only a few in each book,—just enough to illustrate the degree

of trust which may be accorded to its representations. What a pity

he could not point out them all ! Some government ought to endow a

man like Dr. Hay Fleming for the purpose of reading every book in

his specialty and making a detailed list of all its errors. Then, in-

deed, we might hope, after a while, to get a history which could be

trusted. And let it not be imagined that this detailed accuracy with

respect to matters of fact is a small matter. We do not refer now
to the difficulty of attaining it,—according to Dr. Routh’s saying that

such accuracy may be judged a trivial matter, but it is no trivial matter

to attain it. We refer to its value. It is an illusion to think a just

general view can be attained apart from strict exactness of detail. It
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is the details in their sum which make up the general view : and if

any considerable number of the details are wrong or any of them are

considerably wrong, the general view is wrong too. No worker in

any historical sphere—however narrow—but has had the experience

that the exact ascertainment of a seemingly minute detail has been

the hinge on which the correct estimate of all the great movements
turn. We wish to express the deliberate opinion that it is only

through the zeal for the fact which is so happily shown by Dr. Hay
Fleming in all his historical work, and not least in this volume of

wonderful Critical Reviews, that our knowledge of history is sub-

stantially advanced.

It is, of course, impossible to discuss the substance of a book like

this. The reviewer’s only, and happily very pleasant task, is merely

to make its general character plain. We cannot content ourselves,

however, without expressing the satisfaction we feel in Dr. Hay
Fleming’s convincing vindication of the personal character of a great

hero like Knox, who has been the target of so many poisoned shafts

;

and in his sturdy defence of the Covenanters from much carping

criticism. At one point he makes a valuable contribution to the

history of the Westminster Confession in the Church of Scotland

(pp. 309 ff.). It is too much to hope that his repeated, patient ex-

planations will save future writers from the confusion into which

few fail to fall with reference to the several Covenants. But it is

sincerely to be hoped that his corrections of the slanders which have

been given wide currency of the Scottish martyrs, notably George

Wishart, may bear fruit. Over and over again fresh items of in-

formation as to historical events or persons of importance are inci-

dentally communicated. Now and then an incompetent writer is

fairly scourged. A good example is afforded by the characterization

—

let us rather say, the exposure—of Dr. James Rankin’s History of

the Church of Scotland up to 1688 published in that remarkable

work The Church of Scotland, Past and Present, edited by the late

Dr. Story, whose editorial duties Dr. Hay Fleming seems to suggest

began by “inserting his own portrait as a frontispiece to the whole

History of the Church of Scotland” and ended “with a general

preface of twenty-four pages”. Dr. Rankin’s contribution he de-

scribes “as a superlative specimen of the slip-shod, superficial and

pretentious work of this so-called critical nineteenth century” (p. 25).

He who writes critical reviews of the literature of Scottish history of

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries must of course often

fall foul of Andrew Lang. Dr. Hay Fleming has not been able to

avoid pointing out his numerous shortcomings, in lack of sympathy

with the true makers of Scotland, deep-rooted prejudice against its

religious leaders, and inveterate inaccuracy of statement. One might

imagine that the relations between the criticised and the critic

were necessarily somewhat strained. All the more welcome is the

beautiful allusion to Mr. Lang in the Preface, with its record of

more than twenty years of friendship, and its revelation of the mutual
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appreciation of each other’s qualities which governed the intercourse

of these two lovers of St. Andrews and workers in Scottish history.

“You have been rather the Freeman to my Froude (not that Freeman
really knew where to have Froude)” wrote Mr. Lang to his friend only

a little over a year ago, “but I hope there has never been an unkind

thought on my side, or an unsportsmanlike criticism on yours, which

is rather rare among men of letters”.

We must not give the impression that Dr. Hay Fleming’s criticism is

always caustic or even always negative. Correction is correction ; and

the two meanings of the word are expressive of much. But correction

is not invidious when it is done as transparently as it always is done by

Dr. Hay Fleming only in the interests of truth. And all his criticism is

not corrective, even in its milder sense. No appreciation could be

more whole-hearted and generous than his, where appreciation is

deserved. And no desert of appreciation is missed by him. Every

good quality is perceived and noted, and every book is judged with

careful regard to its purpose and its adaptability to fulfil that purpose.

His praise is the more powerful that it is the praise of a critic who
is not blind to faults. And his praise is lavishly given.

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.

PERIODICAL LITERATURE
Atnerican Journal of Theology, Chicago, April: Ambrose White

Vernon, Can an Efficient Theology be Dependent upon Historical

Facts; Hugo Gressmann, The Sources of Israel’s Messianic Hope;
A. V. Williams Jackson, The Ancient Persian Conception of Salva-

tion according to the Avesta, or Bible of Zoroaster; John Alfred

Faulkner, Luther and the Bigamous Marriage of Philip of Hesse;

C. E. Fryer, The Numerical Decline of Dissent in England previous

to the Industrial Revolution ;
Edgar J. Goodspeed, The Washington

Manuscript of the Gospels; James Westfall Thompson, The alleged

Persecution of the Christians at Lyons in 177.

Bibliotheca Sacra, Gberlin, April : Henry A. Stimson, The De-

velopment of the Doctrine of God and Man; Herbert W. Magoun, A
Layman’s View of the Critical Theory; Alfred H. C. Morse, The
System of Indulgences; William H. Bates, Judgment or Judgments;

A. A. Berle, Christianity and Therapeutics
;
Harold M. Wiener, The

Recensional Criticism of the Pentateuch ;
Gabriel Campbell, Philo-

sophical Aspects of Religious Experience; James Lindsay, The Rule

of Faith; Jacob the Son of Aaron, The Book of Enlightenment.

Church Quarterly Review, London, April : Arthur C. Headlam,
Foundations; E. Wordsworth, St. Francis of Assisi; A. Caldecott,

The Religious Philosophy of Rudolf Eucken; Religious Training in

Secondary Schools; W. C. Bishop, The Proposals for a New Lection-
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ary; Foster Watson, J. L. Vives and St. Augustine’s “Civitas Dei”;

F. C. Morehouse, Trinity Parish, New York.

Constructive Quarterly Review, New York, June: James Dennev,
Constructive Task of Protestantism; Newman Smyth, Common Idea

of the Church in the Protestant Creeds; Mgr. Batiffol, French

School of Early Church History; Seth Low, Christianity in the

United States; R. A. Falconer, Present Position of Churches in

Canada; Nicholas N. Glubokovsky, Orthodoxy in its Essence; W.
R. Inge, Transformation of the Messianic Hope in the New Testa-

ment; W. Adams Brown, Problems and Possibilities of American
Protestantism

; Lady Henry Somerset, Place of Religion in the

Woman Movement; W. L. Bevan, Baron von Hugel’s Eternal Life;

W. B. Selbie, Tendencies in the English Free Churches; J. H. Moul-
ton, Methodism in the Catholic Unity; W. H. van Allen, Catholic

Privileges
;
Rufus M. Jones, A Forgotten Hero of the Reformation.

East and West, London, April : Campbell N. Moody, The Western
Form of Christianity; E. R. McNeile, Theosophy and “The Coming
of Christ”; D. S. Margoliouth, New Light on Islam; Bishop Frods-

ham, Bush Brotherhoods and Community Life; Masujiro Honda,

Missionary Methods in the Far East; W. H. G. Aspland, China and

Medical Missions
; J. Knowles, The Illiteracy of India.

Expositor, London, May: Jane T. Stoddart, A Swiss Fenelon;

Dr. Godet and the Emperor Frederick; John Skinner, The Divine

Names in Genesis, 2. The Pericope-Hypothesis
; G. Buchanan Gray,

The Forms of Hebrew Poetry, i. Introductory; Robert Mackintosh,

The Roots of St. Paul’s Doctrine of Sin; Arthur Carr, The Fellow-

ship ( koivwvm ) of Acts ii. 42, and Cognate Words; Vernon Bart-

lett, Two New Testament Problems; H. C. Hoskies, The New Codex

“W”.
Harvard Theological Review, Cambridge, April : Francis G. Pea-

body, The Practicability of the Christian Life
;
Edward S. Drown,

What is the Supernatural?; John W. Buckham, Dualism or Duality;

Henry H. Walker, Christian Experience the Key to Christian His-

tory; E. Albert Cook, Conservatism in Religion; James B. Pratt,

The Subconscious and Religion; Carl S. Patton, Two Studies of the

Gospel of Mark.

Hibbert Journal, Boston, April: Josiah Royce, The Christian

Doctrine of Life; J. E. Carpenter, The Buddhist Doctrine of Salva-

tion; John Galsworthy, The New Spirit in the Drama; L. P.

Jacks, Does Consciousness “Evolve”? G. W. Balfour, Telepathy and

Metaphysics; Professor Sorley, Does Religion need a Philosophy?

N. Jarintzoff, The Life of the Russian Clergy: Incidents and Char-

acteristics; John A. Hobson, How is Wealth to be Valued? G. W.
Bacon, A Century of Change in New Testament Criticism; Hubert
Handley, Biblical Griticism and the Work of the Pastor; W. Cecil

Price, Social Service, No. 7, The Boy Scout Movement.

International Journal of Ethics, Philadelphia, April : Arthur O.

Lovejoy, The Practical Tendencies of Bergsonism; Walter F. Wil-
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cox, A Statistician’s Idea of Progress; John M. Mecklin, The
Problem of Christian Ethics; M. E. Robinson, The Sociological Idea;

Ezra B. Crooks, Is it Must or OUGHT?
Interpreter, London, April: Evelyn Underhill, The Place of Will,

Intellect and Feeling in Prayer; T. Field, Foundations; L. W. Gren-

sted. The Significance of Jeremiah; H. H. B. Ayles, The Sacrifices

of Christ; Canon Foakes-Jackson, Our Debt to Northern Israel; C.

R. Norcock, The Earliest Doctrine of the Eucharist; A. Smythe
Palmer, The First Words of the Lord Jesus (St. Luke, ii. 49), A
New Interpreter; Charles Foxley, On the True Position of St. John
VI; Canon Johns, Orientalia.

Irish Theological Quarterly, Dublin, April: F. E. Gigot, The Virgin

Birth in St. Luke’s Gospel; D. Barry, The Ethics of Insurance; G. S.

Hitchcock, Apocalyptic; D. O’Keeffe, Henri Bergson’s Critical Phi-

losophy; J. Kelleher, Land Reform.

Jewish Quarterly Review, Philadelphia, April: Henry Malter,

Saadia Studies; Max Radin, A Disputation in an Italian Novel;

Phineas Mordell, Origin of Letters and Numerals in Sefer Yesirah;

Norman Bentwich, Herford’s “Pharisees”; Leon Huhner, Wier-

nik’s “Jews in America”.

Jewish Review, London, May: W. H. Bennett, Permanent Contri-

butions of Post-Exilic Jews to the Advance of Religion; Mrs. M. A.

Spielmann, Woman’s Place in the Synagogue; M. E. Lange, The
Ruined Synagogues of Galilee; H. M. Lazarus, The Gaon of Wilna;

A. Cohen, The Problem of the Pentateuch: A New Phase.

Journal of Theological Studies, London, April: H. H. Howorth,
The Decretal of Damascus; A. Souter, Tyconius’s Text of the

Apocalypse: A Partial Restoration; H. C. Hoskier, Evan; 157 (Rome.

Vat. Urb. 2). Ill; E. A. Loew, The Codex Bezae; H. St. J. Thack-
eray, A Study in the Parable of the Two Kings; G. A. T. Davies,

Tertullian and the Pliny-Trajan Correspondence (Ed. 96) ; C. F.

Burney, St. Matthew xxv. 31-46, as a Hebrew Poem; C. Ryder Smith,

Some Indian Parallels to Hebrew Cult.

London Quarterly Review, London, April : W. T. Davison, Christian

Faith and Modern Thought; Frederic Lawrence, Robert Schumann;

W. H. Griffith Thomas, Some Factors in the Problem of Church

Reunion ;
Alexander Brown, The Psychology of Revivals

;
Edward

T. Brailsford, Chivalry in Modern Life; Ernest E. Genner, The Re-

ligions of Greece and Rome; F. W. Orde Ward, Christ and the Law
of Contradiction; John Telford, The Painter of Eternal Truths.

Lutheran Church Rezdew, Philadelphia, April-June: H. E. Jacobs,

The Via Media and the Lutheran Church; T. E. Schmauk, The Re-

union of Christendom; T. E. Schmauk, Mr. Silas McBee and his

Constructive Quarterly: D. H. Geissinger, A Symposium of Evo-

lutionists; George Drach, David Livingstone.

Lutheran Quarterly, Gettysburg, April: Luther A. Fox, The
Cosmological Argument; Ezra R. Stauffer, The Need of Practical

Training for the Ministry; J. F. Krueger, The History of the English
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Catechism of the General Synod
; A. E. Deitz, The Reality of Chris-

tian Experience; Leander S. Keyser, A Modern View of “Modern
Thought”; W. A. Lambert, The Confession and the Church; C. J.

Kiefer, Luther and Hymnology; Theo. B. Stork, Bergson and his

Philosophy; J. M. Hantz, Moral Sense in Theology; L. Russell
Alden, Business Methods in Church Work.
Methodist Review, New York, May-June: F. J. McConnell, The

Methodist System and Social Cooperation; J. H. Willey, The Mod-
ern Message of Dante; J. A. Faulkner, Luther and the Divinity of

Christ; J. M. Dixon, Religion and the Teaching of English Literature;

Lilly Rider Gracey, The Huguenots; B. M. Tipple, Italian National-

ism; C. M. Cobern, A New Interpretation of the Book of Job; S.

Trevena Jackson, The Morning Star of the Dark Continent; H. A.

Buttz, John Wesley and Charter House.

Methodist Review Quarterly, Nashville, April : Gross Alexander,

The Resurrection of Jesus: A Study for Easter; Joseph Parker,

The Making of Preachers and Sermons
; H. C. Howard, David Living-

stone: 1813-1913; Henry W. Clark, Mr. Bernard Shaw and his

Theory of Life; H. M. Du Bose, Our Church Name; J. L. Cuning-
gim, A Better System of Ministerial Training for the Church; Delo

C. Grover, The Higher Pragmatism; W. P. King, Christian Faith

and the New Apologetics; W. D. Weatherford, A Buddhist Example
of Practical Christianity.

Missionary Review of the World, New York, June: Robert Kerr,

The New Regime in Morocco; M. N. Popoff, Bulgaria—The Youngest

Kingdom; A. W. Baker, The Color Line in South Africa; E. R.

Hendrix, Why send Missionaries to South America.

Moslem World, London, April: W. R. W. Gardner, After the

War; W. St. Clair Tisdall, An English Apologist; Wyman Bury
(Abdullah Mansur), Islam and Civilization; S. M. Zwemer, The
Stumbling Block of the Cross ; C. R. Watson, The Moslem of Su-

matra as a Type; Charles E. G. Tisdall, A Plea for the Malays;

George Swan, The Matbuli Incident.

Philosophical Review, Lancaster, May: Felix Krueger, New Aims
and Tendencies in Psychology; George P. Adams, Mind as Form and

as Activity; Guy A. Tawney, Methodological Realism; Jared S.

Moore, Duration and Value.

Reformed Church Review, Lancaster, April
: J. Spangler Kieffer,

An Appreciation of the Heidelberg Catechism; W. J. Hinke, The
Origin of the Heidelberg Catechism

;
A. E. Dahlmann, The Theology

of the Heidelberg Catechism; Thomas H. Balliet, Religious Educa-

tion and Catechetical Instruction ; George W. Richards, A Compara-

tive Study of the Heidelberg, Luther’s Smaller, and the Westminster

Shorter Catechisms; A Symposium on the Heidelberg Catechism;

William C. Schaeffer, Religious Education in the Church; E. S.

Bromer, Religious Education in the Home; H. M. J. Klein, Religious

Education in School and College.

Reviewt> and Expositor, Louisville, April : S. Angus, Hebrew,
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Greek and Roman, I.; Carl D. Case, Methods of Healing; J. E.

Hicks, The Renaissance as Preparation for the Reformation ;
Alvah

Sabin Hobart, The Remedy for Aristocracy in the Church; J. H.

Farmer, The Kingdom of God; E. E. Wood, The Denominational

School an Indespensable Adjunct to our Educational System.

Bulletin d’ancienne litterature et d’archeologie chretiennes, Paris,

Avril: J. Tixeront, Le rite du matal; Gustave Bardy, Les objections

d’un philosophe pa'ien, d’apres l’Apocriticus de Macaire de Magnesie;

J. P. Kirsch, L’Aigle sur les monuments figures de l’antiquite chre-

tienne; Pierre de Labriolle, Tertullien, auteur du Prologue et de la

Conclusion de la Passion de Perpetue et de Felicite; Pierre Batiffol,

La conversion de Constantin et la tendance au monotheisme dans la

religion romaine.

La Ciencia Tomista, Madrid, Mayo-Junio : Ter Maat (Fr. Pedro),

La Doctrina de la Predestinacion segun San Pablo (conclusion)

;

Marin-Sola (Fr. Francisco), La Homogeneidad de la doctrina cato-

lica; Trapiello (Francisco), Fray Pedro de Tapia su tiempo (con-

tinuacion)
;
Alcalde (Fr. Lesmes), El metodo teologico en la Suma.

Recherches de Science Religieuse, Paris, Mars-Avril: Joseph Huby,
Le texte original des Commentaires de Maldonat; Frederic Bouvier,

Religion et Magie (deuxieme article)
;
Louis de Mondadon, De la

connaissance de soi-meme a la connaissance de Dieu dans saint

Augustin
;
Jules Misson, La foi en l’apotheose chez un lettre paien du

IV* siecle apres Jesus-Christ
;
Paul Dudon, Notes et documents sur

le Quietisme; Mai-Juin; Adhemar d’Ales, La discipline penetentielle

au II' siecle en dehors d’Hermas
;
Leopold CadiHre, Les religions de

1’Annam (deuxieme article)
;
Xavier Roiron, Les plus anciens pro-

logues epistolaires chretienne, I. Les Prologues de saint Paul
;
Joseph

de Ghellinck, La “Somme theologique” d’Btienne Langton; Jean

Riviere et Paul Galtier, Le demon dans la theologie redemptrice de

saint Irenee.

Revue Benedictine, Paris, Avril : D. G. Morin, I. Pro Instantio,

contre l’attribution a Priscillien des opuscles du manuscrit de Wurz-
bourg, II. Un passage enigmatique de S. Jerome contre la pelerine

espagnole Eucheria?; D. J. Chapman, On the “Decretum Gelasianium

de libris recipiendis et non recipiendis” ;
D. D. De Bruyne, Les notes

liturgiques du Codex Forojuliensis

;

D. J. Chapman, Barnabas and the

Western Text of Acts.

Revue d’Histoire Ecclesiastique, Louvain, Avril
: J. Flamion, Saint

Pierre a Rome (a suivre)
;
Ch. Terlinden, Le conclave de Leon XII,

d’apres des documents inedits; Ch. Moeller, Frederic Ozanam et son

oeuvre historique, 23 avril 1813-8 septembre 1853.

Revue de Theologie et de Philosophie, Lausanne, Mai : Pierre

Bovet, Le mystere du devoir; Hugo Gressmann, Les odes de Salo-

mon; Henri-l. Mieville, Philosophie de la religion, II. Hoffding

(fin) ; C. M., La Bible du centenaire.

Revue de Thelogie et des Questions Religieuses, Montauban, Mars:
Daniel Benoit, Vinet inedit; Ch. Bruston, Les dates principales de
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la vie de saint Paul, de sa conversion a sa premiere epitre; Henri
Bois, Adele Kamm (suite et fin) ; Ch. Bruston, Fantasies exegetiques

et critiques.

Revue des Sciences Philosophiques et Theologiques, Paris, Avril:

F. Palhories, La “formule ideale” dans la philosophic de Gioberti;

W. Schmidt, La methode de l’ethnologie; D. Mandonnet, Premiers

travaux de polemique thomiste (2
e

partie) ; B. Allo, Versets 28-30

du chap. VIII ad Rom. (La question de la predestination dans l’Ep.

aux Romains) ; M. Jacquin, Bulletin d’histoire des doctrines

chretiennes.

Theologische Studien, Utrecht, Aflev. Ill: Th. L. W. van Rave-

steyn, Historic en Profetie; Klap, M. Minucii Felicis Octavius.

Zeitschrift fur katholische Theologie, Innsbruck, II : Josef Stigl-

mayr, Zur Prioritat des “Octavius” des Minucius Felix gegenuber

dem “Apologeticum” Tertullians; Bernhard Poschmann, Zur Buss-

frage in der cyprianischen Zeit; Franz Ehrle, Der Kampf um'die

Lehre des heiligen Thomas von Aquin in den ersten funfzig Jahren

nach seinem Tod.






